Open Source Software Attribution Report

NOTICE RELATING TO OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE

LAST REVISED: 1/20/2021

The Taboola.com Ltd (“Taboola”) newsroom, mobile, and video products (“Taboola Products”) contain software that is provided to you under open source licenses (“Open Source Software”). This notice lists the licenses and required attribution notices for such Open Source Software included in Taboola Products. This document may also contain required licenses and notices for third party commercial software used in this product.

In the event of a conflict between the software license in Taboola terms of use or end user license agreement applicable to Taboola Products and the open source license applicable to such Open Source Software, the open source license will prevail with respect to that Open Source Software.

NOTICES FOR OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE COMPONENTS

Product

Note: missing copyright references are marked with (*)

1. **Library: addon-actions-3.4.12.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

   **Projects**
  taboola-ultimate-ui

   **Licenses**
   Licensed under MIT
   License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1ee575ed-1194-4be6-b97d-e4fa7d94e04e

   License Text Under Appendix

   **Copyrights**
   Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Kadira Inc
   Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/storybooks/storybook/blob/v3.4.12/LICENSE

2. **Library: addon-centered-3.4.12.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

   **Projects**
  taboola-ultimate-ui

   **Licenses**
   Licensed under MIT
   License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7705d5ef-ce1d-4b42-9de0-aecf3f4f02fa
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Kadira Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7705d5ef-ce1d-4b42-9de0-aecf349302fa

3. **Library: addon-info-3.4.12.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1cbe3199-e2da-49eb- a427-6d961f23d854

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Kadira Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/storybooks/storybook/blob/v3.4.12/LICENSE

4. **Library: addon-knobs-3.4.12.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/aac037a1-a5f5-46c5-9fd1-e3ec2e3ede9a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Kadira Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/storybooks/storybook/blob/v3.4.12/LICENSE

5. **Library: addon-links-3.4.12.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
taboola-ultimate-ui
6. **Library: addon-notes-3.4.12.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Client**

   **Projects**
  taboola-ultimate-ui

   **Licenses**
   Licensed under MIT
   License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b438e193-cbc0-4ca5-9df2-5654e0f7a209

   License Text Under Appendix

   **Copyrights**
   Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Kadira Inc
   Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/storybooks/storybook/blob/v3.4.12/LICENSE

7. **Library: addon-options-3.4.12.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Client**

   **Projects**
  taboola-ultimate-ui

   **Licenses**
   Licensed under MIT
   License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6ab1b057-a535-4401-9902-e8a4276e41f8

   License Text Under Appendix

   **Copyrights**
   Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Kadira Inc
   Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/storybooks/storybook/blob/v3.4.12/LICENSE
8. **Library: addons-3.4.12.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/47052516-5785-44bd-8abd-8fd96b6fd5d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Kadira Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/storybooks/storybook/blob/v3.4.12/LICENSE


Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/499e0025-6a1e-4f40-86bb-ab70b49cfbec

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2019 AG GRID LTD
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/499e0025-6a1e-4f40-86bb-ab70b49cfbec


Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ff66da74-884e-409f-9ca4-dc853c6f1293

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2019 AG GRID LTD
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ff66da74-884e-409f-9ca4-dc853c6f1293
11. **Library: autoprefixer-6.7.7.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**

self-service

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cd10ce07-e8e2-4637-927f-2ade4e6ef0c

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Andrey Sitnik <andrey@sitnik.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/postcss/autoprefixer/blob/6.7.7/LICENSE

12. **Library: autoprefixer-8.6.5.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**

taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/08988660-95ca-4cf7-8227-fceed55ce751

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Andrey Sitnik <andrey@sitnik.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/postcss/autoprefixer/blob/8.6.5/LICENSE

13. **Library: babel-cli-6.26.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**

taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f239ef7d-2d5f-4b56-a958-e6f36165ffbl

License Text Under Appendix

**Projects**
taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c35b415e-e39e-4f9d-b8ac-ef55c0725ddf

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

---

15. **Library: babel-eslint-10.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/34de2c1e-05bb-48db-a3f4-1c1209b1b487

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

---

16. **Library: babel-jest-23.6.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
taboola-ultimate-ui
17. **Library:** babel-loader-7.1.5.tgz **Product:** Taboola Client

**Projects**
taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/123cb03-eae9-4d34-ad66-3916dd9ea20a

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Facebook, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v23.6.0/LICENSE

18. **Library:** babel-plugin-css-modules-transform-1.6.2.tgz **Product:** Taboola Client

**Projects**
taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1131065b-25fd-4766-adc2-656d5d9d4426

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2016 Michal Kvasničák
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1131065b-25fd-4766-adc2-656d5d9d4426
19. **Library: babel-plugin-lodash-2.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/895eff4a-e795-4a35-976a-eed72f4a133c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors <https://jquery.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/895eff4a-e795-4a35-976a-eed72f4a133c

20. **Library: babel-polyfill-6.9.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bc3321ca-b466-4fb5-a2e4-64066e958af

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com> Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.9.1/LICENSE

21. **Library: babel-preset-env-1.7.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d0e366d0-b929-48e7-b069-996150d775de

License Text Under Appendix

Projects

taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c81f-4fd1-93c9-af4d91e81a98

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.9.0/LICENSE

23. **Library: babel-preset-es2015-6.9.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects

self-service

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cbcbb52a-4804-4c86-8e76-664cf0768ae

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 Sebastian McKenzie
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.9.0/LICENSE


Projects

taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
25. **Library: babel-preset-react-app-3.1.2.tgz** Product: **Taboola Client**

**Projects**
taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a5248f29-85ca-4315-887c-15ac52580341

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Facebook, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebookincubator/create-react-app/blob/v3.1.2/LICENSE

26. **Library: babelify-7.3.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Client**

**Projects**
self-service

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c6b9c001-0f03-4509-8720-763a513be6c7

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Sebastian McKenzie
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c6b9c001-0f03-4509-8720-763a513be6c7
27. **Library: bower-1.7.9.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a5d56909-50ef-451f-a7bf-c85408d25fff

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Twitter and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/bower/bower/blob/v1.7.9/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Twitter and "other contributors" (https://github.com/bower/bower/graphs/contributors)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/bower/bower/blob/v1.7.9/README.md

Copyright 3 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Twitter and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c78dff5b-d488-4539-9a2c-bfcb846e56f2

28. **Library: bower-art-resolver-2.0.9.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/276116e3-5584-4de0-a485-c99c8e106d6b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

29. **Library: browserify-13.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client**
Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/03cf4d7e-3f25-4b35-8bee-a67259c6b992

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2008-2015 Fair Oaks Labs, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/03cf4d7e-3f25-4b35-8bee-a67259c6b992

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/03cf4d7e-3f25-4b35-8bee-a67259c6b992

30. Library: browserify-istanbul-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3ecd5dba-f18d-4939-8777-5c0510ff6d23

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

31. Library: chai-3.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3e9b4a40-9c91-4d0d- 8492-49795142b425

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2015 Jake Luer <jake@alogicalparadox.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chaijs/chai/blob/3.5.0/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2015 Jake Luer "jake@alogicalparadox.com" (mailto:jake@alogicalparadox.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3e9b4a40-9c91-4d0d- 8492-49795142b425

32. **Library: chai-spies-0.7.1.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/63cb4f10-9ff4-4eab- b935-ae6a72e8c60e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Jake Luer <jake@alogicalparadox.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/63cb4f10-9ff4-4eab- b935-ae6a72e8c60e

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Jake Luer "jake@alogicalparadox.com" (mailto:jake@alogicalparadox.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c2bf8f05-4007-4912- 8f26-010ee7c4c0b0

33. **Library:classnames-2.2.6.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
ad-console-
frontend
34. **Library: cli-5.2.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7b0375d1-2d61-4c4b-9f6b-8054ef08868b

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Jed Watson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/JedWatson/classnames/blob/v2.2.6/README.md

35. **Library: cli-7.5.5.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
tc-client-rbox

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c4b4d26e-45f8-4d11-926e-c895d656007a

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.5.5/LICENSE
36. Library: core-4.11.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ce6eac28-e9ef-4815-a4c3-409abd74c17

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Call-Em-All
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ce6eac28-e9ef-4815-a4c3-409abd74c17

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Call-Em-All
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mui-org/material-ui/blob/v4.11.0/LICENSE

37. Library: core-7.5.5.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
trc-client-rbox

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c4c4e271-b1db-45c4-8e4d-3c133784bfd7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.5.5/LICENSE

38. Library: cross-spawn-7.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client
Projects
ad-console-frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6788a8d3-0020-4d64-aa4d-aeec3e14f089

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Made With MOXY Lda <hello@moxystudio>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/moxystudio/node-cross-spawn/blob/v7.0.1/LICENSE

39. Library: d3-scale-2.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/49499580-796a-4489-aec1-75994e109ad0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2015 Mike Bostock
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/d3/d3-scale/blob/v2.2.2/LICENSE

40. Library: del-2.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/23c916c6-1c9d-4c1d-a1c7-8546a6077f9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com>
(sindresorhus.com) Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/del/blob/v2.2.1/license
41. **Library: del-5.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
trc-client-rbox

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/969f842-c9fd-4413-9446-bbf830bb9742

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com) Copyright terms can be found at:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/del/blob/v5.1.0/license

42. **Library: enzyme-3.10.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/644ed736-13e2-4433-a10d-5be3313ace57

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Airbnb, Inc Copyright terms can be found at:
https://github.com/airbnb/enzyme/blob/66ccd862af083110103855f375b40d295e65e3c/LICENSE.md

43. **Library: enzyme-3.11.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
ad-console-frontend

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/055b7ea6-1fef-44e8-ab14-8d2a941b1519

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Airbnb, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/airbnb/enzyme/blob/enzyme@3.11.0/LICENSE.md

44. Library: enzyme-adapter-react-16-1.14.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/64b54a7e-8933-47f0-aa64-c30322353cbf

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Airbnb, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/airbnb/enzyme/blob/enzyme@1.14.0/LICENSE.md

45. Library: enzyme-adapter-react-16-1.15.2.tgz  Product: Taboola Client

Projects
ad-console-frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/79ce8383-c0d3-491b-8038-c24dd3dfdc51

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Airbnb, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/airbnb/enzyme/blob/enzyme-adapter-react-16@1.15.2/LICENSE.md

46. Library: enzyme-to-json-3.5.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Client
Projects
ad-console-frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/27f1a9c2-7fa3-43ba-beb8-7237b39da594

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Adrien Antoine adriantoine@gmail.com
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/adriantoine/enzyme-to-json/blob/v3.5.0/LICENSE

47. Library: es6-promise-3.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/83bad493-83cd-4e5c-99ec-c9467daa584b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Yehuda Katz, Tom Dale, Stefan Penner and contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/83bad493-83cd-4e5c-99ec-c9467daa584b


Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/90621743-d049-4094-8b85-ca209dac2263

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
49. **Library: eslint-config-airbnb-16.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects

taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/43df4834-5414-4d43-b239-14a84d7604c4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Airbnb
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/airbnb/javascript/blob/eslint-config-airbnb-v16.1.0/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Airbnb
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/airbnb/javascript/blob/eslint-config-airbnb-v16.1.0/LICENSE.md

50. **Library: eslint-config-airbnb-base-13.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects

trc-client-rbox

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7b6eb2d9-291d-4494-a0d6-4f5b1b3ddf5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Airbnb
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/airbnb/javascript/blob/eslint-config-airbnb-base-v13.1.0/LICENSE.md

51. **Library: eslint-loader-2.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client**
Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f5e7361f-23a3-4bd7-9ec2-ec9786867b1b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f5e7361f-23a3-4bd7-9ec2-ec9786867b1b

52. **Library: eslint-plugin-es-3.0.1.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
ad-console-frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/07036c92-2551-450d-9243-4d1e559af642

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Toru Nagashima
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/07036c92-2551-450d-9243-4d1e559af642

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Toru Nagashima
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mysticatea/eslint-plugin-es/blob/v3.0.1/LICENSE

53. **Library: eslint-plugin-html-1.5.1.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under ISC

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8a7e7cd3-ff48-4364-acb7-c3d61b48e482

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Benoît Zugmeyer
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/BenoitZugmeyer/eslint-plugin-html/blob/v1.5.1/LICENSE


Projects
trc-client-rbox

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4a5b8101-7a39-4f03-9108-df4019903584

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Ben Mosher
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/benmosher/eslint-plugin-import/blob/v2.14.0/LICENSE

Library: eslint-plugin-import-2.18.2.tgz  Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5c56d857-53cb-4280-8058-448df67db95

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Ben Mosher
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/benmosher/eslint-plugin-import/blob/v2.18.2/LICENSE

Library: eslint-plugin-jest-22.15.2.tgz  Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6f1203a6-be12-4caf-a8d9-7e324d185ebf

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Jonathan Kim
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jest-community/eslint-plugin-jest/blob/v22.15.2/LICENSE

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/209937fe-1402-437b-9670-d9763360ca86

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Ethan Cohen
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/evcohen/eslint-plugin-jsx-a11y/blob/v6.2.3/LICENSE.md

Library: eslint-plugin-jsx-a11y-6.2.3.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2c812a75-5f40-4439-8592-c8f8d043ce2f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Yannick Croissant
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yannickcr/eslint-plugin-react/blob/v7.14.3/LICENSE


Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2e812a75-5f40-4439-8592-c8f8d043ce2f

License Text Under Appendix

Library: event-stream-3.3.3.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Yannick Croissant
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yannickcr/eslint-plugin-react/blob/v7.14.3/LICENSE
Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/a3fe0114-ddc3-4861-8ae-50546eb64e0d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Dominic Tarr
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/a3fe0114-ddc3-4861-8ae-50546eb64e0d

60. Library: fast-glob-3.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
trc-client-rbox

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/96c10c15-66f7-46de-8014-b43d7673d277

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Denis Malinochkin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mrmlnc/fast-glob/blob/3.1.1/LICENSE

61. Library: fetch-mock-4.5.4.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/47a551c7-b21e-44a8-93ea-6711416bd9c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
62. **Library**: file-saver-2.0.2.tgz **Product**: Taboola Client

   **Projects**
   ad-console-frontend

   **Licenses**
   Licensed under MIT
   License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/46b707f2-25f3-4fb2-8d37-6f63507476b8

   [License Text Under Appendix](#)

   **Copyrights**

   Copyright 1 out of 2

   Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 [Eli Grey][1]
   Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/eligrey/FileSaver.js/blob/v2.0.2/LICENSE.md

   Copyright 2 out of 2

   Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 "Eli Grey" ([http://eligrey.com](http://eligrey.com))
   Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/46b707f2-25f3-4fb2-8d37-6f63507476b8

63. **Library**: file-type-15.0.1.tgz **Product**: Taboola Client

   **Projects**
   ad-console-frontend

   **Licenses**
   Licensed under MIT
   License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c7525095-05cc-42de-a0cb-25e8735ac85f

   [License Text Under Appendix](#)

   **Copyrights**

   Copyright 1 out of 2

   Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Rhys Evans
   Copyright terms can be found at: https://registry.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fa8d023d-2340-4819-8e87-1b5bb538f029

   Copyright 2 out of 2

   Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Rhys Evans
   Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/wheresrhys/fetch-mock/blob/v4.5.4/Licence
64. **Library: fs-extra-5.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6777fe8-588d-4e36-ad9d-9f6e4eb0d558

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2017 [JP Richardson](https://github.com/jprichardson)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jprichardson/node-fs-extra/blob/5.0.0/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2017 JP Richardson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jprichardson/node-fs-extra/blob/5.0.0/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2017 "JP Richardson" (https://github.com/jprichardson)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0d6d4508-c0c4-422b-a49e-b75d56874c6e

65. **Library: fuzzy-search-3.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
ad-console-frontend

**Licenses**
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f91bf35c-8a1d-4668-94e8-3300ac7ef981

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
66. **Library: generic-names-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8dd8dd1-822f-449d-b106-7b19bd7c44cb

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Alexey Litvinov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8dd8dd1-822f-449d-b106-7b19bd7c44cb

67. **Library: glob-6.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
self-service

**Licenses**
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9e8b00-e990-460d-9916-920d13a3d095

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/node-glob/blob/v6.0.4/LICENSE

68. **Library: graceful-fs-4.1.11.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
self-service

**Licenses**
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bc5ce23-4a46-41fb-9273-e79085dc180a
69. **Library: grunt-0.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
auth-service
publisher-console

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/26881914-ed3e-4e7f-9835-c548aa4781da

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/node-graceful-fs/blob/v4.1.11/LICENSE

---

70. **Library: grunt-0.4.5.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
newsroom-js

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5e96c36d-94fe-4893-b9e0-054ab425641d

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 "Cowboy" Ben Alman
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt/blob/v0.4.1/LICENSE-MIT

---

71. **Library: grunt-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 "Cowboy" Ben Alman
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt/blob/v0.4.5/LICENSE-MIT
Projects
trc-client-rbox

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3dea4f47-1038-4835-9ace-10a62ff5a66c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors, https://jquery.org/ Copyright terms can be found at:
https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt/blob/v1.0.3/LICENSE

72.  Library: grunt-babel-8.0.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Client

Projects
trc-client-rbox

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2c70ddc8-ca5f-4616-bae5-8c3c79a0bd3f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2c70ddc8-ca5f-4616-bae5-8c3c79a0bd3f

73.  Library: grunt-cli-0.1.13.tgz  Product: Taboola Client

Projects
auth-service
newsroom
m-js
publisher-console

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e0c7061e-8f4b-4a1a-80de-1c37a8460114

License Text Under Appendix
74. Library: grunt-cli-1.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
trc-client-rbox

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f0f93dc1-5db3-4572-bae5-1c0ef5be13bc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Tyler Kellen, contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt-cli/blob/v1.3.2/LICENSE-MIT

75. Library: grunt-contrib-clean-0.7.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
auth-service
publisher-console

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bd66db98-e30e-43cf-a8ef-7a2f4ecf507

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Tim Branyen, contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt-contrib-clean/blob/v0.7.0/LICENSE-MIT

76. Library: grunt-contrib-clean-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
trc-client-rbox

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d5c1229f-ba1d-4a90-9e11-78d7fb21500d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Tim Branyen, contributors
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt-contrib-clean/blob/v1.1.0/LICENSE-MIT

77. **Library: grunt-contrib-concat-0.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects

newsroom-js

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d5c1229f-ba1d-4a90-9e11-78d7fb21500d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 "Cowboy" Ben Alman, contributors
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt-contrib-clean/blob/v0.5.1/LICENSE-MIT

78. **Library: grunt-contrib-concat-0.5.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects

auth-service
publisher-console

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt-contrib-concat/blob/v0.5.1/LICENSE-MIT

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 "Cowboy" Ben Alman, contributors
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt-contrib-concat/blob/v0.5.1/LICENSE-MIT

79. **Library: grunt-contrib-concat-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Copyrights
Projects

trc-client-rbox

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d092d726-d424-4645-80a2-2a0878639cd7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 "Cowboy" Ben Alman, contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt-contrib-concat/blob/v1.0.1/LICENSE-MIT

80. Library: grunt-contrib-copy-0.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects

newsroom-js

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1a01b1ff-5028-4235-ba85-5d444920680e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Chris Talkington, contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1a01b1ff-5028-4235-ba85-5d444920680e

81. Library: grunt-contrib-copy-0.8.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects

auth-service

publisher-console

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d47ebfff-2da2-44d2-b9e0-6c19636c8fed

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights

(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

82. **Library: grunt-contrib-copy-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
trc-client-rbox

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1cd7f178-8bb1-43ad-87f4-87eb8b794eb6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Chris Talkington, contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt-contrib-copy/blob/v1.0.0/LICENSE-MIT

83. **Library: grunt-contrib-csslint-0.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
newsroom-js

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0ecafc4d-ea2c-466e-82bc-95d8f732350b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Jörn Zaefferer, contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0ecafc4d-ea2c-466e-82bc-95d8f732350b

84. **Library: grunt-contrib-cssmin-0.11.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
auth-service
publisher-console

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/69519b73-ebff-447a-b9a8-326b1980e484

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Tim Branyen, contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt-contrib-cssmin/blob/v0.11.0/LICENSE-MIT

85. **Library: grunt-contrib-cssmin-0.6.2.tgz** Product: **Taboola Client**

    Projects
    newsroom-js

    Licenses
    Licensed under MIT
    License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ec670a5e-2921-4518-a7a1-d848db9bd885

    License Text Under Appendix

   Copyrights
   Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Tim Branyen, contributors
   Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ec670a5e-2921-4518-a7a1-d848db9bd885

86. **Library: grunt-contrib-cssmin-3.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Client**

    Projects
    trc-client-rbox

    Licenses
    Licensed under MIT
    License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/66504d5a-ceea-4679-a1b4-416385460259

    License Text Under Appendix

   Copyrights
   (*) The copyright for this library is unknown

87. **Library: grunt-contrib-handlebars-1.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Client**

    Projects
88. **Library: grunt-contrib-jshint-0.8.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects

newsroom-js

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/29451bd5-9257-4a1d-adba-5b6ed8792a9b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 "Cowboy" Ben Alman, contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt-contrib-jshint/blob/v0.8.0/LICENSE-MIT

89. **Library: grunt-contrib-requirejs-0.4.4.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects

auth-service
publisher-console

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/86276e6f-4470-9079-3222565c9806

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 "Cowboy" Ben Alman, contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt-contrib-requirejs/blob/v0.4.4/LICENSE-MIT
90. **Library: grunt-contrib-uglify-0.2.7.tgz** **Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
newsroom-js

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fe65ff3f-9de9-47d5-a4de-4b50641a9ed0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Tyler Kellen, contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt-contrib-uglify/blob/v0.4.4/LICENSE-MIT

91. **Library: grunt-contrib-uglify-es-3.3.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
trc-client-rbox

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7848238a-1d4b-40fc-9cf7-a3399cadc7eb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 "Cowboy" Ben Alman, contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fe65ff3f-9de9-47d5-a4de-4b50641a9ed0

92. **Library: grunt-contrib-watch-1.1.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
trc-client-rbox

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3dfa44cb-b48c-439c-b247-6e33af0936c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 "Cowboy" Ben Alman, contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt-contrib-uglify/blob/v3.3.0/LICENSE-MIT
93. **Library: grunt-eslint-17.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
- auth-service
- publisher-console

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/87b64972-54b7-480a-9f43-d622011e6f70

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright "Cowboy" Ben Alman, contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt-contrib-watch/blob/v1.1.0/LICENSE-MIT

94. **Library: grunt-eslint-21.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
- trc-client-rbox

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/87b64972-54b7-480a-9f43-d622011e6f70

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/87b64972-54b7-480a-9f43-d622011e6f70

95. **Library: grunt-karma-0.12.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**

Copyrighted under Copyright "Cowboy" Ben Alman, contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt-contrib-watch/blob/v1.1.0/LICENSE-MIT

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/grunt-eslint/blob/v21.0.0/license
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/30d35d99-9955-4661-9523-094aef4e66d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Dave Geddes
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/karma-runner/grunt-karma/blob/v0.12.2/LICENSE

96. **Library: grunt-karma-2.0.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
- trc-client-
- rbox
- publisher-
- console

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dae61f69-0e0a-4011-ab42-5f2d766e1a3d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Dave Geddes
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/karma-runner/grunt-karma/blob/v2.0.0/LICENSE

97. **Library: grunt-mkdir-0.1.3.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
- newsroom-js

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/61c2885f-4fc7-4f78-86c9-492072374279

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
98. **Library: grunt-sass-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**

trc-client-rbox

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT

License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/635cd359-6593-4d41-859d-83958ca2f51a

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/grunt-sass/blob/v2.1.0/license

99. **Library: grunt-strip-code-1.0.6.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**

trc-client-rbox

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT

License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/264a2f69-9f61-4822-941c-99e8ae09bd74

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Rene Cabral

Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/264a2f69-9f61-4822-941c-99e8ae09bd74

100. **Library: grunt-text-replace-0.3.12.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**

auth-
service
trc-client-
rbox
newsroom
-js
publisher-console
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3b198d8f-fb28-4836- ac99-c3c23cb19bb1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Jonathan Holmes
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yoniholmes/grunt-text-replace/blob/v0.3.12/README.md

101. **Library: gulp-3.9.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

    Projects
    self-service

    Licenses
    Licensed under MIT
    License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/37de30aa-51c1-467e- adeb-576dc5fe87cf

    License Text Under Appendix

    Copyrights
    Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2016 Fractal <contact@wearefractal.com>
    Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gulpjs/gulp/blob/v3.9.1/LICENSE

102. **Library: gulp-4.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

    Projects
    trc-client-
    rbox
    publisher-
    console

    Licenses
    Licensed under MIT
    License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/83369258-9700-4147- 9a5c-4303de4394bd

    License Text Under Appendix

    Copyrights
    Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2018 Blaine Bublitz <blaine.bublitz@gmail.com>, Eric Schoffstall <yo@contra.io> and
    o o Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gulpjs/gulp/blob/v4.0.2/LICENSE

103. **Library: gulp-append-prepend-1.0.8.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

    file://Users/avi/l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
Projects
trc-client-rbox

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5bfc9f58-2317-4e05-b9d3-46fcb0b4c79c

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 James Hemery
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/JamesHemery/gulp-append-prepend/blob/1.0.8/LICENSE

104. Library: gulp-autoprefixer-3.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f22cdcee-52cb-4ab8-afd8-5c27931d56a6

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/gulp-autoprefixer/blob/v3.1.1/license

105. Library: gulp-babel-6.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/95c0588f-001d-4f88-8b8a-b8ba313f4423

Copyrights
106.  **Library: gulp-babel-8.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects  
trc-client-rbox

Licenses  
Licensed under MIT  
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b41a1594-7a04-4612-9687-b7de59dc3b93

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2  
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2018 Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com>  
(sindresorhus.com) Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/gulp-babel/blob/v8.0.0-beta.2/LICENSE.md

Copyright 2 out of 2  
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2018 Sindre Sorhus "sindresorhus@gmail.com" (mailto:sindresorhus@gmail.com) (sindresorhus.com) Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b41a1594-7a04-4612-9687-b7de59dc3b93

107.  **Library: gulp-clean-css-4.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects  
trc-client-rbox

Licenses  
Licensed under MIT  
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/262b0b04-9ccd-41d5-a3d0-93331ca93f3e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 scniro <scniro@outlook.com>  
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/scniro/gulp-clean-css/blob/4.2.0/LICENSE
Library: gulp-clean-css-4.3.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Client

Projects
publisher-console

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/86decf42-c26f-4068-830a-f51a5e704a3b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 scniro <scniro@outlook.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/scniro/gulp-clean-css/blob/4.3.0/LICENSE

Library: gulp-cli-2.2.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Client

Projects
publisher-console

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/00d47a94-ff9d-4aae-a7dd-2da227c70193

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Blaine Bublitz, Eric Schoffstall and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/00d47a94-ff9d-4aae-a7dd-2da227c70193

Library: gulp-clone-2.0.1.tgz  Product: Taboola Client

Projects
trc-client-
rbox
publisher-
console

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/4cd5b694-71b0-4af3-8275-0b073d301271

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Mario Casciaro
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4ed5b694-71b0-4af3- 8275-0b073d301271

111. **Library: gulp-concat-2.6.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

    Projects
trc-client-rbox
publisher-console

    Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0863fbed-9945-4e4d- 8656-1b8e5d8fd34

    License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Contra <yo@contra.io>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/contra/gulp-concat/blob/v2.6.1/LICENSE

112. **Library: gulp-crisper-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

    Projects
self-service

    Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cce2533c-08a3-47a0- a712-74c6c897e2d8

    License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

113. **Library: gulp-cssnano-2.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

    Projects
self-service

    Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/42a63181-5f35-47cc- 8c05-604af77ad7816
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ben-eb/gulp-cssnano/blob/v2.1.2/LICENSE-MIT

114. **Library: gulp-debug-4.0.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
trc-client-rbox

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cf778e8b-afc7-42a8-a1de-5c37e702d3d5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/gulp-debug/blob/v4.0.0/license

115. **Library: gulp-declare-0.3.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
trc-client-rbox
publisher-console

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/47848307-e1a7-42ad-adf7-ccebfe1d4eda

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Larry Davis
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lazd/gulp-declare/blob/v0.3.0/LICENSE

116. **Library: gulp-esdoc-0.2.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Client**

License Text Under Appendix
Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/011c62a7-5323-43ce-ac6f-9ba7fa956a2a

Copyrights

(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

117. Library: gulp-eslint-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3bb1d3f2-6a44-4135-89f5-46d3bbb8e60e

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 ADAMETRY
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3bb1d3f2-6a44-4135-89f5-46d3bbb8e60e

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 ADAMETRY
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/adametry/gulp-eslint/blob/v2.0.0-rc-2/LICENSE

118. Library: gulp-eslint-6.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
trc-client-rbox
publisher-console

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9aafab4d-36cc-485e-aabe-2e6568b47f95

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 ADAMETRY
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/adametry/gulp-eslint/blob/967ebfc6f560c8b71e57b5632d6a0b6a9ebdec85d/LICENSE

119. **Library: gulp-filter-6.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
trc-client
rbox
publisher
console

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e1254848-dcfd-412b-baba-6a727654a3ed

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 ADAMETRY
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/adametry/gulp-eslint/blob/967ebfc6f560c8b71e57b5632d6a0b6a9ebdec85d/LICENSE

120. **Library: gulp-handlebars-5.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
publisher-console

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f2ecac5d-7151-4a33-9fed-e15f0de8e9d0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2014 Larry Davis
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lazd/gulp-handlebars/blob/v5.0.2/LICENSE
121. **Library: gulp-if-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
self-service

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/55d67e27-befc-4916-9efc-174ba51509af6

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 [Richardson & Sons, LLC](http://richardsonandsons.com/) Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/robrich/gulp-if/blob/2.0.1/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 "Richardson & Sons, LLC" [http://richardsonandsons.com/](http://richardsonandsons.com/) Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/2cfb0be4-2428-41dd-8f8c-c2f904c4b6e0

122. **Library: gulp-inject-string-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
self-service

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/0e213912-285f-4b56-9776-a09ba058ab2

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Mike
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/0e213912-285f-4b56-9776-a09ba058ab2

123. **Library: gulp-load-plugins-1.2.4.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
self-service

**Licenses**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Mike
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/0e213912-285f-4b56-9776-a09ba058ab2
124. **Library: gulp-merge-0.1.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

**Projects**
trc-client-rbox

**Licenses**
The license for this library is unknown

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Jack Franklin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jackfranklin/gulp-load-plugins/blob/1.2.4/LICENSE

125. **Library: gulp-order-1.2.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

**Projects**
trc-client-rbox

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource-content-asString/5671acff-e5ea-4e83-a6ee-e9eb6655a0bd

**License Text Under Appendix**

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Marcel Jackwerth
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource-content-asString/6f5d324b-5a41-4e33-9c56-121c2ed57234

Copyright 2 out of 2
126. **Library: gulp-regex-rename-0.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eb02f3de-c293-4706-9f0f-e5ee1d5fe5e3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jacob Blakely (codekirei)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eb02f3de-c293-4706-9f0f-e5ee1d5fe5e3

127. **Library: gulp-rename-1.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/hparra/gulp-rename/blob/v1.2.2/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Hector Guillermo Parra Alvarez
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/hparra/gulp-rename/blob/v1.2.2/LICENSE

128. **Library: gulp-rename-1.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
publisher-console

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b5b6f87d-2ab8-4bc3-be02-62153b07a418

License Text Under Appendix
129. **Library: gulp-rename-2.0.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
trc-client-rbox

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/983ca04c-a5a7-402e-a5ad-67e11e9c475e

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Hector Guillermo Parra Alvarez
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b5b6f87d-2ab8-4bc3-be02-62153b07a418

130. **Library: gulp-replace-0.5.4.tgz** **Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
sel-service

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/faf56ead-109f-4bbc-b7f3-7ed87b2e1792

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Larry Davis
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/faf56ead-109f-4bbc-b7f3-7ed87b2e1792

131. **Library: gulp-replace-1.0.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
trc-client-rbox publisher-console
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5d6d3077-3be0-4d2d-b3a4-00aea312f9f3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Larry Davis
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5d6d3077-3be0-4d2d-b3a4-00aea312f9f3

132. **Library: gulp-requirejs-optimize-1.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
publisher-console

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/30d3a3bd-5b1d-4725-91e4-0e02e820fcfe

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jonathan Lounsbury <jlouns@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jlouns/gulp-requirejs-optimize/blob/v1.3.0/LICENSE

133. **Library: gulp-sass-2.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3ceb805c-deac-48b4-9621-6829a733a84c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 David Manning
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/dlmanning/gulp-sass/blob/v2.3.2/LICENSE
134. **Library: gulp-sass-4.0.2.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
trc-client-rbox

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/205e8644-055d-4fca-b849-86a1f2e53812

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 David Manning
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/dlmanning/gulp-sass/blob/v4.0.2/LICENSE

135. **Library: gulp-size-2.1.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c9c35983-c0a9-4fcc-be89-fb4428b86495

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/gulp-size/blob/v2.1.0/license

136. **Library: gulp-sourcemaps-1.6.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/gulp-sourcemaps/v/1.6.0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
137. **Library: gulp-strip-code-0.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
trc-client-rbox

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ad89beaf-75ce-48a5-83ec-9df81c29fc30

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Florian Reiterer
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ad89beaf-75ce-48a5-83ec-9df81c29fc30

138. **Library: gulp-text-simple-0.5.3.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
publisher-console

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8f3f8b14-60f1-4f76-b2a9-ab60e9324fde

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Massimiliano Zoffoli
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8f3f8b14-60f1-4f76-b2a9-ab60e9324fde

139. **Library: gulp-uglify-1.5.4.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fa899cfc-6512-47a7-8ec9-42233ae7adad

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2014 Terin Stock <terinjokes@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/terinjokes/gulp-uglify/blob/v1.5.4/LICENSE.md

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2014 Terin Stock "terinjokes@gmail.com" (mailto:terinjokes@gmail.com) Permission is he
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fa899cfc-6512-47a7-8ec9-42233ae7adad

140. **Library: gulp-uglify-3.0.2.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
trc-client-rbox

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/961f24be-85cb-4237-bdaf-966841fb52eb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2017 Terin Stock <terinjokes@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/terinjokes/gulp-uglify/blob/v3.0.2/LICENSE.md

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2017 Terin Stock "terinjokes@gmail.com" (mailto:terinjokes@gmail.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/961f24be-85cb-4237-bdaf-966841fb52eb

141. **Library: gulp-util-3.0.7.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
self-service
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3d488b64-5988-45e4-ad65-2117746f88bd

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Fractal <contact@wearefractal.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gulpjs/gulp-util/blob/v3.0.7/LICENSE

142. Library: gulp-watch-4.3.8.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c9975789-c793-4ab3-9e1e-c5a81f8ff548

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Vsevolod Strukchinsky (floatdrop@gmail.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/floatdrop/gulp-watch/blob/v4.3.8/LICENSE

143. Library: gulp-wrap-0.15.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
trc-client
rbox
publisher
console

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8826b844-c5d4-4570-9486-07205319e48f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Adam Ayres
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8826b844-c5d4-4570-9486-07205319e48f
144. **Library: handlebars-4.0.14.tgz** Product: **Taboola Client**

Projects
publisher-console

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/90d08aa8-8114-4ab4-838e-eec6c8dd756d9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2017 by Yehuda Katz
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/wycats/handlebars.js/blob/v4.0.14/LICENSE

145. **Library: handlebars-4.0.5.tgz** Product: **Taboola Client**

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c28ea206-4601-4e1a-8988-7cbd951872f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2015 by Yehuda Katz
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c28ea206-4601-4e1a-8988-7cbd951872f

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2017 by Yehuda Katz
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://github.com/wycats/handlebars.js/blob/e1fa3101018064949065696e1955ea99b5cb3e3d/LICENSE

146. **Library: history-4.10.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Client**

Projects
ad-console-frontend
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7a27e26f-f6a5-4d34-a18c-3b5a92662b77

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright React Training 2016-2018
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ReactTraining/history/blob/v4.10.1/LICENSE

147. **Library: html-postcss-0.1.2.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b0776084-a05c-4af5-901d-bacb5042c2c2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

148. **Library: html-webpack-plugin-3.2.0.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a1c1ed62-5a93-47df-909f-6259d739ce21

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jantimon/html-webpack-plugin/blob/v3.2.0/LICENSE

149. **Library: identity-obj-proxy-3.0.0.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
ad-console-frontend
150. **Library: imports-loader-0.8.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Client**

**Projects**
publisher-console

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f20da45f-2561-410f-955f-16c5900f7861

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Keyan Zhang
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f20da45f-2561-410f-955f-16c5900f7861

151. **Library: isomorphic-fetch-2.2.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Client**

**Projects**
service

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ef35302c-a0fb-4211-b7ca-366363237080

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ef35302c-a0fb-4211-b7ca-366363237080

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Matt Andrews
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ef35302c-a0fb-4211-b7ca-366363237080
152. **Library: jasmine-core-2.99.1.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Client**

projects
auth-service

trc-client-rbox
publisher-console

licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/49007ada-a182-4282-a508-14053a3450e8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2008-2017 Pivotal Labs
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jasmine/jasmine/blob/v2.99.1/README.md

153. **Library: jasmine-expect-1.22.3.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Client**

projects
auth-service

licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cab230df-aad1-43d7-8034-15a66dcb1e11

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

154. **Library: jasmine-expect-3.8.4.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Client**

projects
publisher-console

licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/27289630-20c4-488c-bca9-ab58f8e85c9f
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Jamie Mason (https://github.com/JamieMason)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/JamieMason/Jasmine-Matchers/blob/3.8.4/LICENSE-MIT

155.  Library: jasmine-matchers-0.2.3.tgz  Product: Taboola Client

Projects
auth-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0ffcb58a-b861-40b5-a18d-21d5ae05eb72

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 uxebu Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0ffcb58a-b861-40b5-a18d-21d5ae05eb72

156.  Library: jest-23.6.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1fc3ef32-e95a-4ef0-9701-d3787415e09c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Facebook, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v23.6.0/LICENSE

157.  Library: jest-css-modules-transform-4.0.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Client

Projects
file:///Users/avi.1/Downloads/Taboola Video attribution-report.html
licenses

licensed under MIT
license terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/874d4e33-697b-4f4f-97ea-eaa1cc05d3de

license text under appendix

copyrights

(*) the copyright for this library is unknown

158. **Library: jest-emotion-10.0.32.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

projects

ad-console-frontend

licenses

licensed under MIT
license terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/269e84f9-6777-4a9e-9209-2886a2c1789b

license text under appendix

copyrights

copyrighted under copyright emotion team and other contributors
copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/emotion-js/emotion/blob/jest-emotion@10.0.32/LICENSE

159. **Library: jest-environment-jsdom-fourteen-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

projects

taboola-ultimate-ui

licenses

licensed under MIT
license terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/23e4af78-e1d4-41fc-a6f046838b07

license text under appendix

copyrights

copyrighted under copyright 2019 ian schmitz
copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ianschmitz/jest-environment-jsdom-fourteen/blob/v1.0.1/LICENSE

160. **Library: jest-junit-12.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**
Projects
ad-console-frontend
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0227646d-352a-4168-99b8-f6f5fba46e6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Jason Palmer
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0227646d-352a-4168-99b8-f6f5fba46e6

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Jason Palmer
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jest-community/jest-junit/blob/v12.0.0/LICENSE

161. Library: jquery.payment-1.4.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/stripe/jquery.payment/blob/v1.4.2/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Stripe
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e1753bf9-d298-43a3-a3dc-ff10c5578df0

162. Library: js-string-escape-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
trc-client-rbox
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c7e64bc3-9df9-42af-a8c-ecb984348cd9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Jo Liss
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/joliss/js-string-escape/blob/v1.0.0/LICENSE

163. Library: js-string-escape-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
newsroom-js

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ecb144aa-e057-4bee-86fd-f3da7aac7a57

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Jo Liss
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/joliss/js-string-escape/blob/v1.0.1/LICENSE

164. Library: karma-0.13.22.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
auth-service
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/82e3c7ca-108a-4904-95ed-44a7b975f0d2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2014 Google, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/karma-runner/karma/blob/v0.13.22/LICENSE
165. **Library: karma-2.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects

publisher-console

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e0657753-e12c-4d4e- b3a8-3798a42f2ed5

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2016 Google, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e0657753-e12c-4d4e- b3a8-3798a42f2ed5

166. **Library: karma-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects

trc-client-rbox

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/de5c3b80-11d5-4723- b090-15a6aa1bb2d7

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2016 Google, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/karma-runner/karma/blob/v3.0.0/LICENSE

167. **Library: karma-babel-preprocessor-6.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects

self-service

**Licenses**

Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3fed3dcd-7035-4bd4- bd86-d9945bb015dd

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights

(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

168. **Library: karma-babel-preprocessor-8.0.1.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**

trc-client-rbox

**Licenses**

Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f982b958-a51b-4d2f-ae11-66ee704790c7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

169. **Library: karma-browserify-5.0.5.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**

self-service

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/05da46c2-2467-4887-b037-99ead7ab68e9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Nico Rehwaldt
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nikku/karma-browserify/blob/v5.0.5/LICENSE

170. **Library: karma-chai-0.1.0.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**

self-service

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2975340b-2ac5-440a-9bdb-9df831570971
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Greg Thornton
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2975340b-2ac5-440a-9d6b-9df831570971

171. Library: **karma-chai-spies-0.1.4.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/61f4ef85-2b21-489e-b9d0-7dcd01c7517a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Fran Dios
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/61f4ef85-2b21-489e-b9d0-7dcd01c7517a

172. Library: **karma-chrome-launcher-0.2.3.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2a0a2b8a-62f6-4f7f-82da-7ab7383fac76

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2013 Google, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/karma-runner/karma-chrome-launcher/blob/v0.2.3/LICENSE

173. Library: **karma-chrome-launcher-2.2.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
trc-client-rbox

publisher-console

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/026f8aa0-6170-4687-8f28-74d9bf38be7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2013 Google, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/karma-runner/karma-chrome-launcher/blob/v2.2.0/LICENSE

174.  Library: karma-cli-1.0.1.tgz  Product: Taboola Client

Projects
trc-client-rbox

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4e7c2452-2c96-419f-a20b-0bd9595294bc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2013 Google, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4e7c2452-2c96-419f-a20b-0bd9595294bc

175.  Library: karma-coverage-1.1.2.tgz  Product: Taboola Client

Projects
trc-client-rbox

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6ff6240-0968-4f6e-aeba-383718f4856f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
176. **Library: karma-firefox-launcher-0.1.7.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
auth-service

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f31453ea-3b35-41a3-974d-5910e1591a49

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2013 Google, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/karma-runner/karma-firefox-launcher/blob/v0.1.7/LICENSE

177. **Library: karma-firefox-launcher-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
trc-client-rbox

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c8b6e5ab-7d94-43f3-90e7-95a7e8842499

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2013 Google, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/karma-runner/karma-firefox-launcher/blob/v1.1.0/LICENSE

178. **Library: karma-firefox-launcher-1.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
publisher-console
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4ea09706-4e1c-46b4-9357-12c433703029

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2013 Google, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/karma-runner/karma-firefox-launcher/blob/v1.3.0/LICENSE

179. Library: karma-jasmine-0.3.8.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
auth-
service
trc-client-
tbox

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f6a882ad-68ec-4c4f-bae3-cfc9161a5cd5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2013 Google, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/karma-runner/karma-jasmine/blob/v0.3.8/LICENSE

180. Library: karma-jasmine-1.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
publisher-console

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/16ed79d1-c4ee-42d6-9add-9e1a00ad3f74

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2013 Google, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/karma-runner/karma-jasmine/blob/v1.1.2/LICENSE
181. **Library: karma-jasmine-ajax-0.1.13.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
trc-client-rbox

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8e551d16-6ca9-4f13-ad9a-56725ecc7aa6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 IDCubed
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8e551d16-6ca9-4f13-ad9a-56725ecc7aa6

182. **Library: karma-jasmine-matchers-2.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
auth-service
trc-client-rbox

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/66d05c63-2fbd-40d5-8f8d-91ebabb288a9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jamie Mason
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/JamieMason/karma-jasmine-matchers/blob/2.0.2/LICENSE

183. **Library: karma-jasmine-matchers-3.8.4.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
publisher-console

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/67f665cf-31dc-4b88-a902-c6f788c40d0f

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

184. **Library: karma-js-coverage-0.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f5684160-db55-41bb-858f-f62baeb4c190

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2013 Google, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/karma-runner/karma-coverage-0.4.0/tree/master/LICENSE

185. **Library: karma-junit-reporter-0.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
auth-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c5ff0157-3bd4-4a98-bf48-1a58258607e3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2013 Google, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/karma-runner/karma-junit-reporter/blob/v0.2.2/LICENSE

186. **Library: karma-junit-reporter-0.3.8.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c5ff0157-3bd4-4a98-bf48-1a58258607e3

License Text Under Appendix
187. **Library: karma-junit-reporter-1.1.0.tgz**  Product: Taboola Client

**Projects**
trc-client-rbox

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6d079fa0-3c13-4e52-98be-97914dafa36f

*License Text Under Appendix*

---

188. **Library: karma-junit-reporter-1.2.0.tgz**  Product: Taboola Client

**Projects**
publisher-console

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c00e8b04-7458-412e-93b0-b765761174a8

*License Text Under Appendix*

---

189. **Library: karma-mocha-0.2.2.tgz**  Product: Taboola Client

**Projects**
self-service

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ba9498db-4380-4712-9b83-e3bf22f959b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2013 Google, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/karma-runner/karma-mocha/blob/v0.2.2/LICENSE

190. **Library: karma-opera-launcher-1.0.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
trc-client-rbox

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d96015bc-5dea-4d9c-8fe7-2e9c296dd3d6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2013 Google, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d96015bc-5dea-4d9c-8fe7-2e9c296dd3d6

191. **Library: karma-phantomjs-launcher-1.0.1.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/19ebdd2d-0f19-4be9-8bfd-a08101ce9de4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2013 Google, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/karma-runner/karma-phantomjs-launcher/blob/v1.0.1/LICENSE

192. **Library: karma-phantomjs-launcher-1.0.2.tgz** Product: Taboola Client
Projects
trc-client-rbox

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/abc2af8e-34b1-4e1f-b7df-32d47ba9e36b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2013 Google, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/karma-runner/karma-phantomjs-launcher/blob/v1.0.2/LICENSE

193. **Library: karma-phantomjs-launcher-1.0.4.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
auth-service
publisher-console

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/be08c22f-8eab-44c6-b587-2efdcf0eca76

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2013 Google, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/karma-runner/karma-phantomjs-launcher/blob/v1.0.4/LICENSE

194. **Library: karma-requirejs-0.2.6.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
auth-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9c69b592-1234-43c9-9203-a050d1babe5b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2013 Google, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/karma-runner/karma-requirejs/blob/v0.2.6/LICENSE
195. **Library: karma-requirejs-1.1.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
publisher-console

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/58185b39-90b2-40cc-9358-aca95e3e6b2a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2013 Google, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/karma-runner/karma-requirejs/blob/v1.1.0/LICENSE

196. **Library: karma-safari-launcher-0.1.1.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
trc-client-rbox

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5c5799c6-5f43-4993-8249-47847ea3144a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2013 Vojta Jína and contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5c5799c6-5f43-4993-8249-47847ea3144a

197. **Library: karma-sinon-1.0.5.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://raw.githubusercontent.com/yanoosh/karma-sinon/master/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix
198. **Library: karma-spring-messages-preprocessor-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
- self-service

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/04659e20-1cca-42e9-bc00-7edcefe37471

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Madara Uchiha
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/04659e20-1cca-42e9-bc00-7edcefe37471

199. **Library: karma-spring-messages-preprocessor-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
- auth-service
- publisher-console

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/430bd3a8-3d7c-4ae2-ab19-c94d6825190a

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Madara Uchiha
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/430bd3a8-3d7c-4ae2-ab19-c94d6825190a

200. **Library: keycode-js-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
- ad-console-frontend

**Licenses**

---

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video Attribution-report.html
201. **Library: keycode-js-2.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d88c2997-e16a-4b79-b3fc-5295108a0690

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Kabir Baidhya
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/kabirbaidhya/keycode-js/blob/v1.0.4/LICENSE


**Projects**
self-service

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9da24955-2772-4a37-aa08-f0048e87f2a8

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 - present Kabir Baidhya
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/kabirbaidhya/keycode-js/blob/v2.0.3/LICENSE

203. **Library: lodash-4.17.19.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
ad-console-frontend

Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at:

[[File:Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html]]
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9180547e-b024-4bf6-8353-3c8d2dddc283

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright OpenJS Foundation and other contributors <https://openjsf.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9180547e-b024-4bf6-8353-3c8d2dddc283

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright OpenJS Foundation and other contributors <https://openjsf.org/> Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.17.19/LICENSE

204.  Library: lodash.clonedeeep-4.5.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Client

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c3723be5-d841-4805-b93d-aca7addc2b45

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors <https://jquery.org/> Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.5.0/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2016 Jeremy Ashkenas, Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.5.0/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2016 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/> Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.5.0/LICENSE
205. **Library: lodash.debounce-4.0.8.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/f54f73e-2b33-4e40-2a2d3-3a59d689910a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors <https://jquery.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/f54f73e-2b33-4e40-2a2d3-3a59d689910a

206. **Library: lodash.isequal-4.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/d895863c-90de-4a05-b500-4002356fa1b9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors <https://js.foundation/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/d895863c-90de-4a05-b500-4002356fa1b9

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2016 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.5.0/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2016 The Dojo Foundation
<http://dojofoundation.org/> Copyright terms can be found at:
https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.5.0/LICENSE

207. **Library: lodash.keyby-4.6.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
Libraries

208. **Library: lodash.mapvalues-4.6.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Client**

Projects

taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c3bcfe3-749b-4096-b335-daf455365cf

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors <https://jquery.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c3bcfe3-749b-4096-b335-daf455365cf

Copyright 2 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2016 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.6.0/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2016 The Dojo Foundation
<http://dojofoundation.org/> Copyright terms can be found at:
https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.6.0/LICENSE
209. **Library: lodash.mergewith-4.6.2.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/94f240f3-d56d-4f1a-9fda-82e19da9d078

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright OpenJS Foundation and other contributors <https://openjsf.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/94f240f3-d56d-4f1a-9fda-82e19da9d078

210. **Library: lodash.omit-4.5.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/baeb2827-a8cc-4714-b30b-b1d48f0674b7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors <https://jquery.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/baeb2827-a8cc-4714-b30b-b1d48f0674b7
211. **Library: lodash.range-3.2.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0f0e7a0c-90a0-40a4-8afe-4001e0d356ca

[License Text Under Appendix](https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0f0e7a0c-90a0-40a4-8afe-4001e0d356ca)

**Copyrights**

Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors <https://jquery.org/> Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0f0e7a0c-90a0-40a4-8afe-4001e0d356ca

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/> Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/3.2.0/LICENSE.txt

Copyright 3 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2015 Jeremy Ashkenas, Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/3.2.0/LICENSE.txt

212. **Library: lodash.sum-4.0.2.tgz** **Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ff92c613-abeec59a-9475-a54d16fe6117

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola_Video_attribution-report.html 83/1225
Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2016 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f92e613-abee-459a-9475-a54d16fe6117

Copyright 2 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2016 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f92e613-abee-459a-9475-a54d16fe6117

Copyright 3 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/d860cf834d0c23a37c1bc9f5099b0d3e0f099b1f/LICENSE.txt

Copyright 4 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2015 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/d860cf834d0c23a37c1bc9f5099b0d3e0f099b1f/LICENSE.txt

213. Library: lodash.words-4.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects

taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/44d8a4c9-6b94-496c-9929-ed04c286419f

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors <https://jquery.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/44d8a4c9-6b94-496c-9929-ed04c286419f

License Text Under Appendix
214. **Library: madge-3.12.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
ad-console-frontend
taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/97991a01-292e-4847-8b08-7f6a2e9bac88

[License Text Under Appendix]

**Copyrights**

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Patrik Henningsson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/97991a01-292e-4847-8b08-7f6a2e9bac88

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Patrik Henningsson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/pahen/madge/blob/v3.12.0/LICENSE

215. **Library: memoize-one-5.1.1.tgz  Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
ad-console-frontend

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e0b9dc8f-ef97-4d20-9fe-dfbc79a9dd26

[License Text Under Appendix]
216. **Library: minimist-1.2.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a2c52069-ee4f-4001-98fb-ceb7ef7ed72b

License Text Under Appendix

217. **Library: mocha-2.5.3.tgz** **Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dde32cc5-abdc-49b5-8ee6-0c15e5ea2dd2

License Text Under Appendix

218. **Library: mock-local-storage-1.0.2.tgz** **Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
self-service

Licenses

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Alexander Reardon
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/alexreardon/memoize-one/blob/v5.1.1/LICENSE

Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team Library
Copyrights could not be established

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2016 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mochajs/mocha/blob/v2.5.3/LICENSE

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2016 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mochajs/mocha/blob/v2.5.3/LICENSE
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b4c1241a-def5-41d1-b693-c826ed5af9c4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 letsrock-today
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b4c1241a-def5-41d1-b693-c826ed5af9c4

219. **Library: moment-2.24.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
-taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/60bd5a7e-d962-4219-9d12-cd9be85e245a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/moment/moment/blob/2.24.0/LICENSE

220. **Library: moment-2.27.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
- ad-console-frontend

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bb22d80d-b05f-42f5-b30a-4821f9d98e8a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bb22d80d-b05f-42f5-b30a-4821f9d98e8a
221. **Library: moment-timezone-0.5.32.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
ad-console
frontend
taboola
ultimate-ui

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/22f65aa0-e268-4e93-a7f7-98fa66038581

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/113cde9-911f-4807-b7a2-2391257d55ef

Copyrights

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/moment/moment-timezone/blob/0.5.32/LICENSE

222. **Library: node-cmd-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

License
Licensed under DBAD
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2feb654f-3ee0-4e22-b3ba-32667262240a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2009 Philip Sturgeon "email@philsturgeon.co.uk" (mailto:email@philsturgeon.co.uk)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2feb654f-3ee0-4e22-b3ba-32667262240a

**Projects**
- ad-console-
- frontend trc-
- client-rbox
-taboola-
-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/78f3599b-9a76-46ca-bd9f-bb5f3132f7f3

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**

Copyright 1 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Andrew Nesbitt
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4bf53b5a-1d62-4deb-91db-ce9503515c6e

Copyright 2 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2016 Andrew Nesbitt
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/78f3599b-9a76-46ca-bd9f-bb5f3132f7f3

Copyright 3 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Andrew Nesbitt
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sass/node-sass/blob/v4.14.1/README.md

Copyright 4 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2016 Andrew Nesbitt
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sass/node-sass/blob/v4.14.1/LICENSE

224. **Library: npm-run-all-4.1.5.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
- ad-console-
- frontend
-taboola-
-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT

[License Text Under Appendix](#)
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/571430b3-b9f7-40a1-abfe-296239f1f2fa

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Toru Nagashima
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mysticatea/npm-run-all/blob/v4.1.5/LICENSE

225. **Library: npx-10.2.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/605d0d5f-0013-44c9-89e1-af89e2abe8c7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/605d0d5f-0013-44c9-89e1-af89e2abe8c7

226. **Library: object-assign-4.1.1.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
ad-console-frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/51d81ac1-a715-48f4-a2b4-2ca8f4a52727

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/object-assign/blob/v4.1.1/license

227. **Library: papaparse-5.2.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
file://Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
ad-console-frontend

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/10db8a12-25f3-4755-b592-324ebf6b0e9f

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Matthew Holt
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mholt/PapaParse/blob/5.2.0/LICENSE

**228. Library: patch-package-6.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
ad-console-frontend

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/884d40c6-3edf-4b01-8393-32a556c6a0ae

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Matthew Holt
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mholt/PapaParse/blob/5.2.0/LICENSE

**229. Library: phantomjs-prebuilt-2.1.16.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Project**
auth-
service
self-
service

**Licenses**
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5c3bd343-0f71-4e68-9170-829dd0fe8a3b

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**
230. **Library: polybuild-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

- **Projects**
  - self-service

- **Licenses**
  
  Licensed under BSD 3
  License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e4d01a21-a869-4f56-96b3-16a1df171f34

  [License Text Under Appendix](#)

- **Copyrights**
  
  Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 The Polymer Authors
  Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e4d01a21-a869-4f56-96b3-16a1df171f34

231. **Library: preset-env-7.5.5.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

- **Projects**
  - trc-client-rbox

- **Licenses**
  
  Licensed under MIT
  License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e88ff097-f597-4b7e-9cff-3503689ad620

  [License Text Under Appendix](#)

- **Copyrights**
  
  Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
  Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.5.5/LICENSE
232. Library: promise-8.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
ad-console-frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/42f2c64f-9335-4357-8c67-609ae8312bba

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Forbes Lindesay
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/then/promise/blob/8.0.1/LICENSE

233. Library: prop-types-15.7.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
ad-console-frontend
taboola-
ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/110393c4-184a-40f0-89bd-5354c2a5da1a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Facebook, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/prop-types/blob/v15.7.2/LICENSE

234. Library: query-string-4.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0b6ff1e6-dc48-47e7-aa1a-c906d82a4c1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
235. **Library: query-string-6.13.1.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
ad-console-frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/3049f5a9-6e2e-47e5-a589-f00d43843c00

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (http://sindresorhus.com) Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/3049f5a9-6e2e-47e5-a589-f00d43843c00

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (http://sindresorhus.com) Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/query-string/blob/v6.13.1/license

236. **Library: react-1.1.1.tgz** Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/2bafb3f9-a1da-4174-b329-8ef054a33b47

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 atomiks
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/2bafb3f9-a1da-4174-b329-8ef054a33b47

Projects
ad-console-frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/982e16d7-ceea-413d-ae4f-5de6402819b1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/react/blob/v16.13.1/LICENSE

238. Library: react-16.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/679eb7b1-4a56-9973-20e6891fca

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/react/blob/v16.9.0-rc.0/LICENSE

239. Library: react-3.4.12.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1b57862a-37fc-48fc-951b-dd132d226fc6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/react/blob/v3.4.12/LICENSE
240. **Library:** react-app-rewired-2.1.6.tgz **Product:** Taboola Client

**Projects**
- ad-console-frontend

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/78bef3b-2d8f-41fc-53-88e61f86f8e2

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Tim Arney
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/timarney/react-app-rewired/blob/2.1.6/LICENSE

241. **Library:** react-content-loader-3.4.2.tgz **Product:** Taboola Client

**Projects**
- ad-console-frontend
-taboolaa-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b71ba490-c7e0-43ca-9bd-baab3b9ccf

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Julian Ćwirko <julian.io>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b71ba490-c7e0-43ca-9bd-baab3b9ccf

242. **Library:** react-dates-20.3.0.tgz **Product:** Taboola Client

**Projects**
-taboolaa-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/50ad31b8-b501-4da6-b8f7-06f41fad94ff

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Airbnb
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/airbnb/react-dates/blob/v20.3.0/LICENSE

243. Library: react-dev-utils-5.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
ad-console-frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6364a2a8-928d-4104-bff6-f14e425bc7ba

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Facebook, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebookincubator/create-react-app/blob/react-error-overlay@5.0.2/LICENSE

244. Library: react-dom-16.13.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
ad-console-frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/78a62869-d5a8-4219-acd0-e42c36d8acb4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/react/blob/v16.13.1/LICENSE

245. Library: react-dom-16.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client
Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d975ebb3-5058-4376-a59f-3b37f5f91dd7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/react/blob/v16.9.0-rc.0/LICENSE

246. Library: react-dom-factories-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1e8089c1-5362-49e9-b448-2cd2bbfcb76

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

247. Library: react-dotdotdot-1.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7c18e626-3737-4b5f-9978-1cf3ba347a00

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Cezary Nowak
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/react/blob/v16.9.0-rc.0/LICENSE
Library: react-draggable-4.4.3.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
ad-console-frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource/content/asString/22ebcee9-c5a8-40f3-bddb-91bf587d3f7c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 Matt Zabriskie
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource/content/asString/22ebcee9-c5a8-40f3-bddb-91bf587d3f7c

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 Matt Zabriskie
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource/content/asString/ec534586-a430-474f-bbfa-029b2174c3a7

Library: react-dropzone-9.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource/content/asString/b06c8737-bf32-410c-89cb-d6556728a0aa

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Param Aggarwal
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource/content/asString/b06c8737-bf32-410c-89cb-d6556728a0aa

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Param Aggarwal
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/react-dropzone/react-dropzone/blob/ec87a07c1ecf969da66f89493690020a2d536239/LICENSE

250. **Library: react-helmet-6.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
ad-console-frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/304b744d-b926-4c63-948d-c3fbd319a832

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 NFL
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nfl/react-helmet/blob/6.1.0/LICENSE

251. **Library: react-hooks-3.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0703a0f1-9f49-459b-94ae-65d112421d2f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Michael Peyper
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/testing-library/react-hooks-testing-library/blob/v3.2.1/LICENSE.md

252. **Library: react-hooks-3.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
ad-console-frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0100f078-08b1-4d33-acac-0869e1adbe74
253. **Library: react-intl-2.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
ad-console-frontend

**Licenses**
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9578be59-cf39-4ed2-bd13-0fc5df3e2fa1

254. **Library: react-is-16.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/776c8c89-43f9-8fc6-ac637ee4eb41

255. **Library: react-metrics-2.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
ad-console-frontend

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/react/blob/v16.9.0-rc.0/LICENSE

---

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Michael Peyper
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0100f078-08b1-4d33-acac-0869c1adbc74

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Yahoo Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yahoo/react-intl/blob/v2.9.0/LICENSE.md

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/react/blob/v16.9.0-rc.0/LICENSE
256. **Library: react-mint-0.11.5.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eb20ad28-761c-431e-bff6-4a4d7907feaa

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 NFL
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nfl/react-metrics/blob/v2.4.1/LICENSE

257. **Library: react-moment-proptypes-1.7.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/00142596-8e43-46f6-b001-13515ab31e52

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

258. **Library: react-portal-4.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource-content/asString/2dbcc27e-f318-4a95-8106-4b9f9637fce

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Vojtech Miksu
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/tajo/react-portals/blob/v4.2.1/LICENSE

259. Library: react-radio-group-3.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource-content/asString/9b5415d2-4287-4815-8934-41633cb4a4c7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Cheng Lou
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource-content/asString/9b5415d2-4287-4815-8934-41633cb4a4c7

260. Library: react-redux-7.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
ad-console-frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource-content/asString/535c4162-a239-476e-a99e-53180cee4868

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Dan Abramov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/reduxjs/react-redux/blob/v7.2.0/LICENSE.md
261. **Library: react-remarkable-1.1.3.tgz** **Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/472877ea-6ce1-4fcb-824c-55b0a3b21f26

**License Text Under Appendix**

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

262. **Library: react-router-5.2.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
ad-console-frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/75cd1906-4355-4108-b5e7-b78dc4d1d239

**License Text Under Appendix**

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright React Training 2016-2018
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bbed9c97-ea64-4f83-a346-5c2f75d50ce6

263. **Library: react-router-dom-5.2.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
ad-console-frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5b3ac1dc-5efb-48c6-ad35-5892f9f0b167

**License Text Under Appendix**

Copyrights
264. **Library: react-scripts-3.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
- ad-console-frontend

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d3c4d768-cb1f-4e5a-b505-c3b791dbadda

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Facebook, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/create-react-app/blob/v3.4.1/LICENSE

265. **Library: react-scroll-1.7.13.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
-taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d26a65a6-e88a-4975-80fc-0bca80578f09

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

266. **Library: react-scroll-1.8.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
- ad-console-frontend

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/50fdeb33-26a9-4eba-9315-5dc34e19ebc0

[License Text Under Appendix](#)
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

267. Library: react-select-3.0.8.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/61d7a1e3-5527-460a-9728-3b7067faced

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Jed Watson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/JedWatson/react-select/blob/react-select@3.0.8/LICENSE

268. Library: react-select-async-pagination-0.3.10.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/600e6bfd-7b57-4751-b4a5-c9b8e35e9a28

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

269. Library: react-spinners-0.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c15c0d0f-e247-4677-a136-e1b25b956255

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 David Hu
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c15c0d0f-e247-4677-a136-e1b25b956255

Library: react-switch-5.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3fdd3b78-e215-439d-a02f-f22f20447508

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017-2019 Markus Englund
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3fdd3b78-e215-439d-a02f-f22f20447508

Library: react-tabs-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c9117126-a84c-48df-b8ba-4695b140a2ee

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2019 by Matt Zabriskie
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/reactjs/react-tabs/blob/v3.0.0/LICENSE

Library: react-test-renderer-16.13.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects

License Text Under Appendix
Projects
ad-console-frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7536d601-2557-4fbc-a267-910de18899e4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/react/blob/v16.13.1/LICENSE

273. Library: react-test-renderer-16.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b2d0dce0-f2f0-a250-75bc4b81731e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/react/blob/v16.9.0-rc.0/LICENSE

274. Library: react-toolkit-1.1.15.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
ad-console-frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/be3204ee-5a86-4f0f-b4cd-b23a1916f89f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown
275. **Library:** react-transition-group-1.2.1.tgz  **Product:** Taboola Client

**Projects**
taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/04a75c58-be85-4089-baaa-65d9b0e0941c

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Facebook, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/reactjs/react-transition-group/blob/v1.2.1/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 React Community
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/reactjs/react-transition-group/blob/v1.2.1/LICENSE

276. **Library:** react-truncate-2.4.0.tgz  **Product:** Taboola Client

**Projects**
taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/17f0e979-de34-4b93-956f-03a00c2e8aba

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 One.com
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/17f0e979-de34-4b93-956f-03a00c2e8aba

277. **Library:** react-virtualized-9.21.1.tgz  **Product:** Taboola Client

**Projects**
taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribute-report.html
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2831603a-2845-41d7-a066-1dcf707cdf0d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Brian Vaughn
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2831603a-2845-41d7-a066-1dcf707cdf0d

278. **Library: react-window-1.8.5.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
- ad-console-
- frontend
-taboola-
- ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a7819fac-ea7f-4530-a2d0-c56d2a3d6b41

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Brian Vaughn
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/bvaughn/react-window/blob/1.8.5/LICENSE.md

279. **Library: react-window-infinite-loader-1.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
- ad-console-
- frontend
-taboola-
- ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/88d84db9-789a-4683-8957-9b3e24fe8e0e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Brian Vaughn
280. **Library: recharts-1.7.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a609273e-05ca-4a04-a8d5-0928f9d8e17a

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 recharts
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/recharts/recharts/blob/v1.7.1/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2017 Recharts Group
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/recharts/recharts/blob/v1.7.1/README.md

281. **Library: recharts-scale-0.4.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ce61cdc9-b6e5-4838-86bd-0c2621f97092

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Sen Yang
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ce61cdc9-b6e5-4838-86bd-0c2621f97092

282. **Library: redux-3.7.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

file://Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
Projects
ad-console-frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/016289f2-3d94-4b59-846e-dd00c8e2f55b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Dan Abramov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/reactjs/redux/blob/v3.7.2/LICENSE.md

283. Library: redux-location-state-2.8.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
ad-console-frontend

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e91a128d-93f0-40c8-b52d-9be60481771a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Spotify AB
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/45661c86-349a-4bc0-bdf8-519262c0355

284. Library: redux-thunk-2.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
ad-console-frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7b83e193-7f5b-4c70-a331-193ecf48c08b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Dan Abramov
285. **Library: requirejs-2.3.6.tgz** **Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
- auth-service
- publisher-console

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0a46b4a2-94ee-46ba-91d0-25a2d61bd75d

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team Library
Copyrights could not be established

286. **Library: reselect-4.0.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
- ad-console-frontend

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2f551b6e-a9a7-4970-9ebbf2e446c6da44

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2018 Reselect Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/reduxjs/reselect/blob/v4.0.0/LICENSE

287. **Library: resize-observer-polyfill-1.5.1.tgz** **Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
-taboola-ultimate-ui

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/1130eac3-0384-4d73-8d8b-564bcb01e54

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Denis Rul
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/queue-etc/resize-observer-polyfill/blob/1.5.1/LICENSE

288. **Library: run-sequence-1.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
self-service

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/3779e6de-c2f4-49a7-9888-4146754e7afa

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 [Phil DeJarnett](http://overzealous.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/OverZealous/run-sequence/blob/v1.2.1/LICENSE

289. **Library: runtime-7.5.5.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
trc-client-rbox

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/85f4f98-1083-4dfe-858b-9b21926f25e4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.5.5/LICENSE

290. **Library: sass-loader-6.0.7.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/627e8400-040b-44a2-b66c-8049f98f01b1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/627e8400-040b-44a2-b66c-8049f98f01b1

291. Library: sinon-1.17.4.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/139f8442-b086-45a6-aaf6-0dd964310b00

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2014 Christian Johansen, christian@cjohansen.no
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/cjohansen/Sinon.JS/blob/v1.17.4/LICENSE

292. Library: sprintf-js-1.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
ad-console-
frontend
taboola-
ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/415c1528-b2f5-465d-a5f2-201fae01dc66

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
293. Library: squirejs-0.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
auth-service
publisher-console

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/60ca6a23-ca6a-4400-8ef9-4f44f2124a78

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Merrick Christensen
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/60ca6a23-ca6a-4400-8ef9-4f44f2124a78

294. Library: status-indicator-1.0.9.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d6f7b192-270f-4916-b27c-fd8d3e2dac6c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Tan Nhu
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d6f7b192-270f-4916-b27c-fd8d3e2dac6c

295. Library: string-pixel-width-1.10.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
296. **Library: style-loader-0.20.3.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
-taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f0d9d1a8-8c19-488f-b666-5eb913d26e2b

Copyrights
(⁎) The copyright for this library is unknown

297. **Library: styled-components-4.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
-taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cb50ca24-e8f-46ad-a16-b6bd8c3e9e5

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack-contrib/style-loader/blob/v0.20.3/LICENSE

298. **Library: styled-css-grid-1.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects

taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/43ef8c3d-64f6-478d-b6d1-9e31b7c2562e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Lucas Azzola
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/43ef8c3d-64f6-478d-b6d1-9e31b7c2562e

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Lucas Azzola
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/azz/styled-css-grid/blob/v1.2.1/LICENSE

299. Library: thread-loader-2.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack-contrib/thread-loader/blob/v2.1.3/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack-contrib/thread-loader/blob/v2.1.3/LICENSE

300. Library: uglify-es-3.3.9.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
trc-client-rbox

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/azz/styled-css-grid/blob/v1.2.1/LICENSE
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2013 (c) Mihai Bazon <mihai.bazon@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1a2e771f-1bcb-494a- 9fb3-5434179437c2

301. Library: uniqid-4.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
ad-console-frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6258544d-706a-46cc- 92cb-567fbc0430e9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Halász Ádám "mail@adamhalasz.com" (mailto:mail@adamhalasz.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a8718aee- c35b- 4118- b18a-c5c9a150b584

302. Library: unused-webpack-plugin-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7ca38d69-02bd- 41ab- aa5d-109a21e260d2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

303. Library: urijs-1.19.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
ad-console-frontend
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/12122dc8-4035-4075-9202-7943ee2218d4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Rodney Rehm
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/859e1dcc-0e60-4e92-bb62-92caa98adea2

304. Library: url-loader-1.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/3aad3d5f-26ad-4312-ad0f-77410d45147b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/3aad3d5f-26ad-4312-ad0f-77410d45147b

305. Library: use-onclickoutside-0.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Client

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/9ff2ce66-270d-4f83-ba9c-b5046ac63d21

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown
306. **Library: uuid-3.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
ad-console-frontend

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/593be70d-fe1d-4c77-90fa-a8e9cfff6aeb4

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2016 Robert Kieffer and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/593be70d-fe1d-4c77-90fa-a8e9cfff6aeb4


**Projects**
ad-console-frontend

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/61bb890e-c6d1-4b4c-9eda-a0b1f30211e

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

Copyright 1 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Chris O'Hara <cohara87@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3adbf742-8acf-4a9f-936a-2965aff6d7ec1

Copyright 2 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Chris O'Hara <cohara87@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/61bb890e-c6d1-4b4c-9eda-a0b1f30211e

Copyright 3 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Chris O'Hara <cohara87@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2c763ceb-913d-4631-a4c1-e3bd4032e87f
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308. **Library:** vinyl-buffer-1.0.0.tgz  **Product:** Taboola Client

**Projects**
self-service

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2c763ceb-913d-4631-a4e1-c3bd4032e87f

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Chris O'Hara
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2c763ceb-913d-4631-a4e1-c3bd4032e87f

309. **Library:** vinyl-fs-2.4.4.tgz  **Product:** Taboola Client

**Projects**
self-service

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f37f1375-1ed5-4c74-9d14-e315f17cc81f

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Hugh Kennedy
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/hughsk/vinyl-buffer/blob/v1.0.0/LICENSE.md

310. **Library:** vinyl-source-stream-1.1.0.tgz  **Product:** Taboola Client

**Projects**
self-service

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2016 Fractal <contact@wearefractal.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/wearefractal/vinyl-fs/blob/v2.4.4/LICENSE
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a68e9925-6601-4e61-8165-4f15068aa3e3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Hugh Kennedy
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/hughsk/vinyl-source-stream/blob/v1.1.0/LICENSE.md

311. **Library: watch-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a83d6e57-6f1d-44f6-b9ff-66b55d2a7a80

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

312. **Library: watchify-3.7.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
self-service

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/245f78fd-3687-4ed9-a57c-21c145416fb9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

313. **Library: webpack-3.12.0.tgz Product: Taboola Client**

Projects
taboola-ultimate-ui

Licenses
314. **Library: `yargs-13.3.2.tgz` Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
publisher-console

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/d7e8763e-16aa-41b9-bcce-3cae6cc91c34

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/webpack/blob/v3.12.0/LICENSE

315. **Library: `yargs-15.1.0.tgz` Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**
trc-client-rbox

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/fb785aef-bbf9-4134-8407-733c1ae58153

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 James Halliday (mail@substack.net)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/f5aabc57-5018-4cbf-86bd-49395e682615

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Contributors (ben@npmjs.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/f5aabc57-5018-4cbf-86bd-49395e682615
316. **Library: `vargs-15.4.1.tgz` Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**

ad-console-frontend

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bd00b1d4-6a3f-4385-b3dd-ebeaab6ba295

*License Text Under Appendix*

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2014 Contributors (ben@npmjs.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bd00b1d4-6a3f-4385-b3dd-ebeaab6ba295

317. **Library: `vargs-3.32.0.tgz` Product: Taboola Client**

**Projects**

self-service

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8f47c557-c3f2-4707-a96e-8f7c1860aac6

*License Text Under Appendix*

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 James Halliday (mail@substack.net)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/40f6206b-c601-4021-aed5-9e86b7332f79
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A. Notices for Software Components Licensed Under the Apache License Version 2.0. Full text in Appendix.


**Copyrights**
Copyright 2013 Square, Inc.
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/square/picasso/blob/master/README.md


**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2008 Google Inc.
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/google/gson/blob/master/README.md

320. Library: com.android.support:customtabs Mobile

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2008 Google Inc.

321. Library: androidx.browser:browser Mobile

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2008 Google Inc.

322. Library: com.android.support:customtabs Mobile

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2008 Google Inc.

323. Library: androidx.browser:browser Mobile

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2008 Google Inc.

324. Library: Com.squareup.retrofit2:converter-gson:2.5.0 Mobile

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2008 Google Inc.

325. Library: Com.android.support:customtabs:28.0.0 Mobile

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2008 Google Inc.

326. **Library: Androidx.browser:browser:1.2.0 Mobile**

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2008 Google Inc.

327. **Library: Androidx.localbroadcastmanager:localbroadcastmanager:1.0.0 Mobile**

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2008 Google Inc.

328. **Library: Picasso 2.71828 Mobile**

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2013 Square, Inc.
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/square/picasso/blob/master/README.md

329. **Library: Gson - https://github.com/google/gson/blob/master/LICENSE Mobile**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2008 Google Inc.
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/google/gson/blob/master/README.md

331. **Library: Firebase Auth 20.0.1**

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2014 Google Inc

332. **Library: Firebase Core 18.0.0**

**Copyrights**
The copyright for this library is unknown.

333. **Library: Firebase Config 20.0.2**

**Copyrights**
The copyright for this library is unknown.

334. **Library: Firebase Analytics 18.0.0**
Copyrights
The copyright for this library is unknown.

335. **Library: Firebase Database 19.5.1**

Copyrights
The copyright for this library is unknown.

336. **Library: Firebase Messaging 21.0.0**

Copyrights
Copyright 2008 Google Inc

337. **Library: Firebase Storage 19.2.0**

Copyrights
The copyright for this library is unknown.

332. **Library: OkHttp 4.2.2 – Mobile**

Copyrights
Copyright 2019 Square, Inc.
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/square/okhttp/blob/master/README.md

333. **Library: Retrofit 2.5.0 – Mobile**

Copyright 2013 Square, Inc.
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/square/retrofit/blob/master/README.md

334. **Library: Picasso 2.71828 Mobile**

Copyrights
Copyright 2013 Square, Inc.
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/square/picasso/blob/master/README.md

335. **Library: Google Dagger 2.27 – Mobile**

Copyrights
Copyright 2012 The Dagger Authors
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/google/dagger/blob/master/README.md

336. **Library: Butterknife 10.2.3 – Mobile**

Copyrights
Copyright 2013 Jake Wharton
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/JakeWharton/butterknife/blob/master/README.md
337. **Library: Otto 1.3.8 – Mobile**

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2012 Square, Inc.
Copyright 2010 Google, Inc.
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/square/otto/blob/master/README.md

338. **Library: Timber 4.7.0 – Mobile**

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2013 Jake Wharton
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/JakeWharton/timber/blob/master/README.md

339. **Library: Gson – Mobile**

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2008 Google Inc.
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/google/gson/blob/master/README.md

340. **Library: Kotlin – Mobile**

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/blob/master/license/COPYRIGHT.txt


**Copyrights**
The copyright for this library is unknown.

342. **Library: com.google.firebase:firebase-crashlytics**

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2019 Google LLC

343. **Library: com.google.firebase:firebase-core**

**Copyrights**
The copyright for this library is unknown.

344. **Library: com.google.firebase:firebase-messaging**

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2008 Google Inc
345. **Library: com.google.firebase:firebase-perf**

**Copyrights**
The copyright for this library is unknown.

346. **Library: com.google.firebase:firebase-analytics**

**Copyrights**
The copyright for this library is unknown.

347. **Library: com.google.code.gson:gson** Mobile

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2008 Google Inc.

342. **Library: com.squareup.picasso:picasso**

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2013 Square, Inc.
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/square/picasso/blob/master/README.md

343. **Library: com.squareup.okhttp3:okhttp**

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2019 Square, Inc.
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/square/okhttp/blob/master/README.md

344. **Library: com.squareup.retrofit2:retrofit**

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2013 Square, Inc.
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://square.github.io/retrofit/

345. **Library: com.squareup.retrofit2:converter-gson**

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2013 Square, Inc.
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://square.github.io/retrofit/

346. **Library: com.squareup.retrofit2:converter-scalars**

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2013 Square, Inc.
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://square.github.io/retrofit/

347. **Library: com.squareup.leakcanary:leakcanary-android-no-op** Mobile

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2015 Square, Inc.
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/square/leakcanary/blob/main/README.md

348. Library: com.yahoo.search.vhssdk (this is aar can be download from https://developer.yahoo.com/search-sdk/docs/android/getstarted.html) Mobile

**Copyrights**
The copyright for this library is unknown.

349. Library: de.hdodenhof:circleimageview Mobile

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2014 - 2020 Henning Dodenhof
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/hdodenhof/CircleImageView/blob/master/README.md

350. Library: com.yqritc:recyclerview-flexibledivider Mobile

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2016 yqritc
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/yqritc/RecyclerView-FlexibleDivider/blob/master/README.md

351. Library: com.nineoldandroids:library Mobile

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2012 Jake Wharton
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/JakeWharton/NineOldAndroids/blob/master/README.md

352. Library: fr.baloomba:viewpagerindicator Mobile

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2012 Jake Wharton
Copyright 2011 Patrik Åkerfeldt
Copyright 2011 Francisco Figueiredo Jr.
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/baloomba/Android-ViewPagerIndicator


**Copyrights**
Copyright 2011-2015 Sergey Tarasevich
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/nostra13/Android-Universal-Image-Loader/blob/master/README.md

354. Library: com.github.franmontiel:PersistentCookieJar Mobile

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2016 Francisco José Montiel Navarro
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/franmontiel/PersistentCookieJar

355. Library: com.google.android.exoplayer:exoplayer Mobile

**Copyrights**
The copyright for this library is unknown.
B. Notices for Software Components Licensed Under the MIT License. Full text in Appendix.

356. Library: sim_info: ^0.1.1 Mobile

**Copyrights**
Copyright (c) 2019 flutter-moum
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/flutter-moum/flutter_sim_info/blob/master/LICENSE

357. Library: Amplitude 2.25.2 – Mobile

**Copyrights**
Copyright (c) 2014 Amplitude Analytics
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/amplitude/Amplitude-Android/blob/master/LICENSE

358. Library: com.github.bright:slf4android Mobile

**Copyrights**
Copyright (c) 2014 Bright Inventions
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/bright/slf4android/blob/master/LICENSE

359. Library: com.github.tozny:java-aes-crypto Mobile

**Copyrights**
Copyright (c) 2014-2015 Tozny, LLC; (http://tozny.com)
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/tozny/java-aes-crypto/blob/master/LICENSE

360. Library: lodash: "^4.0.0", Mobile

**Copyrights**
Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors <https://js.foundation/>
Based on Underscore.js, copyright Jeremy Ashkenas, DocumentCloud and Investigative Reporters & Editors http://underscorejs.org/
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/master/LICENSE

361. Library: moment: "^2.27.0", Mobile

**Copyrights**
Copyright (c) JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/moment/moment/blob/develop/LICENSE

C. Notices for Software Components Licensed Under the BSD License. Full text in Appendix.

362. Library: webview_flutter: ^0.3.18+1 Mobile

**Copyrights**
Copyright 2018 The Chromium Authors. All rights reserved.
Copyrighted terms can be found at:
https://github.com/flutter/plugins/blob/master/packages/webview_flutter/LICENSE
363. Library: package_info: ^0.4.0+13 Mobile

Copyrights
Copyright 2017 The Chromium Authors. All rights reserved.
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/flutter/plugins/blob/master/packages/package_info/LICENSE

364. Library: device_info: ^0.4.1+4 Mobile

Copyrights
Copyright 2017 The Chromium Authors. All rights reserved.
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/flutter/plugins/blob/master/LICENSE

365. Library: system_info: ^0.1.1 Mobile

Copyrights
Copyright (c) 2014, Andrew Mezoni
All rights reserved.
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mozoni/system_info/blob/master/LICENSE

366. Library: Facebook Shimmer 0.5.0 Mobile

Copyrights
Copyright (c) Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates. All rights reserved.
Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/shimmer-android/blob/d55e599a1e332658d601c181a97413caac9333dc/README.md

367. Library: com.facebook.device.yearclass:yearclass Mobile

Copyrights
Copyright (c) 2015, Facebook, Inc. All rights reserved.

D. Notices for Software Components Licensed Under the ISC License. Full text in Appendix.

368. Library: com.j256.ormlite:ormlite-android Mobile

Copyrights
Copyright (c) 2015, Facebook, Inc. All rights reserved.

Copyrighted terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebookarchive/device-year-class/blob/master/LICENSE


License: Android Software Development Kit License agreement https://developer.android.com/studio/terms

Copyrights

Taboola Newsroom Client

1. Library: addon-actions-5.0.11.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bb961c9a-4768-4b28-a548-e1414bdc8a0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Kadira Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/storybooks/storybook/blob/v5.0.11/LICENSE

2. Library: addon-links-5.0.11.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8547942e-53bb-40ba-a3f9-cc865be13d99

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Kadira Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/storybooks/storybook/blob/v5.0.11/LICENSE

3. Library: addons-5.0.11.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
Projects

Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ae10a3f4-f892-4e63-986a-b88eaad4ad3a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Kadira Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/storybooks/storybook/blob/v5.0.11/LICENSE

4. Library: async-2.6.0.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/aeb37f5f-b414-4bee-a8f0-14dd9a83f699

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
-------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2017 Caolan McMahon
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/aeb37f5f-b414-4bee-a8f0-14dd9a83f699

-------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2018 Caolan McMahon
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://github.com/caolan/async/blob/ec8d30c9332256907fdfe97657667927c5fcc61d/LICENSE
5. Library: async-2.6.1.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/970067c3-1bef-467a-aede-c327dc26fdff8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

------------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2018 Caolan McMahon
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/970067c3-1bef-467a-aede-c327dc26fdff8

------------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 Caolan McMahon
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://github.com/caolan/async/blob/74b9dc2a6c149daa6ca09f63e327f2da8eaf329/LICENSE

6. Library: async-storage-1.6.1.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cfb18292-1f99-4eb5-bbb7-e0d14b1f6f41

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
7. Library: **babel-cli-6.26.0.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Newsroom**

**Projects**

Newsroom Frontend

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f239ef7d-2d5f-4b56-a958-e6f36165ff1

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com> Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.26.0/LICENSE

8. Library: **babel-core-6.26.3.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Newsroom**

**Projects**

Newsroom Frontend

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c35b415c-e39e-4f9d-b8ac-ef55c0725ddf

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com> Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.26.3/LICENSE

9. Library: **babel-eslint-8.2.3.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Newsroom**

**Projects**

---

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html 137/1225
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9a123044-bb15-4c1d-a1d4-c998f4e8daa9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com> Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel-eslint/blob/v8.2.3/LICENSE


Projects
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8239c480-77c3-4a45-80b5-c500600852d8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Facebook, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.8.0/LICENSE

11. Library: babel-loader-7.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dbbe3f74-4745-41b7-8aa7-3f08cae3188e

License Text Under Appendix
12. Library: **babel-plugin-react-intl-2.4.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Newsroom**

**Projects**
Newsroom Frontend

**Licenses**
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/661e71bd-70ee-4851-b30b-bea14440aa1e

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

13. Library: **babel-plugin-transform-class-properties-6.24.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Newsroom**

**Projects**
Newsroom Frontend

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3c0a087e-746d-4fa9-9fc4-1085155055a1

[License Text Under Appendix](#)


**Copyrihts**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com> Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.24.1/LICENSE
Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/063ab6cd-42de-4f1e-a641-947524aab5da

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com> Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.26.0/LICENSE

15. Library: babel-polyfill-6.26.0.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b4428e45-ed9f-4d74-ba5b-6ce4c30dc760

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com> Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.26.0/LICENSE

16. Library: babel-preset-env-1.7.0.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d0c366d0-b929-48e7-b069-996150d775de
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2017 Babel
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel-preset-env/blob/v1.7.0/LICENSE


Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/62966786-c81f-4fd1-93c9-af4d91c81a98

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com> Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.24.1/LICENSE


Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5af6b118-112b-437a-813e-8b4083e04e66

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com> Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.24.1/LICENSE

Projects
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/02543a51-cb56-46ee-b768-ae8177428517

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Facebook, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/react-native/blob/22a25534051b8a2719b6992fce8dadc36f12c922/LICENSE


Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fe2657c8-11a2-48a1-87fc-ab2f5fca6322

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com> Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.24.1/LICENSE


Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b269e0c9-ebf6-4c0e-a9df-9878236889ea

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com> Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.26.0/LICENSE

22. Library: bigquery-5.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c4b6e507-6fbe-4e08-8399-1cb4391729bf

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

23. Library: boom-7.4.3.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8abe0808-cac0-4650-bd9b-430f7ac7268d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
---------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
---------------------
24. Library: **boron-0.2.3.tgz** Product: **Taboola Newsroom**

**Projects**

Newsroom Frontend

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4a91db4f-50b3-4fde-ad1b-a2cbaccd90

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Yuanyan Cao
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4a91db4f-50b3-4fde-ad1b-a2cbaccd90

25. Library: **chart.js-2.9.3.tgz** Product: **Taboola Newsroom**

**Projects**

Newsroom HUD

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2c13348b-b25f-4388-b53a-2bc32e346b79

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Chart.js Contributors

Copyright terms can be found at:
https://github.com/hapijs/boom/blob/v7.4.3/LICENSE.md
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chartjs/Chart.js/blob/v2.9.3/LICENSE.md

26. Library: clean-webpack-plugin-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

**Projects**

Newsroom HUD

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c734d94a-88be-4f58-b1e9-5b503c77c267

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 John Agan
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c734d94a-88be-4f58-b1e9-5b503c77c267

27. Library: copy-webpack-plugin-4.5.1.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

**Projects**

Newsroom Frontend

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/70177eff-7d57-4b67-917c-b63ce343cdbc

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/70177eff-7d57-4b67-917c-b63ce343cdbc

Projects
Newsroom HUD

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3bf52ba4-4097-4b63-9467-658ec1e1acb7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack-contrib/copy-webpack-plugin/blob/v5.1.1/LICENSE

29. Library: core-7.5.5.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c4c4e271-b1db-45c4-8c4d-3c133784bfd7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.5.5/LICENSE

30. Library: core-js-2.5.7.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2018 Denis Pushkarev
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/zloirock/core-js/blob/v2.5.7/LICENSE

31. Library: css-loader-3.4.2.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom HUD

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/61bfd8a8-716e-413f-858c-6962be9402ac

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack-contrib/css-loader/blob/v3.4.2/LICENSE

32. Library: d3-4.13.0.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f491ce10-2920-4778-b70c-a51fed33bc21

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
33. Library: d3-contour-1.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/d3/d3-contour/blob/v1.3.2/package.json License

Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2017 Mike Bostock
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/d3/d3-contour/blob/v1.3.2/LICENSE

34. Library: d3-geo-1.11.9.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/d3/d3-geo/blob/v1.11.9/package.json License

Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2016 Mike Bostock
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/d3/d3-geo/blob/v1.11.9/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2008-2012 Charles Karney
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/d3/d3-geo/blob/v1.11.9/LICENSE 35.
35. Library: d3-selection-multi-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bb894a4f-d478-4550-a6e6-259bcef4fb95

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2016 Michael Bostock
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a923554d-0b5e-456d-94db-c1b910086c57

36. Library: diff-3.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4a5e313a-2f09-4f6f-8bd7-02b508ac5377

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2015 Kevin Decker <kpdecker@gmail.com> Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/kpdecker/jsdiff/blob/v3.5.0/LICENSE

37. Library: enzyme-3.10.0.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource/content/asString/644ed736-13e2-4433-a10d-5be3313ae57

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Airbnb, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://github.com/airbnb/enzyme/blob/66ccd862afdf0b12510d19d5b295e65e3c/LICENSE.md

38. Library: enzyme-adapt-react-16-1.14.0.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource/content/asString/64b54a7e-8933-47f0-aa64-c30322353cbf

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Airbnb, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/airbnb/enzyme/blob/enzyme-adapt-react-16@1.14.0/LICENSE.md

39. Library: eslint-5.11.1.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource/content/asString/4bd47c33-a3c2-41d3-bbea-60b02394cbb3

License Text Under Appendix
40. Library: **eslint-6.1.0.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Newsroom**

**Projects**
Newsroom Mobile

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4bd47c33-a3c2-41d3-bbea-60b02394cbb3

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

41. Library: **eslint-config-0.0.5.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Newsroom**

**Projects**
Newsroom Mobile

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/eslint/eslint/blob/dc804875fcac38dc4c89b7631007d534815c6078/LICENSE

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

42. Library: **eslint-plugin-import-2.12.0.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Newsroom**

**Projects**
Newsroom Frontend

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/14bce6cc-9bb0-42b0-b73d-afa46dace766

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Ben Mosher
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/benmosher/eslint-plugin-import/blob/v2.12.0/LICENSE

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/20ffb0ab-f29d-49cb-8f19-f637147f68e8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Ethan Cohen
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/evcohen/eslint-plugin-jsx-a11y/blob/v6.0.3/LICENSE.md

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e8858a02-0c7f-4d74-8701-15b8f7d4f69f

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Yannick Croissant
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yannickcr/eslint-plugin-react/blob/v7.12.2/LICENSE

45. Library: file-loader-1.1.11.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d7ddb5b4-98fd-4e9a aee0-6c6c666222fa

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/file-loader/blob/v1.1.11/LICENSE

46. Library: font-awesome-4.7.0.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under SIL Open Font 1.1
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/FortAwesome/FontAwesome/blob/v4.7.0/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Fonticons Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://fontawesome.com/6?next=%2F%3Ffrom%3Dio

47. Library: fuse.js-3.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

**Licenses**
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ed719f29-14ce-47e5- b55d-054b1501398f

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

--------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Kirollos Risk
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/krisk/Fuse/blob/v3.2.1/LICENSE

--------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2017 Kirollos Risk (AUTHOR_URL)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/krisk/Fuse/blob/v3.2.1/COPYRIGHT.txt

48. Library: **history-1.17.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Newsroom**

**Projects**

Newsroom Frontend

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7d01979d-a426-4b21- a1a1-325031cb9013

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Michael Jackson
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7d01979d-a426-4b21- a1a1-325031cb9013

49. Library: **identity-obj-proxy-3.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Newsroom**
Projects
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d52a515b-50eb-4198- bd22-e554f149b588

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Keyan Zhang
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d52a515b-50eb-4198- bd22-e554f149b588

50. Library: immutable-3.8.1.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4eb0f2dc-11c0-43a1- 9ca1-091d7eaa8bd8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2015 Facebook, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/immutable-js/blob/v3.8.1/LICENSE

51. Library: immutable-3.8.2.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Facebook, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/immutable-js/blob/v3.8.2/LICENSE

52. Library: jest-23.6.0.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects

Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/72cafe1f-e24a-4ee4-b62a-7078afdf6a1b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Facebook, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v23.6.0/LICENSE

53. Library: jest-24.8.0.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects

Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/db019c98-6e94-4f19-9099-1f1e0e71e32d

License Text Under Appendix
54. Library: jest-junit-7.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/62794668-7722-4a19- b8ba-49460ec98c2b

License Text Under Appendix

55. Library: jest-transform-stub-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/775c5c9c-a864-4cf9- a454-e62d1b9bb87c

License Text Under Appendix

56. Library: jetifier-1.6.4.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f615a0ce-388b-4c89-a2f3-49af2caad054

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Mike Hardy
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mikehardy/jetifier/blob/v1.6.4/LICENSE

57. Library: jquery-3.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom HUD

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/03021c53-b654-4e2a aee8-451dab4da560

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/ Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jquery/jquery/blob/3.4.1/LICENSE.txt

58. Library: js-yaml-3.11.0.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/aaa0005b-bcd5-44e2- 81c6-f706c016a0cc
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License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2015 by Vitaly Puzrin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodeca/js-yaml/blob/3.11.0/LICENSE


Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/efb2d3db-2465-48c3- bbee-50f6a5a7310c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 Elijah Insua
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/tmpvar/jsdom/blob/9.12.0/LICENSE.txt

60. Library: json-loader-0.5.7.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/aca462fc-5b2d-4ea5- b1a2-5219b4e5cd77

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/aca462fc-5b2d-4ea5- b1a2-5219b4e5cd77
61. Library: **md5-2.2.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Newsroom**

**Projects**

Newsroom Mobile

**Licenses**

Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8ee6d523-8e77-40ce-9906-e375a10e4fd7

[License Text Under Appendix]

**Copyrights**

--------------------------------
Copyright 1 out of 3
--------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2012 Paul Vorbach
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/pvorb/node-md5/blob/v2.2.1/LICENSE

--------------------------------
Copyright 2 out of 3
--------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2015 Paul Vorbach
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/pvorb/node-md5/blob/v2.2.1/README.md

--------------------------------
Copyright 3 out of 3
--------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009 Jeff Mott
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/pvorb/node-md5/blob/v2.2.1/LICENSE

62. Library: **md5.js-1.3.5.tgz** Product: **Taboola Newsroom**

**Projects**

Newsroom Frontend

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e6b4e6cc-a6aa-41ea-a0ea-90d00f0d7d65

[License Text Under Appendix]

**Copyrights**

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
63. Library: **memoize-one-4.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Newsroom**

**Projects**

Newsroom Frontend

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2da22298-a1b6-4257-99c3-d7a592eff8e7

[License Text Under Appendix]

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Kirill Fomichev
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/md5.js/blob/v1.3.5/LICENSE

64. Library: **merge-1.2.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Newsroom**

**Projects**

Newsroom Mobile

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8621fa04-e7a7-42c1-8dd1-e159c76e26d3

[License Text Under Appendix]

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Alexander Reardon
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2da22298-a1b6-4257-99c3-d7a592eff8e7

65. Library: **metro-react-native-babel-preset-0.56.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Newsroom**

**Projects**

Newsroom Mobile
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/315e8fe6-da26-46d3-92c8-8ec5dc822aee

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/metro/blob/0.56.0/LICENSE

66. Library: moment-2.22.1.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/559ca15a-b0cd-46b5-b30a-ad04ff2889e5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/moment/moment/blob/2.22.1/LICENSE

67. Library: moment-2.24.0.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/60bd5a7e-d962-4219-9d12-cd9be85e245a

License Text Under Appendix
**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/moment/moment/blob/2.24.0/LICENSE

68. Library: moment-timezone-0.5.13.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

**Projects**

Newsroom Frontend

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1fdfe29f-1fd9-4253- b16b-6fa46df3c75b

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/moment/moment-timezone/blob/0.5.13/LICENSE

69. Library: next-frame-0.2.3.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

**Projects**

Newsroom Mobile

**Licenses**

Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b2e4d24e-adcd-4316- 9ea1-d31c261112c6

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**

(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

70. Library: nodemon-1.19.1.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

**Projects**

Newsroom Frontend

**Licenses**

(file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html)
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/18043666-728a-4877-a57b44c901986bd

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

71. Library: npm-6.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects

Newsroom Frontend

Licenses

Licensed under Artistic 2.0
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/e879736e-9050-480b9b2ac6770f01b3fa

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

-------------------
Copyright 1 out of 6
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2000-2006 The Perl Foundation
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/e879736e-9050-480b9b2ac6770f01b3fa

-------------------
Copyright 2 out of 6
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright their respective copyright owners
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/e879736e-9050-480b9b2ac6770f01b3fa

-------------------
Copyright 3 out of 6
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc. and Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/e879736e-9050-480b9b2ac6770f01b3fa

-------------------
Copyright 4 out of 6
72. Library: **nyc-10.3.2.tgz** Product: **Taboola Newsroom**

**Projects**

Newsroom Frontend

**Licenses**

Licensed under ISC

License terms can be found at: https://github.com/istanbuljs/nyc/blob/v10.3.2/LICENSE.txt

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Contributors

Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ffaabf26-eda5-45dd-964a-7dcd42d775bd

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Contributors

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/istanbuljs/nyc/blob/v10.3.2/LICENSE.txt

73. Library: **prop-types-15.6.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Newsroom**
Projects
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6d2b48cb-fc60-485a 9a25-3d41e6100424

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Facebook, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6d2b48cb-fc60-485a 9a25-3d41e6100424

74. Library: prop-types-15.6.1.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/995a45ea-1d28-456e 8250-268e34ec0846

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Facebook, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/prop-types/blob/v15.6.1/LICENSE

75. Library: query-string-6.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com) Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/query-string/blob/v6.2.0/license

76. Library: rc-progress-2.2.5.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8437bca6-c056-4bd5-b37f-feaa42977c3a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 yiminghe
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/react-component/progress/blob/2.2.5/LICENSE.md

77. Library: react-16.8.6.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f7a4dd0f-b69a-4cf3-8b73-80852300f989

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/react/blob/v16.8.6/LICENSE

Projects
Library: react-5.0.11.tgz  Product: Taboola Newsroom
Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e4962fd9-5259-4dea 823e-e6ebe3eca2f7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Kadira Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/storybooks/storybook/blob/v5.0.11/LICENSE

Projects
Library: react-addons-css-transition-group-15.6.2.tgz  Product: Taboola Newsroom
Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/38792a27-1d8e-407f 9f58-b49177dd0050

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Facebook, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/react/blob/v15.6.2/LICENSE

Projects
Library: react-alert-2.4.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Newsroom
Newsroom Frontend

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5370fd92-2cb2-49c5-a818-a217942632f8

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

81. Library: react-autocomplete-1.8.1.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

**Projects**
Newsroom Frontend

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ed5b246d-eb20-4e43-8a01-2276326b444b

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Ryan Florence
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/reactjs/react-autocomplete/blob/v1.8.1/LICENSE

82. Library: react-bootstrap-0.28.5.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

**Projects**
Newsroom Frontend

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5c244527-d9e9-4142-947f-aae2ded39744

[License Text Under Appendix](#)
Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Stephen J
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/react-bootstrap/react-bootstrap/blob/v0.28.5-docs.1/LICENSE

83. Library: react-copy-to-clipboard-5.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects

Newsroom Frontend

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/60ac87b8-22bb-4aed 9e08-898aa691ead0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Nik Butenko
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nkb/react-copy-to-clipboard/blob/v5.0.1/LICENSE

84. Library: react-csv-2.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects

Newsroom Frontend

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/18f52f69-8fdb-4dc7-9ec3-c27d80431942

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 react-csv
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/react-csv/react-csv/blob/v2.0.3/LICENSE.txt

85. Library: react-d3-components-0.9.1.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b4c9e7c2-49c0-412d-be1a-930398fe96fb

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Neri Marschik
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b4c9e7c2-49c0-412d-be1a-930398fe96fb

Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2015 Michael Bostock
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/70998c7f-f46e-484b-a918-7344152a6654

86. Library: **react-dates-20.2.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Newsroom**

**Projects**

Newsroom Frontend

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/264a8f22-e1c7-4e84-9b9d-02237c7edbc5

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Airbnb
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/airbnb/react-dates/blob/v20.2.0/LICENSE

87. Library: **react-dom-16.8.6.tgz** Product: **Taboola Newsroom**
Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2843ddd8-24c9-4757-a225-699d58a8f86b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Param Aggarwal
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/okonet/react-dropzone/blob/v3.13.4/LICENSE

88. Library: react-dropzone-3.13.4.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/68fd59e8-b3cf-48ad-87b1-bb81152d41ff

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/react/blob/v16.8.6/LICENSE

89. Library: react-flip-move-3.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/04710d5b-cafb-419e-9940-f3846ab1f1ad

License Text Under Appendix
90. Library: `react-intl-3.9.2.tgz` Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/331e8b6e-1b0d-4d00-b25e-8902082a5227

License Text Under Appendix

91. Library: `react-js-pagination-3.0.2.tgz` Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b03c66a9-f0da-4c68-b743-e86054ccaccd

License Text Under Appendix

92. Library: `react-loader-2.4.5.tgz` Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

173/1225
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e5c4ebab-0e26-42d6-8a18-bf3eabf82823

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Quick Left, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e5c4ebab-0e26-42d6-8a18-bf3eabf82823

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1966b358-e57a-4bc9-9544-1441fea40cd3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

-------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Contra <yo@contra.io>
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1966b358-e57a-4bc9-9544-1441fea40cd3

-------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Contra "yo@contra.io" (mailto:yo@contra.io)
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4c3baf78-27ad-4940-b50e-34d55685c750

94. Library: react-motion-0.5.2.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom
Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a094ebe3-8ec3-42e7-9b3f-5e6cd0217b9e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 React Motion authors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chenglou/react-motion/blob/v0.5.2/LICENSE

95. Library: react-native-0.60.5.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/357960f8-7a9e-42ff-97c4-5dd9d90e3cc4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/react-native/blob/v0.60.5/LICENSE

96. Library: react-native-device-info-0.24.3.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b789325f-a943-4a99-a586-697da32ee51

License Text Under Appendix
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Rebecca Hughes
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b789325f-a943-4a99-a586-697da32eee51

Projects
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/405b87fe-2131-4fdb-a32b-2844e3c67be5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Nader Dabit
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4a9c02e4-35d7-48c2-82a7-3962ac1b5af4

Projects
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4a9c02e4-35d7-48c2-82a7-3962ac1b5af4

License Text Under Appendix

Projects
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/662e2a6f-e2ce-435d-b396-fa5cf4633234

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Marc Shilling
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/marcshilling/react-native-image-picker/blob/v0.26.7/LICENSE.md

100. Library: react-native-iphone-x-helper-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a5c1fae9-6422-4a8f-8269-9d8ff086a31f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Elad Gil
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a5c1fae9-6422-4a8f-8269-9d8ff086a31f


Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Krzysztof Magiera
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/kmagiera/react-native-gesture-handler/blob/1.3.0/LICENSE
Projects
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fe4b637a-c284-486d-b8b0-9e5df27bb414

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 React Community
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fe4b637a-c284-486d-b8b0-9e5df27bb414

102. Library: react-native-segmented-control-tab-3.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/08ad5f8f-02df-4c38-bd39-f52db917c13d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Kiran Kalyan
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/08ad5f8f-02df-4c38-bd39-f52db917c13d

103. Library: react-native-vector-icons-6.6.0.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
104. Library: react-native-webview-5.12.1.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4adb12ee-5191-4432-84f9-587d40ff770a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Facebook, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/react-native-community/react-native-webview/blob/v5.12.1/LICENSE

105. Library: react-navigation-3.11.1.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/017f7f5e7-4005-4bc4-b53f-e9f59464cd89

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
106. Library: react-prop-types-0.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5c2f9d7a-52f9-454f-bbb8-61b50034cd1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 React-Bootstrap
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/react-bootstrap/react-prop-types/blob/v0.4.0/LICENSE

107. Library: react-redux-7.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3d9c3eaf-0e66-48da-8ce5-fec94efe764

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Dan Abramov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/reduxjs/react-redux/blob/v7.1.0-alpha.3/LICENSE.md
108. Library: react-router-dom-5.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7631ca23-11a7-4e97-91c4-7e22d0cb9ed9c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright React Training 2016-2018
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ReactTraining/react-router/blob/v5.0.1/LICENSE

109. Library: react-simple-dropdown-3.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0b65c515-ac07-4bc6-80e7-bd4aab9469cf

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Timothy Kempf <tim@kemp59f.info>
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2f0f0a36-9136-4453-be9b-6e64be21986b

110. Library: react-test-renderer-16.8.6.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1e4713f4-f2bb-4826-9f82-b833ab180741

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/react/blob/v16.8.6/LICENSE

111. Library: redux-3.7.2.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/016289f2-3d94-4b59-846edd00c8e2f55b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Dan Abramov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/reactjs/redux/blob/v3.7.2/LICENSE.md

112. Library: redux-4.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/35561487-214b-4791-b59f-64108ef2a2a9

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Dan Abramov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/reduxjs/redux/blob/v4.0.4/LICENSE.md

113. Library: redux-immutable-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4fff2e14-5cac-41a2-8c1d-788a4ae593cc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Gajus Kuizinas (http://gajus.com/)
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4fff2e14-5cac-41a2-8c1d-788a4ae593cc

114. Library: redux-thunk-2.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend
Newsroom Mobile

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7b83e193-7f5b-4c70-a331-193ecf48c08b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Dan Abramov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/reduxjs/redux-thunk/blob/v2.3.0/LICENSE.md
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.5.5/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 All contributors to Sortable Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/SortableJS/Sortable/blob/1.10.2/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.5.5/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 All contributors to Sortable Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/SortableJS/Sortable/blob/1.10.2/LICENSE
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Truffls GmbH
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/e6609671-61d9-48bd 8881-7ce1e687ba0c

118. Library: style-loader-1.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom HUD

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/64161a27-9548-4cf0-9ea7-eaf51d27b867

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack contrib/style-loader/blob/v1.1.3/LICENSE

119. Library: tap-xunit-1.7.0.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/9cf36ea4-eeba-4239- a0e7-ed8343e846b4

License Text Under Appendix
Projects

Newsroom Mobile

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/55db206f-16dd-4991-a937-51477bab6e78

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Rodney Rehm
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/medialize/URI.js/blob/v1.18.12/LICENSE.txt

Projects

Newsroom Mobile

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e803bb6c-78bc-42b2-be1e-823ecc715624

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2017 Formidable Labs
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/FormidableLabs/victory-native/blob/v32.0.2/LICENSE.txt

Projects

Newsroom HUD
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/59994013-0554-4716-9069-39692e04b8c0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/webpack/blob/v4.41.6/LICENSE

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7f3f6694-bb49-44b6-92e6-f9b2d23782bc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://github.com/webpack/webpack/blob/8a79c213e7eb4e5997b1136448f1194d59c3b4e0/LICENSE

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6447ec43-f1513c42e3-5b45-8a8d5c53405f

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6447ec43-5113-42e3- b545-8a8d5c53405f

125. Library: webpack-cli-3.3.11.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom HUD

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a1a389d3-2a86-42d3- bc38-891b7a064beb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/webpack-cli/blob/v3.3.11/LICENSE

126. Library: webpack-cli-3.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Newsroom Frontend

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6cf1ea57-fd64-4ead a342-b763d5499056

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a1b81929-dec8-4e53-9f36-16b739b9b0a7

License Text Under Appendix

127. Library: webpack-merge-4.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Newsroom

Projects
Taboola Newsroom

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6cf1ea57-fd64-4ead a342-b763d5499056
Newsroom Frontend

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at:
https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bbc36487-d7e1-4228- bc3c-d45e3fdc5528

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Juho Vepsalainen
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/survivejs/webpack-merge/blob/v4.1.2/LICENSE
Taboola Video Client

1. Library: JSONStream-0.10.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

   Projects
   Units

   Licenses
   Licensed under MIT
   License terms can be found at: https://github.com/dominictarr/JSONStream/blob/master/LICENSE.MIT

   License Text Under Appendix

   Copyrights
   Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Dominic Tarr
   Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/dominictarr/JSONStream/blob/v0.10.0/LICENSE.APACHE2

2. Library: JSONStream-1.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

   Projects
   Playerf5

   Licenses
3. Library: JSONStream-1.3.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses

License 1 out of 2
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2ec4c67a-ee23-46a4-a22d-ce967b062389

License Text Under Appendix

License 2 out of 2
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c7f2854b-340c-46ab-a436-450c539fe879

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Dominic Tarr
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2ec4c67a-ee23-46a4-a22d-ce967b062389

4. Library: JSV-4.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6b94329c-130b-42c6-969e-af2d7e73dc1f

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 Gary Court
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6b94329c-e130b-42e6-969e-af2d7e73dc1f

5. Library: abab-2.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Units
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/183f769-fede-42f4-82a5-ce7bda59b4d2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyright

5 Library 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 W3C and Jeff Carpenter <jeffcarp@chromium.org>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/183f769-fede-42f4-82a5-ce7bda59b4d2

5 Library 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 W3C and Jeff Carpenter <jeffcarp@chromium.org>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/abab/blob/2.0.5/LICENSE.md

6. Library: abbrev-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Player
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/69c12709-c5ea-4de1-b1b8-2801f22e5370

License Text Under Appendix

Copyright

6 Library 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z. Schlueter
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/abbrev-js/blob/v1.1.1/LICENSE

7. Library: accepts-1.3.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

Licenses
1. Library: acorn-3.3.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/ternjs/acorn/blob/3.3.0/LICENSE

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2016 by various contributors (see AUTHORS)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ternjs/acorn/blob/3.3.0/LICENSE

2. Library: acorn-4.0.13.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/ternjs/acorn/blob/4.0.13/LICENSE

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2016 by various contributors (see AUTHORS)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ternjs/acorn/blob/4.0.13/LICENSE

3. Library: acorn-5.3.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/ternjs/acorn/blob/5.3.0/LICENSE

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2016 by various contributors (see AUTHORS)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ternjs/acorn/blob/5.3.0/LICENSE
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1fcb5c40-10f7-4fa5-ac2b-70cc4e55b352

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2017 by various contributors (see AUTHORS)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1fcb5c40-10f7-4fa5-ac2b-70cc4e55b352

11. Library: acorn-5.7.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6e461896-e352-4dfe-85e5-e01f0f019ba2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2018 by various contributors (see AUTHORS)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/acornjs/acorn/blob/5.7.4/LICENSE

12. Library: acorn-6.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/78628405-9735-4dba-b3e4-c12a0eb0ae6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2018 by various contributors (see AUTHORS)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/78628405-9735-4dba-b3e4-c12a0eb0ae6

13. Library: acorn-6.4.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b3d0b5c0-3ada-4b75-bc78-063b3dach777
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

14. Library: acorn-7.4.1.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/acornjs/acorn/blob/5552e866f9a83ca05a9cd7ba654c25ecc7475be/LICENSE

15. Library: acorn-globals-4.3.4.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/ForbesLindesay/acorn-globals/blob/4.3.4/LICENSE

16. Library: acorn-globals-6.0.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/ForbesLindesay/acorn-globals/blob/6.0.0/LICENSE

Copyrights
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/44652e67-6cbd-482b-99d7-6179d82193a5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Forbes Lindesay
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ForbesLindesay/acorn-globals/blob/6.0.0/LICENSE

17. Library: acorn-jsx-3.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/72aff803-5c30-4758-a634-f245d48a3e64

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2014 by Ingvar Stepanyan
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/72aff803-5c30-4758-a634-f245d48a3e64

18. Library: acorn-jsx-5.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/60604d7f-b3c7-47ce-98c0-d0e611d75bcb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2017 by Ingvar Stepanyan
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/60604d7f-b3c7-47ce-98c0-d0e611d75bcb

19. Library: acorn-node-1.8.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
License under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a67ce2d9-e6a-48e4-9dfc-debc658b9285

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

-------------------
Copyright 1 out of 6
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Renée Kooi <renee@kooi.me>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/browsersify/acorn-node/blob/v1.8.2/LICENSE.md

-------------------
Copyright 2 out of 6
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017-2018 by Adrian Heine
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/browsersify/acorn-node/blob/v1.8.2/LICENSE.md

-------------------
Copyright 3 out of 6
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Jordan Gensler
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/browsersify/acorn-node/blob/v1.8.2/LICENSE.md

-------------------
Copyright 4 out of 6
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017-2018 by Adrian Heine
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtain
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a67ce2d9-e6a-48e4-9dfc-debc658b9285

-------------------
Copyright 5 out of 6
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Renée Kooi "renee@kooi.me" (mailto:renee@kooi.me)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a67ce2d9-e6a-48e4-9dfc-debc658b9285

-------------------
Copyright 6 out of 6
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Jordan Gensler
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtain
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a67ce2d9-e6a-48e4-9dfc-debc658b9285

20. Library: acorn-walk-6.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/28dbeb46-bf4f-49a8-9f30-704546c779b8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2018 by various contributors (see AUTHORS)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/28dbeb46-bf4f-49a8-9f30-704546c779b8

21. Library: acorn-walk-7.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0e293c45-7a31-4354-bb13-d21ee928519b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2018 by various contributors (see AUTHORS)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0e293c45-7a31-4354-bb13-d21ee928519b

22. Library: address-1.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/51e74936-df9d-4e38-b4e0-13e6e8504b9a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2016 node-modules
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/node-modules/address/blob/1.1.2/LICENSE.txt

Copyright 2 out of 2
-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2014 fengmk2 <fengmk2@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/node-modules/address/blob/1.1.2/LICENSE.txt

23. Library: address-2.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/655b87dd-df1d-4b75-a7a5-345e9d8f23bd

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Project contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/hapijs/address/blob/v2.1.4/LICENSE.md

24. Library: adjust-sourcemap-loader-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2290552d-7965-44c8-aed6-e2dd949ceefb6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Ben Holloway
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2290552d-7965-44c8-aed6-e2dd949ceefb6

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Ben Holloway
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/bholloway/adjust-sourcemap-loader/blob/3.0.0/LICENSE

25. Library: adm-0.4.16.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/742e9797-726d-4ecd-b71a-a3406ffd437f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Another-D-Mention Software and other contributors,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/742e9797-726d-4ecd-b71a-a3406ffd437f

26. Library: agent-4.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5531ca1d-e99d-4a88-a5da-e27f2493e69b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c79053fd-a2e5-40d1-908a-8f2bb750327a
27. **Library: agent-base-4.3.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

- **Projects**
- Player
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/d00d779a-5d70-4fba-a8da-b917768e4015

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/17c5ece3-aa4f-412e-8952-5f6f6ba1a27c

28. **Library: agent-base-5.1.1.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

- **Projects**
- Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/75ec046a-a152-481f-98f8-bab2bce1f8d0

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/TooTallNate/node-agent-base/blob/5.1.1/README.md

29. **Library: agent-base-6.0.2.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

- **Projects**
- Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/670c40e4-d90c-4852-866d-454724ec6754

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/d331cf00-f0bf-4168-a971-a55ece09707

28. **Library: agent-base-5.1.1.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

- **Projects**
- Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/75ec046a-a152-481f-98f8-bab2bce1f8d0

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/TooTallNate/node-agent-base/blob/5.1.1/README.md

29. **Library: agent-base-6.0.2.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

- **Projects**
- Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/670c40e4-d90c-4852-866d-454724ec6754

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/d331cf00-f0bf-4168-a971-a55ece09707
30. Library: **agentkeepalive-3.5.2.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/TooTallNate/node-agent-base/blob/6.0.2/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/TooTallNate/node-agent-base/blob/6.0.2/README.md

31. Library: **aggregate-error-3.1.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/node-modules/agentkeepalive/blob/3.5.2/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 fengmk2 <fengmk2@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/node-modules/agentkeepalive/blob/3.5.2/README.md

32. Library: **ajv-4.11.8.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/aggregate-error/blob/v3.1.0/license

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/TooTallNate/node-agent-base/blob/6.0.2/README.md
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Evgeny Poberezkin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/epoberezkin/ajv/blob/4.11.8/LICENSE

33. Library: ajv-5.5.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c6eae3ed-c3cf-4b01-7d2735878640

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Evgeny Poberezkin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/epoberezkin/ajv/blob/v5.5.2/LICENSE

34. Library: ajv-6.10.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f71660d4-bcf6-45d9-b7df-0a16c4969f62

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2017 Evgeny Poberezkin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/epoberezkin/ajv/blob/v6.10.2/LICENSE

35. Library: ajv-6.11.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/da47c3e2-58ec-432d-8830-e07f20eef06

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2017 Evgeny Poberezkin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/epoberezkin/ajv/blob/v6.11.0/LICENSE
36. **Library: ajv-6.12.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

   **Projects**
   Lite unit

   **License**
   Licensed under MIT
   License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1eff6a3-cc88-47aa-8fe6-98fa9f6c3d92

   **License Text Under Appendix**

37. **Library: ajv-6.12.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

   **Projects**
   Player
   Units
   Video for performance

   **License**
   Licensed under MIT
   License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/956ccee5-49f6-4776-8971-b6ce8292a3b0

   **License Text Under Appendix**

   **Copyrights**
   Copr1 out of 3
   Copyright 1 out of 3
   Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2017 Evgeny Poberezkin
   Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/956ccee5-49f6-4776-8971-b6ce8292a3b0

   Copr2 out of 3
   Copyright 2 out of 3
   Copyrighted under Copyright 2045 RFC
   Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9656157a-fb4a-4638-a5a4-770d3b3bedb4

   Copr3 out of 3
   Copyright 3 out of 3
   Copyrighted under Copyright 2046 RFC
   Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9656157a-fb4a-4638-a5a4-770d3b3bedb4

38. **Library: ajv-7.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

   **Projects**
   Units
   Video for performance

   **License**
   Licensed under MIT
   License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b18ed21e-ed47-41cb-9879-3bca356f6766
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2017 Evgeny Poberezkin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/b18ed21e-ed47-41eb-9879-3ba3566f766

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 bundle.js
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/e2ee5df7-8ceb-4950-92b6-777c922c1e5

39. Library: ajv-errors-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/8e6dfa61-3849-4edd-96e6-82383dde48a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Evgeny Poberezkin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/8e6dfa61-3849-4edd-96e6-82383dde48a

40. Library: ajv-keywords-3.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/e5e98d02-45f1-468a-a98a-e256a241a630

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Evgeny Poberezkin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/epoberezkin/ajv-keywords/blob/v3.4.1/LICENSE

41. Library: ajv-keywords-3.5.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bda54c5f-b8c7-4a11-9207-867b04a02586

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
-----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Evgeny Poberezkin
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bda54c5f-b8c7-4a11-9207-867b04a02586

Copyright 2 out of 2
-----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Evgeny Poberezkin
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/99d9b878-db9d-4f74-853b-fde1617020a3

42. Library: align-text-0.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/df0350b6-8565-462a-b7b9-c3934820b92a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
-----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jon Schlinkert
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/df0350b6-8565-462a-b7b9-c3934820b92a

Copyright 2 out of 2
-----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8bdc48b7-06ff-4c7f-9c8c-12e4b6a5c26d

43. Library: alphanum-sort-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/00e67625-b2fe-4675-8b5d-afca08405d18

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
44. Library: `amdefine-1.0.1.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses

License 1 out of 2
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/jrburke/amdefine

License Text Under Appendix

License 2 out of 2
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: http://github.com/jrburke/amdefine

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2016 The Dojo Foundation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jrburke/amdefine/blob/1.0.1/LICENSE

45. Library: `ansi-align-2.0.0.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0425bbc2-9db4-42e0-8efa-e98258a7e9b2-8fafe47a-804c-475b-881e-5695bc9cb9a6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nexdrew/ansi-align/blob/v2.0.0/LICENSE

46. Library: `ansi-align-3.0.0.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8fafe47a-804c-475b-881e-5695bc9cb9a6

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nexdrew/ansi-align/blob/v3.0.0/LICENSE

47. Library: ansi-colors-3.2.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/adf6e586-dd92-4b25-a980-7a56b1071e11

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Brian Woodward
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/adf6e586-dd92-4b25-a980-7a56b1071e11

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 "Brian Woodward" (https://github.com/doowb)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c73b434e-d775-453a-aed2-5190445a5edeb

48. Library: ansi-colors-3.2.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cd549cef-9aed-4b4e-a323-81ae5e1fd2f7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Brian Woodward
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cd549cef-9aed-4b4e-a323-81ae5e1fd2f7

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 "Brian Woodward" (https://github.com/doowb)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3ad12d49-dd87-4b7e-bc0b-1364a5484b99

49. Library: ansi-colors-4.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/ece225eb-c30f-431e-81a1-f567f3913324

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

50. Library: ansi-escapes-3.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/77cf2b3e-5d67-4d4f-80a5-94d6685980ac

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

51. Library: ansi-escapes-4.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/2cb6db9a-c50d-42a3-9a21-172a0e01eb1e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

52. Library: ansi-html-0.0.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/ansi-escapes/blob/v4.3.1/license

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus (sindresorhus@gmail.com) (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/ansi-escapes/blob/v4.3.1/license
Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ec5e622a-62c0409d-8b97-198698be5055

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

53. Library: ansi-regex-2.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a23f1dcd-1700-4589-80ca-09beac07abc9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a23f1dcd-1700-4589-80ca-09beac07abc9

54. Library: ansi-regex-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ea359463-3f6d-47c3-903c-2626f67a414b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ea359463-3f6d-47c3-903c-2626f67a414b

55. Library: ansi-regex-4.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fedc5d50-e516-4e74-b544-99532bfcce477
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fedc5d50-e516-4e74-b544-99532bfcce477

56. Library: ansi-regex-5.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d8b1f171-af0d-42b6-8750-9a32f642e6ee
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chalk/ansi-regex/blob/v5.0.0/license

57. Library: ansi-styles-2.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1a6f0440-fa67-43de-a9fe-80f42a733596
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chalk/ansi-styles/blob/v2.2.1/license

58. Library: ansi-styles-3.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player
Lite unit

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6a47d56f-88c5-440f-8a25-61022e0a475d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chalk/ansi-styles/blob/v3.2.1/license

59. Library: ansi-styles-4.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/020fe9d5-4d87-4354-89bf-d4dc8e262004

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
............................
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/020fe9d5-4d87-4354-89bf-d4dc8e262004

............................
Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chalk/ansi-styles/blob/v4.3.0/license

60. Library: ansicolors-0.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f7fcf92f-2725-4699-b08b-a1f64e5b9a2e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Thorsten Lorenz
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f7fcf92f-2725-4699-b08b-a1f64e5b9a2e

61. Library: ansistyles-0.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/98f1826a-bbe0-48a8-bd44-4a36e6837bc4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Thorsten Lorenz
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/thlorenz/ansistyles/blob/v0.1.3/LICENSE

62. Library: anymatch-1.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/29a3063b-6c27-4422-8c88-eb17fe27767

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/29a3063b-6c27-4422-8c88-eb17fe27767

63. Library: anymatch-1.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0a43151b-a221-4635-9164-9a5366ad411

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Elan Shanker
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/es128/anymatch/blob/1.3.2/LICENSE

64. Library: anymatch-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c29c866d-8220-4354-8609-d524166bfff3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Elan Shanker
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/micromatch/anymatch/blob/2.0.0/LICENSE

65. **Library: anymatch-3.1.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cf6f5d2f-7be5-4167-83f9-e35bbaa1800

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Elan Shanker, Paul Miller (https://paulmillr.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/micromatch/anymatch/blob/3.1.1/LICENSE

66. **Library: aproba-1.2.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/iarna/aproba/blob/v1.2.0/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Rebecca Turner <me@rebecca.org>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b82ac0e2-c9b1-465b-8839-411f501f0d1

67. **Library: aproba-2.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/iarna/aproba/blob/v2.0.0/package.json

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Rebecca Turner <me@becca.org>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/iarna/aproba/blob/v2.0.0/LICENSE

68. Library: archy-1.0.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/55287e6d-7602-4e88-b307-c461c5932f9a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established

69. Library: are-we-there-yet-1.1.4.tgz  Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/are-we-there-yet

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Rebecca Turner
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b33aeb54-ce33-41fd-b03d-a09659735532

70. Library: are-we-there-yet-1.1.5.tgz  Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/are-we-there-yet/v/1.1.5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
71. Library: argparse-0.1.16.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/08d06ee8-e5dc-4496-bf41-a1da4ad53fab

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 by Vitaly Puzrin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodeca/argparse/blob/0.1.16/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 [Vitaly Puzrin](https://github.com/puzrin)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodeca/argparse/blob/0.1.16/README.md

Copyright 3 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 "Vitaly Puzrin" (https://github.com/puzrin)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6f948d1e-5fb2-49f8-9203-bb5f20c3f8f

72. Library: argparse-1.0.10.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/28e3ee23-23d0-45ce-8473-b5e4f7d2e6e5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 [Vitaly Puzrin](https://github.com/puzrin)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodeca/argparse/blob/1.0.10/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 by Vitaly Puzrin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodeca/argparse/blob/1.0.10/README.md

Copyright 3 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 by Vitaly Puzrin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodeca/argparse/blob/1.0.10/LICENSE
73. **Library: aria-query-4.2.2.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ab775ed6-5012-404e-8786-988b63b0aa9a

[License Text Under Appendix](https://github.com/puzrin)

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 "Vitaly Puzrin" (https://github.com/puzrin)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8744cf10-2f57-4273-af11-282fe2b6e62c

74. **Library: arity-n-1.0.4.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c75a7bcf-82d4-402b-9064-e163b3ab8023

[License Text Under Appendix](https://github.com/A11yance/aria-query/blob/v4.2.2/README.md)

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2020 A11yance
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ab775ed6-5012-404e-8786-988b63b0aa9a

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Christoph Hermann
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/stoeffel/arityN/blob/v1.0.4/LICENSE

75. **Library: arr-diff-4.0.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Lite unit
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d21cf31f-e293-47dd-b58a-f6901d6f895

[License Text Under Appendix](https://github.com/puzrin)

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 "Vitaly Puzrin" (https://github.com/puzrin)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8744cf10-2f57-4273-af11-282fe2b6e62c
76. Library: **arr-flatten-1.1.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1023d14c-3b94-4966-bcd4-ebcb682ae375

License Text Under Appendix

77. Library: **arr-union-3.1.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/95651ae9-e2e6-4c44-9bd4-708f97fe9f81

License Text Under Appendix
78. **Library: array-each-1.0.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6815c7d0-e0f0-4ace-8a7b-073b2b0b7e02

License Text Under Appendix

---

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/arr-union/blob/3.1.0/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/arr-union/blob/3.1.0/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 "Jon Schlinkert" ([https://github.com/jonschlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert))
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f4462cd2-5a5e-4526-af7-38a6a19b6e9

79. **Library: array-equal-1.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Units

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/97f703dc-564a-4896-8e1c-25c3e0cfde0

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jonathan Ong me@jongleberry.com
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/component/array-equal/blob/1.0.0/LICENSE

80. Library: array-filter-0.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/5aaba833-69b8-4844-a297-5a182123d875

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Julian Gruber <julian@juliangruber.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/05369784-199d-40fa-bad0-15b0c5b781e0

81. Library: array-filter-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/b6c63998-2d96-4d92-9148-a11e892a994b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Julian Gruber &lt;julian@juliangruber.com&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/juliangruber/array-filter/blob/v1.0.0/README.md

82. Library: array-find-index-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/c8c3e344-5296-41d6-b775-7704b0fd339
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/array-find-index/blob/v1.0.2/license

83. Library: array-flatten-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5aba8f9c-7767-4f6c-9963-7d10e7611118

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/blakeembrey/array-flatten/blob/v1.1.1/LICENSE

84. Library: array-flatten-2.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d6df3e69-77d7-4ece-8679-73a3c6197b70

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d6df3e69-77d7-4ece-8679-73a3c6197b70

85. Library: array-includes-3.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0a4d7bf6d-0fe6-47b7-8169-12595d140c11

Copyrights
86. **Library: array-map-0.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4d3990b5-98e0-408b-8fbc-4a32a9e6a66

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

87. **Library: array-reduce-0.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/53316bf9-296b-4c12-aea0-c43868c544d2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

88. **Library: array-slice-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d04137b4-e958-437d-a6ad-36c4bd5c4f6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d04137b4-e958-437d-a6ad-36c4bd5c4f6
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3ce9e13c-a0f1-4bcb-b526-f24b483a8473

89. Library: array-union-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ce7be242-d9e9-4267-92a0-5d41559429e9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/array-union/blob/v1.0.2/license

90. Library: array-union-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a888d65b-6f75-4891-9f4d-60f594c103d4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/array-union/blob/v2.1.0/license

91. Library: array-uniq-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/92ece15d-b7d4-4f97-a97a-6fde46bf3d1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
92. Library: `array-unique-0.3.2.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/array-uniq/blob/v1.0.3/license

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

--------------
Copyright 1 out of 3
--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/array-unique/blob/0.3.2/LICENSE

--------------
Copyright 2 out of 3
--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/array-unique/blob/0.3.2/README.md

--------------
Copyright 3 out of 3
--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 "Jon Schlinkert" ([https://github.com/jonschlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert))
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8f19fd23-df7b-4235-a62c-93af1eb195aa4

93. Library: `array.prototype.flat-1.2.4.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0d410d63-9f05-4ca0-981d-b60aeb347ef5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 ECMAScript Shims
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0d410d63-9f05-4ca0-981d-b60aeb347ef5

94. Library: `array.prototype.flatmap-1.2.4.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/91762b35-7073-4717-b88b1-fc7f4824e21d
License Text Under Appendix

Credits

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 ECMAScript Shims
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/91762b35-7073-4717-b8b1-fc7f4824e21d

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 ECMAScript Shims
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/es-shims/Array.prototype.flatMap/blob/v1.2.4/LICENSE

95. Library: arrify-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a154938e-0cf7-4dc3-97a7-71341d46fb22

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/arrify/blob/v1.0.1/license

96. Library: arrify-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/43c84a6d-79f5-437a-a5f0-278f0aa4317d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/arrify/blob/v2.0.1/license

97. Library: asap-2.0.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5c193aee-daaf-4a7c-95a1-6194f96c8f7b
98. Library: asn1-0.2.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5c3a693e-7d3b-4aca-b6e1-408405019907

99. Library: asn1.js-4.10.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b4ef6e17-fb71-47d8-bada-91b1562c6726

100. Library: asn1.js-4.9.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
101. Library: **asn1.js-5.4.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Units
Video for performance

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

102. Library: **assert-1.3.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Fedor Indutny
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/indutny/asn1.js/blob/v5.4.1/LICENSE

103. Library: **assert-1.4.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Units

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/725efe4b-727d-43a9-878f-0aa2d1276be1
104. Library: assert-1.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7725e0fd-3fe4-40a6-99e3-120da6386863

105. Library: assert-plus-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6dc2f29f-096b-4276-aba2-9615ac538c43

106. Library: assertion-error-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Rss
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ab4a5c8c-5f81-4c46-9e2d-2b452bf2672c
107. **Library:** `assertion-error-1.1.0.tgz` **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**

- Units

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/085c38eb-1af9-46ba-8452-900f924c353

**License Text Under Appendix**

---

**Copyrights**

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Jake Luer <jake@qualiancy.com> (http://qualiancy.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chaijs/assertion-error/blob/1.1.0/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Jake Luer "jake@qualiancy.com" (mailto:jake@qualiancy.com) (http://qualiancy.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/085c38eb-1af9-46ba-8452-900f924c353

108. **Library:** `assign-symbols-1.0.0.tgz` **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**

- Lite unit

**Video for performance**

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a3507bc9-770b-436c-89cc-e8d02f405e7c

**License Text Under Appendix**

---

**Copyrights**

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Jake Luer <jake@qualiancy.com> (http://qualiancy.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chaijs/assertion-error/blob/1.1.0/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Jake Luer "jake@qualiancy.com" (mailto:jake@qualiancy.com) (http://qualiancy.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/085c38eb-1af9-46ba-8452-900f924c353

---

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a3507bc9-770b-436c-89cc-e8d02f405e7c

---
109. Library: ast-1.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/e180d81f-ce20-442f-94cc-6e8a0af2ce77

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Sven Sauleau <sven@sauleau.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/e180d81f-ce20-442f-94cc-6e8a0af2ce77

110. Library: ast-types-0.9.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/09d4f899-716a-4543-8e1b-2fe4fa12890

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Ben Newman <bn@cs.stanford.edu>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/benjamn/ast-types/blob/v0.9.6/LICENSE

111. Library: ast-types-flow-0.0.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/ast-types-flow/v/0.0.7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

112. Library: astral-regex-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance
113. Library: astral-regex-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Units
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e730109c-fc6e-4954-8cad-566c248713bb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Kevin Mårtensson <kevinmartensson@gmail.com> (github.com/kevva)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/kevva/astral-regex/blob/v1.0.0/license

114. Library: astw-2.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7757cfbe-3c65-436b-b106-a8ce6b9b60c1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Kevin Mårtensson <kevinmartensson@gmail.com> (github.com/kevva)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/kevva/astral-regex/blob/v2.0.0/license

115. Library: async-0.1.22.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0bb51343-6ef3-49f2-86e3-fd0bb5312781

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown
116, Library: async-0.2.10.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6a53b28a-2f4f-4bd1-bbf3-7d9fed524289

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 Caolan McMahon
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/caolan/async/blob/v0.1.22/LICENSE

117, Library: async-0.9.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8fb6fad8-6ca6-40b0-af49-95f42f352026

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2014 Caolan McMahon
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/caolan/async/blob/0.9.2/LICENSE

118, Library: async-1.5.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0ec79ced-1fc8-4885-bf9f-6d7ef63326c4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2014 Caolan McMahon
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0ec79ced-1fc8-4885-bf9f-6d7ef63326c4
119. Library: async-2.6.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/970067c3-1bef-467a-aede-c327dc26fdf8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2018 Caolan McMahon
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/970067c3-1bef-467a-aede-c327dc26fdf8

120. Library: async-2.6.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dac2d053-197a-47aa-8f86-f34051659859

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2018 Caolan McMahon
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/caolan/async/blob/v2.6.3/LICENSE

121. Library: async-3.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1ac814d6-4150-48bd-a422-89c5f6d6f14e

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2018 Caolan McMahon
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/caolan/async/blob/v3.2.0/LICENSE

122. Library: async-each-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1163bcfb-e11c-49b8-b011-4e9f712811f1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Paul Miller "(paulmillr.com)" (http://paulmillr.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2c4ff52f-7dba-4334-ac0d-fe769889be2d

123. Library: async-foreach-0.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/cowboy/javascript-sync-async-foreach

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 "Cowboy" Ben Alman
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2016e2ec-d25f-4b55-b24c-28214ae916a9

Copyrights
Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 "Cowboy" Ben Alman
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cb4089c1-4d10-4e40-8b0f-82b2a0a85b35

124. Library: async-limiter-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
125. Library: `asyncit-0.4.0.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Player
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/4377fcd4-2e49-43c4-bda8-ec804966a02a

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Samuel Reed <samuel.trace.reed@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/4377fcd4-2e49-43c4-bda8-ec804966a02a

126. Library: `at-least-node-1.0.0.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/61b64853-b2d0-453f-b94f-57d864ce864a

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Alex Indigo
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/alexindigo/asyncit/blob/v0.4.0/LICENSE

127. Library: `atob-2.1.2.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Lite unit
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://git.coolaj86.com/coolaj86/atob.js.git
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

128. Library: autoprefixer-6.7.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/cd100ec7-e8e2-4637-927f-2ade4ef6e0c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

129. Library: autoprefixer-9.8.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/483f1d9c-ef40-47d6-9c13-27e1dafa0f2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

130. Library: available-typed-arrays-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/postcss/autoprefixer/blob/9.8.6/LICENSE
Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/2cf36628-21dd-4670-950a-23e401f4994a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2020 Inspect JS
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/inspectjs/available-typed-arrays/blob/v1.0.2/LICENSE

131. Library: aws-sdk-2.610.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/ebe9668-f917-4703-8a46-af2b89c74541

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2017 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/ebe9668-f917-4703-8a46-af2b89c74541

Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2017 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/aws/aws-sdk-js/blob/v2.610.0/LICENSE.txt

132. Library: aws-sdk-2.828.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/6478a2e0-98c0-4e72-b012-b87df3fad644

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 4
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2017 Amazon.com, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/6478a2e0-98c0-4e72-b012-b87df3fad644
133. Library: aws-sign2-0.7.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0a81b299-ff8f-4e8a-a53d-0da671e35e9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 LearnBoost
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mikeal/aws-sign#readme

134. Library: aws4-1.11.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ad054652-5dfc-456c-aee3-7d29484b6d8f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Michael Hart (michael.hart.au@gmail.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ad054652-5dfc-456c-aee3-7d29484b6d8f

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Michael Hart (michael.hart.au@gmail.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mhart/aws4/blob/v1.11.0/LICENSE
135. Library: **aws4-1.8.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d64f1577-4b57-4730-84a4-732531b487c8

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Michael Hart (michael.hart.au@gmail.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mhart/aws4/blob/v1.8.0/LICENSE

136. Library: **aws4-1.9.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Lite unit

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b1576468-57d4-4baa-85a1-b3142e0de66c

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Michael Hart (michael.hart.au@gmail.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mhart/aws4/blob/v1.9.1/LICENSE

137. Library: **axios-0.18.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Creative Uploader

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/34067756-3378-42e2-8f17-305ca921af13

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Matt Zabriskie
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/axios/axios/blob/v0.18.0/LICENSE

138. Library: **axios-0.19.2.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/05eccec9-61df-4a33-80ae-00ba0dc44038

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Matt Zabriskie
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/axios/axios/blob/v0.19.2/LICENSE

139. Library: axobject-query-2.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/993ccb4b-5289-48f8-8202-85cbe6fe0530

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2020 A11yance
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/A11yance/axobject-query/blob/v2.2.0/LICENSE

140. Library: babel-code-frame-6.26.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/ff52032e-dfc3-4534-bc37-ece19dd7514e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.26.0/LICENSE

141. Library: babel-core-6.26.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/35b415c-e39e-4f9d-b8ac-cf55e0725ddf

License Text Under Appendix
142. Library: babel-eslint-10.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/daeddf64-7288-4b8a-8e80-66d34a4ad949

License Text Under Appendix

143. Library: babel-extract-comments-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c2945fc5-8140-462b-bebf-deed2c043efc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel-eslint/blob/v10.1.0/LICENSE

Copyright 1 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/babel-extract-comments/blob/1.0.0/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2018 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/babel-extract-comments/blob/1.0.0/README.md

Copyright 3 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2018 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/babel-extract-comments/blob/1.0.0/LICENSE

Copyright 4 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/de40b0ee-b2e3-4417-a8c8-756b90a06b18

144. Library: babel-generator-6.26.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
151. Library: babel-helper-regex-6.26.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a1b67b41-36a8-4016-a34d-5af61af179f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.26.0/LICENSE


Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/53cead2e-6b98-4595-98eb-3b6aa689082

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.24.1/LICENSE


Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8e6813bf-76e4-4a0a-9142-661c5f9055b3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.24.1/LICENSE

154. Library: babel-jest-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7ec56f8b-f91a-48a1-9288-81f133dd65e4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

155. Library: babel-jest-26.6.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4db43b95-f78e-48f7-812f-c9a432f48948

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4db43b95-f78e-48f7-812f-c9a432f48948

156. Library: babel-loader-8.0.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/49e13cfd-e92f-43af-a10f-38fc35ad6f6d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2019 Luís Couto <hello@luiscouto.pt>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/49e13cfd-e92f-43af-a10f-38fc35ad6f6d

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 Luís Couto <hello@luiscouto.pt>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel-loader/blob/b31d86f1a189a0c7b810260f2fa89d146e6b749f/LICENSE

157. Library: babel-loader-8.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f01016c9-e6b5-4048-a78d-3808070bf309

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Smooth Code
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f01016c9-e6b5-4048-a78d-3808070bf309

161. Library: babel-plugin-add-module-exports-0.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/87ba03ab-4ee8-44c7-9489-b819fd8d0d9f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(* The copyright for this library is unknown


Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/83317057-9fe8-4d56-a914-01726a696203

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.22.0/LICENSE

163. Library: babel-plugin-dynamic-import-node-2.3.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/28384bcf-623e-4a25-a783-e4d4a7ea34f6
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Airbnb
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/28384bcf-623e-4a25-a783-e4d4a7ea34fb

164. Library: babel-plugin-es6-promise-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fbe2c508-62b9-4443-968d-718f884bc668

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Mark Wubben
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/novemberborn/babel-plugin-es6-promise/blob/v1.1.1/LICENSE

165. Library: babel-plugin-istanbul-5.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9733de04-0a8b-4e9c-82f0-e5443904c21e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Istanbul Code Coverage
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/istanbuljs/babel-plugin-istanbul/blob/v5.2.0/LICENSE

166. Library: babel-plugin-istanbul-6.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/805fc9de-9b97-4c54-a358-b615071048c2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Istanbul Code Coverage
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/istanbuljs/babel-plugin-istanbul/blob/v6.0.0/LICENSE
167. **Library: babel-plugin-jest-hoist-24.9.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/2351dd7a-0f1a-4159-8b5a-b42560dcbfc6

[License Text Under Appendix]

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

168. **Library: babel-plugin-jest-hoist-26.6.2.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/36c7b534-7cec-4a93-a6f4-e3c55599a621

[License Text Under Appendix]

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

169. **Library: babel-plugin-jsx-remove-data-test-id-2.1.3.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/66d9bee7-9677-418d-b54c-70f63aa1e49c

[License Text Under Appendix]

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2018 Enigmatic Ltd
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/coderas/babel-plugin-jsx-remove-data-test-id/blob/v2.1.3/LICENSE

170. **Library: babel-plugin-lodash-3.3.4.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance
171. Library: babel-plugin-macros-2.8.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3affb988-3e3e-42ce-8b1a-118199d16e6f

172. Library: babel-plugin-named-asset-import-0.3.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ab65ab1e-a223-41b9-852c-bb993d98e880

173. Library: babel-plugin-remove-jsx-attribute-5.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/31807a49-6b53-49be-ace9-2a36e5391a9d
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Smooth Code
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/31807a49-6b53-49be-acc9-2a36e5391a9d

174. Library: babel-plugin-remove-jsx-empty-expression-5.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/251007e5-f1ee-4474-b72a-5ae68ad1d2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Smooth Code
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/251007e5-f1ee-4474-b72a-5ae68ad1d2

175. Library: babel-plugin-replace-jsx-attribute-value-5.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/391564d1-1f50-43aa-8208-e8acbe13c72f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Smooth Code
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/391564d1-1f50-43aa-8208-e8acbe13c72f

176. Library: babel-plugin-styled-components-1.12.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b09dfca9-5059-443f-b050-8bac20127d80

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
-----------------

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html

250/1225
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a4a2dc56-571d-420c-b22a-78f31ba59b46

License Text Under Appendix

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/17fb3d8a-8d1a-4ddd-bf85-ed32abe7a36f

License Text Under Appendix

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/838c66ca-c69a-4a3f-ba18-b62e03a03711

License Text Under Appendix

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.18.0/LICENSE

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e2973c8d-17f9-4db0-9be3-f03a1edad39f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.13.0/LICENSE

181. Library: babel-plugin-transform-es2015-arrow-functions-6.22.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4b1c4168-cac0-47b9-ad6b-e725bde5cc6a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.22.0/LICENSE


Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7a52509c-0d02-460e-966e-25b2805f9b92

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.22.0/LICENSE


Projects
Player

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c89c7e5d-e693-462d-a76a-028b4f92d97d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.24.1/LICENSE


Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3e5bc243-09dd-4104-abe6b186eae896b5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.24.1/LICENSE


Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a5b739af-e6a2-48e6-8062-28cf8f17c422

License Text Under Appendix

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9a6d824a-55fa-4e89-a276-f5b78fe59e4c

License Text Under Appendix

188. Library: babel-plugin-transform-es2015-for-of-6.23.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a0ed7305-542d-4e97-a2d1-dc30fa20a5b5

License Text Under Appendix


Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/34b4498a-754a-47aa-8d7e-05b3727a1410

License Text Under Appendix

190. Library: babel-plugin-transform-es2015-literals-6.22.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.24.1/LICENSE
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.24.1/LICENSE


Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cb2d9d14-4e42-4666-ab19-4abf49e6db66

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.24.1/LICENSE


Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/26130ecb-9b07-4dd5-af30-05bf5e438165

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.24.1/LICENSE


Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b460ec59-1ce9-44a1-97d7-224d931d1eb9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.24.1/LICENSE
License Text Under Appendix

License Text Under Appendix

License Text Under Appendix

License Text Under Appendix

License Text Under Appendix
204. Library: babel-plugin-transform-react-native-svg-5.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/6052b74d-0246-4fb8-b954-0aaf7d871443

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.26.0/LICENSE

205. Library: babel-plugin-transform-react-remove-prop-types-0.4.24.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/3d554fb5-0ef5-46fb-931d-d1b145337d1d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Smooth Code
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/6052b74d-0246-4fb8-b954-0aaf7d871443


Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/ee4f57a1-b086-4e49-a10c-bc2776aab7b9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.26.0/LICENSE


Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/88a56760-3e0a-4edd-bc1c-01e53c2e1d71

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.24.1/LICENSE

208. Library: babel-plugin-transform-svg-component-5.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/bdf8fca3-57ac-493e-b112-e02ae665c596

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Smooth Code
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/b3e44232-a612-4aad-af5-e9aafa9144aa

209. Library: babel-preset-5.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/b3e44232-a612-4aad-af5-e9aafa9144aa

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Smooth Code
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/0eb0d533-7544-4fb9-ad25-54c47de20944

210. Library: babel-preset-current-node-syntax-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/0eb0d533-7544-4fb9-ad25-54c47de20944
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2020 Nicolò Ribaudo and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0eb0d533-7544-4fb9-ad25-54c47de20944


Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/62966786-c81f-4fd1-93c9-a4fd91c81a98

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v6.24.1/LICENSE

212. Library: babel-preset-jest-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1dfa70f4-29c5-4c21-8514-fafffc9e816cc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

213. Library: babel-preset-jest-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/58510f5f-20d0-4a79-917d-923f9e0b6c4c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/58510f5f-20d0-4a79-917d-923f9e0b6c4c
214. Library: babel-preset-react-app-10.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/033c5302-8a82-41eb-a9e5-f5ea35fb24e9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

----------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Facebook, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/033c5302-8a82-41eb-a9e5-f5ea35fb24e9

----------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Facebook, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/create-react-app/blob/react-dev-utils@10.0.0/LICENSE

215. Library: babel-preset-zillow-4.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/4463366a-e05b-490f-bfca-ee046ab92b3d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

----------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Airbnb
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/4463366a-e05b-490f-bfca-ee046ab92b3d

----------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Zillow
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/4463366a-e05b-490f-bfca-ee046ab92b3d

216. Library: babel-register-6.26.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/b269e0c9-ebf6-4c0e-a9df-9878236889ca
217. Library: babel-runtime-6.26.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/65317960-67c7-43eb-b453-5d6821cffe99

218. Library: babel-template-6.26.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ff71d504-ac22-4b20-841f-deccec3e4edef


Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/397abc50-dd93-48e0-acdf-6a58580dcaef
220. Library: babel-types-6.26.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5061871b-9aec-4978-9d03-23c904e9a632

License Text Under Appendix

221. Library: babel core-7.1.12.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e126953f-2137-4160-9daf-bc8bb111665a

License Text Under Appendix

222. Library: babel generator-7.6.2.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e1ec9417-be9a-40bd-be40-fe06e80df106

License Text Under Appendix
223. **Library: babel-template-7.4.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e1148d19-4c32-4f6f-82bf-42f336b9787

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e1148d19-4c32-4f6f-82bf-42f336b9787

224. **Library: babel-traverse-7.11.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2a9da033-c366-44ae-9628-dee6db8229f8

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2a9da033-c366-44ae-9628-dee6db8229f8

225. **Library: babelify-7.3.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Player
Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c6b9c001-0f03-4509-8720-763a513be6c7

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Sebastian McKenzie
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c6b9c001-0f03-4509-8720-763a513be6c7

226. **Library: babylon-6.18.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d9328578-0e33-48f3-8712-8e6540ea4ec7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2014 by various contributors (see AUTHORS)
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d9328578-0e33-48f3-8712-8e6540ea4ec7

227. Library: babylon-7.0.0-beta.47.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ee601522-52e9-4740-a61e-902820685aee

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2014 by various contributors (see AUTHORS)
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ee601522-52e9-4740-a61e-902820685aee

228. Library: backbone-1.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e2a3725e-6a44-4540-8179-032005b260ef

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2018 Sebastian McKenzie <sebmck@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.0.0-beta.47/LICENSE
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jashkenas/backbone/blob/1.1.2/LICENSE

-------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2014 Jeremy Ashkenas
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e2a3725c-6a44-4540-8179-032005b260ef

229. Library: balanced-match-0.4.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e7772275-eeb2-41ef-8caa-7e84c162e32b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
-------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Julian Gruber &lt;julian@juliangruber.com&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/juliangruber/balanced-match/blob/v0.4.2/README.md

-------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Julian Gruber &lt;julian@juliangruber.com&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1b7f8c0b-4082-4718-afa4-3fc236880a8c

230. Library: balanced-match-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/497cf594-4082-4718-afa4-3fc236880a8c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Julian Gruber &lt;julian@juliangruber.com&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/juliangruber/balanced-match/blob/v1.0.0/LICENSE.md

231. Library: base-0.11.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Copyrights

--------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8803a6e5-c60e-4af9-9bf3-da998712160f

--------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b8a35995-4def-478a-a1e8-48e6c17da517

232. Library: base64-js-0.0.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7a7d3961-df6f-4574-876e-4a6c4d274259

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/beatgammit/base64-js/blob/v0.0.8/LICENSE.MIT

233. Library: base64-js-1.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d7439b6a-d6a9-45b3-abf5-ab9a4e5196a6

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/beatgammit/base64-js/blob/v1.3.0/LICENSE

234. Library: base64-js-1.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/9fc90884-d6e0-4887-815a-2d5eaa26f99

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jameson Little
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/beatgammit/base64-js/blob/v1.3.1/LICENSE

235. Library: base64-js-1.5.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/69f85d8d-c86c-4a6b-a099-bd146b51aa40

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jameson Little
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/69f85d8d-c86c-4a6b-a099-bd146b51aa40

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jameson Little
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/beatgammit/base64-js/blob/v1.5.1/LICENSE

236. Library: basic-auth-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/53054a39-4af9-42b1-8cce-30a68209a38a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 TJ Holowaychuk
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/53054a39-4af9-42b1-8cce-30a68209a38a

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/53054a39-4af9-42b1-8ce-30a68209a38a

-- -- --
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2016 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/53054a39-4af9-42b1-8ce-30a68209a38a

237. Library: **batch-0.6.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1e5e3045-27c1-42a0-9a00-dc14e347e2

[License Text Under Appendix]

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/visionmedia/batch/blob/0.6.1/LICENSE

238. Library: **bcrypt-pbkdf-1.0.2.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/bcrypt-pbkdf

[License Text Under Appendix]

**Copyrights**
Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Joyent Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/db7dfda-61ff-4974-af40-650eb7d13482

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 1997 Niels Provos <provos@physnet.uni-hamburg.de>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/db7dfda-61ff-4974-af40-650eb7d13482

Copyright 3 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Ted Unangst <tedu@openbsd.org>
239. Library: bfj-7.0.2.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/65481495-39a7-488c-be2e-9279380111cc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2016 Phil Booth
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/65481495-39a7-488c-be2e-9279380111cc

240. Library: big.js-3.2.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4b8364e8-a67e-40e4-b909-f8874d106f07

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Michael McLaughlin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4b8364e8-a67e-40e4-b909-f8874d106f07

241. Library: big.js-5.2.2.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f4712056-1e3f-44ed-92ec-57e06621690a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Michael McLaughlin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/MikeMcI/big.js/blob/v5.2.2/LICENSE
242. Library: **bin-links-1.1.3.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under Artistic 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/be722273-34b3-496f-8681-f6730fd39e50

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3
-----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2000-2006 The Perl Foundation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/bin-links/blob/v1.1.3/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 3
-----------
Copyrighted under Copyright their respective copyright owners
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/bin-links/blob/v1.1.3/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3
-----------
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc. and Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/bin-links/blob/v1.1.3/LICENSE

243. Library: **binary-extensions-1.13.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Lite unit

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d43b86fc-504c-49ec-9b6b-d63b24c26d3e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d43b86fc-504c-49ec-9b6b-d63b24c26d3e

244. Library: **binary-extensions-2.2.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/89180794-c8ee-4e95-b60a-fa3f4c7a6c71

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com), Paul Miller (https://paulmiller.co)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/89180794-c9ee-4e95-b60a-fa34c7a6c71

245. Library: bindings-1.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/abacf4d0-b680-42cb-b146-3940feb2a145

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
-------------------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
-------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/TooTallNate/node-bindings/blob/1.5.0/README.md

-------------------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/abacf4d0-b680-42cb-b146-3940feb2a145

246. Library: bl-4.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/779cfb55-cdef-41d1-8b30-ec661afca77

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
-------------------------------
Copyright 1 out of 4
-------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2019 bl contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/779cfb55-cdef-41d1-8b30-ec661afca77

-------------------------------
Copyright 2 out of 4
-------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2019 bl contributors (listed above)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9fb0a166-0fe7-4a35-9b4c-3e7747d9cd45

-------------------------------
Copyright 3 out of 4
-------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2019 bl contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/rvagg/bl/blob/v4.0.3/LICENSE.md
247. Library: block-stream-0.0.9.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/block-stream/blob/v0.0.9/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/block-stream/blob/v0.0.9/LICENSE

248. Library: bluebird-3.4.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/petkaantonov/bluebird/blob/v3.4.7/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2016 Petka Antonov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/petkaantonov/bluebird/blob/v3.4.7/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2015 Petka Antonov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/petkaantonov/bluebird/blob/v3.4.7/LICENSE

249. Library: bluebird-3.5.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/petkaantonov/bluebird/blob/v3.4.7/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
250. Library: bluebird-3.7.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/petkaantonov/bluebird/blob/v3.7.2/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

251. Library: bn.js-4.11.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/indutny/bn.js/tree/v4.11.8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2019 Petka Antonov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/petkaantonov/bluebird/blob/v3.7.2/README.md

252. Library: bn.js-4.11.9.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6ba7c613-e027-4825-b926-47884f306330

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

253, Library: bn.js-5.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6cb3828f-ede2-467a-ba6d-f270f330f79c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

254, Library: body-5.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/93949129-d95a-4278-b40c-713e087312cb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Raynos
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/Raynos/body/blob/v5.1.0/LICENCE

255, Library: body-parser-1.19.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5bcbd653-f9a4-419d-b423-cce4509eced1

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights

1. Copyright 1 out of 2
   Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>
   Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/expressjs/body-parser/blob/1.19.0/LICENSE

2. Copyright 2 out of 2
   Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
   Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/expressjs/body-parser/blob/1.19.0/LICENSE

256. Library: bonjour-3.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

    Projects
    Lite unit
    Video for performance

    Licenses
    Licensed under MIT
    License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bb764a30-f3e8-4dc0-8de8-2703395589d3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2016 Thomas Watson Steen
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bb764a30-f3e8-4dc0-8de8-2703395589d3

257. Library: boolbase-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

    Projects
    Video for performance

    Licenses
    Licensed under ISC
    License terms can be found at: https://github.com/fb55/boolbase.git

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Felix Boehm
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/fb55/boolbase

258. Library:bourne-1.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

    Projects
    Video for performance

    Licenses
    Licensed under BSD 3
    License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/59db48e-a3bb-4adc-a986-ba98ef967ce8

License Text Under Appendix
259. Library: **boxen-1.3.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d348b1bc-4531-43b7-8232-b22a605edd72

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Sideway Inc, and project contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/hapijs/bourne/blob/v1.3.2/LICENSE.md

260. Library: **boxen-4.2.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4ecd21cd-def4-4a6b-a817-7afe8554ec85

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/boxen/blob/v1.3.0/license

261. Library: **brace-expansion-1.1.11.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/aae3f480-03bf-4bd0-ab84-796fb917e46c

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**

------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
------------
262. Library: braces-2.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/juliangruber/brace-expansion/blob/1.1.11/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2018 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/micromatch/braces/blob/3.0.2/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/micromatch/braces/blob/3.0.2/README.md

263. Library: braces-3.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/micromatch/braces/blob/3.0.2/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2018 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/micromatch/braces/blob/3.0.2/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/micromatch/braces/blob/3.0.2/README.md

Copyright 3 out of 3
264. **Library:** brorand-1.1.0.tgz **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Player
- Lite unit
- Units

**Video for performance**

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/8af91b65-acd8-4827-a531-55e8b61e89b6

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8af91b65-acd8-4827-a531-55e8b61e89b6

265. **Library:** brotli-1.3.2.tgz **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Player
- Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/8b6f2d9e-1595-4208-ae87-0fe63c5cbe78

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Fedor Indutny
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/indutny/brotli

266. **Library:** brotli-webpack-plugin-1.1.0.tgz **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/fce14a4b-ce8c-4834-8655-89d59dc75519

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Ilia Saulenko <hi@mynameswhm.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mynameiswhm/brotli-webpack-plugin/blob/1.1.0/LICENSE

267. **Library:** browser-env-3.3.0.tgz **Product:** Taboola Video

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/2dae218b-33f9-4011-a60a1-17ab5adb9131

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Luke Childs
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/2dae218b-33f9-4011-a60a1-17ab5adb9131

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Luke Childs
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/lukechilds/browser-env/blob/v3.3.0/LICENSE

268. Library: browser-pack-6.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/df89d1b0-423d-4e1a-bae3-5bb93437a049

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

269. Library: browser-pack-6.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/fb98b189-fde0-4009-b7ac-784c10d59205

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established

270. Library: browser-process-hrtime-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f045975d-b07d-404e-a727-3cd115e1b3e1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 kumavis
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f045975d-b07d-404e-a727-3cd115e1b3e1

271. Library: browser-resolve-1.11.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0ec488c5-b46c-4736-a793-a7e5d5b322e8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2015 Roman Shtylman <shtylman@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0ec488c5-b46c-4736-a793-a7e5d5b322e8

272. Library: browser-resolve-1.11.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/80168dec-a0b5-4eb4-b9ec-9e1a4278d119

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2015 Roman Shtylman <shtylman@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/80168dec-a0b5-4eb4-b9ec-9e1a4278d119

273. Library: browser-resolve-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1009e43b-c444-43e0-b1a2-
280. **Library: browserify-aes-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

- **Projects**
  - Lite unit
  - Units
  - Video for performance

- **Licenses**
  Licensed under MIT
  License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b86b8c44-c639-42fd-857f-2fb81861e0b6

- **Copyrights**
  Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 browserify-aes contributors
  Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/browserify-aes/blob/v1.2.0/LICENSE

281. **Library: browserify-cache-api-3.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

- **Projects**
  - Units

- **Licenses**
  Licensed under MIT
  License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/16db1987-8a3a-47ed-abc9-296c51984939

- **Copyrights**
  Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 browserify-aes contributors
  Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/browserify-aes/blob/v1.2.0/LICENSE

282. **Library: browserify-cipher-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

- **Projects**
  - Player

- **Licenses**
  Licensed under MIT
  License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dfcd5a8a-e86c-452e-a174-90a83083a1e9

(*) The copyright for this library is unknown
283. Library: browserify-cipher-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

   Projects
   Lite unit
   Units
   Video for performance

   Licenses
   Licensed under MIT
   License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8b33c966-907b-46a5-a57b-d8d9cca64aa4

284. Library: browserify-derequire-0.9.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

   Projects
   Player

   Licenses
   Licensed under MIT
   License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/153150e6-f60c-4ff8-b0b2-8dc1233d4df9

285. Library: browserify-des-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

   Projects
   Player

   Licenses
   Licensed under MIT
   License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2519228f-5e6c-4e46-8a57-e3286c8b95f4

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown
286. Library: browserify-des-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2135ef82-4951-441d-9f63-e520d255379d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Calvin Metcalf, Fedor Indutny & contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/browserify-des/blob/v1.0.2/license

287. Library: browserify-incremental-3.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/76b3b7d5-50a6-4056-9371-61b32d302a3c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

288. Library: browserify-rsa-4.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/47de3b03-d05e-49f5-8121-492f0b9d33f3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2015 Calvin Metcalf & contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/browserify-rsa/blob/v4.0.1/LICENSE

289. Library: browserify-rsa-4.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance
**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/2a97f7ce7-804f-43a9-b7f0-fdaaceb43c129

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

**Projects**
Player
Lite unit

**Licenses**
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/e0106882-d2ae-4e54-bdc7-0d8a49ed227

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

**Projects**
Units
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/12e92e00-d93d-4cfa-97a1-368b0bae38b3

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

**Projects**
Units
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/d6f28650-3ecd-4f33-a7be-b118d8cc345e

**License Text Under Appendix**
292. Library: `browserify-zlib-0.1.4.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/39a32b21-ceee-42ab-ace8-c4bb2557ee84

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2015 Calvin Metcalf and browserify-sign contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/browsersify-sign/blob/v4.2.1/LICENSE

293. Library: `browserify-zlib-0.2.0.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/deeabf65-7f92-423d-8bc3-8d5724807b85

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Devon Govett
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/devongovett/browserify-zlib

294. Library: `browserslist-1.7.7.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/69b025e3-bc3e-48d6-8462-a23a5989a084

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Andrey Sitnik <andrey@sitnik.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ai/browserslist/blob/1.7.7/LICENSE
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/844846c2-813c-4671-bf51-d22a79c44ee5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Andrey Sitnik <andrey@sitnik.ru> and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader.resource/content/asString/844846c2-813c-4671-bf51-d22a79c44ee5

Copyright 2 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 since
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/4ef53231-3a7b-43ef-ad84-b036d79e7ec7

Copyright 3 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 since
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/browserslist/browserslist/blob/4.14.2/README.md

Copyright 4 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Andrey Sitnik <andrey@sitnik.ru> and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/browserslist/browserslist/blob/4.14.2/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Andrey Sitnik <andrey@sitnik.ru> and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/f7c61e59-fa57-4504-a7a5-1982b0fc9b86

Copyright 2 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 since
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/544c02cb-98d9-4081-a5aa-08526091612b
Copyrighted under Copyright Feross Aboukhadijeh, and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/feross/buffer/blob/v4.9.1/LICENSE

302. Library: buffer-4.9.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/97f3998e-39e1-4504-ad97-914009e5622e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Feross Aboukhadijeh, and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/feross/buffer/blob/v4.9.2/LICENSE

303. Library: buffer-5.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/824b2ac0-d7fa-44f1-a45f-da0b72f089

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Feross Aboukhadijeh, and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/feross/buffer/blob/v5.2.1/LICENSE

304. Library: buffer-5.7.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/88a85808-7e35-4a6f-a110-4fd3382013b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Feross Aboukhadijeh, and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/88a85808-7e35-4a6f-a110-4fd3382013b

305. Library: buffer-crc32-0.2.13.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Copyrighted under Copyright Feross Aboukhadijeh, and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/feross/buffer/blob/crc32-0.2.13/LICENSE
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ce486677-0fe0-45ed-9b0f-d726ae172987

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Brian J
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/brianloveswords/buffer-crc32/blob/v0.2.13/LICENSE

306. Library: buffer-from-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a8b0df39-6ad9-4b75-8c1f-bab7153e93e6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Linus Unnebäck
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/LinusU/buffer-alloc

307. Library: buffer-from-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/13e9e2b5-f41b-431e-b543-c582ebe51203

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2018 Linus Unnebäck
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/13e9e2b5-f41b-431e-b543-c582ebe51203

308. Library: buffer-indexof-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9918c11d-2654-45c5-bc00-3c0ae2d09526

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Ryan Day
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9918c11d-2654-45c5-bc00-3c0ae2d09526

309. Library: buffer-shims-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/45362578-889c-4ba3-9e38-71b5b93d48ba

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Calvin Metcalf
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/calvinmetcalf/buffer-shims/blob/v1.0.0/license.md

310. Library: buffer-xor-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/97e06799-7baf-44ff-ad32-150aa7efdf3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Daniel Cousens
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/buffer-xor/blob/v1.0.3/LICENSE

311. Library: builtin-modules-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d0ae7f15-5d06-4b55-9e54-0ed3d939cf24

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/builtin-modules/blob/v1.1.1/license

312. Library: builtin-modules-3.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/09b3b90e-996c-4e0c-9cc9-bfba0d8d1ba

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/09b3b90e-996c-4e0c-9cc9-bfba0d8d1ba

313. Library: builtin-status-codes-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4e8b1ca3-215c-4aa6-b1fe-b55b412ddda7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Drucker <bvdrucker@gmail.com> (bendrucker.me)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4e8b1ca3-215c-4aa6-b1fe-b55b412ddda7

314. Library: builtins-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b707e036-e9c9-46ac-bee9-1595e28a6421
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Julian Gruber <julian@juliangruber.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/juliangruber/buitins/blob/v1.0.3/License

315, Library: byline-5.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/93e8387b-e8e8-4456-9594-de324fa486e4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2015 John Hewson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jahewson/node-byline/blob/v5.0.0/LICENSE

316, Library: byte-size-5.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c86b6d32-6e4f-4f17-a0f0-2f5c0f620583

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Lloyd Brookes <75pound@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c86b6d32-6e4f-4f17-a0f0-2f5c0f620583

317, Library: bytes-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7f77af0d-a8f2-4a6c-8499-8c3ef18bc6bc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
------------------
Projects
Player
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/18a822c3-9d8b-440e-a601-e8b28d0202e0c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/cacache/blob/v12.0.3/LICENSE.md

321. Library: cacache-12.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/61ed47d1-3145-4e64-a3c2-37d94a3930e0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/cacache/blob/v12.0.4/LICENSE.md

322. Library: cacache-15.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/94a66974-12bf-4598-9140-abbc05976412

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/cacache/blob/v12.0.4/LICENSE.md

Copyright 2 out of 2
323. Library: cache-base-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/103ecb94-78a8-40be-b4c6-e1fb2f1265d4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/cache-base/blob/1.0.1/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/cache-base/blob/1.0.1/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2de67c6c-8376-4524-b5fa-7ec23b4afac2

324. Library: cacheable-request-6.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ca33a93f-6671-4310-9871-75f51abde02d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Luke Childs
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lukechilds/cacheable-request/blob/v6.1.0/LICENSE

325. Library: cached-path-relative-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4e594c71-192f-4038-85f8-a4ded67c7985

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Weo.io <info@weo.io>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ae4b854b-32ee-48ec-8c29-2fe617e6e5a1

326. Library: cached-path-relative-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b46c7c3b-5bb0-4469-8977-6f9029a004e8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Weo.io <info@weo.io>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/69fa254b-0bf2-468a-9690-99a278d80bab

327. Library: call-bind-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/953d1f69-bd76-4184-9d0b-8b4a9dc3288a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2020 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/953d1f69-bd76-4184-9d0b-8b4a9dc3288a

328. Library: call-limit-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/iarna/call-limit/blob/v1.1.1/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
329. Library: **caller-callsite-2.0.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3cfl2f5f-a0f8-4b6e-b157-d4f82978a023

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/caller-callsite/blob/v2.0.0/license

330. Library: **caller-path-2.0.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/28eae4f2-c39a-41e8-8b32-e74d6cdce4f1

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/caller-path/blob/v2.0.0/license

331. Library: **callsites-2.0.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eachb08d1-527d-477b-9bce-a0f4e7f3bb74

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/callsites/blob/v2.0.0/license

332. Library: **callsites-3.1.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

**Projects**

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/callsites/blob/v2.0.0/license
1/17/2021

Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9d4390f9-a04e-49d7-bc6f-d516cb2c9c79

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/callsites/blob/v3.1.0/license

333. Library: camel-case-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/53fded22-c2a9-41ef-8d17-88e4e193f2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/blakeembrey/camel-case/blob/v3.0.0/LICENSE

334. Library: camel-case-4.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2cc34df0-e4eb-474c-b8bf-df00613cc1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2cc34df0-e4eb-474c-b8bf-df00613cc1

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/328d2d36-62ea-48af-b645-0bb076f23d89

335. Library: camelcase-1.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/328d2d36-62ea-48af-b645-0bb076f23d89

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/328d2d36-62ea-48af-b645-0bb076f23d89
Projects

Player

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/21994e78-a843-4e5b-8972-7ddd24dd4c6f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/camelcase/blob/v1.2.1/license

336, Library: camelcase-2.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9ffd2c75-20ac-4269-bebf-567536ace24

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/camelcase/blob/v2.1.1/license

337, Library: camelcase-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Player

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cd696688-0cb6-4786-ad1b-9fc57169214d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/camelcase/blob/v3.0.0/license

338, Library: camelcase-4.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/893b995d-fbad-424e-990b-b8a26f9686fe

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/camelcase/blob/v4.1.0/license

339. Library: camelcase-5.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e81f0e89-8ffd-433d-ac3d-8ddced7ac90d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e81f0e89-8ffd-433d-ac3d-8ddced7ac90d

340. Library: camelcase-6.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/065beb13-73d2-4617-b65a-726a18a16227

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/065beb13-73d2-4617-b65a-726a18a16227

341. Library: camelcase-keys-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ae845557-54f0-4abe-9277-f131b6154096

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/camelcase-keys/blob/v2.1.0/license

342. Library: camelize-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1e02452c-c168-481e-a72d-c18754a673fb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 James Halliday
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/substack/camelize

343. Library: caniuse-api-1.6.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c7a6125c-27dc-4ba6-aad5-cea7bec6e89c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sébastien Balayn
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nyalab/caniuse-api/blob/1.6.1/LICENSE

344. Library: caniuse-api-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b1a21f00-08b4-43e0-a3f2-663f244748b2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Taboola Video attribution report.html

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sébastien Balayn
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b1a21f00-08b4-43e0-a3f2-66f244748b2

345. Library: caniuse-db-1.0.30001177.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

License
Licensed under CC BY 4.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/10565a1c-e01f-42af-9f28-f3e4cc3ddca8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2020 Alexis Deveria
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6362503c-526b-405f-9ecf-43cd29a62a17

346. Library: caniuse-lite-1.0.30001151.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

License
Licensed under CC BY 4.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bbc6de7-9ec2-4486-a672-d122ce8e872d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

347. Library: caniuse-lite-1.0.30001174.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

License
Licensed under CC BY 4.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/28b96d1b-684b-44b6-8e5d-0130a9376a64

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

348. Library: caniuse-lite-1.0.30001177.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under CC BY 4.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c11bc456-3b84-40cd-a88f-554990c39ced

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

349. Library: canonicalize-1.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f919a092-3b63-4a5-af2d-ade18d02dbb6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

350. Library: capture-exit-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/capture-exit/v/2.0.0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

351. Library: capture-stack-trace-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e17045b1-23cf-4d26-b19a-02eb5828293f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Vsevolod Strukchinsky <floatdrop@gmail.com> (github.com/floatdrop)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/floatdrop/capture-stack-trace/blob/v1.0.0/license

352. Library: capture-stack-trace-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video
353. **Library: case-sensitive-paths-webpack-plugin-2.3.0.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Video**

- **Projects**
  - Video for performance

- **Licenses**
  - Licensed under MIT
  - License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/703f677b-c948-4bb0-8425-69c5da4a53c

354. **Library: caseless-0.12.0.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Video**

- **Projects**
  - Player
  - Lite unit
  - Units
  - Video for performance

- **Licenses**
  - Licensed under Apache 2.0
  - License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/df0464cc-1781-41be-9cf3-c39bd4e11aa8

355. **Library: catharsis-0.8.11.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Video**

- **Projects**
  - Units
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9d420c51-b385-4ddd-af19-9c418e6ef190

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2014 Jeff Williams
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/hegemonic/catharsis/blob/0.8.11/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Google Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/hegemonic/catharsis/blob/0.8.11/LICENSE

356. Library: cdnizer-3.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/63104e7a-2529-4a7c-b0e1-50b99855e0d1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Phil DeJarnett
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/OverZealous/cdnizer/blob/v3.2.0/LICENSE

357. Library: cdnizer-3.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0d45feb0-4a51-4d87-8757-fb95714f3766

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Phil DeJarnett
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/OverZealous/cdnizer/blob/v3.2.1/LICENSE

358. Library: cdnjs-cdn-data-0.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4c077fc7-4d09-48e8-a155-deac413d54ce

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Shahar Talmoi
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4c077fc7-4d09-48e8-a155-deac413d54ce

359. Library: center-align-0.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f9fd6d18-946a-49de-a411-c58406d9b0f0

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/center-align/blob/0.1.3/LICENSE

360. Library: chai-4.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4b04420b-4577-442e-b60c-fa3d7979f687

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Chai.js Assertion Library
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chaijs/chai/blob/4.2.0/LICENSE

361. Library: chai-nightwatch-0.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/471dd3f5-f2f1-4895-b33e-8d21b4fab09a

License Text Under Appendix

License Text Under Appendix

License Text Under Appendix
362. Library: chalk-1.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/chalk/chalk/blob/v1.1.3/license

License Text Under Appendix

363. Library: chalk-2.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/chalk/chalk/blob/v2.4.1/license

License Text Under Appendix

364. Library: chalk-2.4.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units

Video for performance

Licenses
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Richie Bendall
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/Richienb/char-regex/blob/v1.0.2/LICENSE

368. Library: char-spinner-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Richie Bendall
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/Richienb/char-regex/blob/v1.0.2/LICENSE

369. Library: charset-0.7.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/char-spinner/blob/v1.0.1/LICENSE

370. Library: charnc-0.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Dmitry Shirokov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/char-spinner/blob/v1.0.1/LICENSE
Copyrights

------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Paul Vorbach
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/pvorb/node-charenc/blob/v0.0.2/LICENSE.mkd

------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009 Jeff Mott
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/pvorb/node-charenc/blob/v0.0.2/LICENSE.mkd

371. Library: check-error-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/c0ca8dd3-6f4f1-4a7f-886f-4bf23d812e5a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Jake Luer <jake@alogicalparadox.com> (http://alogicalparadox.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/c0ca8dd3-6f4f1-4a7f-886f-4bf23d812e5a

372. Library: check-types-11.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/5ea7f1fb-e214-4d7b-b2fa-ee89066717f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/5ea7f1fb-e214-4d7b-b2fa-ee89066717f

373. Library: chokidar-1.7.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/937efb8d-779d-4f58-af91-940cc1963009

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Paul Miller (http://paulmillr.com) & Elan Shanker
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/paulmillr/chokidar/blob/1.7.0/README.md

374. Library: chokidar-2.1.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a0695e65-b55d-4137-b3e7-b712ee5d09f3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2019 Paul Miller (https://paulmillr.com) & Elan Shanker
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/13d9d160-0383-4564-98e6-36d6a5baf391

375. Library: chokidar-3.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/957b7584-f7f0-4621-afb2-0b19c0ec3a4c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2019 Paul Miller
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/957b7584-f7f0-4621-afb2-0b19c0ec3a4c

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2019 Paul Miller
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/paulmillr/chokidar/blob/3.5.0/LICENSE

376. Library: chokidar-3.5.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fb3e87d9-6392-43b8-ad0a-e79705187807
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2019 Paul Miller
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fb3e87d9-6392-43b8-ad0a-e79705187807

377. Library: chownr-1.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4d7532a8-d60d-403f-9a53-78beb20819f3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/chownr/blob/v1.1.3/LICENSE

378. Library: chownr-1.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bc30e3b5-e2b8-4453-978f-f825966716c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/chownr/blob/v1.1.4/LICENSE

379. Library: chownr-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d02731ca-2114-4f7b-8741-ae835be9b61f

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/chownr/blob/v2.0.0/LICENSE

380. Library: chrome-launcher-0.13.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/17edba31-26fa-45ea-a481-11100ec05a68

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Google Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/17edba31-26fa-45ea-a481-11100ec05a68

381. Library: chrome-trace-event-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f618ffa6-db04-40fa-a1d9-453d28d225e4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Joyent Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f618ffa6-db04-40fa-a1d9-453d28d225e4

382. Library: chromedriver-74.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4cb79f5a-30ff-4db0-82c1-08f9bee108f1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Giovanni Bassi and Elemar Jr
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4cb79f5a-30ff-4db0-82c1-08f9bee108f1
383. **Library: ci-info-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/53bfe5c9-71b6-4381-ae01-b6f264481756

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2018 Thomas Watson Steen
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/53bfe5c9-71b6-4381-ae01-b6f264481756

384. **Library: cidr-regex-2.0.10.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f21d3fc2-28b5-42b5-9362-d9520dfcc334

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright silverwind
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/silverwind/cidr-regex/blob/v2.0.10/LICENSE

385. **Library: cipher-base-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b7762e72-ffad-4e22-83cf-a74307967bf

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 crypto-browserify contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/cipher-base/blob/v1.0.4/LICENSE
386. Library: cis-module-lexer-0.6.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/90c1d347-3bf5-45f3-bb74-fcbe22343661

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018-2020 Guy Bedford
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/90c1d347-3bf5-45f3-bb74-fcbe22343661

387. Library: clap-1.2.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1ee128ae-f519-4aac-950f-e3e01c7748f8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 by Roman Dvornov <rdvornov@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/alahmatiy/clap/blob/v1.2.3/LICENSE

388. Library: class-utils-0.3.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ef8238c2-8a0a-4600-8ed1-3d265235860e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2018 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ef8238c2-8a0a-4600-8ed1-3d265235860e

Copyright 2 out of 2
-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
389. **Library: classnames-2.2.6.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Creative Uploader
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/13f1e45d-a85a-456a-b8aa-27f0715e43fa

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Jed Watson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/JedWatson/classnames/blob/v2.2.6/README.md

390. **Library: clean-css-3.4.28.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ab31e0d4-c008-4332-a559-ddfd00026f4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 JakubPawlowicz.com
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jakubpawlowicz/clean-css/blob/v3.4.28/LICENSE

391. **Library: clean-css-4.2.3.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5461900a-7711-4980-a0cf-0efcd9545d17

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 JakubPawlowicz.com
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jakubpawlowicz/clean-css/blob/v4.2.3/LICENSE

392. **Library: clean-stack-2.2.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d6f94e15-de5e-4bab-9de9-fbaff6462256

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/clean-stack/blob/v2.2.0/license

393. Library: clean-webpack-plugin-0.1.19.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e00d171c-b08b-47ff-81bc-95d936c61172

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 John Agan
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e00d171c-b08b-47ff-81bc-95d936c61172

394. Library: cli-boxes-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b64f48c6-9001-41b2-b425-eaaf86cdaffa

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/cli-boxes/blob/v1.0.0/license

395. Library: cli-boxes-2.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dbb1ab59-a037-4592-a0c4-9617a31622ab
396. Library: cli-columns-3.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9a18521d-7146-4f42-be1c-c52b467f40e4

397. Library: cli-cursor-3.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5187a932-2624-4333-8fbb-27c00eb156a8

398. Library: cli-spinners-2.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/48e80d07-11ed-480e-b9cc-722b10b6fcef

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dbb1ab59-a037-4592-a0c4-9617a31622ab

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Shannon Moeller <me@shannonmoeller.com> (shannonmoeller.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/shannonmoeller/cli-columns/blob/v3.1.2/LICENSE

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5187a932-2624-4333-8fbb-27c00eb156a8

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/48e80d07-11ed-480e-b9cc-722b10b6fcef

Copyrights
Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/572e902c3-1b26-4e85-aebe-066dab403ac}

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 James Talmage <james.talmage@jrtechnical.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/572e902c3-1b26-4e85-aebe-066dab403ac}

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 LearnBoost <dev@learnboost.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/4d9a5799-eece-4f58-a823-46e28ebe1d6

400. Library: cli-width-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/91fececb3-9555-4207-819f-6e82eb3b639c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Ilya Radchenko <ilya@burstcreations.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/5a2b6f370-d0e9-42d3-84c9-1540df68c917

401. Library: cliui-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/cliui

License Text Under Appendix
402. Library: cliui-3.2.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/cliui/blob/v3.2.0/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

403. Library: cliui-4.1.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/cliui/blob/v4.1.0/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

404. Library: cliui-5.0.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/cliui/blob/v5.0.0/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/cliui/blob/v3.2.0/LICENSE.txt

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/cliui/blob/v4.1.0/LICENSE.txt

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/cliui/blob/v5.0.0/LICENSE.txt

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
405. Library: cliui-6.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/cliui/blob/v6.0.0/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/cliui/blob/v6.0.0/LICENSE.txt

406. Library: cliui-7.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6a412f6a-dd4c-4a6b-bb98-b5bb3473edd4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f4865c76-f4f0-4e7b-8289-3f72f742107

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/cliui/blob/v7.0.4-deno/LICENSE.txt

407. Library: clone-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e6d1f477-d464-4149-91d8-9a7c369a4333

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2015 Paul Vorbach <paul@vorba.ch>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e6d1f477-d464-4149-91d8-9a7c369a4333

-------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2015 "Paul Vorbach" (http://paul.vorba.ch/) and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6b167ab2-f391-48a6-a7b9-a457e0ac1fa2

408. Library: clone-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bb5ead5c-59c3-4fa4-94f2-a62e6d9c104d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
-------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2015 Paul Vorbach <paul@vorba.ch>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bb5ead5c-59c3-4fa4-94f2-a62e6d9c104d

-------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2015 "Paul Vorbach" (http://paul.vorba.ch/) and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bb1a19a7-172a-4eb3-8e34-0e432887037

409. Library: clone-deep-4.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f534e4ae-0f71-4dc2-9fd0-e01c144137bd

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
-------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2018 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/clone-deep/blob/4.0.1/LICENSE

-------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0071a9ef-5087-4912-b239-a4f7e336dfc4

410. Library: clsx-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4bde0495-4440-4526-9ab8-f92745e935d0

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Luke Edwards <luke.edwards05@gmail.com> (lukeed.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lukeed/clsx/blob/v1.1.1/license

411. Library: cmd-shim-3.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b7c7d504-3ce4-4b07-9b55-ce3f45c89e21

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc. and Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/cmd-shim/blob/v3.0.3/LICENSE

412. Library: co-4.6.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/838f29f3-8b2b-4670-8bce-7d15122ff562

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/838f29f3-8b2b-4670-8bce-7d15122ff562

413. Library: coa-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/coa

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

(* ) The copyright for this library is unknown

414. Library: coa-2.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d115faba-cb06-4f46-8853-381837bc766e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Sergey Berezhnoy <veged@ya.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/veged/coa/blob/v2.0.2/LICENSE

415. Library: code-frame-7.10.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c1c26343-7d87-4508-a396-3ed1defe6572

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c1c26343-7d87-4508-a396-3ed1defe6572

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.10.4/LICENSE


Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/82477dc2-9af5-4087-8351-a2e83250dfa4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Simen Bekkhus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/SimenB/collect-v8-coverage/blob/v1.0.1/LICENSE

420. Library: collection-visit-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/2e6cda5f-acac-40b1-885c-be1c33a93e8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/2e6cda5f-acac-40b1-885c-be1c33a93e8

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/23991884-198b-4237-8291-d0ac5e74c249

421. Library: color-0.11.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/866c4569-c932-41a8-8f0e-a873e5c30d8e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Heather Arthur
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/866c4569-c932-41a8-8f0e-a873e5c30d8e

422. Library: color-3.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d6ec75f3-0429-4956-b81a-648982257c2c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

--------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Heather Arthur
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d6ec75f3-0429-4956-b81a-648982257c2c

--------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Heather Arthur
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/Qix/-color/blob/3.1.3/LICENSE

423. Library: color-convert-1.9.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/546589ca-4437-4cad-b4a2-018d05973293

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

--------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2016 Heather Arthur and Josh Junon
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/Qix/-color-convert/blob/1.9.1/README.md

--------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2016 Heather Arthur <fayearthur@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/Qix/-color-convert/blob/1.9.1/LICENSE

424. Library: color-convert-1.9.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dc31c333-4b44-4c56-bdf0-a74be4af2dc

License Text Under Appendix
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/07a82484-e2b3-4bb4-b27e-b83131b41e5c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Dmitry Ivanov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/colorjs/color-name/blob/v1.1.4/LICENSE

428. Library: color-string-0.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/033ee914-acc3-4dee-b899-13bfdbe4f9f00

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Heather Arthur <fayearthur@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/033ee914-acc3-4dee-b899-13bfdbe4f9f00

429. Library: color-string-1.5.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/9239aac7-162a-454a-91bc-9e4ca2d19b1e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Heather Arthur <fayearthur@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/9239aac7-162a-454a-91bc-9e4ca2d19b1e

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Heather Arthur <fayearthur@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/Qix-color-string/blob/1.5.4/LICENSE

430. Library: colorette-1.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ed0457f3-a546-43be-bcf5-3bd7b3c947b0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright © Jorge Bucaran <https://jorgebucaran.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ed0457f3-a546-43be-bcf5-3bd7b3c947b0

431. Library: colormin-1.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f1ab1355-3a6c-4386-8b19-8c96225e8878

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f1ab1355-3a6c-4386-8b19-8c96225e8878

432. Library: colors-0.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/Marak/colors.js/blob/master/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bfffdc30-5a6c-4c2f-9d0b-f5b59f2dc919

433. Library: colors-1.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e6ada56d-583c-4195-b8f4-8ffe9d2a3516

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Thorsten Lorenz
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e6ada56d-583c-4195-b8f4-8ffe9d2a3516

437. Library: combine-source-map-0.8.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c357beac-113f-44e2-bbea-e1f19682742

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Thorsten Lorenz
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/thlorenz/combine-source-map/blob/v0.8.0/LICENSE

438. Library: combined-stream-1.0.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/837b9544-c8bd-4cb6-ac5d-6769eb5682d1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Debuggable Limited <felix@debuggable.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/felixge/node-combined-stream/blob/v1.0.6/License

439. Library: combined-stream-1.0.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/82d5b979-0651-4ad3-9138-20ec14ed4881

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Debuggable Limited <felix@debuggable.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/felixge/node-combined-stream/blob/v1.0.8/LICENSE

440. Library: commander-2.17.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5347f6d6-89d0-49e6-ae13-2e38446c0958

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/tj/commander.js/blob/v2.17.1/LICENSE

441. Library: commander-2.19.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d6e8ff2b-1de9-4af3-94cd-fc7e95317188

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/tj/commander.js/blob/v2.19.0/LICENSE

442. Library: commander-2.20.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/788f197a-8d5d-4678-9ce9-3b69e979b30
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/tj/commander.js/blob/v2.20.3/LICENSE

443. Library: commander-4.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/77b3ee7b-1714-4afa-8747-0fe97a98a86d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/tj/commander.js/blob/v4.1.1/LICENSE

444. Library: common-tags-1.8.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f9954392-63a3-4b77-a507-fbb42e2d1c3c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright © Declan de Wet
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/declandewet/common-tags/blob/v1.8.0-rc.1/license.md

445. Library: commandir-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e1b222d8-8b23-4c00-be11-0b26ba703775

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 James Halliday (mail@substack.net)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/substack/node-commondir/blob/1.0.1/LICENSE

446. Library: commons-1.8.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a078d50b-9f34-4ef4-bcee-b425c84b798c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Sinon.JS
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a078d50b-9f34-4ef4-bcee-b425c84b798c


Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/714d1453-d5eb-4534-9e16-bae0621fbb59

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

--------------
Copyright 1 out of 2

--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/714d1453-d5eb-4534-9e16-bae0621fbb59

--------------
Copyright 2 out of 2

--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE


Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b5c7957e-85c0-4a19-a8c8-1459e6a8beea

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights

--------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/b5c7957e-85c0-4a19-a8c8-1459e6a8beea

--------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.7/LICENSE

449. Library: component-emitter-1.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/3e901e95-8c21-4bf3-bc86-10f8d527e489

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Component contributors <dev@component.io>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/3e901e95-8c21-4bf3-bc86-10f8d527e489

450. Library: compose-function-3.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/95682b62-0168-463e-8000-86f92d6496e1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Christoph Hermann
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/95682b62-0168-463e-8000-86f92d6496e1

451. Library: compressible-2.0.18.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cf68a51c-5b22-4f92-8261-d7bf75061719

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshhttp/compressible/blob/v2.0.18/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jeremiah Senkpiel <fishrock123@rocketmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshhttp/compressible/blob/v2.0.18/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshhttp/compressible/blob/v2.0.18/LICENSE

452. Library: compression-1.7.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Lite unit

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2266be7d-cc64-4db0-bfd8-1674d24e1d5c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/expressjs/compression/blob/1.7.4/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/expressjs/compression/blob/1.7.4/LICENSE

453. Library: compression-webpack-plugin-6.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Player

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/86b190b8-c74b-4ef0-9527-a9e4e1f001b2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/86b190b8-c74b-4ef0-9527-a9e4e1f801b2

454. Library: concat-map-0.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/37ad508-9129-4c36-930d-62b7d5fa9ba4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright James Halliday
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/substack/node-concat-map

455. Library: concat-stream-1.5.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/27ca7b8d-e981-4215-90b5-f784868d2ada

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Max Ogden
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/maxogden/concat-stream/blob/v1.5.2/LICENSE

456. Library: concat-stream-1.6.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bca6ce1a-4a57-4537-8bc8-b6f8224100d6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Max Ogden
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/maxogden/concat-stream/blob/v1.6.0/LICENSE
457. **Library:** concat-stream-1.6.2.tgz **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Player
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/91529614-562c-4f1f-b55a-b2379219577a

**Copyrights**
- Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Max Ogden
- Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/maxogden/concat-stream/blob/v1.6.2/LICENSE

458. **Library:** config-chain-1.1.12.tgz **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Player

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/d4ecc8aa-4658-40bb-ba85-8351a0e6f526

**Copyrights**
- Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Dominic Tarr
- Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/d4ecc8aa-4658-40bb-ba85-8351a0e6f526

459. **Library:** configstore-3.1.2.tgz **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Player

**Licenses**
- Licensed under BSD 2
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/94c854cb-cdd5-4c0a-a04a-157a0098e22e

**Copyrights**
- Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
- Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yeoman/configstore/blob/v3.1.2/license

460. **Library:** configstore-5.0.1.tgz **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Units
461. Library: confusing-browser-globals-1.0.10.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2bf5516e-45e7-4f46-9303-3026f08e77c3

462. Library: connect-3.7.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/39b20110-005d-4bc7-87a5-d1afe4f26d5b

345/1225
463. Library: connect-history-api-fallback-1.6.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f11a3e85-1886-400f-81f5-ff85d53c1d9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Ben Ripkens http://bripkens.de
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/bripkens/connect-history-api-fallback/blob/v1.6.0/LICENSE

464. Library: connect-livereload-0.6.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f7e9d3ac-050f-43fa-b033-ac7111dce5d6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 intesso
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f7e9d3ac-050f-43fa-b033-ac7111dce5d6

465. Library: console-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/30c6ae2c-6456-4e94-ba65-dece94e209a8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

466. Library: console-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/81340c54-c067-4be9-a5f6-f550092af0ed

Copyrights

467. Library: console-browserify-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/Raynos/console-browserify/blob/v1.1.0/LICENSE

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Raynos
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/browserify/console-browserify/blob/v1.2.0/LICENSE

468. Library: console-browserify-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/230758e7-0fc7-4fa0-be87-59eb6261a8e8

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Raynos
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/browserify/console-browserify/blob/v1.2.0/LICENSE
469. Library: console-control-strings-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/console-control-strings/v/1.1.0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Rebecca Turner <me@rebecca.org>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/a52f8f65-96fd-4c33-b36f-0fb0390b2188

470. Library: constants-browserify-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/b07e2198-f5f6-4a9a-9563-99ee72ca58d3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Julian Gruber <julian@juliangruber.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/11e96d3d-5dd0-46b1-8ce0-845fbd5f576

471. Library: contains-path-0.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/63dab095-bbab-41fa-a3a3-eba58b079379

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/63dab095-bbab-41fa-a3a3-eba58b079379
472. Library: content-disposition-0.5.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/db68c4d9-eadd-4253-b225-414430934c92

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Douglas Christopher Wilson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/db68c4d9-eadd-4253-b225-414430934c92

473. Library: content-type-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4032b8b5-31ed-4938-9789-a082656e888b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/content-type/blob/v1.0.4/LICENSE

474. Library: continuable-cache-0.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/aaffedbd-45d4-4763-8c51-1c27f2285c17

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Colingo
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/aaffedbd-45d4-4763-8c51-1c27f2285c17

475. Library: convert-colors-1.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
Video for performance

License
Licensed under CCO
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/41c83a70-4e5ef-4c10-8bb0-9de6f1650370

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/41c83a70-4e5ef-4c10-8bb0-9de6f1650370

476, Library: convert-source-map-0.3.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/5056abc7-8f1d-45ba-9c48-97e1d0546487

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Thorsten Lorenz
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/thlorenz/convert-source-map/blob/v0.3.5/LICENSE

477, Library: convert-source-map-1.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/69d459b2-7ae7-4a8a-b4ad-f4103d60b84

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Thorsten Lorenz
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/thlorenz/convert-source-map/blob/v1.1.3/LICENSE

478, Library: convert-source-map-1.5.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/f3d70c06-6567-48a0-8113-82d2edff3b28
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Thorsten Lorenz
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/thlorenz/convert-source-map/blob/v1.5.1/LICENSE

479. Library: convert-source-map-1.7.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/25bc1083-286f-4975-a607-1296dbba9d09

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Thorsten Lorenz
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/thlorenz/convert-source-map/blob/v1.7.0/LICENSE

480. Library: cookie-0.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dccc1df6-29fc-478a-9c43-1e72b22f73fc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2014 Roman Shtylman <shtylman@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/cookie/blob/v0.3.1/LICENSE

Copyrights
Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/cookie/blob/v0.3.1/LICENSE

481. Library: cookie-0.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/347765a0-6bf7-499c-8a97-502270a5e88f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/347765a0-6bf7-499c-8a97-502270a5e88f

--------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2014 Roman Shylman <shtylman@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/347765a0-6bf7-499c-8a97-502270a5e88f

482. Library: cookie-signature-1.0.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/42e66139-35e8-48ec-a7b7-a55541c1a3c5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 LearnBoost <tj@learnboost.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/09867a2e-b181-4c7b-8cc4-fb5b3963a71e

483. Library: copy-anything-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ba99a6f0-1012-4eeb-a123-009e7ea75d4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Luca Ban - Mesqueeb
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ba99a6f0-1012-4eeb-a123-009e7ea75d4

484. Library: copy-concurrently-1.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/copy-concurrently/blob/v1.0.5/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Rebecca Turner <me@becca.org>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/31d923fa-ba24-42fb-916b-38f56f406b2

485. Library: copy-descriptor-0.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6296abbd-2d8d-4ddd-b010-88d3d1a30039

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2016 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6296abbd-2d8d-4ddd-b010-88d3d1a30039

486. Library: copy-to-clipboard-3.0.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3608ec72-e786-4ca9-8bff-46dd706e6275

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

487. Library: copy-webpack-plugin-6.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/106f8013-7089-45ed-a2a2-cc866ebb7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/106f8013-7089-45ed-a2a2-cc866ebb7

488. Library: core-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4514fe87-c374-412b-b635-53c402f445fb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

489. Library: core-26.6.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e3162f35-bcde-41f0-b90e-7bca52d9d86e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e3162f35-bcde-41f0-b90e-7bca52d9d86e

490. Library: core-3.9.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Creative Uploader

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/700e1311-614e-4545-8bda-41f70eb84f8

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Call-Em-All
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mui-org/material-ui/blob/v3.9.3/LICENSE

491. Library: core-4.11.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7aa83fbb-c1c3-4f9f-9450-7fff20fba9f5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
-------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Call-Em-All
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7aa83fbb-c1c3-4f9f-9450-7fff20fba9f5

Copyrights
-------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Call-Em-All
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mui-org/material-ui/blob/v4.11.2/LICENSE

492. Library: core-5.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a4cbd8fe-48c4-4a5e-ac73-1121a6141b19

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Smooth Code
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a4cbd8fe-48c4-4a5e-ac73-1121a6141b19

493. Library: core-7.12.10.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ffaec06d-a42c-4df1-8f85-flf1d42ae2b5

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights

--------------------------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
--------------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/ffaec06d-a42c-4df1-8f65-f1f1d42ae2b5

Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.10/LICENSE

494. Library: core-7.12.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/3c2eb325-87c0-4b5b-9086-d36d424c8a47

License Text Under Appendix

495. Library: core-js-2.5.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/b344a858-f222-44dc-bb1b-9dd3ee78da3a

License Text Under Appendix

496. Library: core-js-2.6.12.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/91057bd6-3fc9-4d23-ad08-58959564f4ba
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

---------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2020 Denis Pushkarev
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/91057bd6-3fc9-4d23-ad08-58959564f4ba

---------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2020 Denis Pushkarev
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/zloirock/core-js/blob/v2.6.12/LICENSE

497. Library: core-js-3.8.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/25a759cd-d2a8-4a43-b6a2-0b89c374873b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

---------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2021 Denis Pushkarev
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/25a759cd-d2a8-4a43-b6a2-0b89c374873b

---------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2021 Denis Pushkarev
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/zloirock/core-js/blob/v3.8.2/LICENSE

498. Library: core-js-compat-3.6.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Lite unit

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bb777978-3db2-4b72-9f3a-a4138e38e556

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2020 Denis Pushkarev
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/zloirock/core-js/blob/v3.6.5/LICENSE

499. Library: core-js-compat-3.8.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/435becd3-db78-47e5-a1a8-7e2a3ec81f3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

500. Library: core-js-pure-3.8.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f280bdcb-6ea5-4e49-9618-443ab25c3610

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

501. Library: core-util-is-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bb6fdcb9-1890-4f71-a0d7-fadb1a35c4ce

License Text Under Appendix
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Node.js contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/core-util-is/blob/v1.0.2/LICENSE

502. Library: cosmiconfig-5.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a63064b7-77d0-45d5-9bfa-6b00c1a4cc84

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 David Clark
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a63064b7-77d0-45d5-9bfa-6b00c1a4cc84

503. Library: cosmiconfig-6.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f9fd2326-a429-4cab-be66-1ba71c22565a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 David Clark
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/davidtheclark/cosmiconfig/blob/6.0.0/LICENSE

504. Library: cosmiconfig-7.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3998193a-3c9f-44e9-9099-2e2defeeb222

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 David Clark
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3998193a-3c9f-44e9-9099-2e2defeeb222

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 David Clark
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/davidtheclark/cosmiconfig/blob/v7.0.0/LICENSE

505. Library: create-ecdh-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a23bf6b5-c624-43d6-92ef-a49d3989b26

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

506. Library: create-ecdh-4.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dba24d52-2167-4e50-bd51-3b3125749f13

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 createECDH contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dba24d52-2167-4e50-bd51-3b3125749f13

507. Library: create-ecdh-4.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a8c5d898-f657-49de-a12c-a4951411384

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 createECDH contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a8c5d898-f657-49de-a12c-a4951411384
508. **Library: create-error-class-3.0.2.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player
- Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/be6c47e7-6356-42dc-ad8a-58918b5d3515

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Vsevolod Strukchinsky <floatdrop@gmail.com> (github.com/floatdrop)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/floatdrop/create-error-class/blob/v3.0.2/license

509. **Library: create-hash-1.1.3.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/76bd4f86-8610-40c4-b200-ca1f990f0a4

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

510. **Library: create-hash-1.2.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/ed413901-fd80-4a82-a7a2-37efb281f862

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 crypto-browserify contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/createHash/blob/v1.2.0/LICENSE

511. **Library: create-hmac-1.1.6.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/bf5f9bce-894a-47bd-9f50-39f5e6689de

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(* ) The copyright for this library is unknown

512. Library: create-hmac-1.1.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/a67df3d8-965e-4d42-854e-6cf86643c56

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 crypto-browserify contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/a67df3d8-965e-4d42-854e-6cf86643c56

513. Library: cross-spawn-3.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/8a58bc93-9446-4d5a-ba98-492c3bbed808

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 IndigoUnited
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/IndigoUnited/node cross-spawn/blob/3.0.1/LICENSE

514. Library: cross-spawn-5.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/42ec347a-e03f-4842-a3e2-16c090f43912

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 IndigoUnited
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github/IndigoUnited/node-cross-spawn/blob/5.1.0/LICENSE

515. Library: cross-spawn-6.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e9a34560-3b68-4511-a82c-69de2110f7e8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Made With MOXY Lda <hello@moxy.studio>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/moxystudio/node-cross-spawn/blob/v6.0.5/LICENSE

516. Library: cross-spawn-7.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a8ad4d79-2bef-4a93-9af7-712ab095ed8b7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Made With MOXY Lda <hello@moxy.studio>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a8ad4d79-2bef-4a93-9af7-712ab095ed8b7

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Made With MOXY Lda <hello@moxy.studio>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/moxystudio/node-cross-spawn/blob/v7.0.3/LICENSE

517. Library: crypt-0.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/12b160f3-1809-4154-b5f3-
518. Library: crypto-browserify-3.12.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/92b49c32-1aa4-4c2f-a0fb-7d34057a05d1

519. Library: crypto-browserify-3.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/675fc9c0-fb46-4657-b076-35bce4a1bfc2

520. Library: crypto-random-string-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/770bfa06-65e6-4987-b331-2fecd9e7a120

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/crypto-random-string/blob/v1.0.0/license

521. Library: crypto-random-string-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b2522842-e1c8-4480-a0d5-c3f3b95288a4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b2522842-e1c8-4480-a0d5-c3f3b95288a4

522. Library: css-2.2.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e68e1aea-74c3-4d16-92e5-c8f1ced6fc8e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/reworkcss/css/blob/v2.2.4/LICENSE

523. Library: css-blank-pseudo-0.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/892fa6ef-cd90-4e66-b00d-109cfe35b38b

License Text Under Appendix
524. Library: css-color-keywords-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4a22460a-8f4c-4f21-9e13-2223cca5d58e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Jakob Krigovsky
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sonicdoe/css-color-keywords/blob/v1.0.0/LICENSE

525. Library: css-color-names-0.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/16422d0e-8a93-453f-9ea4-c2be34dc3211

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

526. Library: css-declaration-sorter-4.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/51d65eb8-979e-4e76-847d-f967e42d74a8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Selwyn "talk@selwyn.cc" (mailto:talk@selwyn.cc)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/51d65eb8-979e-4e76-847d-f967e42d74a8

527. Library: css-has-pseudo-0.10.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a6e787fd-bb3a-41db-81d8-386c9dfa586d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a6e787fd-bb3a-41db-81d8-386c9dfa586d

528. Library: css-loader-0.26.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/54dfef26-bd85-4dd2-9031-4f8679933c76

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/css-loader/blob/v0.26.4/LICENSE

529. Library: css-loader-0.9.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f1ceea23-9561-4c96-b4b6-175ef5904468

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f1ceea23-9561-4c96-b4b6-175ef5904468

530. Library: css-loader-3.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/asString/b954dbce-183a-4dcd-8d2e-b378a26482ea

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack-contrib/css-loader/blob/v3.2.0/LICENSE

531. Library: css-loader-3.6.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/asString/24f0f423-cbde-4121-b7a1-ad1677ce6b0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/asString/24f0f423-cbde-4121-b7a1-ad1677ce6b0

Copyright 2 out of 2
-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack-contrib/css-loader/blob/v3.6.0/LICENSE

532. Library: css-loader-4.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/asString/fbdbf1f2-5874-40c7-8457-46f777376ee8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/asString/fbdbf1f2-5874-40c7-8457-46f777376ee8

Copyright 2 out of 2
-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack-contrib/css-loader/blob/v4.3.0/LICENSE
533. Library: css-prefs-color-scheme-3.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3b922083-f6c3-4355-9b52-ec55363c74e2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3b922083-f6c3-4355-9b52-ec55363c74e2

534. Library: css-select-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/826e374d-f4d8-495d-b4d7-beaf920263a1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Felix Böh
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/fb55/css-select/blob/v2.1.0/LICENSE

535. Library: css-select-base-adapter-0.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/917d75ae-5579-4dae-a3c1-8286f2efe7d3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Nik Coughlin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/96e0e902-a853-4155-8f23-2a71837ae804

536. Library: css-selector-tokenizer-0.7.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ae4cbdcd-b455-4b1d-a23c-33d19ee95cab

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

........................................
Copyright 1 out of 2
........................................
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Tobias Koppers
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ae4cbdcd-b455-4b1d-a23c-33d19ee95cab

........................................
Copyright 2 out of 2
........................................
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Tobias Koppers
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/css-modules/css-selector-tokenizer/blob/v0.7.3/LICENSE

537. Library: css-to-react-native-2.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/37efbb3e-5f98-4599-bc1a-a7b4bfec34352

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

........................................
Copyright 1 out of 2
........................................
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Krister Kari, Jacob Parker, and Maximilian Stoiber
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2a806665-01cc-4e30-a7e8-2f37d497c484

........................................
Copyright 2 out of 2
........................................
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Jacob Parker and Maximilian Stoiber
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/37efbb3e-5f98-4599-bc1a-a7b4bfec34352

538. Library: css-tree-1.0.0-alpha.37.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eb4ec0ec-7e94-42d5-a339-fd6fe70b2e65

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2019 by Roman Dvornov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/css-tree/css-tree/blob/v1.0.0-alpha.37/LICENSE
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8384b331-6f20-4f2e-b6ef-0729be51e527

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2019 by Roman Dvornov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8384b331-6f20-4f2e-b6ef-0729be51e527

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2019 by Roman Dvornov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/csstree/css-tree/blob/v1.1.2/LICENSE

540. Library: css-vendor-2.0.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2361d4d5-fe8d-b0a-b175-e6972c45f189

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Oleg Slobodskoi
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2361d4d5-fe8d-b0a-b175-e6972c45f189

541. Library: css-what-3.4.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5660d174-04c1-480c-a964-4747312669ea

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Felix Böhm
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5660d174-04c1-480c-a964-4747312669ea
542. Library: cssdb-4.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/a9d2c7b8-ad16-4b3c-8644-7771f5a5ce3a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/a9d2c7b8-ad16-4b3c-8644-7771f5a5ce3a

543. Library: cssesc-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/01df7e09-8bf2-4faf-b96d-2cd73e5995ca

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mathiasbynens/cssesc/blob/v2.0.0/LICENSE-MIT.txt

544. Library: cssesc-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/35834e69-2caf-4bf6-bc63-970bab22e7ea

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/35834e69-2caf-4bf6-bc63-970bab22e7ea

545. Library: cssnano-3.10.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8e08b4e4-a00e-4fed-becc-3007dbd088ea

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8e08b4e4-a00e-4fed-becc-3007dbd088ea

546. Library: cssnano-4.1.10.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1d441767-95be-468f-8736-7d6471a20c29

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ben-eb/cssnano/blob/v3.10.0/LICENSE-MIT

547. Library: cssnano-preset-default-4.0.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c0a8cf86-7c7e-4e34-b5e8-433c1a807aca

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/cssnano/cssnano/blob/v4.1.10/LICENSE-MIT

548. Library: cssnano-util-get-arguments-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/708dba5f-fd2f-4855-b933-c377852d740e

License Text Under Appendix
Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/92d7425d-1ec3-4056-82d1-496820cd749

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2015 by Sergey Kryzhanovsky
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/css/csso/blob/v2.3.2/LICENSE

553. Library: css-4.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/18cf5a01-d597-465c-b217-df6db4e6082a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 4

------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2019 by Roman Dvornov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/18cf5a01-d597-465c-b217-df6db4e6082a

Copyright 2 out of 4

------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2015 by Sergey Kryzhanovsky
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/18cf5a01-d597-465c-b217-df6db4e6082a

Copyright 3 out of 4

------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2015 by Sergey Kryzhanovsky
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/css/csso/blob/v4.2.0/LICENSE

Copyright 4 out of 4

------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2019 by Roman Dvornov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/css/csso/blob/v4.2.0/LICENSE

554. Library: cssom-0.3.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses

555. Library: cssom-0.3.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Copyrighted under Copyright Chad Walker
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jsakas/CSSStyleDeclaration/blob/v1.4.0/MIT/LICENSE.txt

558. Library: cssstyle-2.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b3e1f945-8055-4d73-a4ec-036ec794b4ff

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Chad Walker
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b3e1f945-8055-4d73-a4ec-036ec794b4ff

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Chad Walker
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jsdom/cssstyle/blob/v2.3.0/LICENSE


Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/308796d7-97c0-4037-b8ed-da1e3c59d26

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017-2018 Fredrik Nicol
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/308796d7-97c0-4037-b8ed-da1e3c59d26

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017-2018 Fredrik Nicol
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/frenic/csstype/blob/v2.6.14/LICENSE

560. Library: csstype-3.0.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
LICENSED UNDER MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d9889b47-d636-4a74-8f48-b7dae843c572

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017-2018 Fredrik Nicol
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d9889b47-d636-4a74-8f48-b7dae843c572

561. Library: currently-unhandled-0.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/71e772ae-0539-4592-b72b-4a273e8d06ed

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright James Talmage <james@talmage.io> (github.com/jamestalmage)
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/jamestalmage/currently-unhandled/blob/v0.4.1/license

562. Library: cycle-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under Public Domain
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/dscape/cycle

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established

563. Library: cyclist-0.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e4bb6c06-f9a6-4729-8b5e-75b4aa8ab8a1

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: Can be found TEXT file at line nullWas assigned by user null(*) Cannot be established

564. Library: cyclist-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5f17f755-3edc-4ff6-8e2c-cb174010a956

License Text Under Appendix

565. Library: d-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/28d127e3-92d0-442a-b7c5-0d070934198f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Mariusz Nowak (www.medikoo.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/28d127e3-92d0-442a-b7c5-0d070934198f

566. Library: d-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/99fb7089-77e0-41f7-ac31-0c6169df80a9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2019 Mariusz Nowak, @medikoo, medikoo.com
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/99fb7089-77e0-41f7-ac31-0e6169d60a9

567. **Library: damerau-levenshtein-1.0.6.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/07c33dc3-4471-421c-a161-31c218ea3e29

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Tadeusz Łazurski
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/tad-lispy/node-damerau-levenshtein/blob/v1.0.6/LICENSE

568. **Library: dash-ast-1.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/8f77acf2-7b58-4f70-9178-2fb287403526

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyright 1 out of 2
---------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Renée Kooi <renée@kooi.me>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/goto-bus-stop/dash-ast/blob/v1.0.0/LICENSE.md

Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Renée Kooi "renée@kooi.me" (mailto:renée@kooi.me)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/8f77acf2-7b58-4f70-9178-2fb287403526

569. **Library: dashdash-1.14.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/8b1ab1e9-16c5-4811-ace3-93c7d9b4aad5

[License Text Under Appendix](#)
Copyrights

---------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
---------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Joyent Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/trentm/node-dashdash/blob/1.14.1/LICENSE.txt

---------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
---------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Trent Mick
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/trentm/node-dashdash/blob/1.14.1/LICENSE.txt

570. Library: data-uri-to-buffer-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4f364164-1f04-40b5-85ed-29654dd28faf

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

---------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
---------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/TooTallNate/node-data-uri-to-buffer/blob/1.2.0/README.md

---------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
---------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4c1ef430-a105-4459-9e6a-f2c7f4756e74

571. Library: data-urls-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9402f96c-d625-40a0-8082-e2b043ef6d5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017-2018 Domenic Denicola &lt;d@domicc.me&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9402f96c-d625-40a0-8082-e2b043ef6d5

572. Library: data-urls-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/703e658c-e3d0-4d35-b3b0-83dd59f360e9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017-2020 Domenic Denicola <d@domic.me>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jsdom/data-urls/blob/v2.0.0/LICENSE.txt

573. Library: date-now-0.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e6b830e5-c381-4e58-a5e8-9aacc7ed5a6a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Colingo
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/Colingo/date-now/blob/v0.1.4/LICENCE

574. Library: dateformat-1.0.2-1.2.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/66271598-3265-417e-b757-86b76117048c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2007-2009 Steven Levithan "stevenlevithan.com" (http://stevenlevithan.com/), MIT license
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/66271598-3265-417e-b757-86b76117048c

575. Library: dateformat-3.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ee57b77-8f8c-47d3-9025-4825ac84b462
License Text Under Appendix

Copyright

----------------- Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2007-2009 Steven Levithan <stevenlevithan.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/ee57b77-8f6c-47d3-9025-4825ac84b6e2

----------------- Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2007-2009 Steven Levithan "stevenlevithan.com" (http://stevenlevithan.com/), MIT license
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/de74d5ef-638e-4f3b-bbb7-7a2926ce54e3

576. Library: debug-2.6.9.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/28d1f00c-c565-4285-af8b-0ac163937d74

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

----------------- Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 TJ Holowaychuk &lt;tj@vision-media.ca&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/visionmedia/debug/blob/2.6.9/README.md

----------------- Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 TJ Holowaychuk &lt;tj@vision-media.ca&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/visionmedia/debug/blob/2.6.9/LICENSE

----------------- Copyright 3 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 TJ Holowaychuk &lt;tj@vision
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/ae2fb57c-7d37-4170-a060-118b92551d10

577. Library: debug-3.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/4756f049-a77a-416e-a6d6-13badc5e5377
578. Library: debug-3.2.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e04c5fda-a9a1-4b5b-b727-ab73930971c4

License Text Under Appendix

579. Library: debug-3.2.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b0eb1c88-ec5a-44ed-992a-60365ebca5ca
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

---------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
---------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b0eb1c88-eca5-44ed-992a-60365e6ca5ca

---------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
---------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3f62234f-db97-4d99-a721-ae55b5e1f15

580. Library: debug-4.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9e91aac7-017b-4275-97cc-107a457887d4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

---------------
Copyright 1 out of 5
---------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 TJ Holowaychuk &lt;tj@vision-media.ca&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9e91aac7-017b-4275-97cc-107a457887d4

---------------
Copyright 2 out of 5
---------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 TJ Holowaychuk &lt;tj@vision-media.ca&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9e91aac7-017b-4275-97cc-107a457887d4

---------------
Copyright 3 out of 5
---------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 TJ Holowaychuk &lt;tj@vision-media.ca&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/visionmedia/debug/blob/4.2.0/README.md

---------------
Copyright 4 out of 5
---------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 TJ Holowaychuk &lt;tj@vision-media.ca&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/visionmedia/debug/blob/4.2.0/LICENSE

---------------
Copyright 5 out of 5
---------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 TJ Holowaychuk &lt;tj@vision
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b9e50730-1118-4441-ae87-2648953b039b

581. Library: debug-4.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/c29d3c9a-5d36-4959-a3e7-7491b77b8ef0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/9a9ba2d1-0876-467c-a600-e6394a9ac1cb

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/c29d3c9a-5d36-4959-a3e7-7491b77b8ef0

582. Library: debuglog-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/ba4a324e-62ba-4f36-b67d-a6f4cad2821f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/ba4a324e-62ba-4f36-b67d-a6f4cad2821f

583. Library: decamelize-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/03d0015a-6ce8-4eb6-a9f7-a66a60c1decf

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
584. Library: `decimal.js-10.2.1.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0bc6d795-4e59-47ff-b77c-fbda00f88d5a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

----------------------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
----------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2020 Michael McLaughlin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0bc6d795-4e59-47ff-b77c-fbda00f88d5a

----------------------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
----------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2020 Michael McLaughlin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/MikeMcl/decimal.js/blob/v10.2.1/LICENSE.md

585. Library: `decode-uri-component-0.2.0.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/21c58578-f0ee-45b8-af1d-d0463357f4cf

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Sam Verschueren <sam.verschueren@gmail.com> (github.com/SamVerschueren)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/21c58578-f0ee-45b8-af1d-d0463357f4c

586. Library: `decompress-response-3.3.0.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/35b44cf2-e547-4c01-b81c-264edf80a967

License Text Under Appendix
587. **Library: decompress-response-4.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/60a50362-0351-4bdb-8072-39bed80f606

**License Text Under Appendix**

588. **Library: dedent-0.7.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1fb1a066-1eaa-4c57-8de7-fcf3976db50f

**License Text Under Appendix**

589. **Library: deep-eql-0.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ea96e11f-2601-405c-aa8f-e2c1dfeb1ad6

**License Text Under Appendix**
Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Jake Luer "jake@alogicalparadox.com" (mailto:jake@alogicalparadox.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ea96e11f-2601-405c-aa8f-c2c1defb1ad6

590. Library: **deep-eql-3.0.1.tgz** Product: **Tabla Video**

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0291168b-aa46-4cc5-8b09-fe5b1b45d056

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Jake Luer <jake@alogicalparadox.com> (http://alogicalparadox.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chaijs/deep-eql/blob/v3.0.1/LICENSE

591. Library: **deep-equal-1.1.1.tgz** Product: **Tabla Video**

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c11a2c9c-9ba6-4134-8ed4-3152daa89f39

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2013 2014 James Halliday <mail@substack.net>, 2009 Thomas Robinson <280north.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chaijs/deep-equal-2.0.5/blob/LICENSE

592. Library: **deep-equal-2.0.5.tgz** Product: **Tabla Video**

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4c786848-77f8-47df-8a4c-87e7acef5596

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2009 Thomas Robinson <
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chaijs/deep-equal-2.0.5/blob/LICENSE

593. Library: **deep-extend-0.5.1.tgz** Product: **Tabla Video**

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fe4d3a11-8250-439c-b0dc-5384e58e9e05

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2009 Thomas Robinson <
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chaijs/deep-extend-0.5.1/blob/LICENSE

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
Projects
Player

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/42c5573f-b26a-4279-8e73-d5ff76b90d63

594. Library: deep-extend-0.6.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ede81493-88df-4b86-98e0-2922c49430d9

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2018 Viacheslav Lotsmanov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/unclechu/node-deep-extend/blob/v0.5.1/LICENSE

595. Library: deep-for-each-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6ba84bae-25fd-4bd6-9d78-d799e67a9e40

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2018 Viacheslav Lotsmanov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/unclechu/node-deep-extend/blob/v0.6.0/LICENSE

596. Library: deep-is-0.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/d5607989-6615-4140-8677-257fe465bfe7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/1fe129f6-34a1-408b-aece7-f9f7a7a09a

License Text Under Appendix

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

License
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/8b430f30-26e6-450b-b614-5544b55b73e0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

597. Library: deepmerge-4.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/fbb05e5b-d34b-48e8-8deb-3949387d787d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 James Halliday <mail@substack.net>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/fbb05e5b-d34b-48e8-8deb-3949387d787d

Copyright 2 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2013 Thorsten Lorenz <thlorenz@gmx.de>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/fbb05e5b-d34b-48e8-8deb-3949387d787d

Copyright 3 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2009 Thomas Robinson <280north.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/fbb05e5b-d34b-48e8-8deb-3949387d787d

598. Library: default-gateway-4.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

License
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/8b430f30-26e6-450b-b614-5544b55b73e0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
599. Library: defaults-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/8b430f30-26e6-4500-b614-554a3e5773e0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Elijah Insua
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/tmpvar/defaults/blob/v1.0.3/LICENSE

600. Library: defer-to-connect-1.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/967fdeb3-bd35-480a-ad84-d0c02f64b503

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Szymon Marczak
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/szmarczak/defer-to-connect/blob/v1.1.3/LICENSE

601. Library: define-properties-1.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/a5d35342-f4d5-40e6-ad25-411908a1a087

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ljharb/define-properties/blob/v1.1.3/LICENSE
602. Library: define-property-0.2.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b7f27d10-91bc-4196-a8fa-1d336e1c4801

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d5a04e42-4d70-91bc-4196-a8fa-1d336e1c4801

603. Library: define-property-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d0c869de-61a4-46fd-a76f-70d5d714ecb2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2

------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d0c869de-61a4-46fd-a76f-70d5d714ecb2

Copyright 2 out of 2

------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/53c35d38-aa75-4ee2-ba20-20192d894539

604. Library: define-property-2.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0ab2a0c9-aa36-4f32-a2a4-a9c22f1270b3
Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2018 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/0ab2a0c9-aa36-4f32-a2a4-a9c22f1270e6


Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/0f6357d3-df6b-44fa-a7e1-299831e99acd

605. Library: defined-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/ed03f5db-8eda-4119-84a6-fece9593dea

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established

606. Library: degenerator-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/b6150693-976a-4c17-a707-483ef985538

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/33094b2a-0c65-41a8-82d7-936640196699

607. Library: del-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/e5ac667f-12cf-4509-a1a7-486a4511f8cc

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/del/blob/v3.0.0/license

608. Library: del-4.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e2af49bb-4ca7-472b-b5ce-0db5de97b54d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/del/blob/v4.1.1/license

609. Library: delayed-stream-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/43795f53-dfd4-a6e44b4d6b59

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Debuggable Limited <felix@debuggable.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/43795f53-dfd4-a6e44b4d6b59

610. Library: delegates-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1988adfb-bd3d-4af8-88a2-240d8cb3b909

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/1988adfb-bdbd-4afe-88a2-240ddcbe3b09

611. Library: depd-1.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/41e2c6fa-10ac-422d-b2ad-57f9e8d3aa25

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Douglas Christopher Wilson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/dougwilson/nodejs/blob/v1.1.2/LICENSE

612. Library: depd-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/6720ea89-ba90-434b-8582-b4362cea93d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2018 Douglas Christopher Wilson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/6720ea89-ba90-434b-8582-b4362cea93d

613. Library: deps-sort-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/14e03cc1-d06a-4580-8c3f-ceb0eaceabb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
614. Library: deps-sort-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/30151c34-38da-40ac-8b78-1366a7a91542

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright James Halliday and browserify contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/4ab596ca-f735-4887-9c97-be5587e98ef2

615. Library: derequire-2.0.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/e00bc52e-fd8b-47b4-90f8-467e2e6a1821

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2015 Calvin Metcalf & contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/calvinmetcalf/derequire/blob/v2.0.6/license.md

616. Library: des.js-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/e694da10-4664-4070-a031-f0b3bf0e2h2f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Fedor Indutny
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/indutny/des.js/tree/v1.0.0

617. Library: des.js-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video
1/17/2021
Taboola Video attribution-report.html

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/49ef89f-290e-4221-b978-d4fa34d09ea8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

618. Library: destroy-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1830950d-66ea-4e28-9e0b-39c2b2585cd9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jonathan Ong me@jangleberry.com
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/stream-utils/destroy/blob/1.0.4/LICENSE

619. Library: details-element-polyfill-2.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fc0eb8cd-35fe-4cf8-8162-0e20eced16b84

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Javan Makhmali
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/javan/details-element-polyfill/blob/2.4.0/LICENSE

620. Library: detect-file-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/db13beae-b622-4daa-ad4c-3d6e785786af

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

621. Library: detect-indent-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/f038c26d-1a1d-4d09-9236-55b24b5fee82

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

622. Library: detect-indent-5.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/a25a15fd-d01c-4a87-a564-63e972a7e8be

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

623. Library: detect-libc-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/9fb7323e-cb78-45bc-807c-947f2e885e9d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2017 Brian Woodward
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/db13beae-b622-4daa-ad4c-3d6e785786af

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Brian Woodward" (https://github.com/doowb)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/9fb7323e-cb78-45bc-807c-947f2e885e9d

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/9fb7323e-cb78-45bc-807c-947f2e885e9d

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/9fb7323e-cb78-45bc-807c-947f2e885e9d

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/9fb7323e-cb78-45bc-807c-947f2e885e9d

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/9fb7323e-cb78-45bc-807c-947f2e885e9d
Projects
Player
Lite unit

License
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/be96a3bf-5177-431e-971a-c3e47395a817

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Lovell Fuller
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6ef94272-a715-4874-a74a-03c816ed82a0

624. Library: detect-newline-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a060c592-61c0-4560-b4fb-356fad8e4fed

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/detect-newline/blob/v2.1.0/license

625. Library: detect-newline-3.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2d6d55d0-3105-4bd6-9ef9-8e326b8d59ab

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/detect-newline/blob/v3.1.0/license

626. Library: detect-node-2.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/detect-node

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Ilya Kantor
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/97ccdb3-f596-4fe5-bbc0-3d3c3d8e1e2a

627, Library: detect-port-alt-1.1.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/30e1a48d-bc4c-42b0-88fb-ee5df19e165e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 xdf
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/30e1a48d-bc4c-42b0-88fb-ee5df19e165e

628, Library: detective-4.7.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ec947cf0-fddc-4c70-8295-61f1e9bfab72

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(* The copyright for this library is unknown

629, Library: detective-5.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eff61eb0-1880-4a19-879a-60630ca149c8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
Library
Copyrights could not be established

630. Library: dezalgo-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/42b0274d-b3ae-4bc3-a90f-45c66016fd10

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/dezalgo/blob/v1.0.3/LICENSE

631. Library: diff-3.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/4a5e313a-2f09-4f6f-8bd7-02b508ace5377

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2015 Kevin Decker <kpdecker@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/kpdecker/jsdiff/blob/v3.5.0/LICENSE

632. Library: diff-sequences-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/d86b2765-dca8-4d29-a3ec-8bf5b61b9aaa

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

633. Library: diff-sequences-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/24b455ee-6377-4f41-9666-425a7a92b05d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/24b455ee-6377-4f41-9666-425a7a92b05d

634, Library: diffie-hellman-5.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/34fbd9c8-3719-4120-9cdd-58750e7e2a3b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

635, Library: diffie-hellman-5.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/af30e9a5-92c0-4ba5-8c46-8d276cd23b18

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Calvin Metcalf
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/af30e9a5-92c0-4ba5-8c46-8d276cd23b18

636, Library: dir-glob-3.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5c3e9f5-6263-4d5b-931c-9a702e1fbcce3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Kevin Mårtensson <kevinmartensson@gmail.com> (github.com/kevva)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5c3e9f5-6263-4d5b-931c-9a702e1fbcce3

637. Library: dns-equal-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0f93159d-080f-4691-b7db-aa101628512e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Thomas Watson Steen
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/watson/dns-equal/blob/v1.0.0/LICENSE

638. Library: dns-packet-1.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9971deb9-b3e2-4bce-812e-2ace2efbe324

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mafintosh/dns-packet/blob/v1.3.1/LICENSE

639. Library: dns-txt-2.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8d6df840-492b-40ea-bdc8-90f68acbe5ac

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Thomas Watson Steen
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8d6df840-492b-40ea-bdc8-90f68aceb5ac

640. Library: doctrine-1.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9ccba75e-4492-4813-8b21-3d1b3f8aa9c2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

-----------
Copyright 1 out of 5
-----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2011 [Ariya Hidayat](http://ariya.ofilabs.com/about)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/eslint/doctrine/blob/v1.5.0/README.md

-----------
Copyright 2 out of 5
-----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 [Yusuke Suzuki](http://github.com/Constellation)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/eslint/doctrine/blob/v1.5.0/README.md

-----------
Copyright 3 out of 5
-----------
Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors, https://jquery.org/
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/eslint/doctrine/blob/v1.5.0/LICENSE.BSD

-----------
Copyright 4 out of 5
-----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 "Yusuke Suzuki" (http://github.com/Constellation)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b59c1c1b-8c9f-4de0-8f64-7b32b148992

-----------
Copyright 5 out of 5
-----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2011 "Ariya Hidayat" (http://ariya.ofilabs.com/about)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b59c1c1b-8c9f-4de0-8f64-7b32b148992

641. Library: doctrine-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/67a52075-3257-4fd5-b6b9-6ec0485fc769

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2011 [Ariya Hidayat](http://ariya.ofilabs.com/about)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/eslint/doctrine/blob/v2.1.0/README.md

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2011 "Ariya Hidayat" (http://ariya.ofilabs.com/about)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/28cb9d30-af50-422d-bf53-f710782ff8b6

642. Library: doctrine-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e55a0123-90ab-487f-bc48-0ca78527dad6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2011 "Ariya Hidayat" (http://ariya.ofilabs.com/about)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/419b052a-4b02-4062-926d-886d037772df

643. Library: dom-converter-0.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/000c23a5-0ff3-45b5-9715-d99e690132d0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Aria Minaei
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/000c23a5-0ff3-45b5-9715-d99e690132d0

644. Library: dom-helpers-5.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3249f16e-6875-400f-a3d4-f155f241b920

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jason Quense
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/3249f16e-6875-400f-a3d4-f155f241b920

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jason Quense
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/react-bootstrap/dom-helpers/blob/v5.2.0/LICENSE

645. Library: dom-serializer-0.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/8d1e7239-1d27-4f08-808b-451bf96b3d4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 The cheeriojs contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/8d1e7239-1d27-4f08-808b-451bf96b3d4

646. Library: dom-serializer-0.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/cb63ac1e-9c28-4a3e-b9ac-80cc575e9674

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 The cheeriojs contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/cb63ac1e-9c28-4a3e-b9ac-80cc575e9674

647. Library: domain-browser-1.1.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/9bec7ee2-9c28-47a4-8814-9aa2799c3588

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 &lt;a href="http://bevry.me">Bevry Pty Ltd</a>&lt;/a&gt;&lt;/li&gt;&lt;/ul&gt;and licensed under:
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/9bec7ee2-9c28-47a4-8814-9aa2799c3588

648. Library: domain-browser-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/02ca1980-5023-448f-8c2a-3e21833f5c36

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 &lt;a href="http://bevry.me">Bevry Pty Ltd</a>&lt;/a&gt;&lt;/li&gt;&lt;/ul&gt;and licensed under:
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/02ca1980-5023-448f-8c2a-3e21833f5c36

649. Library: domelementtype-1.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/fb55/domelementtype/blob/master/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Felix Böhm
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/57ee7301-e104-4d32-8cf4-bca40845efc3

650. Library: domelementtype-1.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/fb55/domelementtype/blob/master/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
651. Library: domelementtype-1.3.1.tgz  Product: Taboola Video.

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/48860636-cdee-4dee-a9b2-1f2a8b32cfe

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Felix Böhm
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/fb55/domelementtype/blob/v1.3.1/LICENSE


Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3cb9296c-76b4-4516-b29a-ebc8b0a98d4b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Felix Böhm
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3cb9296c-76b4-4516-b29a-ebc8b0a98d4b

653. Library: domexception-1.0.1.tgz  Product: Taboola Video.

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/afebe723-46f7-4a73-b393-c8709ff1935e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Domenic Denicola
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/afebe723-46f7-4a73-b393-c8709ff1935e
654. Library: domexception-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9ac7cad9-66a7-4e2a-900e-ed13adcae5db

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Domenic Denicola
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jsdom/domexception/blob/v2.0.1/LICENSE.txt

655. Library: domhandler-2.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d5a911d0-b112-4888-aa97-821179421840

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Felix Böhm
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d5a911d0-b112-4888-aa97-821179421840

656. Library: domhandler-2.4.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/61307266-4442-4a53-b38e-cab4fe572a90

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Felix Böhm
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/61307266-4442-4a53-b38e-cab4fe572a90

657. Library: domutils-1.5.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video
**Projects**

**Player**

**Licenses**

Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/FB55/domutils

*License Text Under Appendix*

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright Felix Böhm
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8fed88e6-1ce7-4f0d-bae0-0fe2bb220ad0

**658. Library: domutils-1.7.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**

Units

**Video for performance**

**Licenses**

Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/129f0a15-8ae1-4542-959c-cae7d94ef52

*License Text Under Appendix*

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright Felix Böhm
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/129f0a15-8ae1-4542-959c-cae7d94ef52

**659. Library: dot-case-3.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**

Video for performance

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4e9c59a0-c11a-4119-8582-f26cb0897970

*License Text Under Appendix*

**Copyrights**

*****************
Copyright 1 out of 2
*****************

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4e9c59a0-c11a-4119-8582-f26cb0897970

*****************
Copyright 2 out of 2
*****************

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/blakeembrey/change-case/blob/snake-case@3.0.4/LICENSE
660. Library: dot-prop-4.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/7a45673b-399a-453b-a59e-f26341f10f8c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/dot-prop/blob/v4.2.0/license

661. Library: dot-prop-5.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/a3711fa7-2b0c-4745-bccc-df4f005c2d44

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/a3711fa7-2b0c-4745-bccc-df4f005c2d44

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/dot-prop/blob/v5.3.0/license

662. Library: dotenv-5.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/0b4f72c9-c448-4bea-a22b-9e5aad661f96

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Scott Motte
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/motdotla/dotenv/blob/v5.0.1/LICENSE
663. Library: dotenv-7.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/a740753b-5035-4be9-bb8c-1f2e60d5b99a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Scott Motte
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/motdotla/dotenv/blob/v7.0.0/LICENSE

664. Library: dotenv-8.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/ebe520b3-19d6-495e-843a-6741280a1424

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Scott Motte
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/motdotla/dotenv/blob/v8.2.0/LICENSE

665. Library: dotenv-expand-5.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/72f77505-d458-4c68-b66c-a578578a48de

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Scott Motte
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/72f77505-d458-4c68-b66c-a578578a48de

666. Library: duplexer-0.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/74fd8c5b-3411-4b26-8f69-b17ec1bd5bae

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Raynos
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/74fd8c5b-3411-4b26-8f69-b17ec1bd5bae

667. Library: duplexer2-0.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1f1f2870-6f4f-445d-af49-4688fd2b6757

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Deoxxa Development
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1f1f2870-6f4f-445d-af49-4688fd2b6757

668. Library: duplexer3-0.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0e3536bc-2041-43b6-a1da-dec522946ab15

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Deoxxa Development
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0e3536bc-2041-43b6-a1da-dec522946ab15

669. Library: duplexify-3.6.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
License under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/251134df-e589-44fe-9ee9-e734f2dc7785

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mafintosh/duplexify/blob/v3.6.0/LICENSE

670. Library: duplexify-3.7.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c611baf9-32b9-4e96-8b2e-ce837d255d84

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c611baf9-32b9-4e96-8b2e-ce837d255d84

671. Library: ecc-isbn-0.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e95b2cd1-0855-47b1-a52b-8d75fa4bfa6c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jeremie Miller
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e95b2cd1-0855-47b1-a52b-8d75fa4bfa6c

672. Library: editor-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/261073f2-365e-48d8-aaab-9be4ca7d54fc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 James Halliday (mail@substack.net)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/substack/node-editor/blob/1.0.0/LICENSE

673. Library: ee-first-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b7983a29-8ca3-4caf-9c9d-fd61f18609ae

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jonathan Ong me@jongleberry.com
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonathanong/ee-first/blob/1.1.1/LICENSE

674. Library: ejs-2.7.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7c2a07ac-1bc9-4774-9365-8c68e6cb8b60

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

675. Library: electron-to-chromium-1.3.583.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2ed434c6-f312-4d5a-9f8b-0319fc56446f

License Text Under Appendix
676. Library: electron-to-chromium-1.3.636.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c5eba7b8-fa9b-4b30-a302-df2c65273add

License Text Under Appendix

677. Library: electron-to-chromium-1.3.640.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/92568881-9a33-4fc5-9d45-6df3a5cf32b

License Text Under Appendix

678. Library: elliptic-6.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5f545623-c8f9-418c-8bac-3d3fc9f8661

License Text Under Appendix

(* The copyright for this library is unknown

679. Library: elliptic-6.5.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/2137f08e-2d23-4170-bb75-1836d0568bf1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

680. Library: elliptic-6.5.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/fabb242c-84bd-4e42-be26-3fa22055c4b9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

681. Library: emittery-0.7.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/a4e1a3d4-e83e-470a-96a6-c667acebe6762

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

682. Library: emoji-regex-7.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
683. **Library:** [emoji-regex-8.0.0.tgz](https://github.com/mathiasbynens/emoji-regex/blob/v9.2.0/LICENSE-MIT.txt) **Product:** Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/c53884ba-f942-4fbb-9a30-ee8699ab24b8

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/?>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/c53884ba-f942-4fbb-9a30-ee8699ab24b8

684. **Library:** [emoji-regex-9.2.0.tgz](https://github.com/mathiasbynens/emoji-regex/blob/v9.2.0/LICENSE-MIT.txt) **Product:** Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/a73c5329-221a-4596-b23f-2cca0c28f791

Copyrights

---------------

Copyright 1 out of 2

---------------

Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/?>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/a73c5329-221a-4596-b23f-2cca0c28f791

---------------

Copyright 2 out of 2

---------------

Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/?>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mathiasbynens/emoji-regex/blob/v9.2.0/LICENSE-MIT.txt
685. **Library: emojis-list-2.1.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player
- Lite unit
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/36845b1e-4a54-4064-a0be-1bdebebf1ed

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**
- Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Kiko Beats
- Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/36845b1e-4a54-4064-a0be-1bdebebf1ed

686. **Library: emojis-list-3.0.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/d92602b7-4425-4bb0-97b0-44d68b4f313

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**
- Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Kiko Beats
- Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/d92602b7-4425-4bb0-97b0-44d68b4f313

687. **Library: encodeurl-1.0.2.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/2494413f-29f7-4638-a7b7-1d6824fa6bc2

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**
- Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Douglas Christopher Wilson
- Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/pillarjs/encodeurl/blob/v1.0.2/LICENSE
688. **Library: encoding-0.1.12.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Video**

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6a6e0e8c-e646-4e03-b96b-4d23522966be

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2014 Andris Reinman
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/andris9/encoding/blob/v0.1.12/LICENSE

689. **Library: end-of-stream-1.4.1.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Video**

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/67a82174-c8a4-4275-883b-6241f6b48e2

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mafintosh/end-of-stream/blob/v1.4.1/LICENSE

690. **Library: end-of-stream-1.4.4.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Video**

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4a396a42-ba15-4692-a72f-e90779bdef62

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mafintosh/end-of-stream/blob/v1.4.4/LICENSE

691. **Library: enhanced-resolve-0.9.1.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Video**

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4a396a42-ba15-4692-a72f-e90779bdef62

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mafintosh/enhanced-resolve/blob/v0.9.1/LICENSE
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c7c1d0b1-66e0-44ac-ad73-7a3cd3e16f40

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2013 Tobias Koppers
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/enhanced-resolve/blob/v0.9.1/README.md

692. Library: enhanced-resolve-4.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1a099b03-1995-489e-98b9-7d0d3d795791

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2016 Tobias Koppers
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/enhanced-resolve/blob/v4.1.0/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/enhanced-resolve/blob/v4.1.0/LICENSE

693. Library: enhanced-resolve-4.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1dc80dbb-2667-4ae0-bf93-7eb5e9a97c4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/enhanced-resolve/blob/v4.1.1/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2016 Tobias Koppers
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/enhanced-resolve/blob/v4.1.1/README.md
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6807d910-34a7-4dda-a1fa-f1a5f3fe0d40

License Text Under Appendix

694. Library: enhanced-resolve-4.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6807d910-34a7-4dda-a1fa-f1a5f3fe0d40

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6807d910-34a7-4dda-a1fa-f1a5f3fe0d40

Copyright 2 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2016 Tobias Koppers
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e3046c22-a22f-4125-ab9e-ae7b84d5f3b6

Copyright 3 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2016 Tobias Koppers
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/enhanced-resolve/blob/v4.5.0/README.md

Copyright 4 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/enhanced-resolve/blob/v4.5.0/LICENSE

695. Library: enquirer-2.3.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8a85ae97-438f-42b5-9752-b3d8f5beb23c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d948125a-260b-4cc2-9d31-04e4a48e8f6d

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8a85ae97-438f-42b5-9752-b3d8f5beb23c
696. Library: entities-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/7f0e72ce-4d23-4b4c-9131-ca2e17d0e19b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Felix Böhm
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/7f0e72ce-4d23-4b4c-9131-ca2e17d0e19b

697. Library: entities-1.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/5df827e7-bb51-49f3-b8bf-6cf4d6f5e6b4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Felix Böhm
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/fb55/entities/blob/v1.1.2/LICENSE

698. Library: entities-2.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/d2406d73-78b9-423a-8119-d44d274ea4a5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Felix Böhm
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/d2406d73-78b9-423a-8119-d44d274ea4a5

Copyright 2 out of 2
699. Library: entities-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/86006b33-b60b-47f3-8b0d-7ed89f101c2c

License Text Under Appendix

700. Library: env-paths-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/187909ae-0c33-4652-af3d-3f2b5b4d0e0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/env-paths/blob/v1.0.0/license

701. Library: envinfo-7.7.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5d147703-9bed-4e39-9706-2a140af6ab117

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
702. Library: environment-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/tabrindle/envinfo/blob/7.7.3/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Trevor Brindle
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/tabrindle/envinfo/blob/7.7.3/LICENSE

703. Library: environment-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.6.2/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.6.2/LICENSE

704. Library: err-code-1.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.6.2/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.6.2/LICENSE
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
Library
Copyrights could not be established

705. Library: errno-0.1.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b44a3a40-f618-47a8-bd06-a83726d3c164

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 [Rod Vagg](https://github.com/rvagg) ([@rvagg](https://twitter.com/rvagg))
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/rvagg/node-errno/blob/v0.1.6/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 "Rod Vagg" (https://github.com/rvagg) ([@rvagg](https://twitter.com/rvagg))
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2a0e4665-e0fd-44cc-8842-b08d4b6d514b

706. Library: errno-0.1.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/d3d0ff70-9db3-4c8b-adfb-7e68b5f5efcf

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 [Rod Vagg]([https://github.com/rvagg][[@rvagg](https://twitter.com/rvagg)])
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/rvagg/node-errno/blob/v0.1.7/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 "Rod Vagg" ([https://github.com/rvagg][[@rvagg](https://twitter.com/rvagg)])
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/7703cc95-30ef-42b8-bc08-718c5b8813de

707. Library: errno-0.1.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2d50c5d3-71c2-42ff-8bf2-02b56d23ad9f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

708. Library: error-7.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: http://github.com/Raynos/error/raw/master/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

709. Library: error-ex-1.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a30fe9c5-1826-4e51-ad07-7e5d62d5307c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 JD Ballard
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a30fe9c5-1826-4e51-ad07-7e5d62d5307c

710. Library: error-ex-1.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fba7b194-428b-4893-aa6e-
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 JD Ballard
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/fba7b194-428b-4893-aa6c-775d33d08550

711. Library: error-stack-parser-2.0.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/29d58234-f334-4b11-9c90-5ec1663641b9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Eric Wendelin and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/stacktracejs/error-stack-parser/blob/v2.0.6/LICENSE

712. Library: es-abstract-1.12.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/914256c3-2556-4112-bc86-7a3b87a8b58

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ljharb/es-abstract/blob/v1.12.0/LICENSE

713. Library: es-abstract-1.17.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/08e4d29d-cf91-4150-b850-f77ce331bdb

License Text Under Appendix
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/d488d563-cef0-4659-867b-c1ae41339ca2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ljharb/es-to-primitive/blob/v1.2.0/LICENSE

717. Library: es-to-primitive-1.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/1ace96d7-89b6-4b82-bf54-7c5866b2953f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ljharb/es-to-primitive/blob/v1.2.1/LICENSE

718. Library: es5-ext-0.10.37.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/fe66a4cc-ec17-4dd6-bc0b-09f614468a37

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2017 Mariusz Nowak (www.medikoo.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/medikoo/es5-ext/blob/v0.10.37/LICENSE

719. Library: es5-ext-0.10.53.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/3d29a2e4-bcc3-40bb-8011-79e1e0be4df1
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2019 Mariusz Nowak, @medikoo, medikoo.com
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/medikoo/es5-ext/blob/v0.10.53/LICENSE

720. Library: es6-iterator-2.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c1bbcc24-b00b-4d4f-80ed-64764927f7a8

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2017 Mariusz Nowak (www.medikoo.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/medikoo/es6-iterator/blob/v2.0.3/LICENSE

721. Library: es6-map-0.1.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5f7b2ba1-fdla-4fd-8104-b52f10f7043

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Mariusz Nowak (www.medikoo.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/medikoo/es6-map/blob/v0.1.5/LICENSE

722. Library: es6-promise-4.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/50da7afe-8d89-4c0c-8569-502138bfd5da

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Yehuda Katz, Tom Dale, Stefan Penner and contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/stefanpenner/es6-promise/blob/v4.2.2/LICENSE
723. Library: **es6-promise-4.2.8.tgz** Product: *Taboola Video*

- Projects
  - Player
  - Units
  - Video for performance

- Licenses
  - Licensed under MIT
  - License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d8f92920-718f-41ed-9929-1c73d43d9789

  **License Text Under Appendix**

- Copyrights
  - Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Yehuda Katz, Tom Dale, Stefan Penner and contributors
  - Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/stefanpenner/es6-promise/blob/v4.2.8/LICENSE

724. Library: **es6-promisify-5.0.0.tgz** Product: *Taboola Video*

- Projects
  - Player
  - Units
  - Video for performance

- Licenses
  - Licensed under MIT
  - License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/66789a4c-aa1b-4117-810d-e8c40847c78b

  **License Text Under Appendix**

- Copyrights
  - Copyrighted under Copyright Mike Hall
  - Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/digitaldesignlabs/es6-promisify/tree/v5.0.0

725. Library: **es6-set-0.1.5.tgz** Product: *Taboola Video*

- Projects
  - Player

- Licenses
  - Licensed under MIT
  - License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6af4d010-acfd-4969-b11f-38519787b000

  **License Text Under Appendix**

- Copyrights
  - Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Mariusz Nowak (www.medikoo.com)
  - Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/medikoo/es6-set/blob/v0.1.5/LICENSE

726. Library: **es6-symbol-3.1.1.tgz** Product: *Taboola Video*
Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8d9b3ee1-e637-45b6-90c6-f875e5a8c1fa

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2015 Mariusz Nowak (www.medikoo.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/medikoo/es6-symbol/blob/v3.1.1/LICENSE

727. Library: es6-symbol-3.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/66aaa267-00df-4f63-9f4e-e9b050e95081

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2019 Mariusz Nowak, @medikoo, medikoo.com
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/medikoo/es6-symbol/blob/v3.1.3/LICENSE

728. Library: es6-templates-0.2.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3559d9db-7872-410e-9c62-881a541eda85

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Square Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/esnext/es6-templates/blob/v0.2.3/LICENSE

729. Library: es6-weak-map-2.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/87de011f-0452-4f76e-b349-
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Mariusz Nowak (www.medikoo.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/medikoo/es6-weak-map/blob/v2.0.2/LICENSE

730. Library: escalade-3.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
License 1 out of 2
Licensed under JSON
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/escalade/v/3.1.1

License Text Under Appendix

License 2 out of 2
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4e072cbf-274a-430b-b716-65fb31895864

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Luke Edwards <luke.edwards05@gmail.com> (lukeed.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4e072cbf-274a-430b-b716-65fb31895864

731. Library: escape-goat-2.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d2afe354-3bd0-4db2-b98f-81dc38b7a5da

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/escape-goat/blob/v2.1.1/license

732. Library: escape-html-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a4e142b9-90e6-46f6-96ae-b19b76123a8b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3
Copied under Copyright 2015 Tiancheng "Timothy" Gu
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/escape-html/blob/v1.0.3/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copied under Copyright 2012-2013 TJ Holowaychuk
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/escape-html/blob/v1.0.3/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3
Copied under Copyright 2015 Andreas Lubbe
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/escape-html/blob/v1.0.3/LICENSE

733. Library: escape-string-regexp-1.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cf912381-26b0-40f0-92fa-aa25005953de

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/escape-string-regexp/blob/v1.0.5/license

734. Library: escape-string-regexp-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/455b9b1c-deea-4695-bc09-160c84fca754

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/escape-string-regexp/blob/v2.0.0/license

735. Library: escape-1.14.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/16a1a626-cebe-4819-b82a-9dae31beb9ab

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

----------
Copyright 1 out of 5
----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Yusuke Suzuki (http://github.com/Constellation)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bf1b79fe-4ca3-4f46-8d1e-9668ba13d080

----------
Copyright 2 out of 5
----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Yusuke Suzuki (twitter: @Constellation) and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/16a1a626-cebe-4819-b82a-9dae31beb9ab

----------
Copyright 3 out of 5
----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Yusuke Suzuki (http://github.com/Constellation)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/estools/escodemgen/blob/v1.14.3/README.md

----------
Copyright 4 out of 5
----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Yusuke Suzuki (twitter: @Constellation) and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/estools/escodemgen/blob/v1.14.3/LICENSE.BSD

----------
Copyright 5 out of 5
----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 "Yusuke Suzuki" (http://github.com/Constellation)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bf1b79fe-4ca3-4f46-8d1e-9668ba13d080

736. Library: escope-3.6.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/25930a55-028a-48ea-a8d3-37b63278bc4d

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2013 [Yusuke Suzuki](http://github.com/Constellation)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/estools/escope/blob/3.6.0/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2013 "Yusuke Suzuki" (http://github.com/Constellation)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/046fa338-8ae9-40fa-a49f-e8a766885e1

737. Library: eslint-7.17.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/093cce60-a3bd-461e-b99e-e7148529dcc8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/093cce60-a3bd-461e-b99e-e7148529dcc8

Copyright 2 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2020 ,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/ed158d8c-c9c9-4d0f-9fba-3ee0562a09f

Copyright 3 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2020 ,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/eslint/eslint/blob/v7.17.0/README.md

Copyright 4 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/eslint/eslint/blob/v7.17.0/LICENSE

738. Library: eslint-7.2.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/9504d5e5-a702-444e-b2fa-1bcd7666d11e

License Text Under Appendix
739. Library: eslint-config-react-app-6.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/5df346f-e197-4c9f-a0fe-317e41622fa6

License Text Under Appendix

740. Library: eslint-import-resolver-node-0.3.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/f0f75adc-297d-4168-98cb-9427953128df

License Text Under Appendix

741. Library: eslint-module-utils-2.6.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/1baa85bd-59ab-41bf-89ef-8769d319ff14

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Ben Mosher
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/benmosher/eslint-plugin-import/blob/utils/v2.6.0/LICENSE

**742. Library: eslint-plugin-4.13.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/072d7ade-049e-4be1-bfcc-582db069d321

[License Text Under Appendix](https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/072d7ade-049e-4be1-bfcc-582db069d321)

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 TypeScript ESLint and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/072d7ade-049e-4be1-bfcc-582db069d321

**743. Library: eslint-plugin-flowtype-5.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8dd59214-8644-4e35-8b62-92dd0c6de3b7

[License Text Under Appendix](https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8dd59214-8644-4e35-8b62-92dd0c6de3b7)

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Gajus Kuizinas (http://gajus.com/)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8dd59214-8644-4e35-8b62-92dd0c6de3b7

Copyright 2 out of 2
------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 no corp
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7da713c1-6a51-49e9-98d8-3d49e166a80

**744. Library: eslint-plugin-import-2.22.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1e891d5c-0bcd-4a0d-b052-391fa6dd5272

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
747. Library: eslint-plugin-react-7.22.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/93ab5986-3751-446a-8110-73db69711ee

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Yannick Croissant
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yannickcr/eslint-plugin-react/blob/v7.22.0/LICENSE

748. Library: eslint-plugin-react-hooks-4.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/a75e2ec7-719e-4b31-b4a8-1bb12a91e41

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/a75e2ec7-719e-4b31-b4a8-1bb12a91e41

749. Library: eslint-plugin-testing-library-3.10.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/59d1a657-1a39-451c-9391-9fe7036d60b6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Taboola Video_attribution-report.html

Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Mario Beltrán Alarcón
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/59d1a657-1a39-451c-9391-9fe70366d606

750. Library: eslint-scope-4.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/6d7c8e63f-a7b2-43d7-8ec5-122d3f4d4757

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

--------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2013 Yusuke Suzuki (twitter: @Constellation) and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/6d7c8e63f-a7b2-43d7-8ec5-122d3f4d4757

--------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/6d7c8e63f-a7b2-43d7-8ec5-122d3f4d4757

751. Library: eslint-scope-5.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/5169dead-dbb0-4aa3-abc3-a3ec1e1b938

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

--------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2013 Yusuke Suzuki
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/5169dead-dbb0-4aa3-abc3-a3ec1e1b938

--------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/5169dead-dbb0-4aa3-abc3-a3ec1e1b938

752. Library: eslint-utils-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/76dfb40b-15de-489e-9293-61a88aa7dc63

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Toru Nagashima
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mysticatea/eslint-utils/blob/v2.1.0/LICENSE

753. Library: eslint-visitor-keys-1.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b67d5216-0eb1-45fc-b20a-99b5ff8965d2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/eslint/eslint-visitor-keys

754. Library: eslint-visitor-keys-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f5ad7453-484d-4822-a3ec-116f51e293f1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

755. Library: eslint-webpack-plugin-2.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/77a83e8-3c78-4b72-b0fd-b4a335393f2b

License Text Under Appendix
759. Library: esprima-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units

Licenses

License 1 out of 2

Licensed under BSD
License terms can be found at: http://github.com/ariya/esprima/raw/master/LICENSE.BSD

License Text Under Appendix

License 2 out of 2

Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/c434c572-172b-4a3b-bfcd-3469122c199d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

License 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2011 [Ariya Hidayat](http://ariya.ofilabs.com/about)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ariya/esprima/blob/1.0.4/README.md

License 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2011 "Ariya Hidayat" (http://ariya.ofilabs.com/about)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/c434c572-172b-4a3b-bfcd-3469122c199d

760. Library: esprima-2.7.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units

Licenses

Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/d48501e4-94d9-4ff2-9ba7-40757d116b7e

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation, Inc. and Contributors, All Rights Reserved
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jquery/esprima/blob/2.7.3/LICENSE.BSD

761. Library: esprima-3.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fbc4a1b2-56aa-45a0-b1c0-c9b505b29343

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jquery/esprima/blob/3.1.3/LICENSE.BSD

762. Library: esprima-4.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c1cab377-c5af-42f7-b40f-d7b5d3a1feb8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jquery/esprima/blob/4.0.1/LICENSE.BSD

763. Library: esquery-1.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c359e303-3980-4912-bd93-54c17dbbe787

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
764. **Library: esrecurse-4.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**

Lite unit

**Licenses**

Licensed under BSD 2

License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0a86f093-7266-49ea-9fba-d86ea2209775

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**

----------------

Copyright 1 out of 2

----------------

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 [Yusuke Suzuki](https://github.com/Constellation)

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/estools/esrecurse/blob/v4.2.1/README.md

----------------

Copyright 2 out of 2

----------------

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 "Yusuke Suzuki" (https://github.com/Constellation)

Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0a86f093-7266-49ea-9fba-d86ea2209775

765. **Library: esrecurse-4.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**

Units

Video for performance

**Licenses**

Licensed under BSD 2

License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c10e0c33-46d9-4e2e-9d41-6e0eba10967f

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 "Yusuke Suzuki" (https://github.com/Constellation)

Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b86f21a1-9348-4f1e-8f13-de0c5a24e02

766. **Library: estraverse-4.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**

Lite unit

Units

Video for performance

**Licenses**

Licensed under BSD 2

License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e63cfd21-6117-41eb-9835-49f0f7755ac3

License Text Under Appendix
767. Library: estaverse-5.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e2c54b-469b-44d-a7642719f0b

License Text Under Appendix

768. Library: estree-0.39.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d877c085-af14-4b89-af6f-bdf7d423

License Text Under Appendix

769. Library: estree-0.46.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/2bd4ee11-2666-4d50-bafe-abc5172b1db8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/2bd4ee11-2666-4d50-bafe-abc5172b1db8

770. Library: estree-walker-0.6.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/2a356a40-8dbd-4620-aecb-3b63b195bdea

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established

771. Library: estree-walker-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/fccfdb6d-2b81-403a-a51b-716d13c037ee

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

772. Library: esutils-2.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/c7ef525c-a4e9-4c43-a0fd-e807e5a030ae

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 "Yusuke Suzuki" (http://github.com/Constellation)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e9812b88-89b8-411d-b8dd-43a371ba1e1c

773. Library: esutils-2.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

License
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/64d1e8b5-007c-4b7e-b2ec-cf3f234c155b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

--------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 [Yusuke Suzuki](http://github.com/Constellation)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/esutils/esutils/blob/2.0.3/README.md

--------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 "Yusuke Suzuki" (http://github.com/Constellation)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/755aea9c-c4af-40ee-9832-0c09a81e2a01

774. Library: etag-1.8.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e17c6c0d-d7e9-4218-a203-e0cd5a7dd48f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 Douglas Christopher Wilson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/etag/blob/v1.8.1/LICENSE

775. Library: event-emitter-0.3.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b8cca24f-fdb0-4d0e-accd-eecefb09dc19b
776. Library: event-lite-0.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7b1d7213-401c-43c7-b37d-86823361a3a5

777. Library: event-stream-3.3.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7b1d7213-401c-43c7-b37d-86823361a3a5

778. Library: eventemitter2-0.4.14.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 Mariusz Nowak (www.medikoo.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/medikoo/event-emitter/blob/v0.3.5/LICENSE

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2015 Yusuke Kawasaki
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7b1d7213-401c-43c7-b37d-86823361a3a5

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2015 Yusuke Kawasaki
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7b1d7213-401c-43c7-b37d-86823361a3a5
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/c49d477b-ff41-4201-8082-777f30d662c4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 hij1nx "http://www.twitter.com/hij1nx" (http://www.twitter.com/hij1nx)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/652118c0-0e5e-41c3-8fba-1dc7a9eb0b0d

779. Library: eventemitter3-4.0.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/d30f08d5-8fd8-45ce-89b3-8dc0d5de9c2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Arnout Kazemier
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/d30f08d5-8fd8-45ce-89b3-8dc0d5de9c2

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Arnout Kazemier
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/primus/eventemitter3/blob/4.0.7/LICENSE

780. Library: events-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/c538dd88-aaaa-4345-a65e-3798c26690a3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/Gozala/events/blob/v1.1.1/LICENSE

781. Library: events-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a8f5a111-c862-4473-9399-8f1b2a5dfd57

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/Gozala/events/blob/v2.1.0/LICENSE

782. Library: events-3.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e71b5e4e-f2a1-420a-acf6-587e4e0c4fe3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/Gozala/events/blob/v3.1.0/LICENSE

783. Library: events-3.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/249812c9-2b7d-41af-ade4-916b714903a6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/249812c9-2b7d-41af-ade4-916b714903a6

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/Gozala/events/blob/v3.2.0/LICENSE

784. Library: eventsource-1.0.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/ea438801-ca94-4af7-946e-2962f48b42f7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 crypto-browsers contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/EVP_BytesToKey/blob/v1.0.3/LICENSE

785. Library: evp_bytetokey-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/3fcaa23c-3e68-402f-8aa4-3e8aa37b64b4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 crypto-browsers contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/EVP_BytesToKey/blob/v1.0.3/LICENSE

786. Library: exec-sh-0.3.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/09636bc5-ee17-4234-ba3c-1a5759918606

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Aleksandr Tsertkov <tsertkov@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/tsertkov/exec-sh/blob/v0.3.4/LICENSE

787. Library: execa-0.7.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/execa/blob/v0.7.0/license

License Text Under Appendix

788. Library: execa-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ee931b14-ca75-42f9-8871-4e7c3b6532b8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/execa/blob/v1.0.0/license

License Text Under Appendix

789. Library: execa-4.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9540fe7a-2743-49bc-8674-ae9e3aa727f8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
---------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9540fe7a-2743-49bc-8674-ae9e3aa727f8

Copyright 2 out of 2
---------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/execa/blob/v4.1.0/license

790. Library: exit-0.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/65a30060-6dc6-449d-93d6-520acea737d9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 "Cowboy" Ben Alman
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/cowboy/node-exit/blob/v0.1.2/README.md


Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fed3d50a-759f-4df1-b6d5-40c8691b2ace0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
--------------------
Copyright 1 out of 3
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2016 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/expand-brackets/blob/2.1.4/LICENSE

--------------------
Copyright 2 out of 3
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/expand-brackets/blob/2.1.4/README.md

--------------------
Copyright 3 out of 3
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9d76a4a4-45d5-48fe-b291-bea01b90d6

792. Library: expand-template-2.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video.

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/ralphtheninja/expand-template/tree/v2.0.3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Lars-Magnus Skog
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ralphtheninja/expand-template/blob/v2.0.3/LICENSE

793. Library: expand-tilde-2.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/378b2726-07f0-4e84-a999-a08b227d95d2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2016 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/378b2726-07f0-4e84-a999-a08b227d95d2

------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/14fcee7-0c7d-4b6d-b954-f89d4e844313

794. Library: expect-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/66ae9b8e-b0c2-4c8f-9caa-f1057f854fa7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

------------
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

795. Library: expect-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2cc25202-24a6-47fd-8eb2-b1aae8b42fe9

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2014 Roman Shylman <shtylman+expressjs@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/expressjs/express/blob/4.17.1/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 3
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2014 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/expressjs/express/blob/4.17.1/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/expressjs/express/blob/4.17.1/LICENSE

799. Library: ext-1.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ab311f11-56bd-4905-bace-86c7a042ba90

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2019 Mariusz Nowak, @medikoo, medikoo.com
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ab311f11-56bd-4905-bace-86c7a042ba90

800. Library: extend-3.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/51a2ff1d-f988-49f2-8625-8c6a588bc531

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Stefan Thomas
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/justmoon/node-extend/blob/v3.0.2/LICENSE

801. Library: extend-shallow-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2c1ddb1c-4e03-4cc5-b966-cb1ee42f5658

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

802. Library: extend-shallow-3.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b88020ad-d7ca-487d-a60e-03f09339b7e3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

803. Library: external-editor-3.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/61d3cf92-05c4-4632-977a-d55d6bced801

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2018 Kevin Gravier
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mrkmg/node-external-editor/blob/3.1.0/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Kevin Gravier
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mrkmg/node-external-editor/blob/3.1.0/LICENSE

804. Library: extglob-2.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7156151c-74ea-4987-ba23-d978ebcb1886

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/micromatch/extglob/blob/2.0.4/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/micromatch/extglob/blob/2.0.4/README.md

Copyright 3 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b91163c2-95ec-4a36-a2a1-bf112770ed3d

805. Library: extract-css-chunks-webpack-plugin-4.5.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/411ced0b-b133-45e6-81a2-58be0fe55fe5

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/faceyspacey/extract-css-chunks-webpack-plugin/blob/v4.5.2/LICENSE

806. Library: extract-zip-1.7.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fa84a71e-492b-4930-b0a8-40746b1e1a4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Max Ogden and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/maxogden/extract-zip/blob/v1.7.0/LICENSE

807. Library: extsprintf-1.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/46135d57-288b-4800-9151-41476032bf0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Joyent, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/46135d57-288b-4800-9151-41476032bf0

808. Library: eyes-0.1.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4cb8e711-56df-4fbb-8b16-a8768c629fcb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Library: fake-timers-24.9.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2f135ff5-f1e8-4c7a-b8be-cf7da4c599be

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

Library: fake-timers-26.6.2.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/21e45edd-6694-4924-9b48-46c3672f05b8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.6.2/LICENSE

Library: fake-timers-6.0.1.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0bc71cc8-8fda-4982-bc21-1c514ae50c11

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
812. Library: faker-4.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a13ef656-4d89-487e-baad-474f9d8f3860

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
-------------
Copyright 1 out of 3
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2015
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a13ef656-4d89-487e-baad-474f9d8f3860

-------------
Copyright 2 out of 3
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2007-2010 Benjamin Curtis
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fec6c604-e0b3-4403-b995-8faf01ead79c

-------------
Copyright 3 out of 3
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2004-2005 by Jason Kohles
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fec6c604-e0b3-4403-b995-8faf01ead79c

813. Library: fast-async-7.0.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fea51914-257f-4bea-a458-83068e03049b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

814. Library: fast-deep-equal-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/812a31eb-ea1c-48be-932c-eefb4512e042

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Evgeny Poberezkin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/812a31eb-ea1c-48be-932c-eebf4512e042

815. Library: fast-deep-equal-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6099ac32-4697-4c51-ada6-6b0e0f38b1da

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Evgeny Poberezkin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6099ac32-4697-4c51-ada6-6b0e0f38b1da

816. Library: fast-deep-equal-3.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b79a4bec-15c1-49a9-907c-3455dc0e0404

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Evgeny Poberezkin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/epoberezkin/fast-deep-equal/blob/v3.1.1/LICENSE

817. Library: fast-deep-equal-3.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b9d4c5b7-9be5-4910-bcb2-8dd86c6569c1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
818. Library: fast-glob-3.2.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/epoberezkin/fast-glob/blob/v3.1.3/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Evgeny Poberezkin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/epoberezkin/fast-glob/blob/3.2.4/LICENSE

819. Library: fast-json-stable-stringify-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/mrmlnc/fast-glob/blob/3.2.4/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Denis Malinochkin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mrmlnc/fast-glob/blob/3.2.4/LICENSE

820. Library: fast-json-stable-stringify-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/epoberezkin/fast-json-stable-stringify

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 James Halliday
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5bae88ed-2b92-45d9-b5fb-67974a07831e

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Evgeny Poberezkin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5bae88ed-2b92-45d9-b5fb-67974a07831e

821. Library: fast-levenshtein-2.0.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6f4f5136-25f1-4e76-b2e7-51c2eb96880e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 [James Halliday](http://www.hiddentao.com/)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/hiddentao/fast-levenshtein/blob/2.0.6/LICENSE.md

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Appendix 2018 “Ramesh Nair” (http://www.hiddentao.com/)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6f4f5136-25f1-4e76-b2e7-51c2eb96880e

822. Library: fast-safe-stringify-2.0.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0fadb902-fad6-49be-abcb-e12b6bd1c8a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 David Mark Clements, Matteo Collina & Ruben Bridgewater
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0fadb902-fad6-49be-abcb-e12b6bd1c8a

Copyright 2 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 "Ramesh Nair“ (http://www.hiddentao.com/)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0fadb902-fad6-49be-abcb-e12b6bd1c8a

Copyright 3 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 "Ramesh Nair“ (http://www.hiddentao.com/)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0fadb902-fad6-49be-abcb-e12b6bd1c8a
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 David Mark Clements & Matteo Collina
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0fadb902-fadb6-49be-abcb-c12b6bd14b8a

Copyright 3 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 David Mark Clements
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0fadb902-fadb6-49be-abcb-c12b6bd14b8a

823. Library: fastparse-1.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8dd2bc7c-e0e6-4455-9c0c-3abe089249a2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Tobias Koppers
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/fastparse/blob/v1.1.2/LICENSE

824. Library: fastq-1.10.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8d758868-732f-4017-9a05-5cb0f58efc63

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2020 Matteo Collina <matteo.collina
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c0f574e3-666c-4253-a229-1e269f43c8c1

825. Library: faye-websocket-0.10.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index-whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7d36318e-4170-4482-9a72-8509dd7c79a2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2015 James Coglan
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/faye/faye-websocket-node/blob/0.10.0/README.md

826. Library: faye-websocket-0.11.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index-whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/40f72ef7-9363-4b0d-a746-57d148793

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2019 James Coglan
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/faye/faye-websocket-node/blob/0.11.3/LICENSE.md

827. Library: fb-watchman-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index-whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/40b168aa-b211-410a-867c-7b9c9751423

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/watchman

828. Library: fd-slicer-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index-whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d6129c1e-f3c0-49a5-9ca9-4fa1becc75915

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Andrew Kelley
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/andrewrk/node-fd-slicer/blob/1.1.0/LICENSE

829. Library: figgy-pudding-3.5.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d70936a4-b094-403f-b94c-bccba7ba992

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d70936a4-b094-403f-b94c-bccba7ba992

830. Library: figgy-pudding-3.5.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6b193abf-efe4-413a-81cc-dc88e9ee2c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6b193abf-efe4-413a-81cc-dc88e9ee2c

831. Library: figures-1.7.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5e904701-7ca1-4bba-88d5-56e20330273

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/figures/blob/v1.7.0/license
832. Library: `figures-3.2.0.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b0fbb5d-7d10-4b76-8248-6a5776c0824a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/figures/blob/v3.2.0/license

833. Library: `file-entry-cache-6.0.0.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/46c0e338-e132-4524-a58c-ef2e662bd043

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Roy Riojas
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/46c0e338-e132-4524-a58c-ef2e662bd043

834. Library: `file-loader-6.1.1.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/33ddbfc3-5070-425f-9ce9-51b9f849879

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/33ddbfc3-5070-425f-9ce9-51b9f849879

835. Library: `file-sync-cmp-0.1.1.tgz` Product: Taboola Video
**Projects**

**Units**

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appviewer/resource/content/asString/ec151af1-04ea-42ae-8cf2-d19ff80f63d8

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Martin Geisler
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mgeisler/file-sync-cmp/blob/0.1.1/LICENSE

---

**836, Library: file-uri-to-path-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**

**Units**

Video for performance

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appviewer/resource/content/asString/0ad4d1e8-2867-45ac-a81e-7b0c3b0b4f40

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

------------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/TooTallNate/file-uri-to-path/blob/1.0.0/README.md

------------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/TooTallNate/file-uri-to-path/blob/1.0.0/LICENSE

---

**837, Library: filesize-6.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**

Video for performance

**Licenses**

Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appviewer/resource/content/asString/964cb25e-a33c-43bc-90d8-3a25d463f7ff

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

------------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Jason Mulligan
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/avoidwork/filesize.js/blob/6.1.0/README.md
**838. Library: fill-range-4.0.0.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Video**

- Projects
  - Lite unit
  - Video for performance

- Licenses
  - Licensed under MIT
    - License terms can be found at: [https://github.com/avoidwork/filesize.js/blob/6.1.0/LICENSE](https://github.com/avoidwork/filesize.js/blob/6.1.0/LICENSE)

- Copyrights
  - Copyright 1 out of 4
    - Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Jon Schlinkert
      - Copyright terms can be found at: [https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/06068976-07bf-46a3-a194-75e7714b1729](https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/06068976-07bf-46a3-a194-75e7714b1729)

  - Copyright 2 out of 4
    - Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" ([https://github.com/jonschlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert))
      - Copyright terms can be found at: [https://github.com/jonschlinkert/fill-range/blob/4.0.0/README.md](https://github.com/jonschlinkert/fill-range/blob/4.0.0/README.md)

  - Copyright 3 out of 4
    - Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 Jon Schlinkert
      - Copyright terms can be found at: [https://github.com/jonschlinkert/fill-range/blob/4.0.0/LICENSE](https://github.com/jonschlinkert/fill-range/blob/4.0.0/LICENSE)

  - Copyright 4 out of 4
    - Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" ([https://github.com/jonschlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert))
      - Copyright terms can be found at: [https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/647b12f4-7070-4e6c-ab1aa1baad8b2382](https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/647b12f4-7070-4e6c-ab1aa1baad8b2382)

**839. Library: fill-range-7.0.1.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Video**

- Projects
  - Player
  - Video for performance

- Licenses
  - Licensed under MIT
    - License terms can be found at: [https://github.com/jonschlinkert/fill-range/blob/4.0.0/LICENSE](https://github.com/jonschlinkert/fill-range/blob/4.0.0/LICENSE)

- Copyrights
  - Copyright 1 out of 4
    - Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jon Schlinkert
      - Copyright terms can be found at: [https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e8f2f25e-c7a4-4099-9b70-7d2347acf3fa](https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e8f2f25e-c7a4-4099-9b70-7d2347acf3fa)
Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/68e47a9c-9084-4635-8791-da6f58142fbd

License Text Under Appendix

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)

840. Library: finalhandler-1.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/8a4208f6-6d70-429d-be4a-41b9e6ea462d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/8a4208f6-6d70-429d-be4a-41b9e6ea462d

841. Library: find-cache-dir-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/95cb52d3-131a-464e-b6fa-e8a3b31b2c29

License Text Under Appendix

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/avajs/find-cache-dir/blob/v2.1.0/license

842. Library: find-cache-dir-3.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/03a2a91a-89b7-4215-91fd-8d19d1bcfd0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/avajs/find-cache-dir/blob/v2.1.0/license

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/8a4208f6-6d70-429d-be4a-41b9e6ea462d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/8a4208f6-6d70-429d-be4a-41b9e6ea462d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrighted under Copyright James Talmage <james@talmage.io> (github.com/jamestalmage)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/avajs/find-cache-dir/blob/v2.1.0/license
843. Library: find-npm-prefix-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d6a77818-8de4-46ae-bad4-a05afa2b8421

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/avajs/find-cache-dir/blob/v3.3.1/license

844. Library: find-up-1.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c8e8f47c-d079-4341-84ae-eadf4ed2a142

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/find-npm-prefix/blob/v1.0.2/LICENSE

845. Library: find-up-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/abede7e7-6645-4f00-8736-09b32fdc8240

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/find-up/blob/v1.1.2/license

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/find-up/blob/v2.1.0/license
846. Library: `find-up-3.0.0.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/77d6ef8d-2ed1-4fd-b113-21df0f6a39b4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/find-up/blob/v3.0.0/license

847. Library: `find-up-4.1.0.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5947a5b5-0ae2-4886-91aa-bf579f36c0f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/find-up/blob/v3.0.0/license

848. Library: `findup-sync-0.1.3.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e23ab88a-9fe2-4aeb-8d7a-14216ef34383

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 "Cowboy" Ben Alman
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e23ab88a-9fe2-4aeb-8d7a-14216ef34383

849. Library: `findup-sync-0.3.0.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e23ab88a-9fe2-4aeb-8d7a-14216ef34383

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 "Cowboy" Ben Alman
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e23ab88a-9fe2-4aeb-8d7a-14216ef34383
Projects
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d9cee019-b2e9-4e13-8116-0aed6a7a0b46

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 "Cowboy" Ben Alman
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d9cee019-b2e9-4e13-8116-0aed6a7a0b46

850. Library: findup-sync-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/181e5ae3-edc8-4b87-b8a0-5857e5858821

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2016 "Cowboy" Ben Alman
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5b6a8688-4e32-425d-8cd8-0eb1de0085b1

851. Library: findup-sync-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d49c7eb1-ccd3-4f31-be67-57f775da0610

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2018 Ben Alman <cowboy@rj3.net>, Blaine Bublitz <blaine.bublitz@gmail.com>, and Eric
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gulpjs/findup-sync/blob/v3.0.0/LICENSE

852. Library: fined-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d9cee019-b2e9-4e13-8116-0aed6a7a0b46

License Text Under Appendix
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cb6217d5-5591-41e4-9e53-1574f2ce27a4d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2017 2018 Blaine Bublitz <blaine.bublitz@gmail.com> and Eric Schoffstall <yo@contra.i
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cb6217d5-5591-41e4-9e53-1574f2ce27a4d

853. Library: flagged-respawn-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1f25f818-ae42-45da-b0bb-c9d41c5e54e9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2017 2018 Blaine Bublitz <blaine.bublitz@gmail.com> and Eric Schoffstall <yo@contra.i
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1f25f818-ae42-45da-b0bb-c9d41c5e54e9

854. Library: flat-4.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e1a80f25-a351-40ad-a32a-770f907fdbe

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2017 2018 Blaine Bublitz <blaine.bublitz@gmail.com> and Eric Schoffstall <yo@contra.i
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e1a80f25-a351-40ad-a32a-770f907fdbe

855. Library: flat-cache-3.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Video for performance
Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/admin/resource/content/asString/ad33b288-40e9-40c0-a928-9a1e578d8341

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Mauro Bringolf
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/admin/resource/content/asString/ad33b288-40e9-40c0-a928-9a1e578d8341

859. Library: flush-write-stream-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/admin/resource/content/asString/c23235b5-7dd3-422e-beb9-a35446e07b8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mafintosh/flush-write-stream/blob/v1.0.3/LICENSE

860. Library: flush-write-stream-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/admin/resource/content/asString/28d7ecc6-769c-4d73-8972-5968c12b3bb9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/admin/resource/content/asString/28d7ecc6-769c-4d73-8972-5968c12b3bb9

861. Library: follow-redirects-1.13.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2d60a463-ce9a-49d4-b56d-0af8c4e5c254

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Olivier Lalonde <olalonde@gmail.com>, James Talmage <james@talmage.io>, Ruben Ve
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2d60a463-ce9a-49d4-b56d-0af8c4e5c254

Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Olivier Lalonde <olalonde@gmail.com>, James Talmage <james@talmage.io>, Ruben Ve
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/follow-redirects/follow-redirects/blob/v1.13.0/LICENSE

862. Library: follow-redirects-1.5.10.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d7985e76-2e4d-475a-8f9e-bc812a5c88e7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Olivier Lalonde <olalonde@gmail.com>, James Talmage <james@talmage.io>, Ruben Ve
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/follow-redirects/follow-redirects/blob/v1.13.0/LICENSE

863. Library: fontawesome-common-types-0.2.34.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3e6d7087-cf aa-4085-8a76-b3340d9df981

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

864. Library: fontawesome-svg-core-1.2.17.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Creative Uploader

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cdfb0853-6042-460b-8217-4cc30fde6ce0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

865. Library: fontawesome-svg-core-1.2.34.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/48f36101-27e2-4b42-bd00-b657912588f4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

866. Library: for-in-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/466128c0-61d1-450f-89eb-fb5008f56bba

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
----------
Copyright 1 out of 3
----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/for-in/blob/1.0.2/README.md

----------
Copyright 2 out of 3
----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/for-in/blob/1.0.2/LICENSE

----------
Copyright 3 out of 3
----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/334c8be8-8a06-4e0a-7ac-737d2e5181c7

867. Library: for-own-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/3aba7111-849e-4ae5-97d6-9fd12ba6ee45

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3
--------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2015 2017, Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/for-own/blob/1.0.0/LICENSE

--------
Copyright 2 out of 3
--------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/for-own/blob/1.0.0/README.md

--------
Copyright 3 out of 3
--------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/d4f7df31-5b5c-4a19-878b-20426069b4d6

868. Library: foreach-2.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/6e5870fa-9ec2-4263-a9fd-fe6e38138024

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Manuel Stofer
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/6e5870fa-9ec2-4263-a9fd-fe6e38138024

869. Library: forever-agent-0.6.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/ca4334aa-9e92-425e-b691-9e90d4e65aa2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established


Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/fc6398b6-a305-44af-b926-e0ee5b3f983e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2020 TypeStrong
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/TypeStrong/fork-ts-checker-webpack-plugin/blob/v4.1.6/LICENSE

871. Library: form-data-2.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/1780d00b-f3e5-4090-acce-f55462b6ab71

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Felix Geisendörfer (felix@debuggable.com) and contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/form-data/form-data/blob/v2.3.2/License

872. Library: form-data-2.3.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/5b718448-0c5d-43fe-8e22-829c73378f71

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Felix Geisendörfer (felix@debuggable.com) and contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/5b718448-0c5d-43fe-8e22-829c73378f71
873. Library: forwarded-0.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7c6a081d-a0bd-4b57-9d15-4e11d2460ad0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Douglas Christopher Wilson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/forwarded/blob/v0.1.2/LICENSE

874. Library: fragment-cache-0.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2d4a7d8f-5f36-4084-91b3-e8c9e5294c39

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

-------------------
Copyright 1 out of 3
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/fragment-cache/blob/0.2.1/README.md

-------------------
Copyright 2 out of 3
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/fragment-cache/blob/0.2.1/LICENSE

-------------------
Copyright 3 out of 3
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e9096a2b-6591-4bfe-9eac-7e433ca97cc95

875. Library: free-solid-svg-icons-5.15.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses

-------------------
License 1 out of 2
-------------------
Licensed under CC BY 4.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/503b6c53-1327-4fa7-a5b1-10b46e0f81ce
License Text Under Appendix

License 2 out of 2

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/cb9d8288-2000-4003-96d2-bd3b5f85feb7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

---------------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright IconDefinition;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/a5d8d386-d55c-42e2-82e7-4fleece798fc

---------------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright = exports.definition;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/8fdad322-84b7-42c8-9e28-652380813636

876. Library: free-sold icons-5.8.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Creative Uploader

Licenses

---------------------------
License 1 out of 2

Licensed under CC BY 4.0
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/@fortawesome/free-sold icons/v/5.8.1

License Text Under Appendix

---------------------------
License 2 out of 2

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/c627d4bf-a360-4a09-9dd4-ae4714a9ab6d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

---------------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright IconDefinition;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/a768d7fe-c85d-48a4-aae5-5e556b1017ef

---------------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright = exports.definition;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/4df90559-f8e4-418b-a044-6dd7111175d1

877. Library: fresh-0.5.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Lite unit

Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2809d7ff-e272-4a3c-987c-9fc2d17f73db

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

--------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2017 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2809d7ff-e272-4a3c-987c-9fc2d17f73db

--------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2809d7ff-e272-4a3c-987c-9fc2d17f73db

878. Library: from-0.1.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a344c70f-9e05-45f7-907d-ee59a9572f18

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Dominic Tarr
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4f35f95e-55ce-413c-846f-06a08133b118

879. Library: from2-1.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/36c9902e-88f7-4e6e-ae61-771626aff8a2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Hugh Kennedy
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/hughsk/from2/blob/v1.3.0/LICENSE.md

880. Library: from2-2.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d49aaf6e-ac62-4f1b-acaf-9b9d14d77dd4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Hugh Kennedy
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/hughsk/from2/blob/v2.3.0/LICENSE.md

881. Library: fs-constants-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f63199fc-876a-4b2b-9336-5a038a6a7b6b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mafintosh/fs-constants/blob/v1.0.0/LICENSE

882. Library: fs-extra-7.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/45e46647-1c1b-4292-8bb5-a256ff0a4f8c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 3
-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2017 [JP Richardson](https://github.com/jprichardson)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jprichardson/node-fs-extra/blob/7.0.1/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 3
-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2017 JP Richardson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jprichardson/node-fs-extra/blob/7.0.1/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3
-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2017 "JP Richardson" (https://github.com/jprichardson)
883. Library: fs-extra-8.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/jprichardson/node-fs-extra/blob/8.1.0/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2017 JP Richardson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jprichardson/node-fs-extra/blob/8.1.0/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 3

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jprichardson/node-fs-extra/blob/8.1.0/README.md

Copyright 3 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2017 "JP Richardson" (https://github.com/jprichardson)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jprichardson/node-fs-extra/blob/8.1.0/LICENSE

884. Library: fs-extra-9.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/jprichardson/node-fs-extra/blob/9.0.1/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 5

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jprichardson/node-fs-extra/blob/9.0.1/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 5

Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2017 JP Richardson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jprichardson/node-fs-extra/blob/9.0.1/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 5
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2017 JP Richardson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jprichardson/node-fs-extra/blob/9.0.1/LICENSE

Copyright 4 out of 5
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2017 [JP Richardson](https://github.com/jprichardson)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jprichardson/node-fs-extra/blob/9.0.1/README.md

885. Library: fs-minipass-1.2.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Player
- Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/fs-minipass#readme

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/fs-minipass/blob/v1.2.7/LICENSE

886. Library: fs-minipass-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Player
- Units
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/15d33d0b-b0eb-4891-9396-ff52d88ab341

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/fs-minipass/blob/v2.1.0/LICENSE

887. Library: fs-vacuum-1.2.10.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/fs-vacuum/blob/v1.2.10/package.json
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Forrest L Norvell
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/fs-vacuum/blob/v1.2.10/LICENSE

888. Library: fs-write-stream-atomic-1.0.10.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/766851b6-2a11-4785-9762-abb18d3e24e3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/fs-write-stream-atomic/blob/v1.0.10/LICENSE

889. Library: fs.realpath-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3b9a68e8-8ea6-417e-8466-b90dd3da626d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/fs.realpath/blob/v1.0.0/LICENSE

890. Library: fs.scandir-2.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4286101a-60f0-4958-ae85-b8a38a11e3ef
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Denis Malinochkin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4286101a-60f0-4958-ae85-b8a38a11e3ef

891. Library: fs.stat-2.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ac4aab97-901b-4bba-afe4-af8971546335

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Denis Malinochkin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ac4aab97-901b-4bba-afe4-af8971546335

892. Library: fs.walk-1.2.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a2eb64f6-bd48-46ed-8398-bf453a7c99a8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Denis Malinochkin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a2eb64f6-bd48-46ed-8398-bf453a7c99a8

893. Library: fsevents-1.2.11.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bf0b5f0e-a1af-401e-8141-6135bb17f196

License Text Under Appendix
894. **Library: fsevents-1.2.13.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6b0e0312-732f-4b02-9cf8-663181f8a404

**License Text Under Appendix**

895. **Library: fsevents-2.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Player
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/37e2755b-24e9-4589-99eb-49eecd1829c4

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2014 Philipp Dunkel
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dca9195f-a03b-4d2e-bec7-f207048f573c

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2014 Philipp Dunkel
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6b0e0312-732f-4b02-9cf8-663181f8a404

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2014 Philipp Dunkel
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8f6f19f1-66d9-4615-b7db-c6d275229148

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2014 Philipp Dunkel
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/abfc90e3-b7f6-4b5a-a652-d16b379d59a

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2020 by Philipp Dunkel
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/49eedc1829c4
896. **Library: fstream-1.0.12.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e35dd35c-046c-498c-e8a3-97bf3e050273

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/fstream/blob/v1.0.12/LICENSE

897. **Library: ftp-0.3.10.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b1674998-b0be-47c9-a1b7-d5be92da2c1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Brian White
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mscdex/node-ftp/blob/v0.3.10/LICENSE

898. **Library: ftp-response-parser-1.0.1.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/edf0d071-907e-4365-b0b5-b8d6a2e8aad0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright [year] [fullname]
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/edf0d071-907e-4365-b0b5-b8d6a2e8aad0

899. **Library: function-bind-1.1.1.tgz** Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9dd065f6-d102-477d-98a3-a9540d61d970

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Raynos
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/Raynos/function-bind/blob/v1.1.1/LICENSE

900. Library: functional-red-black-tree-1.0.1.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3988c926-b14e-4af4-af2c-bf599905d5e3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Mikola Lysenko
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/898674c3-b88a-4e99-976b-29fed620f9d

901. Library: gauge-2.7.4.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/iarna/gauge/blob/v2.7.4/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Rebecca Turner <me@rebecca.org>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/iarna/gauge/blob/v2.7.4/LICENSE

902. Library: gaze-1.1.3.tgz  Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/0d1fec4e-ee30-4a7c-a000-404329536142

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Kyle Robinson Young
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/shama/gaze/blob/v1.1.3/README.md

903. Library: generator-7.12.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/f647a921-7a57-4705-a0a0-1a88107f3fbb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/f647a921-7a57-4705-a0a0-1a88107f3fbb

License Text Under Appendix

904. Library: generator-7.12.11.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/ca009365-0134-4150-b216-4054974f4924

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ca009365-0134-4150-b216-4054974f4924

905. Library: genfun-5.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/62f2bb5f-56a3-46db-bfa9-9336ab8be965

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Kat Marchán
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/zkat/genfun/blob/v5.0.0/LICENSE

906. Library: gensync-1.0.0-beta.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/29a7582c-1dc7-4e5c-8207-3dbd8e4ec438

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Logan Smyth <loganfsmyth@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/29a7582c-1dc7-4e5c-8207-3dbd8e4ec438

907. Library: gensync-1.0.0-beta.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f991b481-c600-4fd5-b93f-ebadb7f56960

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
908. Library: gentle-fs-2.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under Artistic 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fa51a1fa-09f8-416b-a02e-c6b259029f0a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Logan Smyth <loganfsmyth@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/loganfsmyth/gensync/blob/v1.0.0-beta.2/LICENSE

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Logan Smyth <loganfsmyth@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/loganfsmyth/gensync/blob/v1.0.0-beta.2/LICENSE

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Logan Smyth <loganfsmyth@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/loganfsmyth/gensync/blob/v1.0.0-beta.2/LICENSE

909. Library: get-assigned-identifiers-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7fa9cb9a-3377-4dd2-b82f-c7f717a0d09f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Renée Kooi <renee@kooi.me>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/goto-bus-stop/get-assigned-identifiers/blob/v1.2.0/LICENSE.md

Copyrighted under Copyright 2000-2006 The Perl Foundation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/gentle-fs/blob/v2.2.1/LICENSE

Copyrighted under Copyright 2000-2006 The Perl Foundation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/gentle-fs/blob/v2.2.1/LICENSE
910. Library: get-caller-file-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/stefanpenner/get-caller-file/blob/v1.0.2/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Stefan Penner
Copyright terms can be found at: Can be found TEXT file at line nullWas assigned by user null(*) Cannot be established

911. Library: get-caller-file-2.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4280aa42-a980-460b-93d3-ab884d816643

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Stefan Penner
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/stefanpenner/get-caller-file/blob/v2.0.5/LICENSE.md

912. Library: get-func-name-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4d7dddc5-83ea-4b7a-a60b-7350869bce99

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Jake Luer <jake@alogicalparadox.com> (http://alogicalparadox.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4d7dddc5-83ea-4b7a-a60b-7350869bce99

913. Library: get-intrinsic-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/66f0715f-418c-44cd-8cbe-f3a566e19e941

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2020 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/66f0715f-418c-44cd-8cbe-f3a566e19e941

914. Library: get-own-enumerable-property-symbols-3.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/mightyiam/get-own-enumerable-property-symbols/blob/v3.0.2/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Shahar Or
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mightyiam/get-own-enumerable-property-symbols/blob/v3.0.2/LICENSE

915. Library: get-package-type-0.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/10b73425-ed5c-4215-a462-126fc09108e3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2020 CFWare, LLC
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5e24ae3-836-4361-bc97-0f712e03062d

916. Library: get-stdin-4.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/34e38365-0e77-40e7-a7da-2e1a5d20db00

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/get-stdin/blob/v4.0.1/license

917. Library: get-stream-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4dc1e48d-770d-4460-b0ce-ef6a17f03a45

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/get-stream/blob/v3.0.0/license

918. Library: get-stream-4.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a793d786-4731-4db6-bb70-a0697935a198

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/get-stream/blob/v4.1.0/license

919. Library: get-stream-5.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
922. Library: getobject-0.1.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f6030390-0883-428e-b64d-76fbb14268da

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 "Cowboy" Ben Alman
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/cowboy/node-getobject/blob/v0.1.0/LICENSE

923. Library: getpass-0.1.7.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d6fb66ee-2f43-4315-b786-b0bee82c06f6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Joyent, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d6fb66ee-2f43-4315-b786-b0bee82c06f6

924. Library: github-from-package-0.0.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/37064d21-9b5a-419a-7be-5f65f85dc2a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

925. Library: glob-3.1.21.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses

Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3f6127c0-2400-4412-a694-3010010376e9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/node-glob/blob/v3.1.21/LICENSE

926. Library: glob-3.2.11.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ab1788ad-cb17-455b-a2ab-1720982b0a83

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/node-glob/blob/v3.2.11/LICENSE

927. Library: glob-5.0.15.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d3e9976f-297d-44b0-9f5b-69d9322afce9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/node-glob/blob/v5.0.15/LICENSE

928. Library: glob-7.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eefe4994-0d6d-4157-95bb-6cf99237dfb3

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/node-glob/blob/v7.1.3/LICENSE

929. Library: glob-7.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/8d774747-100b-4379-8978-efecb4077b5ad

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/8d774747-100b-4379-8978-efecb4077b5ad

930. Library: glob-7.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/ba682029-b1f1-4b19-9e4b-7dd2b6b08ce

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/node-glob/blob/v7.1.4/LICENSE

931. Library: glob-7.1.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/609e63d9-bc3c-4f93-9735-a495bf45d26d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
932, Library: glob-parent-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource/content/asString/32a1ec83-273a-480d-9412-6d6f8bb64a0f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Elan Shanker
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource/content/asString/1a28d0b8-b586-41ab-9190-a60460d5d2f

933, Library: glob-parent-3.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource/content/asString/d49f83d0-63fb-49fa-b005-96548078a19d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Elan Shanker
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/es128/glob-parent/blob/v3.1.0/LICENSE

934, Library: glob-parent-5.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource/content/asString/24303fec-a5fd-4901-9e79-e21b2f131527

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2019 Elan Shanker
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource/content/asString/062c4589-b8c6-4635-8958-fbbbacd509eb
935. **Library: global-dirs-0.1.1.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d8d3c89e-aa07-402a-adf8-f90e863c4649

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d8d3c89e-aa07-402a-adf8-f90e863c4649

936. **Library: global-dirs-2.1.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a81b3f73-6c33-4857-9581-8bddea072859

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a81b3f73-6c33-4857-9581-8bddea072859

937. **Library: global-modules-1.0.0.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ba27569c-48ed-41fd-9cbf-3cf04f862f92

**Copyrights**
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ba27569c-48ed-41fd-9cbf-3cf04f862f92

Copyright 2 out of 2
938. Library: global-modules-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cacd95e9-fc0e-4ab1-9e16-2cca5abf87a9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cacd95e9-fc0e-4ab1-9e16-2cca5abf87a9

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/56506c89-3c49-4e2a-b0a8-d8e26e16f19

939. Library: global-prefix-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3865daef-258e-458d-9447-0ce21b30bddd4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/global-prefix/blob/1.0.2/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/global-prefix/blob/1.0.2/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6f9c604b-60ba-4be8-ae19-4e85d8b02275
940. Library: global-prefix-3.0.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4e4fcc10-e357-4162-93d1-079d4c260854

License Text Under Appendix

941. Library: globals-11.12.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7709becd-06c1-46a1-9215-00b634e8cca

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4e4fcc10-e357-4162-93d1-079d4c260854

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a67edbd2-f676-429b-8e8e-d9c2a6da9a0

942. Library: globals-12.4.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0b1816a8-bd76-4ab9-8fc7-e5b919c1bb12

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/globals/blob/v12.4.0/license

943. Library: globals-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/1b4d0f81-501d-49ce-9ea5-e3a072e5db2d

License Text Under Appendix

944. Library: globals-9.18.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/9ef3e646-19ac-47f5-86b7-76d1c8807511

License Text Under Appendix

945. Library: globby-11.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/ebe0b312-1ad5-4fl7-b2a0-c809d28fe97a

License Text Under Appendix
946. Library: globby-11.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/24a0ac17-ad23-4289-b1be-b3d7aba8e55

License Text Under Appendix

947. Library: globby-6.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eda06955-4c52-4544-a6cb-3176b3258e53

License Text Under Appendix

948. Library: globule-1.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/globby/blob/v11.0.1/license

Copyrights
Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/globby/blob/v6.1.0/license

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/globby/blob/v6.1.0/license
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/got/blob/v5.6.0/license

951. Library: got-6.7.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/9712dd7a-8944-46d7-b79f-58cd983066f1
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/got/blob/v6.7.1/license

952. Library: got-9.6.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Units
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/abf6f0d9-2701-41b8-a507-1b0cd4d0d428
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/got/blob/v9.6.0/license

953. Library: graceful-fs-1.2.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Units
Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/73783a9-0890-4611-9444-55b4a4385fa7
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/node-graceful-fs/blob/v1.2.3/LICENSE

954. Library: graceful-fs-4.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f4162deb-626e-41cb-bdca-367bdf6f15d1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f4162deb-626e-41cb-bdca-367bdf6f15d1

955. Library: graceful-fs-4.2.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b0690731-4df0-413c-9ab9-e67883dd3e57

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/node-graceful-fs/blob/v4.2.3/LICENSE

956. Library: graceful-fs-4.2.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b977af0a-9def-453d-8d91-209fb544f694

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/node-graceful-fs/blob/v4.2.4/LICENSE

957. Library: growl-1.10.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Units

Licenses
960. Library: grunt-1.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3f26f5ce-0f80-45b8-84ad-aba76ab56c66

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors, https://jquery.org/
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3f26f5ce-0f80-45b8-84ad-aba76ab56c66

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors, https://jquery.org/
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt/blob/v1.3.0/LICENSE

961. Library: grunt-browserify-5.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/88cfcf783-83e4-476f-bf93-b7eab3f9e9a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2017 "grunt-browserify" contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/39dchcb1-b764-48c5-b43c-62787c39e3a

962. Library: grunt-cli-1.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f0f93de1-5db3-4572-bae5-1c0ef5be13be

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
963. Library: grunt-concurrent-2.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bc97c79f-3f1d-48dd-b6af-bb85ce722e9e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Tyler Kellen, contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt-cli/blob/v1.3.2/LICENSE-MIT

964. Library: grunt-contrib-clean-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e5e30fff-16fa-4d8f-b882-7eac37e3d9de

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Tim Branyen, contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt-contrib-clean/blob/v2.0.0/LICENSE-MIT

965. Library: grunt-contrib-connect-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/396f4067-2e63-44f9-963d-88b036385283

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 "Cowboy" Ben Alman, contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt-contrib-connect/blob/v3.0.0/LICENSE-MIT

966. Library: grunt-contrib-copy-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola_Video_attribution-report.html
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1cd7f178-88b1-43ad-87f4-87eb8b794eb6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Chris Talkington, contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt-contrib-copy/blob/v1.0.0/LICENSE

967. Library: grunt-contrib-cssmin-0.14.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5f83981c-7898-4bc4-81ad-977871fb3c99

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Tim Branyen, contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt-contrib-cssmin/blob/v0.14.0/LICENSE

968. Library: grunt-contrib-less-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/aa257240-80c6-42d9-b554-3fccc1ebdea41

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Tyler Kellen, contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt-contrib-less/blob/v2.0.0/LICENSE

969. Library: grunt-contrib-uglify-5.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2601a07c-01a3-4e67-8480-c1d7f690fa89

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights

(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

970. Library: grunt-contrib-watch-1.1.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3dfa44cb-b48c-439c-b247-6e33af00936c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 "Cowboy" Ben Alman, contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt-contrib-watch/blob/v1.1.0/LICENSE-MIT

971. Library: grunt-exec-1.0.1.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e795eb0f-4043-43b6-842a-cbb1e141744c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 grunt-exec
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jharding/grunt-exec/blob/v1.0.1/LICENSE-MIT

Copyright 2 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2014 [Jake Harding](http://thethekingharding.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jharding/grunt-exec/blob/v1.0.1/README.md

Copyright 3 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2014 Jake Harding
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jharding/grunt-exec/blob/v1.0.1/LICENSE-MIT

Copyright 4 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2014 "Jake Harding" (http://thethekingharding.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2e43296c-128f-4818-926c-09a15ac61fd4

972. Library: grunt-ftp-deploy-0.1.10.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/b1d8d00b-81e6-4fbc-adef-4bb708ba0930

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Zoran Nakev <zoran.nakev@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/b1d8d00b-81e6-4fbc-adef-4bb708ba0930

973. Library: grunt-jsdoc-2.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/0a3c65fb-b268-4d37-8dbf-e96ec67a6ea9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Bertrand Chevrier
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/cc8a464c-90b1-492f-97c5-99e2ec08f8ee

Copyright 2 out of 2
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Bertrand Chevrier
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/krampstudio/grunt-jsdoc/blob/v2.4.1/LICENSE-MIT

974. Library: grunt-known-options-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/c759dfef-065f-4394-a012-463efb89c1f8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors, https://jquery.org/
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt-known-options/blob/v1.1.1/LICENSE

975. Library: grunt-legacy-log-0.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/07f44497-80f6-40be-83cc-09bc1de8e61a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 "Cowboy" Ben Alman
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gruntjs/grunt-legacy-log/blob/v0.1.3/LICENSE-MIT

976. Library: grunt-legacy-log-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/99cddf5e-2f27-4bce-a874-01f26d0828e8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 "Cowboy" Ben Alman
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/99cddf5e-2f27-4bce-a874-01f26d0828e8

977. Library: grunt-legacy-log-utils-0.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bb9744f9-1e13-c4f15-a5ad-7ca42ad4f183

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 "Cowboy" Ben Alman
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bb9744f9-1e13-c4f15-a5ad-7ca42ad4f183

978. Library: grunt-legacy-log-utils-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bbd099e9-fa37-4aa9-97a4-ed3cc1de5097

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights

(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

979. Library: grunt-legacy-util-0.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ee910ad0-7ed3-44a2-b273-2e6bde69e417

License Text Under Appendix

980. Library: grunt-legacy-util-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bfa973f3-78ca-469e-b0d6-469b4b887f3e

License Text Under Appendix

981. Library: grunt-shell-1.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b79508aa-5e3d-44e4-9b5e-46de2bf1ae44

License Text Under Appendix
982. Library: grunt-string-replace-1.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/54de510c-8809-4be3-8f0b-5f10e511744

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Erick Ruiz de Chavez
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/cruizdechavez/grunt-string-replace/blob/v1.3.1/LICENSE-MIT

983. Library: grunt-webpack-4.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/42190a0b-741e-4ddd-a9c7-c317da46a106

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/42190a0b-741e-4ddd-a9c7-c317da46a106

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack-contrib/grunt-webpack/blob/v4.0.2/LICENSE

984. Library: gzip-size-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/61e1eb45-5e13-4e9c-a0c4-a8f74b58158

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/gzip-size/blob/v1.0.0/license
985. Library: gzip-size-3.0.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/ceb6093e-002e-45f7-8874-f40f56589d9d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/gzip-size/blob/v3.0.0/license

986. Library: gzip-size-5.1.1.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/e491905f-e9e4-4439-9298-48aac5331e13

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/gzip-size/blob/v3.0.0/license

987. Library: handle-thing-2.0.1.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/591f7ca7-c4a4-4803-ba9c-2432ce4881b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015.0 Fedor Indutny
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/spdy-http2/handle-thing#readme

988. Library: har-schema-2.0.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/dfa5db74-322e-4cd5-a654-953b417a67fc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Ahmad Nassri <ahmad@ahmadnassri.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/ecd24161-bd34-4796-a3a8-f5a6ac7d8f3

989. Library: har-validator-5.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/644b53dc-9b19-449a-b3ea-258f8604fe88

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Ahmad Nassri <ahmad@ahmadnassri.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ahmadnassri/har-validator/blob/v5.1.0/LICENSE

990. Library: har-validator-5.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/1825e126-6526-4cf2-9580-6e8c07251d36

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Ahmad Nassri <ahmad@ahmadnassri.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ahmadnassri/node-har-validator/blob/v5.1.3/LICENSE

991. Library: har-validator-5.1.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/ada8c6c5-1b7e-4c2e-b260-44a17b866d9b
993. **Library: has-1.0.3.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Video**

### Projects
Player

### Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index-whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b90f49f1-25ab-44b3-ae15-20169aca0d9b

---

994. **Library: has-1.0.1.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Video**

### Projects

---
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/96a23afa-9938-4463-827d-e883c4c031fa

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Thiago de Arruda
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/96a23afa-9938-4463-827d-e883c4c031fa

995. Library: has-ansi-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/b81c8e8e-6ea9-4db8-bf19-5a7d7e304a90

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/has-ansi/blob/2.0.0/license

996. Library: has-flag-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/ab0da635-6964-48be-9e57-7b21c4a2e6a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/has-flag/blob/1.0.0/license

997. Library: has-flag-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
1/17/2021

Taboola Video Attribution Report

Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource/content/asString/c3a3be06-09e8-4a42-bed9-21b5b7b45f9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource-content/asString/c3a3be06-09e8-4a42-bed9-21b5b7b45f9

998. Library: has-flag-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource-content-asString/e60f9881-19d5-41ec-a3aa-9a417c1f983d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource-content-asString/e60f9881-19d5-41ec-a3aa-9a417c1f983d

999. Library: has-symbols-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource-content-asString/3317b777-1f93-4374-b8a9-4fa5480fa648

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ljharb/has-symbols/blob/v1.0.0/LICENSE

1000. Library: has-symbols-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit

file:///Users/avi/Downloads/Taboola Video Attribution Report.html
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/590a82a4-e74c-41aa-9abf-0435cadaceef

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/32a21de4-b174-421b-ae1d e29d65e13dbc

1001. Library: has-unicode-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/iarna/has-unicode/blob/v2.0.1/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Rebecca Turner <me@rebecca.org>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/iarna/has-unicode/blob/v2.0.1/LICENSE

1002. Library: has-value-0.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/9c54b956-5446-41a9-930e-09c4c39306f1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/9c54b956-5446-41a9-930e-09c4c39306f1

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
1003. Library: has-value-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f567a614-0e7d-448e-97a3-cc5f09797931

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cc738159-c8a9-4dc7-af8d-c03bf59280c5

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3a2a0837-7b4c-47b3-adbe-f2f1255f2275

1004. Library: has-values-0.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7c7a2f9d-ac4c-4e78-a7bb-edd5cc8f6c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7c7a2f9d-ac4c-4e78-a7bb-edd5cc8f6c6

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/701c7a8d-4eb7-4a8a-9d7c-cb8d688f85f

1005. Library: has-values-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/be238757-e6b2-4665-bece-a97097f6484

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Projects

Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/e9aba50c-d942-44e0-a52a-7825fd398477

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/376202aa-7f77-47a7-895e-f1e41a647f8c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/376202aa-7f77-47a7-895e-f1e41a647f8c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/376202aa-7f77-47a7-895e-f1e41a647f8c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
1008. Library: `hash-base-2.0.2.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/febe1758-70fa-4232-93f4-b35f913dd27e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

1009. Library: `hash-base-3.0.4.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1c4788e5-060a-4709-a702-659c56498493

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Kirill Fomichev
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/hash-base/blob/v3.0.4/LICENSE

1010. Library: `hash-base-3.1.0.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3a635010-b8c5-4f91-b6fd-d7bd9d071508

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Kirill Fomichev
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/hash-base/blob/v3.1.0/LICENSE

1011. Library: `hash.js-1.1.3.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8839f689-f2bd-4a8f-906f-d0aabf9b4f3a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

1012. Library: **hash.js-1.1.7.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/474ba322-db83-452d-b5a1-51c80a6b4c90

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Fedor Indutny
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/indutny/hash.js/tree/v1.1.7

1013. Library: **hast-util-to-babel-ast-5.5.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6a6c6251-ae96-48b4-9a9a-babef325f048

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Smooth Code
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6a6c6251-ae96-48b4-9a9a-babef325f048

1014. Library: **he-1.2.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
- Units
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f9b7c672-6f66-4655-b91c-8bfc4948c860
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mathiasbynens/he/blob/v1.2.0/LICENSE-MIT.txt

Projects

Helper annotate as pure-7.10.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Lite unit

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f26692ee-3603-4462-a70a-ec723fab1d06

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

----------------------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
----------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f26692ee-3603-4462-a70a-ec723fab1d06

----------------------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
----------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.10.4/LICENSE

Projects

Helper annotate as pure-7.12.10.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Player

Units

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0ea10cf9-6e59-456e-8515-f1d4b350a371

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

----------------------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
----------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0ea10cf9-6e59-456e-8515-f1d4b350a371

----------------------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
----------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.10/LICENSE

1017. Library: helper-api-error-1.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Helper api error-1.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Player

Units

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0ea10cf9-6e59-456e-8515-f1d4b350a371

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

----------------------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
----------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0ea10cf9-6e59-456e-8515-f1d4b350a371

----------------------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
----------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.10/LICENSE
1021. Library: helper-compilation-targets-7.12.1.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/1278f017-e260-47a8-91df-bf98f2c8cf3c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

1022. Library: helper-compilation-targets-7.12.5.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/7741cdaa-6853-42f0-8621-e8d71160a44a

License Text Under Appendix
Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Projects
Licenses

License Text Under Appendix

Projects
Licenses

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/29e134f3-a1d4-415a-b63a-83566391017f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

--------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

--------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.7/LICENSE

1026. Library: helper-define-map-7.10.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6b489581-931b-4a63-b835-21f6f155be76

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

--------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.10.5/LICENSE

--------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.10.5/LICENSE


Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6b489581-931b-4a63-b835-21f6f155be76

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

--------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

--------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/545b83d6-254d-4f2a-b05b-e3e7db8a647f


Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
-----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/545b83d6-254d-4f2a-b05b-e3e7db8a647f


Copyright 2 out of 2
-----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

1028. Library: helper-fsm-1.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/@webassemblyjs/helper-fsm/v/1.9.0


Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Sven Sauleau <sven@sauleau.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f8d2ef4c-8ce3-4dda-8511-e582d438b9e

1029. Library: helper-function-name-7.10.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ad6894ee-5ac2-413d-9f22-f946331f5bb9


Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.10.4/LICENSE

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.10.4/LICENSE

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.11/LICENSE

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.10.4/LICENSE

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.11/LICENSE

Projects
helper-function-name-7.12.11.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.10.4/LICENSE

Projects
helper-get-function-arity-7.10.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.10.4/LICENSE

Projects
helper-get-function-arity-7.12.10.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.10.4/LICENSE
Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/55ba963d-9bde-4ddb-b284-9ee75375564c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

1. Library: helper-hoist-variables-7.10.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/15569140-b479-44fc-8e68-037d44638b2a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights


Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/05401cdc-dfbe-4eb1-891a-e01c5e7d080

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/05401cdc-dfbe-4eb1-891a-e01c5e7d080

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE


Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/3b7a08b6-ee7b-47ca-ac51-9e6198a15902

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/3b7a08b6-ee7b-47ca-ac51-9e6198a15902

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.7/LICENSE

1036. Library: helper-module-context-1.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/282fe986-9061-4b35-aaad-0aba71f7fe40

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Sven Sauleau <sven@sauleau.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/282fe986-9061-4b35-aaad-

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eb7974ef-8c69-4748-a230-8f207ea8a8d7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
---------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eb7974ef-8c69-4748-a230-8f207ea8a8d7

Copyright 2 out of 2
---------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

1038. Library: helper-module-imports-7.12.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
---------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/016803f8-c1fc-4327-b347-a1d2996541cd

Copyright 2 out of 2
---------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.5/LICENSE


Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0cb03da2-6dec-4477-baff-e9bf4d35d717

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0cb03da2-6dec-4477-baff-e9bf4d35d717

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

1040. Library: helper-optimise-call-expression-7.10.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c915c528-5dab-4573-911f-62f66183c645

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c915c528-5dab-4573-911f-62f66183c645

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.10.4/LICENSE


Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2b39d252-cccc-4605-9ce4-8fee9174ea12

License Text Under Appendix
Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8098d8f5-a901-4456-90de-b4584caf2f25

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8098d8f5-a901-4456-90de-b4584caf2f25

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0c7ff0c5-c617-4e23-b1e9-b6b73f336bb5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0c7ff0c5-c617-4e23-b1e9-b6b73f336bb5

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a74bb8a0-fe06-461e-bf32-64073f52f61a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

--------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a74bb8a0-fe06-461e-bf32-64073f52f61a

--------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fe6455af-bde5-413a-87c9-531dc158aa9a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

--------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fe6455af-bde5-413a-87c9-531dc158aa9a

--------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7d89b0c3-d70d-434f-8a38-1768a80faefd
Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.11/LICENSE

1051. Library: helper-validator-identifier-7.10.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/99084940-3c51-4367-b2f1-c2fca98d5c3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/99084940-3c51-4367-b2f1-c2fca98d5c3

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.10.4/LICENSE


Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/95dbc142-5375-4d4f-b09d-cd631a24f0e3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/95dbc142-5375-4d4f-b09d-cd631a24f0e3

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.11/LICENSE


Projects
Lite unit
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b10c6624-b8e6-4846-8583-389b542b8064

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights


Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b10c6624-b8e6-4846-8583-389b542b8064

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/09334429-dac1-4763-94e4-19d2cc38e6ab

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

1055. Library: helper-wasm-bytecode-1.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3cc90e23-88e3-49b2-bee8-d3fcede1d01a

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Sven Sauleau <sven@sauleau.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/3cc90e23-88e3-49b2-bee8-d3f6ec1c1d01

1056. Library: helper-wasm-section-1.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/6e9082d4-121f-4830-afc1-12526b604af0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Sven Sauleau <sven@sauleau.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/6e9082d4-121f-4830-afc1-12526b604af0

1057. Library: helper-wrap-function-7.12.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Player
- Lite unit
- Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/4dfe3d26-a89f-4b3b-a726-71554e5e956d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/4dfe3d26-a89f-4b3b-a726-71554e5e956d

1058. Library: helpers-7.12.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/a3dd5abb-a390-4bd0-8b88-f096d0c9b11

License Text Under Appendix
Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ef985558-fa7d-44dc-b632-7188c2e6fb39

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ef985558-fa7d-44dc-b632-7188c2e6fb39

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.10.4/LICENSE

1062. Library: history-4.10.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7a27e26f-fea5-4d34-a18c-3b5a92662b77

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright React Training 2016-2018
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ReactTraining/history/blob/v4.10.1/LICENSE

1063. Library: hmac-drbg-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/aa5aedfc-9b89-4b9d-a796-87aea51a2001

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Fedor Indutny
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/indutny/hmac-drbg

>1064. Library: hoek-8.5.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/hapijs/hoek/blob/v8.5.1/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

--------------------
Copyright 1 out of 3
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2019 Sideway Inc, and project contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/hapijs/hoek/blob/v8.5.1/LICENSE.md

--------------------
Copyright 2 out of 3
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2014 Walmart
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/hapijs/hoek/blob/v8.5.1/LICENSE.md

--------------------
Copyright 3 out of 3
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Yahoo Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/hapijs/hoek/blob/v8.5.1/LICENSE.md

>1065. Library: hoist-non-react-statics-3.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/mridgway/hoist-non-react-statics/blob/v3.3.2/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Yahoo!
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mridgway/hoist-non-react-statics/blob/v3.3.2/LICENSE.md

>1066. Library: home-or-tmp-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/6749a08a-0576-4f95-a0e2-0db4a38e74e

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/home-or-tmp/blob/2.0.0/license

1067. Library: homedir-polyfill-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/8b5abfa0-56ea-4345-9e53-8af67d6aa799

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Brian Woodward
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/8b5abfa0-56ea-4345-9e53-8af67d6aa799

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2019 "Brian Woodward" (https://github.com/doowb)
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/9e6c00b1-5cb0-4d26-9e5a-609fc1c6d6a42

1068. Library: hooker-0.2.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/b249629e-9fda-4983-b6e6-9e9bc07d3ca6

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 "Cowboy" Ben Alman
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/7e16a197-a44e-49ca-9589-083f1b434237

1069. Library: hoopy-0.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d11c2027-4467-497d-954a-7ee8b3108240

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Phil Booth
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d11c2027-4467-497d-954a-7ee8b3108240

1070. Library: hosted-git-info-2.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/hosted-git-info/blob/v2.5.0/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Rebecca Turner
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/hosted-git-info/blob/v2.5.0/LICENSE

1071. Library: hosted-git-info-2.8.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/hosted-git-info/blob/v2.8.5/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Rebecca Turner
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/hosted-git-info/blob/v2.8.5/LICENSE

1072. Library: hosted-git-info-2.8.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/hosted-git-info/blob/v2.8.8/package.json

License Text Under Appendix
1073. Library: hpack.js-2.1.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bcba5aec-20a7-483b-a703-106a18f8c88b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

1074. Library: hsl-regex-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/65afc99b-e41f-4f42-9161-a5e6c1e1731b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 John Otander
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/65afc99b-e41f-4f42-9161-a5e6c1e1731b

1075. Library: hsla-regex-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/458bb316-80d3-4fbe-87c6-492d1edc5ac5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 John Otander
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/458bb316-80d3-4fbe-87c6-492d1edc5ac5
1076. **Library:** html-comment-regex-1.1.2.tgz **Product:** Taboola Video

Projects
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b8e898fe-f572-4ea7-9ec7-1d3a0ba9edf3

**Copyrights**
- Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Steve Mao
- Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b8e898fe-f572-4ea7-9ec7-1d3a0ba9edf3

1077. **Library:** html-encoding-sniffer-1.0.2.tgz **Product:** Taboola Video

Projects
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7276a947-014a-4491-ab81-7489a8a4ef09

**Copyrights**
- Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Domenic Denicola <d@domenic.me>
- Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jsdom/html-encoding-sniffer/blob/v1.0.2/LICENSE.txt

1078. **Library:** html-encoding-sniffer-2.0.1.tgz **Product:** Taboola Video

Projects
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fa2464d6-cf47-4b3f-8af8-bf3f36e4fbea

**Copyrights**
- Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2020 Domenic Denicola <d@domenic.me>
- Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jsdom/html-encoding-sniffer/blob/v2.0.1/LICENSE.txt

1079. **Library:** html-entities-1.3.1.tgz **Product:** Taboola Video

Projects
- Lite unit
License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2f114fce-e57b-4c37-8528-9fdcadf5d21c

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Dulin Marat
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2f114fce-e57b-4c37-8528-9fdcadf5d21c

1080. Library: html-entities-1.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d7f469e5-5b1c-4566-9d06-1fd900659e06

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Dulin Marat
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d7f469e5-5b1c-4566-9d06-1fd900659e06

1081. Library: html-escaper-2.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b0ac337f-d28c-4878-b9cd-0826a737717a

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 by Andrea Giammarchi - @WebReflection
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/WebReflection/html-escaper/blob/v2.0.2/LICENSE.txt

1082. Library: html-loader-0.4.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0f4f9125-4821-4b97-81f1-88fa0d5038ce

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/html-loader/blob/v0.4.5/LICENSE

1083. Library: html-loader-0.5.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/33f5d501-43a5-4782-9993-531b58c112e9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/contrib/html-loader/blob/v0.5.5/LICENSE

1084. Library: html-minifier-3.5.21.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/05242af3-2e84-40ce-9e78-99f9329cd045

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2018 Jurij "kangax" Zaytsev
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/kangax/html-minifier/blob/v3.5.21/LICENSE

1085. Library: html-minifier-terser-5.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5b752a4b-105d-45b3-91b5-108d9540718

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/DanielRuf/html-minifier-terser/blob/v5.1.1/LICENSE

1086. Library: html-minifier-terser-5.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/DanielRuf/html-minifier-terser/blob/v5.1.1/LICENSE

1087. Library: html-replace-webpack-plugin-2.6.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/DanielRuf/html-replace-webpack-plugin/blob/v2.6.0/LICENSE

1088. Library: html-webpack-plugin-3.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/DanielRuf/html-webpack-plugin/blob/v3.2.0/LICENSE
1089. Library: **html-webpack-plugin-4.5.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b1f8b783-1f55-40ed-8224-b3c9e528b09

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jantimon/html-webpack-plugin/blob/v3.2.0/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jantimon/html-webpack-plugin/blob/v4.5.0/LICENSE

1090. Library: **htmlescape-1.1.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/01fd6686-766c-4148-9ace-83ae07cca7f9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Andres Suarez
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/01fd6686-766c-4148-9ace-83ae07cca7f9

1091. Library: **htmlparser2-3.10.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Units

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/71f418c1-0f4d-499e-ad76-f19ea7bdc6d5

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2011 Chris Winberry <chris@winberry.net>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/fb55/htmlparser2/blob/v3.10.1/LICENSE

1092. Library: htmlparser2-3.9.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/26d7e4c6-90e0-417e-b0dd-880846453e5a6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2011 Chris Winberry <chris@winberry.net>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/fb55/htmlparser2/blob/v3.9.2/LICENSE


Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/pornel/http-cache-semantics/blob/v3.8.1/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

1094. Library: http-deceiver-1.2.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2eac4ae9-36e9-4031-a148-d96f70838a32

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

1095. Library: http-errors-1.6.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/399a99a5-bb6a-46a6-aa42-ab525ee5ed1b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Douglas Christopher Wilson doug@somethingdoug.com
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/http-errors/blob/1.6.3/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jonathan Ong me@jongleberry.com
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/http-errors/blob/1.6.3/LICENSE

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bdf85010-0eb8-428e-a6eb-7d99d04d60a8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Douglas Christopher Wilson doug@somethingdoug.com
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bdf85010-0eb8-428e-a6eb-7d99d04d60a8

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jonathan Ong me@jongleberry.com
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bdf85010-0eb8-428e-a6eb-7d99d04d60a8

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/07b4dbf7-99d9-4973-9068-d7891851e795

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

1096. Library: http-errors-1.7.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

1097. Library: http-errors-1.7.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video
1098. Library: http-link-header-0.8.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2e19f839-98d3-41aa-b36f-54fe4272de92

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Jonas Hermsmeier
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jhermsmeier/node-http-link-header/blob/0.8.0/LICENSE.md

1099. Library: http-proxy-1.18.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/76ded69e-c6f2-467e-a63b-c7837bb5a480

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2016 Charlie Robbins, Jarrett Cruger & the Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/http-party/node-http-proxy/blob/1.18.1/LICENSE
1100. Library: http-proxy-agent-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/38bf634a-85a3-414c-a487-93892657996f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/TooTallNate/node-http-proxy-agent/blob/2.1.0/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/38bf634a-85a3-414c-a487-93892657996f

1101. Library: http-proxy-middleware-0.19.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b6c6bc1b-cebe-4e9b-bc05-f3418023d30

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2018 Steven Chim
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chimurai/http-proxy-middleware/blob/v0.19.1/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Steven Chim
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chimurai/http-proxy-middleware/blob/v0.19.1/LICENSE
1102. Library: **http-signature-1.2.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/192050cc-15a8-4032-ac7f-d2c5f025f1c1

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Joyent, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/joyent/node-http-signature/blob/1.2.0/LICENSE

1103. Library: **http-timer-1.1.2.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/758e91fc-d5cb-4df7-97a7-b7529cc3b969

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Szymon Marczak
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/758e91fc-d5cb-4df7-97a7-b7529cc3b969

1104. Library: **https-browserify-0.0.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player
- Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/90e1c7e9-1d34-4cf3-abdd-97997f2a885e

**Copyrights**
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established

1105. Library: **https-browserify-1.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**
Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a860430d-65a1-475e-b6f2-2da8ea082e18

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright James Halliday
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/substack/https-browserify/blob/v1.0.0/LICENSE

1106. Library: https-proxy-agent-2.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f01c2e8c-16bb-434a-83d4-b58b82cc376

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ca6bebea-a080-4a4a-ba86-b5052835af89

1107. Library: https-proxy-agent-2.2.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fd0caa99-47ef-4114-8e0a-cf6a7734b096

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/TooTallNate/node-https-proxy-agent/blob/2.2.4/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/75e61dd2-2f58-4001-8b7d-f08574b31a01

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
1108. Library: https-proxy-agent-3.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2c433ba7-c496-452a-94c3-db1545b81b57

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/TooTallNate/node-https-proxy-agent/blob/3.0.1/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/17fa566f-221a-456e-9727-e3e0693cf306

1109. Library: https-proxy-agent-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c0b7252c-a457-4a43-a46f-66240fc64514

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/TooTallNate/node-https-proxy-agent/blob/4.0.0/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/be5c461d-0310-409c-8de3-6cc8a3b249a6

1110. Library: https-proxy-agent-5.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/77a254aa-a3f0-48c3-809a-bd07f1eb20ce

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/TooTallNate/node-https-proxy-agent/blob/5.0.0/README.md

1111. Library: human-signals-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/02e8809c-1d5c-41b4-bc9a-6372e30dd9c7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 ehmicky <ehmicky@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ehmicky/human-signals/blob/1.1.1/LICENSE

1112. Library: humanize-ms-1.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6f11e41c-af75-49c2-996c-765bd0ea4267

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established

1113. Library: hyphenate-style-name-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/df7ea5df-c6dc-4c6b-a6d0-f9b7e0731d19

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Espen Hovlandsdal
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/df7ea5df-c6dc-4c6b-a6d0-f9b7e0731d19
1114. Library: i-0.3.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

**Projects**
Creative
Uploader Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e4c4972d-372a-48d4-b10d-e0f59883528

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright pksunkara
Copyright terms can be found at: http://pksunkara.github.com/inflect

1115. Library: icons-3.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

**Projects**
Creative Uploader

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c11927d8-1ed6-4b42-9931-35da885e20b2

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Call-Em-All
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mui-org/material-ui/blob/v3.0.2/LICENSE

1116. Library: iconv-lite-0.2.11.tgz Product: Taboola Video

**Projects**
Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e643341c-bcc7-4b41-92ed-d4186b665cd

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Alexander Shtuchkin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ashtuchkin/iconv-lite/blob/v0.2.11/LICENSE

1117. Library: iconv-lite-0.4.23.tgz Product: Taboola Video

**Projects**
Player
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/e8dabcb-6f8e-4d07-8362-6216b0ef94d9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Alexander Shtuchkin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ashtuchkin/iconv-lite/blob/v0.4.23/LICENSE

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/8369ccab-bc56-42d6-aa86-94f0b18be25

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Alexander Shtuchkin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/css-modules/icsrs/blob/v1.1.0/README.md

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/63866b96-05d8-45cf-89b3-ed4eeff0e17

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(∗) The copyright for this library is unknown

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/63866b96-05d8-45cf-89b3-ed4eeff0e17

License Text Under Appendix

1118. Library: iconv-lite-0.4.24.tgz Product: Taboola Video

1119. Library: icss-replace-symbols-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

1120. Library: icss-utils-4.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video
1/17/2021
Taboola Video_attribution-report.html

1121. Library: identity-obj-proxy-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d52a515b-50eb-4198-bd22-e554f149b588

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Keyan Zhang
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d52a515b-50eb-4198-bd22-e554f149b588

1122. Library: ieee754-1.1.13.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bbac275c-e8e1-4e03-910f-bbbbbbdfffb3b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2008 Fair Oaks Labs, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/feross/ieee754/blob/v1.1.13/LICENSE

1123. Library: ieee754-1.1.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8bd6cae3-a5b6-46f9-af6e-e8a61c760508

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2008 Fair Oaks Labs, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/feross/ieee754/blob/v1.1.8/README.md
1124. **Library: ieee754-1.2.0.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Lite unit

**Video for performance**

**Licenses**
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/70e2b55a-9ea6-4405-99c5-e0815da71f36

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2008 Fair Oaks Labs, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5c8c7ef8-8c63-436a-9740-142ce9e46858

1125. **Library: ieee754-1.2.1.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player
- Units

**Video for performance**

**Licenses**
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9abcc5fe-971a-4a47-a09e-15ecd90f6c32

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**

Copyright 1 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2008 Fair Oaks Labs, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/150e820d-1c41-4f56-bbc5-2ed4c771c641

Copyright 2 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2008 Fair Oaks Labs, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9abcc5fe-971a-4a47-a09e-15ecd90f6c32

Copyright 3 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2008 Fair Oaks Labs, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/feross/ieee754/blob/v1.2.1/LICENSE

Copyright 4 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2008 Fair Oaks Labs, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/feross/ieee754/blob/v1.2.1/README.md

1126. **Library: ieee754-1.9.0.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Lite unit

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola_Video_attribution-report.html
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3a5b1543-afed-43a2-a02b-918a111564fd

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Sven Sauleau <sven@sauleau.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3a5b1543-afed-43a2-a02b-918a111564fd

1127. Library: iferr-0.1.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ad6c32a7-321f-4708-8624-cdd456e3bd80

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Nadav Ivgi
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ad6c32a7-321f-4708-8624-cdd456e3bd80

1128. Library: iferr-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a5aa8331-8c40-44ab-b3e5-a83c329fdff8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Nadav Ivgi
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a5aa8331-8c40-44ab-b3e5-a83c329fdff8

1129. Library: ignore-4.0.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Video for performance

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
1130. Library: ignore-5.1.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/kaelzhang/node-ignore/blob/5.1.8/LICENSE-MIT

1131. Library: ignore-walk-3.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit

License
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/kaelzhang/node-ignore/blob/5.1.8/LICENSE-MIT

1132. Library: iltorb-2.4.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

License
1133. Library: **image-size-0.5.5.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f98225aa-ed0c-4f3e-827c-60b775dc93d5

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Aditya Yadav, http://netroy.in
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/image-size/image-size/blob/v0.5.5/LICENSE

1134. Library: **image-sim-0.2.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/500985de-fcc7-488f-83a6-0956b76d5ef1

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Igor Bezkrovny
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/500985de-fcc7-488f-83a6-0956b76d5ef1

1135. Library: **immer-7.0.9.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1c5c73e2-303f-42a3-bb39-4d5a5265c365
1136. Library: **import-cwd-2.1.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/immerjs/immer/blob/v7.0.9/LICENSE

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Michel Weststrate
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/immerjs/immer/blob/v7.0.9/LICENSE

1137. Library: **import-fresh-2.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/import-cwd/blob/v2.1.0/license

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/import-cwd/blob/v2.1.0/license

1138. Library: **import-fresh-3.3.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Units
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/import-fresh/blob/v2.0.0/license

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/import-fresh/blob/v2.0.0/license
1139. Library: **import-from-2.1.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/232eea53-7c3e-4e62-8985-f898468444c

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/import-from/blob/v2.1.0/license

1140. Library: **import-lazy-2.1.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Player
Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e6c20ce-a4f0-47d0-b5c2-a10c7517e4a7

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/import-lazy/blob/v2.1.0/license

1141. Library: **import-local-2.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Lite unit
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e51a0db0-c0e0-4623-b796-9972d912e6e7

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/import-local/blob/v2.0.0/license
1142. Library: **import-local-3.0.2.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3a9c581a-5ac8-4b17-bdeb-691283cc2567

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/import-local/blob/v3.0.2/license

1143. Library: **imports-loader-0.7.1.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/97800c25-f8d4-4913-ac50-52317f15760c

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/97800c25-f8d4-4913-ac50-52317f15760c

1144. Library: **imurmurhash-0.1.4.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e05ade46-4650-4725-a0cf-09b1df4bb63f

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Gary Court, Jens Taylor
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jensyt/imurmurhash-js/blob/0.1.4/README.md

1145. Library: **in-publish-2.0.1.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/arna/in-publish/blob/v2.0.1/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Rebecca Turner <me@becca.org>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/arna/in-publish/blob/v2.0.1/LICENSE

1146. Library: indefinite-observable-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6221800b-4b0c-4013-8a9e-13e8a6d102cc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
 (* ) The copyright for this library is unknown

1147. Library: indent-string-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7b0a32c5-c897-45f2-81df-049cc4b06f3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/indent-string/blob/v2.1.0/license

1148. Library: indent-string-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/be8073bd-edae-4a2e-b14d-8c35d7526033

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/be807bd-edae-4a2e-b14d-8c35d7526033

1149. Library: indexes-of-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4ec70b16-e8b2-4e64-b521-49477ae9ed7d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Dominic Tarr
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4ec70b16-e8b2-4e64-b521-49477ae9ed7d

1150. Library: indexof-0.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/indexof

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established

1151. Library: infer-owner-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/70a0841c-52b8-406a-9881-44d9c9078d6f

License Text Under Appendix
1152. Library: **inflight-1.0.6.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f187c6d6-dd26-4132-8461-43ae6f5c42bc

[License Text Under Appendix](https://github.com/npm/inflight/blob/v1.0.6/LICENSE)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/inflight/blob/v1.0.6/LICENSE

1153. Library: **inherits-1.0.2.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/inherits/blob/master/LICENSE

[License Text Under Appendix](https://github.com/isaacs/inherits/blob/master/LICENSE)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/inherits/blob/master/LICENSE

1154. Library: **inherits-2.0.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e5a64f79-eb15-4b03-ad7f-89894f78c978

[License Text Under Appendix](https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e5a64f79-eb15-4b03-ad7f-89894f78c978)
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/inherits/blob/v2.0.1/LICENSE

1155. Library: **inherits-2.0.3.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4368586d-0204-4eac-8053-c8b37cd65a7a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/inherits/blob/v2.0.3/LICENSE

1156. Library: **inherits-2.0.4.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4d1e237f-a87e-4a98-bc29-f262658eba1a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/inherits/blob/v2.0.4/LICENSE

1157. Library: **ini-1.3.5.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0cb40bc6-8af8-42b4-a764-8869492025fe

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/ini/blob/v1.3.5/LICENSE

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ff8142b8-5ff0-4d1f-bd52-91ae4206f3ac

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ff8142b8-5ff0-4d1f-bd52-91ae4206f3ac

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3f835f9a-19bb-4b35-87ad-ea0e5c20f02e

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4d3ec0bf-11f5-4392-827f-0af2ee690641

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4d3ec0bf-11f5-4392-827f-0af2ee690641

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/88fe5374-67ab-467f-9063-c3dbeed53d7

Projects

Library: ini-1.3.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Library: ini-1.3.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Library: init-package-json-1.10.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/60ab7023-d0b9-4f37-b807-68727b589430

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/init-package-json/blob/v1.10.3/LICENSE

1161. Library: inject-loader-4.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/18c28dea-285e-478a-8fe0-1cc3e2784c36

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Justin Morris
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/18c28dea-285e-478a-8fe0-1cc3e2784c36

1162. Library: inline-source-map-0.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/4cf75031-e7bb-4233-9436-e5c0df385b3a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Thorsten Lorenz
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/4cf75031-e7bb-4233-9436-e5c0df385b3a

1163. Library: inquirer-7.3.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/27f39ea8-6170-4f5f-ae82-f72d8c1fc42b
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

---------------------
Copyright 1 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Simon Boudrias (twitter: "@vaxilart" (https://twitter.com/Vaxilart))
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ae6ce23a-b4c1-4ba3-a948-23ead480c01a

---------------------
Copyright 2 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Simon Boudrias
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/27f9ca8-6170-4f5f-ae82-f72d8c1f4e42

---------------------
Copyright 3 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Simon Boudrias
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/SBoudrias/Inquirer.js/blob/inquirer@7.3.3/LICENSE

---------------------
Copyright 4 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Simon Boudrias (twitter: "@vaxilart" (https://twitter.com/Vaxilart))
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/SBoudrias/Inquirer.js/blob/quirer@7.3.3/README.md

1164. Library: insert-module-globals-7.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f4963ffa-d49e-4103-a640-b700430a6c07

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

1165. Library: insert-module-globals-7.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/924154b4-59f8-4aed-8965-92b20d87a7fc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

1166. Library: install-0.13.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7391c62a-5bbf-4f7d-b750-34f65fbeb10f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Benjamin Newman <ben@benjamin.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7391c62a-5bbf-4f7d-b750-34f65fbeb10f

1167. Library: internal-ip-4.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2ea8f1f1-b4c7-422f-8ef3-65538febfb87

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2ea8f1f1-b4c7-422f-8ef3-65538febfb87

1168. Library: internal-slot-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/50feedef-4733-455d-9434-8e26a280a535

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/50feedef-4733-455d-9434-8e26a280a535

1169. Library: interpret-0.6.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/875ac5e5-c682-4d35-a9b8-
1173. Library: **intl-1.2.5.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**  
Units

**Licenses**  
Licensed under MIT  
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/aa61d505-eeea-4a9a-ba9f-7387138b375d

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

-----------
Copyright 1 out of 2
-----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Andy Earnshaw  
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/andyearnshaw/Intl.js/blob/v1.2.5/LICENSE.txt

-----------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 1991-2013 Unicode, Inc  
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/andyearnshaw/Intl.js/blob/v1.2.5/LICENSE.txt

1174. Library: **intl-messageformat-4.4.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**  
Units

**Licenses**  
Licensed under BSD 3  
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9ab3b255-df9f-4927-a6b0-8fc4fa6a976f

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

-----------
Copyright 1 out of 2
-----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Yahoo!  
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9ab3b255-df9f-4927-a6b0-8fc4fa6a976f

-----------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Andreas Lind Petersen  
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9ab3b255-df9f-4927-a6b0-8fc4fa6a976f

1175. Library: **intl-messageformat-parser-1.8.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**  
Units

**Licenses**  
Licensed under BSD 3  
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0c3ee418-cfbe-4dcd-9b6c-b46fa379b8e9
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Alex Sexton
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0e3ee418-cfbc-4ddc-9b6c-b46fa379b8e9

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Yahoo!
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0e3ee418-cfbc-4ddc-9b6c-b46fa379b8e9

1176. Library: intl-pluralrules-1.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2109a87e-305d-466b-a6b7-12aa925ca8fe

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2018 by Eemeli Aro <eemeli@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/62b9cec0-9f4d-466b-a6b7-12aa925ca8fe

1177. Library: invariant-2.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/524749c6-af45-4d35-8bd4-d06c379a5b9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Andres Suarez
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/zertosh/invariant/blob/v2.2.2/LICENSE

1178. Library: invariant-2.2.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
1179. **Library: invert-kv-1.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2f2365c3-b961-4275-99b2-8bc9d39929aa

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Facebook, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/zertosh/invariant/blob/v2.2.4/LICENSE

1180. **Library: invert-kv-2.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Lite unit

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b006778e-10cf-469f-b031-2e266ce4f46be

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/invert-kv/blob/v1.0.0/license

1181. **Library: ip-1.1.5.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player
- Lite unit
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/44610405-82bd-433d-a02a-a790a0c9ba0e

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/ip/blob/v1.1.5/license
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012.0 Fedor Indutny
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/indutny/node-ip

1182. Library: ip-regex-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/14a99a0e-b2a7-44b6-9f06-49afc3826b60

License Text Under Appendix

1183. Library: ip-regex-4.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/540fe984-a6e9-4748-822f-a4d60ceeb8166

License Text Under Appendix

1184. Library: ipaddr.js-1.9.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/606ffe48-0c5e-4da9-84c9-2911f9e406d5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/14a99a0e-b2a7-44b6-9f06-49afc3826b60

License Text Under Appendix
1185. Library: **is-0.14.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**

**Units**

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/dd721325-113f-44be-aeba-84f6563c7c70

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2017 whitequark <whitequark@whitequark.org>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/whitequark/ipaddr.js/blob/v1.9.1/LICENSE

1186. Library: **is-absolute-1.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**

**Units**

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/1a292a47-6085-4815-aa68-a01a5a1e5341

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/dd721325-113f-44be-aeba-84f6563c7c70

1187. Library: **is-absolute-url-2.1.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**

**Units**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-absolute-url-2.1.0/LICENSE
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/45c9b895-b717-44da-828f-b23e6f7f5742

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindrresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-absolute-url/blob/v2.1.0/license

1188. Library: is-absolute-url-3.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/214949ef-6643-4a52-936a-16a7a5bade

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindrresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-absolute-url/blob/v3.0.3/license

1189. Library: is-accessor-descriptor-0.1.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ef76b383-c4a0-4313-90b2-ca956190eeb7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
--------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ef76b383-c4a0-4313-90b2-ca956190eeb7

--------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cf6e59eb-4b29-42f7-8b9e-3413021b3cab

1190. Library: is-accessor-descriptor-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Lite unit

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/23ca89e6-e2f4-49f4-9256-a6fd4e4aabc5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/23ca89e6-e2f4-49f4-9256-a6fd4e4aabc5

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0ab01573-c8f8-48fa-829e-00b97e71f541

1191. Library: is-arguments-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/45f4f264-2152-46d4-8da9-46b78a636884

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/45f4f264-2152-46d4-8da9-46b78a636884

1192. Library: is-arguments-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/69887165-84a8-4e6e-b196-21a27f9dbcecc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/69887165-84a8-4e6e-b196-21a27f9dbcecc
1193. Library: is-arrayish-0.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

 Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/3a9c3376-c6eb-4f3e-8166-d2f3bb358b2d

 License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 JD Ballard
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/3a9c3376-c6eb-4f3e-8166-d2f3bb358b2d

1194. Library: is-arrayish-0.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

 Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/4ef25e1e-7f28-4f9-9397-c9744b6e64b9

 License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 JD Ballard
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/4ef25e1e-7f28-4f9-9397-c9744b6e64b9

1195. Library: is-bigint-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

 Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/c3d90ac6-fd1e-4cdf-9e37-9eab2aa2d3

 License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/c3d90ac6-fd1e-4cdf-9e37-9eab2aa2d3

1196. Library: is-binary-path-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e6d93f82-c520-4b8c-8b88-0b3bc28ea2c3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-binary-path/blob/1.0.1/license

1197. Library: **is-binary-path-2.1.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d62dde40-70cc-46ca-a18f-20efce9b163e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com), Paul Miller
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-binary-path/blob/v2.1.0/license

1198. Library: **is-boolean-object-1.1.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/472905c8-904e-41e6-b249-ff59bbcf8599

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/472905c8-904e-41e6-b249-ff59bbcf8599

Copyright 2 out of 2
-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0cc22efb-3895-40f7-acce-9780d156b401
1199. **Library**: is-buffer-1.1.6.tgz **Product**: Taboola Video

**Projects**
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b1c3eb41-00de-4474-a5d8-455b1371a085

[License Text Under Appendix]

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Feross Aboukhadijeh
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/feross/is-buffer/blob/v1.1.6/LICENSE

1200. **Library**: is-buffer-2.0.5.tgz **Product**: Taboola Video

**Projects**
Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a2f6521d-1de6-4b4b-b5e0-7e59e63363e0

[License Text Under Appendix]

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Feross Aboukhadijeh
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a2f6521d-1de6-4b4b-b5e0-7e59e63363e0

1201. **Library**: is-builtin-module-1.0.0.tgz **Product**: Taboola Video

**Projects**
Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b7034d5c-8d19-42e0-af18-bc8e0982ef2a

[License Text Under Appendix]

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-builtin-module/blob/v1.0.0/license

1202. **Library**: is-callable-1.1.4.tgz **Product**: Taboola Video

**Projects**
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/437c3a1d-6436-4e60-92b3-74f51bbcf5d3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ljharb/is-callable/blob/v1.1.4/LICENSE

1203. Library: is-callable-1.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1de2bd83-8a75-49e1-b71a-54123f59d048

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1de2bd83-8a75-49e1-b71a-54123f59d048

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1e1ba1c-ef99-41e5-b41d-e9ec8ad24c4e

1204. Library: is-ci-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9ffa3b56-a333-45e2-89fc-5c8df2dc6b8a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2018 Thomas Watson Steen
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/watson/is-ci/blob/v1.1.0/LICENSE

1205. Library: is-ci-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app)reader/resource/content/asString/7fb648da-f2bf-4ca2-a82b-dc2543dc3e82

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2018 Thomas Watson Steen
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/watson/is-ci/blob/v2.0.0/LICENSE

1206. Library: is-cidr-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app)reader/resource/content/asString/11680c06-f7a7-4c1a-8bd8-eee90bf5763b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright silverwind
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app)reader/resource/content/asString/11680c06-f7a7-4c1a-8bd8-eee90bf5763b

1207. Library: is-color-stop-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app)reader/resource/content/asString/5a3cfd22-b8b1-4399-84b0-b1e06cfd67ba

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
-------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Pigcan
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/pigcan/is-color-stop/blob/1.1.0/README.md

-------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 pigcan
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/pigcan/is-color-stop/blob/1.1.0/LICENSE

1208. Library: is-core-module-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video
1209. Library: **is-core-module-2.2.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Lite unit

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5d9a5ac1-f5da-4401-bab0-53cf2e02db1f

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Dave Justice
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5d9a5ac1-f5da-4401-bab0-53cf2e02db1f

1210. Library: **is-data-descriptor-0.1.4.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Lite unit

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e5edd09e-c6ab-49e7-bcd9-0daeece385c6d

**Copyrights**
Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-data-descriptor/blob/0.1.4/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-data-descriptor/blob/0.1.4/LICENSE
1211. Library: is-data-descriptor-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6bf2170a-23e3-46bb-89e8-a926955b28b0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-data-descriptor/blob/1.0.0/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-data-descriptor/blob/1.0.0/README.md

Copyright 3 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c510f94e-4445-4987-abcc-00cfdfeab746

1212. Library: is-date-object-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c510f94e-4445-4987-abcc-00cfdfeab746

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c510f94e-4445-4987-abcc-00cfdfeab746

1213. Library: is-date-object-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance
1216. Library: is-directory-0.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2139c439-62a6-4c11-ba97-b52d32b77164

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-directory/blob/0.3.1/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-directory/blob/0.3.1/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e0810d57-4d08-472d-b518-e29799217a77

1217. Library: is-docker-2.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/95d4b2ec-aa5d-4f52-a542-444dd01c757d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/95d4b2ec-aa5d-4f52-a542-444dd01c757d

1218. Library: is-extendable-0.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/bb8c1200-f7f6-4d63-b622-de3d7faae9a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-extendable/blob/0.1.1/LICENSE

1219. Library: is-extendable-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/d7cecc41-9e3c-4f1f-a887-447b17cca51f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyright 1 of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-extendable/blob/1.0.1/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyright 2 of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-extendable/blob/1.0.1/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3
Copyright 3 of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/db86e5a8-839a-47fe-b2d4-3960787235e0

1220. Library: is-extglob-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/30ef09da-3bc4-4eaa-8f7d-d3be191d9985

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
1221. Library: is-extglob-2.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-extglob/blob/2.1.1/LICENSE

1222. Library: is-finite-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-finite/blob/v1.0.2/license
1223. Library: **is-finite-1.1.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
- Units
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cd3ecc5c-a8d9-4efa-a946-b0ae10a34d27

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-finite/blob/v1.1.0/license

1224. Library: **is-fullwidth-code-point-1.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
- Player
- Lite unit
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7276b96b-5496-4e0e-8e8e-1aa572877fc0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-fullwidth-code-point/blob/v1.0.0/license

1225. Library: **is-fullwidth-code-point-2.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
- Player
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fbd77661-c13d-437e-8373-e5ead2e83e1a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-fullwidth-code-point/blob/v2.0.0/license
1226. Library: is-fullwidth-code-point-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/d1ff049b-0b5b-4901-9c85-0b03201cb202

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/d1ff049b-0b5b-4901-9c85-0b03201cb202

1227. Library: is-generator-fn-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/1b6cafe7-f482-484e-b303-5f1a887c2974

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-generator-fn/blob/v2.1.0/license

1228. Library: is-generator-function-1.0.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/f5a760dc-52b3-4de9-9803-7b8ace6da913

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/f5a760dc-52b3-4de9-9803-7b8ace6da913

1229. Library: is-glob-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/52a69b06-4373-4118-ba3e-956f5c7e212

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2015 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/52a69b06-4373-4118-ba3e-956f5c7e212

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/74062389-2163-41fc-b1f2-707979b105aa

1230. Library: is-glob-3.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/27d2b9e9-4df6-40ae-aff9-97bf9273be6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/27d2b9e9-4df6-40ae-aff9-97bf9273be6

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0d93118c-e81f-4808-81c5-3e4c6717521d

1231. Library: is-glob-4.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/98a81707-2817-48f6-8f2c-1d55e3c0ec43
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

-------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/98a8f707-2817-48f6-8f2c-1d55c3c0ee43

-------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e1f59f3a-db09-4eb5-8268-6641b537e98a

1232. Library: is-browser-1.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6807d1cf-ad58-460d-af31-c9f961722fcb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Jared Anderson
Copyright terms can be found at: Can be found TEXT file at line nullWas assigned by user null(*) Cannot be established

1233. Library: is-installed-globally-0.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fb2e947d-e479-4db9-9566-4768ced95d12

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-installed-globally/blob/v0.1.0/license

1234. Library: is-installed-globally-0.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/885aac8c-74ba-412f-a16a-2b18fb1d0a4f
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-interactive/blob/v1.0.0/license

Projects

Units

License Text Under Appendix

1235. Library: is-interactive-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/885aac8c-74ba-412f-a16a-2b18fb1d0a4f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-interactive/blob/v1.0.0/license

1236. Library: is-map-2.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/af1cc9be-8e30-47bb-8947-f8f21e466901

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Inspect JS
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/af1cc9be-8e30-47bb-8947-f8f21e466901

1237. Library: is-module-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5d03a643-59ad-484f-bd50-b250334a2d01

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 segmentio <team@segment.io>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/10733fe8-0783-48d6-b6ab-c5404284da48

1238. Library: is-negative-zero-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/678436ca-93aa-406a-bfa5-d9770e0cf44b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/678436ca-93aa-406a-bfa5-d9770e0cf44b

1239. Library: is-negative-zero-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4cc2ab28-2669-48bf-b0b8-da539fb124f8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4cc2ab28-2669-48bf-b0b8-da539fb124f8

1240. Library: is-npm-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a233bab8-a12c-48a9-a569-170e47eddb06

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-npm/blob/v1.0.0/license

1241. Library: is-npm-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
Projects

Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/82e096ea-77e0-497f-8ca3-5498fd8a5282

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-npm/blob/v4.0.0/license

1242. Library: is-number-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/461ab535-353d-45fd-a389-2699b15ad775

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyright 2014-2016 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-number/blob/3.0.0/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyright 2016 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-number/blob/3.0.0/README.md

Copyright 3 out of 3
Copyright 2016 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e9ad50dd-c2a7-4559-9cee-2eb4253c200f

1243. Library: is-number-7.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0a50be58-61f8-4aec-a7ef-a93a2306647b

License Text Under Appendix
1244. Library: **is-number-like-1.0.8.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/vigour-io/is-number-like/blob/v1.0.8/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Vigour.io
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/vigour-io/is-number-like/blob/v1.0.8/LICENSE

1245. Library: **is-number-object-1.0.4.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/55c730e9-b47c-4f2c-924b-02b577cfbd5f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/55c730e9-b47c-4f2c-924b-02b577cfbd5f

1246. Library: **is-obj-1.0.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
1247. Library: **is-obj-2.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/28f1a5fa-5ed8-42f0-b1bd-bf8b2af7a

1248. Library: **is-path-cwd-1.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ae29c89a-d841-4c10-a5f6-6f8b7b5ea24e

1249. Library: **is-path-cwd-2.2.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a16bc73b-b229-4510-805c-a41fc97719ed
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-path-in-cwd/blob/v1.0.1/license

License Text Under Appendix

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/407b594d-8feb-4f42-b9e3-a9096f9e1a10

License Text Under Appendix

1250. Library: is-path-in-cwd-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-path-in-cwd/blob/v1.0.1/license

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-path-in-cwd/blob/v1.0.1/license

License Text Under Appendix

1251. Library: is-path-in-cwd-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/45a0e2ff-eab3-4fa6-9e0b-bcabe2ca473

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-path-in-cwd/blob/v2.1.0/license

License Text Under Appendix

1252. Library: is-path-inside-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/546d2e48-f179-41f8-9a78-19aeb27a0a33

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-path-inside/blob/v1.0.1/license
1253. Library: is-path-inside-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3a95e989-9e1f-431c-b242-40b60fc77df9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-path-inside/blob/v2.1.0/license

1254. Library: is-path-inside-3.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1d3d2902-f2a5-4317-9987-1dead6412c85

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-path-inside/blob/v3.0.2/license

1255. Library: is-plain-obj-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/206dceaf-3dd8-4f67-9f6c-83f4e7f9f023

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-plain-obj/blob/v1.1.0/license

1256. Library: is-plain-object-2.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/59f99c02-6955-4b53-8730-56c50eab39df

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/59f99c02-6955-4b53-8730-56c50eab39df

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9a147abc-075d-4729-a392-adfa2023960e

1257. Library: is-potential-custom-element-name-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/21474a49-e12d-4ba8-9009-5bcb61fbc00f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/21474a49-e12d-4ba8-9009-5bcb61fbc00f

1258. Library: is-prop-valid-0.8.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ace3bbe8-3b5e-4e0a-a603-19690614525a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Emotion team and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ace3bbe8-3b5e-4e0a-a603-19690614525a

--------------------
1259. **Library: is-redirect-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player
- Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4b4dd6de-c9de-4a63-b073-c67649861a25

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Kye Hohenberger
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/emotion-js/emotion/blob/@emotion/compat-cache@0.8.8/LICENSE

1260. **Library: is-regex-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/38a4886f-1681-49d4-ad03-4bc723a70b74

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-redirect/blob/1.0.0/license

1261. **Library: is-regex-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Lite unit
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dcb5c54f-b29a-40b3-9d98-12ee47e3638a

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dcb5c54f-b29a-40b3-9d98-12ee47e3638a
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bd38715c-bf67-48a2-b512-6ae45f73db20

1262. Library: is-regexp-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5325437c-8b71-42ae-b76e-65ecab373ff4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-regexp/blob/v1.0.0/license

1263. Library: is-relative-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/06b89846-8a73-4dbf-b668-527c34ca1645

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-relative/blob/1.0.0/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-relative/blob/1.0.0/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4dc22a97-82c3-4afe-b2ca-2320f9253d8e

1264. Library: is-resolvable-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/430ee642-28fc-4d5f-ab2a-0b2b251111cb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Shinnosuke Watanabe
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/shinnn/is-resolvable/blob/v1.1.0/LICENSE

1265. Library: is-retry-allowed-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f89edfc-b15c-4cae-9dde-c3753b75a123

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Vsevolod Strukchinsky <floatdrop@gmail.com> (github.com/floatdrop)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/floatdrop/is-retry-allowed/blob/v1.1.0/license

1266. Library: is-retry-allowed-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0ac48274-b6c4-4db3-81f1-54fde8ac275a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Vsevolod Strukchinsky <floatdrop@gmail.com> (github.com/floatdrop)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7bd896ea-011f-4429-99e3-2204852e161c

1267. Library: is-root-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bce36c61-976d-474e-b747-49e3ef15eed8

License Text Under Appendix

Credits
1268. Library: is-running-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under BSD
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-running/blob/v2.1.0/license

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

1269. Library: is-set-2.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9624e591-1d4d-47d3-aa59-f50f3a8649a5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

1270. Library: is-stream-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/962ca545-9c70-416f-ad33-e00d6c29dd9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
1271. Library: **is-stream-2.0.0.tgz**  
Product: **Taboola Video**

*Projects*

Video for performance

*Licenses*

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/374ebdb7-273f-40ef-bb70-2fe2326d567b

[License Text Under Appendix](https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-stream/blob/v2.0.0/license)

*Copyrights*

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-stream/blob/v2.0.0/license

1272. Library: **is-string-1.0.5.tgz**  
Product: **Taboola Video**

*Projects*

Units

Video for performance

*Licenses*

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e682667d-4559-406c-9998-b26b43f23ff3

[License Text Under Appendix](https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-string/blob/v1.0.5/license)

*Copyrights*

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-string/blob/f3c57526-e047-40ef-ab2f-4d91ea61c03a/license

1273. Library: **is-svg-2.1.0.tgz**  
Product: **Taboola Video**

*Projects*

Units

*Licenses*

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b232536a-3ed1-4ea9-b910-5bb4de69cf34

[License Text Under Appendix](https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-svg/blob/v2.1.0/license)

*Copyrights*

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-svg/blob/v2.1.0/license

1274. Library: **is-svg-3.0.0.tgz**  
Product: **Taboola Video**

*Copyrights*

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-svg/blob/v3.0.0/license
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f0255cda-0e6e-4a1b-9cca-16ce457816e6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-svg/blob/v3.0.0/license

1275. Library: is-symbol-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/00deb1c4-884f-4575-a362-db2620512b19

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ljharb/is-symbol/blob/v1.0.2/LICENSE

1276. Library: is-symbol-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/64c78f35-9574-4789-ad9a-465d59d02070

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/64c78f35-9574-4789-ad9a-465d59d02070

1277. Library: is-typed-array-1.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
1278. **Library**: is-typedarray-1.0.0.tgz **Product**: Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Player
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reade
1280. Library: is-url-1.2.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/561431b7-d91f-4fe0-99a9-5d6b32900bf6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

1281. Library: is-utf8-0.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8e832beb-bb1f-47e6-a69a-da54ec615328

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Wei Fanzhe
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8da7cc83-9c8a-44f0-856f-23b338fefe7b

1282. Library: is-weakmap-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fd19e211-e1ba-42e6-bbba-746936c72a40

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Inspect JS
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/inspect-js/is-weakmap/blob/v2.0.1/LICENSE

1283. Library: is-weakset-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fd19e211-e1ba-42e6-bbba-746936c72a40

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Inspect JS
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/inspect-js/is-weakset/blob/v2.0.1/LICENSE

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html 628/1225
1286. Library: is-wsl-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b1866270-2eef-44e7-8c38-3570eb90d746

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b1866270-2eef-44e7-8c38-3570eb90d746

1287. Library: is-wsl-2.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3483eb68-7333-474e-a622-ef6e4870a6b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-wsl/blob/v2.2.0/license

1288. Library: is-yarn-global-0.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/24d4a7ac-4b21-48d4-8914-e1bb2520631

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 LitoMore
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/LitoMore/is-yarn-global/blob/0.3.0/LICENSE

1289. Library: is2-2.0.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/de21e384-f45c-475e-a885-cdb4573ac53c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 6
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Enrico Marino
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a232dbe8-1c5a-4d8c-8254-41dd77dd7b39

Copyright 2 out of 6
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2014 Edmond Meinfelder
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a232dbe8-1c5a-4d8c-8254-41dd77dd7b39

Copyright 3 out of 6
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Edmond Meinfelder
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/de21e384-f45c-475e-a885-cdb4573ac53c

Copyright 4 out of 6
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Edmond Meinfelder
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/stdarg/is2/blob/v2.0.6/LICENSE

Copyright 5 out of 6
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Enrico Marino
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/stdarg/is2/blob/v2.0.6/README.md

Copyright 6 out of 6
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2014 Edmond Meinfelder
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/stdarg/is2/blob/v2.0.6/README.md

1290. Library: isarray-0.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e97894df-0495-401d-acf1-4f749a436623

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Julian Gruber &lt;julian@juliangruber.com&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/juliangruber/isarray/blob/v1.0.0/README.md

1291. Library: isarray-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b7a4c259-594c-4dc2-8d38-018b844f1a29

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Julian Gruber <julian@juliangruber.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/juliangruber/isarray/blob/v1.0.0/README.md

1292. Library: isarray-2.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
    
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9480fee7-5e57-4c16-ac3a-ddd15afa36a2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Julian Gruber <julian@juliangruber.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/juliangruber/isarray/blob/v1.0.0/README.md

1293. Library: isexe-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ebb83d8e-50db-435c-a849-4eb65b467e8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ebb83d8e-50db-435c-a849-4eb65b467e8

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0105a108-43a4-46b2-b243-5a7c564112ab

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/isobject/blob/2.1.0/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/isobject/blob/2.1.0/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f0b42ac-fc1b-46bb-8f41-4849396e8c15

1295. Library: isobject-3.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/46ddf254-4696-4a1e-ad39-45434a1d7300

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/isobject/blob/3.0.1/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/isobject/blob/3.0.1/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/853e1acc-76bf-4a72-b11f-9f51e0ece193

1296. Library: **isstream-0.1.2.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**

Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8e13b1ca-1907-45e5-a3fd-8a59ccac8a1d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Rod Vagg
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/rvagg/isstream/blob/v0.1.2/LICENSE.md

Copyright 2 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Rod Vagg [@rvagg](https://twitter.com/rvagg) and licenced under the MIT licence
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/rvagg/isstream/blob/v0.1.2/README.md

Copyright 3 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Rod Vagg "[@rvagg](https://twitter.com/rvagg)" and licenced under the MIT licence
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6c93e615-5d34-4199-b570-b2384cbf3aa5

1297. Library: **istanbul-lib-coverage-2.0.3.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**

Video for performance

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6c93e615-5d34-4199-b570-b2384cbf3aa5

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/6c93e615-5d34-4199-b570-b2384cbf3aa5

1298. Library: istanbul-lib-coverage-2.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/12fce808-e87f-4e98-965f-56a6870d5884

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 Yahoo!
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/12fce808-e87f-4e98-965f-56a6870d5884

1299. Library: istanbul-lib-coverage-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/e381495a-991e-4dfb-aaa3-2c896bc01d2e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 Yahoo!
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/e381495a-991e-4dfb-aaa3-2c896bc01d2e

1300. Library: istanbul-lib-instrument-3.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/c03d5c8e-f32c-4780-908a-5887fbf7bbd9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 Yahoo!
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/c03d5c8e-f32c-4780-908a-5887fbf7bbd9
1301. Library: istanbul-lib-instrument-4.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3895f608-54aa-4ac8-8909-35d2a250fe7b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 Yahoo!
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3895f608-54aa-4ac8-8909-35d2a250fe7b

1302. Library: istanbul-lib-report-2.0.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/608850ab-d34c-454f-b9d4-aec08af3a1f5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 Yahoo!
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/608850ab-d34c-454f-b9d4-aec08af3a1f5

1303. Library: istanbul-lib-report-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a5e14b68-adc9-471e-90f7-34ccc8eb1a0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 Yahoo!
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a5e14b68-adc9-471e-90f7-34ccc8eb1a0

1304. Library: istanbul-lib-report-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/94f3ad28-0b08-4bc2-a453-c255bc5df81f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/94f3ad28-0b08-4bc2-a453-c255bc5df81f

1305. Library: istanbul-lib-source-maps-3.0.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/22f0b571-1678-4f54-b081-ad48736c287a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Yahoo!
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/22f0b571-1678-4f54-b081-ad48736c287a

1306. Library: istanbul-lib-source-maps-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2035bcd-a232-4892-9392-bfd11a985c21

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Yahoo!
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2035bcd-a232-4892-9392-bfd11a985c21

1307. Library: istanbul-reports-1.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/02f94a0b-c767-4d07-80e8-1c9560e2bfa4
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/02f94a0b-e767-4d07-80c8-1c9560e2bfa4

1308. Library: istanbul-reports-2.2.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a9bc47fa-3211-4fe8-8352-be474590aa44

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 Yahoo!
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a9bc47fa-3211-4fe8-8352-be474590aa44

1309. Library: istanbul-reports-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f2a48ad7-2b43-42b4-962c-22bfb816c9d5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f2a48ad7-2b43-42b4-962c-22bfb816c9d5

1310. Library: istanbul-reports-3.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1de0319a-9775-4015-a9c4-ecd2b123a462

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1de0319a-9775-4015-a9c4-ecd2b123a462
1311. Library: javascript-debounce-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5f701f1b-39bf-4545-9bb1-4743094ad5db

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jason Garber
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5f701f1b-39bf-4545-9bb1-4743094ad5db

1312. Library: jest-26.6.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/08be9541-87e5-4a99-bc0b-41c36f82b4e4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/08be9541-87e5-4a99-bc0b-41c36f82b4e4

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.6.0/LICENSE

1313. Library: jest-changed-files-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ae9f21e5-38e7-42b5-9329-abb7d636f56c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
1314. Library: **jest-changed-files-26.6.2.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/32ea27a7-b585-42de-8ca4-4a4ccda28997

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

-------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/32ea27a7-b585-42de-8ca4-4a4ccda28997

-------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.6.2/LICENSE

1315. Library: **jest-circus-26.6.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ac74715f-ee5c-4482-bbcb-5c2aebe6588a6

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

-------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ac74715f-ee5c-4482-bbcb-5c2aebe6588a6

-------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.6.0/LICENSE

1316. Library: **jest-cli-24.9.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9723fced-6fcd-4555-8db9-841b34affb50
1317. Library: jest-cli-26.6.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1a993eaa-f33f-48be-937f-f92fffd722812

1318. Library: jest-config-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4e4c2d6f-f50c-4ded-9389-0242cbe1004ce

1319. Library: jest-config-26.6.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9ca71949-0432-4eaa-85ff-d2324759cb57
1320. Library: **jest-diff-24.9.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/2838dff6-63c0-4416-a7d6-391ed5415401

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

1321. Library: **jest-diff-26.6.2.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/31b6bf0-784d-4b5f-90ca-eeda5641482e

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

\\\*\\\*\\\*\\\*
Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/31b6bf0-784d-4b5f-90ca-eeda5641482e

\\\*\\\*\\\*\\\*
Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.6.2/LICENSE

1322. Library: **jest-docblock-24.9.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/7523b972-c06b-4dbf-bbed-523ed822a3d

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE
1323. Library: jest-docblock-26.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/175fca5c-1969-4a87-aac7-a9286b6ada59

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/175fca5c-1969-4a87-aac7-a9286b6ada59

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.0.0-alpha.0/LICENSE

1324. Library: jest-each-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/8b39bd93-c68a-40ce-be8f-21e9ce46b3bc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

1325. Library: jest-each-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/9a9e66ad-8228-4c84-ace4-a85d0134c13e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

1329. Library: jest-environment-node-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9173402a-8ed8-4686-b80c-7aa36dbba5f3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9173402a-8ed8-4686-b80c-7aa36dbba5f3

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.6.2/LICENSE

1330. Library: jest-type-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/04282d3a-f65c-4fdf-b435-0d1a92cb050f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

1331. Library: jest-type-26.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/23381f82-3fc3-4ff3-9480-213c08b69c42

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
1332. Library: jest-haste-map-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/23381f82-3fc3-4ff3-9480-213c08b69c42

1333. Library: jest-haste-map-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/aeadec4a-1d21-45c3-9f19-4df832d7d006

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.6.2/LICENSE

1334. Library: jest-jasmine2-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2142904c-cb22-4735-99ca-b4ab24b2c897

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

1335. Library: jest-jasmine2-26.6.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2c8830b6-118c-4f76-a2b6-79e98708af88

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2c8830b6-118c-4f76-a2b6-79e98708af88

1336. Library: jest-leak-detector-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ddd40c44-530b-4cd5-9308-010cc59da553

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

1337. Library: jest-leak-detector-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0971cee9-153f-4d41-8257-932be66e7287

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0971cee9-153f-4d41-8257-932be66e7287

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.6.2/LICENSE


Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8c927d80-c72f-4af3-9a29-2f25934d6e6e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

1339. Library: jest-matcher-utils-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0b084526-a3d2-4613-8a39-2b018aae94f4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0b084526-a3d2-4613-8a39-2b018aae94f4

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.6.2/LICENSE

1340. Library: jest-message-util-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Licenses

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0b084526-a3d2-4613-8a39-2b018aae94f4
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/19fd6841-53c1-49ec-9968-6d48696af7fe

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

1341. Library: jest-message-util-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/71b6266b-968f-48e9-bf2f-b5552c322c44

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
........................................
Copyright 1 out of 2
........................................
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/71b6266b-968f-48e9-bf2f-b5552c322c44

........................................
Copyright 2 out of 2
........................................
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.6.2/LICENSE

1342. Library: jest-mock-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/27c5ce11-4bf6-45e1-bcd4-9e092f273473

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

1343. Library: jest-mock-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7c965c15-450e-4b34-9ef6-64e3c8746e34

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7c965c15-450e-4b34-9ef6-64e3c8746e34

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.0.0-alpha.0/LICENSE

1347. Library: jest-resolve-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/03661e64-5dcb-4dbd-b786-b86d6f842daf

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

1348. Library: jest-resolve-26.6.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/df8592ed-9a03-4dd4-ad3b-8b9e54d18bee

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/df8592ed-9a03-4dd4-ad3b-8b9e54d18bee

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.6.0/LICENSE
Library: jest-resolve-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bb8d95d3-7ba9-47f9-a2c2-de922c327950

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bb8d95d3-7ba9-47f9-a2c2-de922c327950

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jest/resolve.dependencies/blob/v26.6.2/LICENSE

Library: jest-resolve-dependencies-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

Library: jest-resolve-dependencies-26.6.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/44dc3488-8775-4dde-8d57-d50cdab62482

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/44dc3488-8775-4dde-8d57-d50cdab62482
1352. **Library:** jest-runner-24.9.0.tgz **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7df40536-86be-4bfb-a506-444c0f58bd95

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

1353. **Library:** jest-runner-26.6.3.tgz **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b3563a89-84cb-440e-979d-d25d6bf23fe

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b3563a89-84cb-440e-979d-d25d6bf23fe

1354. **Library:** jest-runtime-24.9.0.tgz **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6e31ea31-14b7-4871-8d2a-6e2d12cede0518

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

1355. **Library:** jest-runtime-26.6.3.tgz **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Permissions

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bb5e8cde-f292-41e2-adb4-6ed6cc53fa44

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bb5e8cde-f292-41e2-adb4-6ed6cc53fa44

1356. Library: jest-serializer-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/94f91e53-2173-44b1-9f64-1ed868f80db5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

1357. Library: jest-serializer-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4b8e5e30-981e-4ec0-957f-95a7ce826073

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4b8e5e30-981e-4ec0-957f-95a7ce826073

Copyright 2 out of 2
----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.6.2/LICENSE

1358. Library: jest-snapshot-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1c7ea99-2ec2-4400-b0c6-9e11e70bc758

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

1359. Library: jest-snapshot-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/752b4afa-22a9-4679-8e57-b84de229cc93

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/752b4afa-22a9-4679-8e57-b84de229cc93

Copyright 1 out of 2
--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/752b4afa-22a9-4679-8e57-b84de229cc93

Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.6.2/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

1360. Library: jest-util-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/38d4e528-4c25-403e-b050-3cf705ff2a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

1361. Library: jest-util-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/35fdadef-7c4f-4ab9-b029-43974f6ae989

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

1362. Library: jest-validate-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/30b4e193-0a90-492e-816b-1a279f84c9b8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

1363. Library: jest-validate-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fd985008-bf01-415c-99de-50986fd6c34

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

1364. Library: jest-watch-typeahead-0.6.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fd985008-bf01-415c-99de-50986fd6c34

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/60ab72ae-0b00-4f63-a464-bdc6093165db

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Rogelio Guzman
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/60ab72ae-0b00-4f63-a464-bdc6093165db

1365. Library: jest-watcher-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/90ab1a2e-0f87-4642-b753-8773ed4a7d34

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

1366. Library: jest-watcher-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/85ffe986-3307-43ba-924d-f6ab702292cf

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
-------------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/85ffe986-3307-43ba-924d-f6ab702292cf

Copyright 2 out of 2
-------------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.6.2/LICENSE

1367. Library: jest-worker-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/60ab72ae-0b00-4f63-a464-bdc6093165db

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Rogelio Guzman
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/60ab72ae-0b00-4f63-a464-bdc6093165db
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/aa4fba2c-a4a8-40c4-9a96-cb24de5f63b7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

1368. Library: jest-worker-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1785c46d-706d-4a13-b5d2-54f3df39f128

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
_____________________
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1785c46d-706d-4a13-b5d2-54f3df39f128

Copyright 2 out of 2
_____________________
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.6.2/LICENSE

1369. Library: jmespath-0.15.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/24f6ca92-46f2-44e8-9922-7aa9a836da2d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 James Saryerwinnie
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jmespath/jmespath.js/blob/0.15.0/LICENSE

1370. Library: joi-15.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/aa4fba2c-a4a8-40c4-9a96-cb24de5f63b7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1785c46d-706d-4a13-b5d2-54f3df39f128

Copyright 1 out of 2
_____________________
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1785c46d-706d-4a13-b5d2-54f3df39f128

Copyright 2 out of 2
_____________________
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.6.2/LICENSE

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 James Saryerwinnie
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jmespath/jmespath.js/blob/0.15.0/LICENSE
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/0c532646-cf60-4fc1-8840-b75e5cc66210

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

License 1 out of 2
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/hapijs/joi/blob/v15.1.1/LICENSE.md

License Text Under Appendix

License 2 out of 2
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/hapijs/joi/blob/v15.1.1/LICENSE.md

1371. Library: jpeg-js-0.4.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
License 1 out of 2
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/257dce6a-f985-4b0c-ad8a-251a93a960ea

License Text Under Appendix

License 2 out of 2
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/f46705ce-c71d-4f76-ab96-475e9bc8dfff

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

License 1 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Eugene Ware
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/257dce6a-f985-4b0c-ad8a-251a93a960ea

License 2 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 notmasteryet
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/f46705ce-c71d-4f76-ab96-475e9bc8dfff

License 3 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2008 Adobe Systems Incorporated
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/f46705ce-c71d-4f76-ab96-475e9bc8dfff
Projects

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/813c065d-640c-48a6-bf97-8102f8e387b2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Dan Kogai
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/813c065d-640c-48a6-bf97-8102f8e387b2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Dan Kogai
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/dankogai/js-base64/blob/2.6.4/LICENSE.md

Projects

Units

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/7f0d57ac-bed5-467d-95fb-28f919d3fbb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2016 Andrew Bredow
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/7f0d57ac-bed5-467d-95fb-28f919d3fbb

Projects

Player

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/446ee9e3-92cf-4a76-b8ea-f1dce08844fc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Cai Guanhao (Choi Goon-ho)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/446ee9e3-92cf-4a76-b8ea-f1dce08844fc
1375. Library: js-obfuscator-0.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2ce1b43f-b1ee-4645-ae9a-0e4ca2af0369

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Cai Guanhao (Choi Goon-ho)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2ce1b43f-b1ee-4645-ae9a-0e4ca2af0369

1376. Library: js-tokens-3.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9b5f0ae1-80f2-452a-8f38-fa8b34ab1116

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lydell/js-tokens/blob/v3.0.2/LICENSE

1377. Library: js-tokens-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8d16ccf9-ea15-4f4e-b72f-fd168d31d7e5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lydell/js-tokens/blob/v4.0.0/LICENSE

1378. Library: js-yaml-2.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
1/17/2021 Taboola Video_attribution-report.html

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/613c66e5-185c-417a-b256-56f7aae1f50a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2013 by Vitaly Puzrin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodeca/js-yaml/blob/2.0.5/LICENSE


Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7364f7ad-ce41-40b9-97fa-8b4a5f70c28b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2015 by Vitaly Puzrin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodeca/js-yaml/blob/3.13.1/LICENSE


Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2a28378b-bbfa-4790-b9cd-6c67ae462190

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2015 by Vitaly Puzrin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2a28378b-bbfa-4790-b9cd-6c67ae462190

------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2015 by Vitaly Puzrin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodeca/js-yaml/blob/3.14.1/LICENSE

1381. Library: js-yaml-3.7.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html 662/1225
1382. Library: js2xmlparser-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8a93d46a-2570-45da-9505-74495bf450af

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2015 by Vitaly Puzrin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodeca/js-yaml/blob/3.7.0/LICENSE

1383. Library: js2xmlparser-4.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

License
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3e301911-7b66-4cb3-999f-e275029eb555

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Michael Kourlas and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/michaelkourlas/node-js2xmlparser/blob/v1.0.0/NOTICE.md

1384. Library: jsbn-0.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/92632454-280e-48d8-bf58-f5533a89af0d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2020 Michael Kourlas
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/michaelkourlas/node-js2xmlparser/blob/v4.0.1/NOTICE.md
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e50fe76a-8045-4189-85b5-58fe40102ab4

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2003-2005 Tom Wu
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/07b1cc07-3b1d-4635-8d7d-abe73509e9e

1385. Library: jsdelivr-cdn-data-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/253c39be-0223-47a0-9a61-9d50d6013363

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Shahar Talmi
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/253c39be-0223-47a0-9a61-9d50d6013363

1386. Library: jsdoc-3.4.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/79c5c7bd-22c9-472e-8fc9-51f7a3352957

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 9
Copyrighted under Copyright 2006 Google Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7cad2e87-b17a-451b-a4a6-d1cced2526b6

Copyright 2 out of 9
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2011 Google Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7cad2e87-b17a-451b-a4a6-d1cced2526b6

Copyright 3 out of 9
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 Adam Abrons and Misko Hevery (http://getangular.com)
1391. Library: jsesc-0.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/6e2a2260-7b2a-48fe-95c4-34b290473d12

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 Elijah Insua
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jsdom/jsdom/blob/16.4.0/LICENSE.txt

1392. Library: jsesc-1.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/a28601be-46eb-4b42-b0e2-bff4e8da4208

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens <http://mathiasbynens.be/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mathiasbynens/jsesc/blob/v1.3.0/LICENSE-MIT.txt

1393. Library: jsesc-2.5.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/5d2e70b5-8e9e-4de5-af15-aeeff5d7006c

License Text Under Appendix
1394. Library: jsftp-1.5.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/cb35cbe0-9c6f-4952-8328-131781f0e0b7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Ajax.org B.V
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/cb35cbe0-9c6f-4952-8328-131781f0e0b7

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Ajax.org B.V
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/jsftp/blob/v1.5.5/LICENSE

1395. Library: jslint-0.10.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
License 1 out of 2
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/16a7d0a6-956c-4337-8129-d9f98ba4e33a

License Text Under Appendix

License 2 out of 2
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/16a7d0a6-956c-4337-8129-d9f98ba4e33a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Yahoo!
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/reid/node-jslint/blob/v0.10.3/LICENSE

1396. Library: json-buffer-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/5d2e70b5-8e9e-4de5-af15-aeef5d7006c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Ajax.org B.V
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/cb35cbe0-9c6f-4952-8328-131781f0e0b7

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Ajax.org B.V
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/jsftp/blob/v1.5.5/LICENSE

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Yahoo!
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/reid/node-jslint/blob/v0.10.3/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Yahoo!
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/reid/node-jslint/blob/v0.10.3/LICENSE
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a69df091-eba4-4d38-a867-c817506d9349

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Dominic Tarr
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a69df091-eba4-4d38-a867-c817506d9349

License Text Under Appendix

1397. Library: json-formatter-js-2.3.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dd35f25c-57a7-49a7-a67e-3a6afe1af64d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Mohsen Azimi
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dd35f25c-57a7-49a7-a67e-3a6afe1af64d

License Text Under Appendix

1398. Library: json-markup-0.1.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/mafintosh/json-markup/blob/v0.1.7/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/22b22a6c-7484-4423-81b6-5c84eb1efb8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyright 2 out of 2

-----------
Copyright 1 out of 2

-----------
Copyright 2 out of 2

-----------
1399. Library: json-parse-better-errors-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ac55796c-5b5a-4759-b680-e9dec0eed2b9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Kat Marchán
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ac55796c-5b5a-4759-b680-e9dec0eed2b9

1400. Library: json-parse-even-better-errors-2.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3767e1c5-3d0c-4571-b80e-241d53f17ef9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Kat Marchán
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3767e1c5-3d0c-4571-b80e-241d53f17ef9

Copyright 2 out of 2
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3767e1c5-3d0c-4571-b80e-241d53f17ef9

1401. Library: json-schema-0.2.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
-------------------
License 1 out of 2
-------------------
Licensed under Academic 2.1
License terms can be found at: http://trac.dojotoolkit.org/browser/dojo/trunk/LICENSE#L43

License Text Under Appendix

License 2 out of 2
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/json-schema

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 The Dojo Foundation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/kriszyp/json-schema

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video attribution-report.html

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video attribution-report.html

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video attribution-report.html

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Evgeny Poberezkin
Copyright terms can be found at: file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video attribution-report.html

Projects
Player

Legal
1. Library: json-schema-traverse-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/9d7fbb75-2791-43b6-8330-3bb30d86f5a3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Evgeny Poberezkin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/9d7fbb75-2791-43b6-8330-3bb30d86f5a3

2. Library: json-stable-stringify-0.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/cf9be98a-4b2f-4c16-a390-5a0b35a9f202

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Evgeny Poberezkin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/cf9be98a-4b2f-4c16-a390-5a0b35a9f202

3. Library: json-stable-stringify-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/71aa9a91-b11d-4984-9b75-af3b5219f5a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/122fd324-821e-4c77-a387-191224b9323c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright James Halliday
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/substack/json-stable-stringify

1408. Library: json-stable-stringify-without-jsonify-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/93cb6830-e49a-40fa-b0e5-4f6ca707577b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established

1409. Library: json-stringify-safe-5.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/a053ca2b-dd56-4e94-bbf9-7823cad2c8f1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/json-stringify-safe/blob/v5.0.1/LICENSE

1410. Library: json3-3.3.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eecb8818-f2ae-4b5e-9545-b275dabe03c8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eecb8818-f2ae-4b5e-9545-b275dabe03c8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fc0f3245-6999-4553-80af-84b9254a01e6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fc0f3245-6999-4553-80af-84b9254a01e6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f9c4d3ad-9863-476d-9708-f3978ae26455

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f9c4d3ad-9863-476d-9708-f3978ae26455

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f9c4d3ad-9863-476d-9708-f3978ae26455

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f9c4d3ad-9863-476d-9708-f3978ae26455

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f9c4d3ad-9863-476d-9708-f3978ae26455

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f9c4d3ad-9863-476d-9708-f3978ae26455

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f9c4d3ad-9863-476d-9708-f3978ae26455

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/41ed277b-d655-478b-82b6-ceedee2c86e18

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2018 Aseem Kishore, and "others" (https://github.com/json5/json5/contributors)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/41ed277b-d655-478b-82b6-ceedee2c86e18

**1414. Library: json5-2.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/2c02243d-0994-44c2-beaf-f901e327b738

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

-------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2018 Aseem Kishore, and [others]
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/json5/json5/blob/v2.1.3/LICENSE.md

-------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2018 Aseem Kishore, and "others" (https://github.com/json5/json5/contributors)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/2e02243d-0994-44c2-beaf-f901e327b738

**1415. Library: jsonfile-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/a37440ab-5a4e-4615-9fdd-1f11a5e104c5

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
1416. Library: jsfile-6.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bbc0de9f-18b4-47b8-81c6-bfcea1fc582

License Text Under Appendix

1417. Library: jsonify-0.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under Public Domain
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/jsonify/v/0.0.0

License Text Under Appendix

Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
Library Copyrights could not be established
1418. Library: jsonld-1.8.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

License
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/88249d14-188c-4f10-b4e2-940bd6d9d748e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 Digital Bazaar, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/digitalbazaar/jsonld.js/blob/v1.8.1/LICENSE

1419. Library: jsonlint-mod-1.7.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4adcef55-6cc3-4c29-ba75-ee6b36c4c54a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Zachary Carter
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4adcef55-6cc3-4c29-ba75-ee6b36c4c54a

1420. Library: jsonparse-0.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5dfc7277-d277-406f-8b91-0bac23d1a840

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2012 Tim Caswell
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/creationix/jsonparse/blob/0.0.5/README.markdown

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Tim Caswell
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/creationix/jsonparse/blob/0.0.5/LICENSE

1421. Library: jsonparse-1.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/30dd5326-0695-49f1-9318-56d2b3487741

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Tim Caswell
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/creationix/jsonparse/blob/1.3.1/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2012 Tim Caswell
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/creationix/jsonparse/blob/1.3.1/README.markdown

1422. Library: jsprim-1.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/5052c372-e543-445b-a2ed-15fa620c7aa3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Joyent, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/joyent/node-jsprim/blob/v1.4.1/LICENSE

1423. Library: jss-10.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/43a3106e-841e-40e9-b10a-5c1994140b64

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bed92d00-c5ea-4285-9b11-286ab6f3ed15

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

1425. Library: jss-plugin-default-unit-10.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7ab3629b-b9c7-4766-9e40-8bd137296e44

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

1424. Library: jss-plugin-camel-case-10.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/43a3106e-841e-40e9-b10a-5c1994140b64

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Oleg Isonen (Slobodskoi) & contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7ab3629b-b9c7-4766-9e40-8bd137296e44

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Oleg Isonen (Slobodskoi) & contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/43a3106e-841e-40e9-b10a-5c1994140b64

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Oleg Isonen (Slobodskoi) & contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7ab3629b-b9c7-4766-9e40-8bd137296e44

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Oleg Isonen (Slobodskoi) & contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bff79055-b30a-4f3e-83c0-ee56a48ab545

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Oleg Isonen (Slobodskoi) & contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/43a3106e-841e-40e9-b10a-5c1994140b64

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Oleg Isonen (Slobodskoi) & contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bff79055-b30a-4f3e-83c0-ee56a48ab545
1431. Library: **jsx-ast-utils-3.2.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/598742fa-9226-44a2-8909-9ad2a4ae495d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Ethan Cohen

License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/22b4eac6-1e4b-4f84-9d1b-48230f1d4e10

1432. Library: **keyv-3.1.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ca602094-324d-4445-bc4a-38c402d02f0b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Luke Childs

License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b7b8c6c6-d940-412b-bd5e-c8d2560d62b3

License Text Under Appendix

1433. Library: **killable-1.0.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b7b8c6c6-d940-412b-bd5e-c8d2560d62b3

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Marten de Vries
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6995425a-33e4-4787-90c8-984df74822cb

1434. Library: kind-of-3.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/764e1c2c-b46d-4c6f-8957-31972b6a9c8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/kind-of/blob/3.2.2/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/kind-of/blob/3.2.2/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/af52d613-60ae-4a3f-0b24994

1435. Library: kind-of-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/62e7d55f-53e3-46a5-ab4c-1c05db7f2829

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/kind-of/blob/4.0.0/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/kind-of/blob/4.0.0/README.md
1436. Library: kind-of-5.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7f776f12-4f2e-4350-b068-86d7a4b4eea

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

------------------
Copyright 1 out of 3
------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/kind-of/blob/5.1.0/README.md

------------------
Copyright 2 out of 3
------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/kind-of/blob/5.1.0/LICENSE

------------------
Copyright 3 out of 3
------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" ([https://github.com/jonschlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert))
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8058c7d6-1340-45c7-806c-2276b4e0c2b

1437. Library: kind-of-6.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/036663f9-ad87-4664-89ad-7ec94bfc1df

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2020 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/kind-of/blob/6.0.3/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/kind-of/blob/6.0.3/LICENSE
1440. Library: kleur-3.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/da71256f-ffec-4b42-b2b1-a4cd440bbe2c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 "JP Richardson" (https://github.com/jprichardson)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/da71256f-ffec-4b42-b2b1-a4cd440bbe2c

1441. Library: klona-2.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/33d7b298-44f4-405e-ad9b-3451b33e0d5b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Luke Edwards <luke.edwards05@gmail.com> (lukeed.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lukeed/kleur/blob/v3.0.3/license

1442. Library: lab-3.0.0-alpha.30.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Creative Uploader

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/79d2b4ae-4b90-4fc4-9433-57d7e76bcd26

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Call-Em-All
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/79d2b4ae-4b90-4fc4-9433-57d7e76bcd26

1443. Library: labeled-stream-splicer-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/9614707a-4e95-46d5-afee-3e5e6ed9eedb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

1444. Library: labeled-stream-splicer-2.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/90110b80-cea8-4bd4-b1a8-ae85e7eed152

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright James Halliday and browserify contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/browserify/labeled-stream-splicer/blob/v2.0.2/LICENSE

1445. Library: language-tags-1.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/2f361552-7390-4f77-80b0-46fcd5be04c5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 "Matthew Caruana Galizia" (http://twitter.com/mcaruanagalizia)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/76722044-1849-4866-9bf7-3ace0e4dd709

1446. Library: last-call-webpack-plugin-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/25141534-2be9-450b-a58b-c5d456e10de8

License Text Under Appendix
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/1c825a40-3b6b-4091-8439-07f52a2e0131

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)  
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/5a945f56-b1b4-4ae4-8ee4-7be56d3c6e0

**1450. Library: lazy-property-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT  
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/7e0425ba-2a70-4516-b965-5ed56e452517

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Mikola Lysenko  
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/7e0425ba-2a70-4516-b965-5ed56e452517

**1451. Library: lcid-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT  
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/57c77c22-3a62-4781-b7de-2defe0e6425

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)  
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/lcid/blob/v1.0.0/license

**1452. Library: lcid-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT  
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/75b7263a-b769-4d66-8a1b-5e877d3a09e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)  
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/lcid/blob/v2.0.0/license
1453. Library: leb128-1.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/d319b8b1-9242-4e09-8bc4-1e4d4b1a7a7a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 The Obvious Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/c4d7e34d-4840-8f72-bbd8f110684

1454. Library: less-3.13.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/89e18d27-4315-4e73-8d2a-63836eba067f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

1455. Library: less-4.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/0478c309-274f-44b0-945e-dc6079b7fd5a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

1456. Library: less-loader-7.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/8a52be03-9ec5-48ff-85af-ed7f0e29b25
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8a52be03-9ee5-48ff-85af-ed7f0ea29b25

1457. Library: leven-3.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1eb9df29-e60f-48f3-894d-9e094b03c30f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1eb9df29-e60f-48f3-894d-9e094b03c30f

1458. Library: levn-0.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f855e7dd-24fe-495d-97b1-c5b1b025f7e9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright George Zahariev
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f855e7dd-24fe-495d-97b1-c5b1b025f7e9

1459. Library: levn-0.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3202c4a2-ceed-0c5b3-a9e9-5887d219f742

License Text Under Appendix
1/17/2021

Taboola Video Attribution Report

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright George Zahariev
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gkz/levn/blob/0.4.1/LICENSE

1460. Library: lexical-scope-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8905dfcc-3f19-442e-9b7e-052d2ef64a9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

1461. Library: libcipm-4.0.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/11f687c4-b60c-42a0-ba9c-d6fc5370db50

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc., Kat Marchán, and Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/libcipm/blob/v4.0.7/LICENSE.md

1462. Library: libnpm-3.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/47bb291a-b684-478a-92a6-a09f6b493015

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/libnpm/blob/v3.0.1/LICENSE.md

1463. Library: libnpmaccess-3.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/libnpmaccess/v/3.0.2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/libnpmaccess/v/3.0.2

1464. Library: libnpmconfig-1.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/libnpmconfig/blob/v1.2.1/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/libnpmconfig/blob/v1.2.1/LICENSE

1465. Library: libnpmhook-5.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9a869480-d595-4c64-8ce6-aa727cd308fc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/libnpmhook/blob/v5.0.3/LICENSE.md

1466. Library: libnpmorg-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/libnpmorg/blob/v1.0.1/package.json

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/libnmpmorg/blob/v1.0.1/LICENSE

1467. Library: libnpmpublish-1.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/libnpmpublish/blob/v1.1.2/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/libnpmpublish/blob/v1.1.2/LICENSE

1468. Library: libnpmssearch-2.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/libnpmssearch/blob/v2.0.2/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/libnpmssearch/blob/v2.0.2/LICENSE

1469. Library: libnpmteam-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/libnpmteam/blob/v1.0.2/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/libnpmteam/blob/v1.0.2/LICENSE

1470. Library: libnpx-10.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/16e851dd-2e6b-4357-b9e6-ce9a849c3315

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/16e851dd-2e6b-4357-b9e6-ce9a849c3315

1471. Library: liftoff-2.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/56cbaff3-e7a0-47c6-8fb9-61ab45494849

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Tyler Kellen
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/js-cli/js-liftoff/blob/v2.5.0/LICENSE

1472. Library: lighthouse-7.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/e4d02409-20ab-4230-ad14-fa668daea929

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

1473. Library: lighthouse-logger-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/5437ac04-c8f0-4bfe-be42-a73df77a1f7c

License Text Under Appendix
1474. Library: **lighthouse-stack-packs-1.4.0.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**

**Units**

**Licenses**
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/content/asString/d53df2fl-e39c-4fff-be08-901a8e826d08

[License Text Under Appendix](https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/content/asString/d53df2fl-e39c-4fff-be08-901a8e826d08)

**Copyrights**

(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

1475. Library: **lines-and-columns-1.1.6.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**

**Video for performance**

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/content/asString/d53df2fl-e39c-4fff-be08-901a8e826d08

[License Text Under Appendix](https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/content/asString/d53df2fl-e39c-4fff-be08-901a8e826d08)

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Brian Donovan
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/content/asString/d53df2fl-e39c-4fff-be08-901a8e826d08

1476. Library: **linkify-it-2.2.0.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**

**Units**

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/content/asString/337756fca301-4069-9e98-c9d8a2c3a846

[License Text Under Appendix](https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/content/asString/337756fca301-4069-9e98-c9d8a2c3a846)

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Vitaly Puzrin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/markdown-it/linkify-it/blob/2.2.0/LICENSE

1477. Library: **livereload-js-2.4.0.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6800e6cf-eae6-42d0-81a3-f6e69bde135c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2012 Andrey Tarantsov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/livereload/livereload-js/blob/v2.4.0/LICENSE

1478. Library: load-json-file-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e2f0d772-bc7c-4831-9e03-59b219049fba

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/load-json-file/blob/v1.1.0/license

1479. Library: load-json-file-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2749b128-4f03-4415-bb07-4db87416bd11

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/load-json-file/blob/v2.0.0/license

1480. Library: load-json-file-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/03ca3f31-9893-4f79-989a-df3b2505a2d3
1481. Library: load-nyc-config-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4d48bf2e-c24f-4461-a704-b6a6de501984

1482. Library: loader-runner-2.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1865360f-a5d4-407f-ae9f-781cf505131

1483. Library: loader-utils-0.2.17.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c3772d96-37af-48c2-a99c-8a3faaf3289
1484. Library: loader-utils-1.2.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bdda6c76-6d56-46b6-bc60-e40d22be2f4b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/loader-utils/blob/v1.2.3/LICENSE

1485. Library: loader-utils-1.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d17e4c6e-a618-4b56-9f80-9776996030a7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/loader-utils/blob/v1.4.0/LICENSE

1486. Library: loader-utils-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4074bb79-944a-47c1-abfe-da889a018fa5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
1487. Library: **locate-path-2.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/00220b61-8c5d-41e5-a715-6b571a1a4578

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/locate-path/blob/v2.0.0/license

1488. Library: **locate-path-3.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b21ea822-d93c-4829-8056-4d28b53ec5de

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/locate-path/blob/v3.0.0/license

1489. Library: **locate-path-5.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c42aed76-6c72-4bb7-8509-f495db5e615d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/locate-path/blob/v5.0.0/license
1490. Library: lock-verify-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/lock-verify

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Rebecca Turner <me@rebecca.or>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/83cb3c1b-b95f-47a7-b3e1-43976dc2296a

1491. Library: lockfile-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1f7dbd23-adba-43b9-83f5-eb17cad8ca0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1f7dbd23-adba-43b9-83f5-eb17cad8ca0

1492. Library: lodash-0.9.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0afc6b93-4355-4aad-800a-0eb13b2aff60a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 John-David Dalton <http://allyoucanleet.com/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/0.9.2/LICENSE.txt
1493. Library: **lodash-2.4.2.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**

**Units**

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT

License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e1345d54-bbc3-4bb2-a956-0d4e02a4528f

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2012 Jeremy Ashkenas,

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/0.9.2/LICENSE.txt

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2013 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/2.4.2/LICENSE.txt

-------------------

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2013 Jeremy Ashkenas,

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/2.4.2/LICENSE.txt

1494. Library: **lodash-4.17.10.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**

**Player**

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT

License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e2cf03f9-9592-43ba-aae0-54b6f7473193

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors <https://js.foundation/>

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.17.10/LICENSE

1495. Library: **lodash-4.17.15.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**

**Lite unit**

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT

License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6778f6f2-3f6a-4e20-a15c-94a8b75b849f

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright OpenJS Foundation and other contributors <https://openjsf.org/>

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.17.15/LICENSE
1496. Library: lodash-4.17.20.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/056c17ba-7e0d-4cc6-b32a-da52e0df6dcb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright OpenJS Foundation and other contributors <https://openjsf.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/056c17ba-7e0d-4cc6-b32a-da52e0df6dcb

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright OpenJS Foundation and other contributors <https://openjsf.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.17.20/LICENSE

1497. Library: lodash-4.17.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5012cb1a-82dd-4130-a444-4d03e2df779

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors <https://js.foundation/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.17.4/LICENSE

1498. Library: lodash._arraycopy-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ad5c957c-bed5-fba3-8dcb-57c84c61f9b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors <https://js.foundation/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/3.0.0/LICENSE
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7d3888d8-949e-4ce7-aff5-8389cee6d359

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/3.0.1/LICENSE.txt

Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2015 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/3.0.1/LICENSE.txt

1502. Library: lodash._basecopy-3.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/20eaba13-acf8-4efa-81e5-59a01b88a40b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/3.0.1/LICENSE.txt

Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2015 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/3.0.1/LICENSE.txt

1503. Library: lodash._basefor-3.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/20eaba13-acf8-4efa-81e5-59a01b88a40b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2016 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/20eaba13-acf8-4efa-81e5-59a01b88a40b
1504. **Library:** lodash._baseindexof-3.1.0.tgz **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/3.1.0/LICENSE

**Copyrights**

1505. **Library:** lodash._baseuniq-4.6.0.tgz **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.6.0/LICENSE
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/34f1473b-57f1-4561-8638-d725f14c6f6de

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/34f1473b-57f1-4561-8638-d725f14c6f6de

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2015 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/34f1473b-57f1-4561-8638-d725f14c6f6de

1509. Library: lodash_cloneable-4.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/909bfa25-338a-42bd-8d58-3f4a00d91247

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors <https://jquery.org/>,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/909bfa25-338a-42bd-8d58-3f4a00d91247

1510. Library: lodash_set-4.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/98b1f7d1-ebf2-4940-b267-7c7595b24e23

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/3.9.1-npm/LICENSE.txt

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2015 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/3.9.1-npm/LICENSE.txt

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
1511. Library: lodash._isiterateecall-3.0.9.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/9ab8d47b-7e6f-4418-bf44-007c8eb64b7a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/9ab8d47b-7e6f-4418-bf44-007c8eb64b7a

Copyright 2 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2015 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/9ab8d47b-7e6f-4418-bf44-007c8eb64b7a

Copyright 3 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2014 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/f248a8383b049d8a19bc4854d30563960bdd39a6/LICENSE.txt

Copyright 4 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2014 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/f248a8383b049d8a19bc4854d30563960bdd39a6/LICENSE.txt

1512. Library: lodash._reinterpolate-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/3.0.0/LICENSE.txt

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/3.0.0/LICENSE.txt

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2015 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/3.0.0/LICENSE.txt

1513. Library: lodash._root-3.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects

Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/e0766d20-3bc5-4442-a24f-567d67820a9d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 4
Copied under Copyright 2012-2016 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://indexwhitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader resource/content/asString/e0766d20-3bc5-4442-a24f-567d67820a9d

Copyright 2 out of 4
Copied under Copyright 2009-2016 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://indexwhitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader resource/content/asString/e0766d20-3bc5-4442-a24f-567d67820a9d

Copyright 3 out of 4
Copied under Copyright 2012-2015 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/3.0.1/LICENSE.txt

Copyright 4 out of 4
Copied under Copyright 2009-2015 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/3.0.1/LICENSE.txt

1514. Library: lodash.assign-4.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://indexwhitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/673383cb-5c9d-49c7-8abe b7a3e405bd73

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 3
Copied under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors <https://jquery.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://indexwhitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/673383cb-5c9d-49c7-8abe b7a3e405bd73

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copied under Copyright 2009-2016 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.2.0/LICENSE
1515. Library: lodash.camelcase-4.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/900383ce-5ba0-4867-89d8-ad0b9a17053a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2016 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.2.0/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 3
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors <https://jquery.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/900383ce-5ba0-4867-89d8-ad0b9a17053a

Copyright 3 out of 3
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2016 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.3.0/LICENSE

1516. Library: lodash.clone-3.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f6315a1a-7f09-474f-9b6e-eb96fb5c9ac9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f6315a1a-7f09-474f-9b6e-eb96fb5c9ac9

Copyright 2 out of 3
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2015 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f6315a1a-7f09-474f-9b6e-eb96fb5c9ac9
1517. Library: lodash.clonedeeep-4.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c3723be5-d841-4805-b93d-aca7adde2b45

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors <https://jquery.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c3723be5-d841-4805-b93d-aca7adde2b45

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2016 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.5.0/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2016 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.5.0/LICENSE

1518. Library: lodash.debounce-4.0.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f54ff73e-2b33-4e40-a2d3-3a59d689910a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors <https://jquery.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f54ff73e-2b33-4e40-a2d3-3a59d689910a

1519. Library: lodash.defaultsdeep-4.6.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/20865e96-9749-48e7-9f66-550cee2b43b7
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright OpenJS Foundation and other contributors <https://openjsf.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/20865e96-9749-48c7-9f66-550cee2b43b7

Copyright 2 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2016 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.6.1/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2016 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.6.1/LICENSE

1520. Library: lodash.endsWith-4.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d99f5ce0-3fa0-4185-af59-9fb58cbfa0bb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors <https://jquery.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d99f5ce0-3fa0-4185-af59-9fb58cbfa0bb

Copyright 2 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2016 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.2.1/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2016 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.2.1/LICENSE

1521. Library: lodash.flatten-4.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fe13eb92-3e8e-4289-975c-418b8dc5c86b

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors <https://jquery.org/>.
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/fc13eb92-3e8e-4289-975c-418b8de5c86b

Copyright 2 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2016 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.4.0/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2016 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>.
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.4.0/LICENSE

1522. Library: lodash.get-4.4.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/70bfc420-20ac-401f-ab14-8dad56d74340

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors <https://jquery.org/>.
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/70bfc420-20ac-401f-ab14-8dad56d74340

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Jeremy Ashkenas, DocumentCloud
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/acedab9c7dd7c737445acc306db8f274c4423862c/LICENSE

1523. Library: lodash.isarguments-3.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/ecc2537e-6c4f-40ce-be9a-2935505c0f6f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors <https://jquery.org/>.
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/79e374b0-f51a-443c-9ef5-7b0186afaa9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/79e374b0-f51a-443c-9ef5-7b0186afaa9

Copyright 2 out of 2
----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2015 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/79e374b0-f51a-443c-9ef5-7b0186afaa9

1529. Library: lodash.memoize-3.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4805b072-ef11-44e2-b7ff-a34af38c3db7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3
----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4805b072-ef11-44e2-b7ff-a34af38c3db7

Copyright 2 out of 3
----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2015 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4805b072-ef11-44e2-b7ff-a34af38c3db7

Copyright 3 out of 3
----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors <https://js.foundation/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/f5ea579db357e82d46456f3385f06830074275b21/LICENSE

1530. Library: lodash.memoize-4.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/93b6961b-3661-4b3f-b9ba-e23d631a4a82

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
----------------------------------
Copyright 1 out of 3
----------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors <https://jquery.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/93b6961b-3661-4b3f-b9ba-e23d631a4a82

----------------------------------
Copyright 2 out of 3
----------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2016 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/d0d5a3802d4937bc49372db3861229b406af74cd/LICENSE

----------------------------------
Copyright 3 out of 3
----------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2016 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/d0d5a3802d4937bc49372db3861229b406af74cd/LICENSE

1534. Library: lodash.sortby-4.7.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c48db7b9-555d-4ada-2-b5de-6095df441f90

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors <https://jquery.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/d0d5a3802d4937bc49372db3861229b406af74cd/LICENSE

1535. Library: lodash.template-4.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/606cf71b-c982-477d-b012-31593b0dedfc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
----------------------------------
Copyright 1 out of 3
----------------------------------
1bb142af1c67

Copyright 2 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2016 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.6.0/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2016 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.6.0/LICENSE

1538. Library: lodash.uniq-4.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.5.0/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors <https://jquery.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.5.0/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2016 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.5.0/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2016 The Dojo Foundation <http://dojofoundation.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.5.0/LICENSE

1539. Library: lodash.without-4.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.5.0/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors <https://jquery.org/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.5.0/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2016 Jeremy Ashkenas,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lodash/lodash/blob/4.5.0/LICENSE
**Copyrights**

(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

1545. **Library: longest-1.0.1.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b46d3fbe-f6a2-457c-850d-895ad9771d6b

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2015 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b46d3fbe-f6a2-457c-850d-895ad9771d6b

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/83513674-722c-4d5f-bfd2-11e6f5a18adb

1546. **Library: lookup-closest-locale-6.0.4.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/445bec82-71cf-48ad-9028-15eda471011c

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Andy VanWagoner
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/format-message/format-message/blob/v6.0.4/LICENSE-MIT

1547. **Library: loose-envify-1.3.1.tgz** **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d3def92a-0946-4919-af5b-d42e60606440

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
1548. Library: **loose-envify-1.4.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

- Projects
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cf680532-4994-4860-b5b5-288874dcaed8

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Andres Suarez <zertosh@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/zertosh/loose-envify/blob/v1.3.1/LICENSE

1549. Library: **loud-rejection-1.6.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

- Projects
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/925cdfaf-0860-4109-b52c-8bf6be1e353d

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Andres Suarez <zertosh@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/zertosh/loose-envify/blob/v1.4.0/LICENSE

1550. Library: **lower-case-1.1.4.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

- Projects
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/67f946ce-428e-43c7-8c15-ed0cee1a8680

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/67f946ce-428e-43c7-8c15-ed0cee1a8680
1551. Library: lowercase-2.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/e4f5d522-55b3-4c32-ade4-b7a050cc4dda

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/e4f5d522-55b3-4c32-ade4-b7a050cc4dda

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/4ec68ddb-c6c8-416c-b0d5-c273c9ec7a85

1552. Library: lowercase-keys-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/6b842f2e-bda4-4da4-ad04-870233a49715

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/lowercase-keys/blob/v1.0.1/license

1553. Library: lowercase-keys-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/dfe31bc1-5488-4b92-b3dc-a7ce108a5907

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/lowercase-keys/blob/v2.0.0/license
1554. Library: lru-cache-2.7.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dbf52046-0fcfb-41c1-9b44-cf2161a6a1f0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/node-lru-cache/blob/v2.7.3/LICENSE

1555. Library: lru-cache-4.1.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0a469fd1-a657-4c88-a45b-2779540e5954

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/node-lru-cache/blob/v4.1.5/LICENSE

1556. Library: lru-cache-5.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f52c96e8-ec76-4601-9efc-d8f34fd1bb68

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/node-lru-cache/blob/v5.1.1/LICENSE

1557. Library: lru-cache-6.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a7829a8c-32a8-4bd3-9e42-e5cc382634d3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a7829a8c-32a8-4bd3-9e42-e5cc382634d3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a7829a8c-32a8-4bd3-9e42-e5cc382634d3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/node-lru-cache/blob/v6.0.0/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Rich Harris
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4dbb162c-423e-46e4-b874-09c0a0af3905

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8b07aab2-1111-46a2-87ce-42a4723e1d8f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Rich Harris
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4dbb162c-423e-46e4-b874-09c0a0af3905

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8b07aab2-1111-46a2-87ce-42a4723e1d8f

License Text Under Appendix

1558. Library: magic-string-0.25.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4dbb162c-423e-46e4-b874-09c0a0af3905

License Text Under Appendix

1559. Library: make-dir-1.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8b07aab2-1111-46a2-87ce-42a4723e1d8f

License Text Under Appendix

1560. Library: make-dir-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/168e84cf-3202-46e4-90c2-7599a9abdaa6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/168e84cf-3202-46e4-90c2-7599a9abdaa6

1561. Library: make-dir-3.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/db1dbcc-3f58-421b-8ee0-778ff012bfa8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/db1dbcc-3f58-421b-8ee0-778ff012bfa8

1562. Library: make-fetch-happen-5.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/5d2bd04f-f760-4e93-ac8b-be7a8b52f8db

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/5d2bd04f-f760-4e93-ac8b-be7a8b52f8db

1563. Library: make-iterator-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects

Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e6bf22f0-5efe-4323-a4c4-7aa06b22b944

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

------------------
Copyright 1 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2013 moujtjs team and contributors (http://moujtjs.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e0813d19-c6e8-4009-80d6-6f2e3075b8c9

------------------
Copyright 2 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2018 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e6bf22f0-5efe-4323-a4c4-7aa06b22b944

------------------
Copyright 3 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e0813d19-c6e8-4009-80d6-6f2e3075b8c9

1564. Library: makeerror-1.0.11.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e85ca0f-6429-4668-8fec-3dd1df2b1d24

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Naitik Shah
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e85ca0f-6429-4668-8fec-3dd1df2b1d24

1565. Library: map-age-cleaner-0.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/195c28e7-d531-4827-84b2-3d845aa050d6

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sam Verschueren <sam.verschueren@gmail.com> (github.com/SamVerschueren)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/195c28e7-d531-4827-84b2-3d845aa050d6

1566. **Library**: map-cache-0.2.2.tgz **Product**: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1e00fe33-ff7d-46b2-a822-918a05a82a21

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

---
Copyright 1 out of 2
---
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2016 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1e00fe33-ff7d-46b2-a822-918a05a82a21

---
Copyright 2 out of 2
---
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/384e446a-058d-4cc0-ab5a-0009653d674b

1567. **Library**: map-obj-1.0.1.tgz **Product**: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b425c5cb-5542-4ce8-8999-0191bce7b5b5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/map-obj/blob/v1.0.1/license

1568. **Library**: map-stream-0.1.0.tgz **Product**: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/dominictarr/map-stream
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Dominic Tarr
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/dominictarr/map-stream/blob/9d7211c0eeeb251f69c4d1f4945199e410e1506/LICENSE

1569. Library: map-visit-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5b4e7eea-f26b-440b-aeab-a03c5812ff6e

License Text Under Appendix

1570. Library: markdown-it-10.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/536afc43-1dab-458c-bf5b-490153368c1

License Text Under Appendix

1571. Library: marked-0.3.19.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/44bc69aa-99b6-4491-b91a-b1f417c68462
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Nolan Lawson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2746cdd0-a822-4d19-af5c-8de061a4ab94

1574. Library: math-expression-evaluator-1.3.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/caad4d68-3106-4b77-9b53-d4bd70e54209

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Ankit G
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3860482a-c5af-4626-9b2f-fbceddf7d81a

License Text Under Appendix

1575. Library: maxmin-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/maxmin/blob/v1.1.0/license

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/maxmin/blob/v1.1.0/license

1576. Library: maxmin-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/maxmin/blob/v2.1.0/license

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/maxmin/blob/v2.1.0/license
1577. Library: **md5-2.3.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**

**Units**

**Licenses**

Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9ae1f55c-84e2-424c-a355-8b35d1c70d0e

[License Text Under Appendix]

**Copyrights**

-------------
Copyright 1 out of 8
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2012 Paul Vorbach
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9ae1f55c-84e2-424c-a355-8b35d1c70d0e

-------------
Copyright 2 out of 8
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009 Jeff Mott
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9ae1f55c-84e2-424c-a355-8b35d1c70d0e

-------------
Copyright 3 out of 8
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009 Jeff Mott
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/525acf86-5cb6-4673-99be-ddc21d2dd22e

-------------
Copyright 4 out of 8
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2015 Paul Vorbach
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/525acf86-5cb6-4673-99be-ddc21d2dd22e

-------------
Copyright 5 out of 8
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009 Jeff Mott
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/pvorb/node-md5/blob/v2.3.0/LICENSE

-------------
Copyright 6 out of 8
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009 Jeff Mott
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/pvorb/node-md5/blob/v2.3.0/README.md

-------------
Copyright 7 out of 8
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2015 Paul Vorbach
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/pvorb/node-md5/blob/v2.3.0/README.md

-------------
Copyright 8 out of 8
-------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2012 Paul Vorbach
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/pvorb/node-md5/blob/v2.3.0/LICENSE

1578. Library: **md5.js-1.3.4.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**
Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/252309ac-a901-4543-af7b-eb0141e73832

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Kirill Fomichev
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/md5.js/blob/v1.3.4/LICENSE

1579. Library: md5.js-1.3.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e6b4e6cc-a6aa-41ea-a0ea-90d00f0d7d65

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Kirill Fomichev
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/md5.js/blob/v1.3.5/LICENSE


Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a1c12a26-8c3b-4f10-8ef7-4934b5e47b2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a1c12a26-8c3b-4f10-8ef7-4934b5e47b2

--------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c71ac59d-225d-4361-9edd-173d7f778f66
1581. Library: **mdn-data-2.0.4.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Licenses**
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/3a98e360-cae6-4346-a227-1b131c634ac6

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mdn/data/blob/v2.0.4/LICENSE

1582. Library: **mdurl-1.0.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/bc216ea2-7b53-4720-8864-8b5bec16f79d

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Vitaly Puzrin, Alex Kocharin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/bc216ea2-7b53-4720-8864-8b5bec16f79d

1583. Library: **meant-1.0.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/7e319494-eb7f-44fb-8e79-27886e97116d

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Daijirō Wachi
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/watilde/meant/blob/v1.0.1/LICENSE

1584. Library: **media-browser-0.3.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Lite unit
Video for performance

**Licenses**

---

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
Copyrighted under Copyright Emotion team and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/emotion-js/emotion/blob/@emotion/memoize@0.7.4/LICENSE

1588. Library: memoize-one-5.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e0b9dc8f-e97-4d20-9fca-dfbe79a9dd26

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Alexander Reardon
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/alexreardon/memoize-one/blob/v5.1.1/LICENSE

1589. Library: memory-fs-0.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6bab1541-45e7-4183-9d64-e488bd4f2aa6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2014 Tobias Koppers
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/memory-fs/blob/v0.2.0/README.md

1590. Library: memory-fs-0.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c1c6045e-015b-4530-b99d-a61d3e36d837

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2014 Tobias Koppers
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/memory-fs/blob/v0.3.0/README.md

1591. Library: memory-fs-0.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/51a35559-f332-420b-8e9a-6c032ff2388

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2014 Tobias Koppers
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/memory-fs/blob/v0.4.1/README.md

1592. Library: memory-fs-0.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3b1064af-85e4-467f-953c-b36b52aa25d4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/memory-fs/blob/v0.5.0/LICENSE

1593. Library: meow-3.7.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a7821dd3-4aa0-48a6-8eb4-472e47672cfc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/meow/blob/v3.7.0/license

1594. Library: merge-anything-2.4.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4b10660f-1a12-461e-9dddb-87f61f609bad

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Luca Ban - Mesqueeb
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4b10660f-1a12-461e-9dddb-87f61f609bad

1595. Library: **merge-descriptors-1.0.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects

Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3199c50d-8352-4529-a112-07cb63c54865

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

-----------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/component/merge-descriptors/blob/1.0.1/LICENSE

-----------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/component/merge-descriptors/blob/1.0.1/LICENSE

1596. Library: **merge-stream-2.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2dee4ed5-11e9-49ed-97ea-331b48c6b1f4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright Stephen Sugden <me@stephensugden.com> (stephensugden.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2dee4ed5-11e9-49ed-97ea-331b48c6b1f4

1597. Library: **merge2-1.4.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**
Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/77228450-c4dd-4ced-b872-271c9d0d3482

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2020 Teambition
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/teambition/merge2/blob/v1.4.1/LICENSE

1598. Library: metaviewport-parser-0.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/92a32022-4975-4803-9e08-31f69a6797f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Dominique Hazael-Massieux
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/92a32022-4975-4803-9e08-31f69a6797f

1599. Library: methods-1.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/240f9551-9938-4eaf-bdaf-a78720a7470f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2016 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/methods/blob/v1.1.2/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2014 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/methods/blob/v1.1.2/LICENSE
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ba229a88-ae4d-476b-a79b-77d499d690e6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Christian Speckner <cn speckn@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/DirtyHairy/microevent/blob/v0.1.1/LICENSE

1601. Library: micromatch-3.1.10.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4fd18a3c-d1e4-4508-a8ae-2ac28ab58660

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
------------
Copyright 1 out of 3
------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/micromatch/micromatch/blob/3.1.10/README.md

------------
Copyright 2 out of 3
------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2018 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/micromatch/micromatch/blob/3.1.10/LICENSE

------------
Copyright 3 out of 3
------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bb17ec2e-6166-4aca-96ce-15beba145277

1602. Library: micromatch-4.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/98eb2c83-1a80-4ee5-9ae6-dece812234e7

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/micromatch/micromatch/blob/4.0.2/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/micromatch/micromatch/blob/4.0.2/README.md

Copyright 3 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/032292ef-ce0f-486e-b82d-3b592aadf0f

1603. Library: **miller-rabin-4.0.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b995cf96-0413-4f17-b14d-87323b800e58

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Fedor Indutny
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/indutny/miller-rabin

1604. Library: **mime-1.6.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/61c719e3-2d53-4396-a79c-8833757aee89

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 Benjamin Thomas, Robert Kieffer
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/broofa/node-mime/blob/v1.6.0/LICENSE
1605. Library: **mime-2.4.4.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d8e2952f-0f3b-4d54-9199-5f0ed96125d6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 Benjamin Thomas, Robert Kieffer
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/broofa/node-mime/blob/v2.4.4/LICENSE

1606. Library: **mime-2.4.7.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f26c313f-fda8-49e1-b11c-3dec1954d5be

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 Benjamin Thomas, Robert Kieffer
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/broofa/node-mime/blob/v2.4.4/LICENSE

1607. Library: **mime-db-1.30.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bc71da29-b26f-4e89-a085-515d8e4b5726

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jonathan Ong me@jongleberry.com
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/mime-db/blob/v1.30.0/LICENSE

1608. Library: **mime-db-1.35.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2858e96f-22ae-471f-b53e-3d1f09ef8b4c

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jonathan Ong me@jongleberry.com
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/mime-db/blob/v1.35.0/LICENSE

1609. Library: mime-db-1.43.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/90ab63fb-bb9d-4440-b451-73ee24f7e8c0

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jonathan Ong me@jongleberry.com
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/mime-db/blob/v1.43.0/LICENSE

1610. Library: mime-db-1.45.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/48249a50-2902-44ca-8742-713b8acf218c

Copyrights
Copyleft 1 out of 2
-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jonathan Ong me@jongleberry.com
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/48249a50-2902-44ca-8742-71368acf218c

-----------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jonathan Ong me@jongleberry.com
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/mime-db/blob/v1.45.0/LICENSE

1611. Library: mime-types-2.1.17.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource-content/asString/7df7dc2e-f187-411b-a872-18be703576fc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshhttp/mime-types/blob/2.1.17/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshhttp/mime-types/blob/2.1.17/LICENSE


Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource-content/asString/a163fe2b-da68-4dc3-ba3f-33b02f123200

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshhttp/mime-types/blob/2.1.19/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshhttp/mime-types/blob/2.1.19/LICENSE


Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource-content/asString/a71e7152-ce81-41f2-a834-f44657e4fabe

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshhttp/mime-types/blob/2.1.26/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshhttp/mime-types/blob/2.1.26/LICENSE
Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshhttp/mime-types/blob/2.1.26/LICENSE

1614. Library: **mime-types-2.1.28.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Units
Video for performance

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a2aa0916-f53b-460a-8049-1b5371fcb578

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a2aa0916-f53b-460a-8049-1b5371fcb578

1615. Library: **mimic-fn-1.2.0.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Player

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/mimic-fn/blob/v1.2.0/license

1616. Library: **mimic-fn-2.1.0.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

**License Text Under Appendix**

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/mimic-fn/blob/v1.2.0/license

**License Terms**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/35755c9a-3177-44e2-b343-004adb3ce050
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/mimic-response/blob/v2.1.0/license

1617. Library: mimic-response-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/0c1e8b40-13dd-413b-ba1b-9bfa8a75fa1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/mimic-response/blob/v2.1.0/license

1618. Library: mini-create-react-context-0.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/dc297b28-2a65-4187-bca1-c768de56b466

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 StringEpsilon <StringEpsilon@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/dc297b28-2a65-4187-bca1-c768de56b466

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017-2019 James Kyle <me@thejameskyle.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/dc297b28-2a65-4187-bca1-c768de56b466

1619. Library: mini-css-extract-plugin-0.11.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/d762b1bb-7bee-4488-a3e2-5cfd5e90c3b7

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d762b1bb-7bee-4488-a3e2-5efd5e90e3b7

1620. Library: mini-css-extract-plugin-1.3.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/77911e5e-97cb-41b1-9a59-d833a8c05e8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/77911e5e-97cb-41b1-9a59-d833a8c05e8

1621. Library: minimalistic-assert-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/minimalistic-assert

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/77911e5e-97cb-41b1-9a59-d833a8c05e8

(* The copyright for this library is unknown

1622. Library: minimalistic-assert-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/calvinmetcalf/minimalistic-assert/blob/v1.0.1/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Calvin Metcalf
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/calvinmetcalf/minimalistic-assert/blob/v1.0.1/LICENSE
1623. **Library: minimalistic-crypto-utils-1.0.1.tgz** Product: Taboola Video.

**Projects**
- Player
- Lite unit
- Units

**Video for performance**

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/128c81a0-f544-4b21-9cb5-93281430dd7a

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Fedor Indutny
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/indutny/minimalistic-crypto-utils#readme

1624. **Library: minimatch-0.2.14.tgz** Product: Taboola Video.

**Projects**
- Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/313d1ff8-ce5b-4f1d-b3a9-cec3d8091197

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2010 2011 Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isoaacs/minimatch/blob/v0.2.14/LICENSE

1625. **Library: minimatch-0.3.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Video.

**Projects**
- Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c84d36f7-22d4-4145-9bc1-d6e2d7ee250a

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2010 2011 Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isoaacs/minimatch/blob/v0.3.0/LICENSE

1626. **Library: minimatch-3.0.3.tgz** Product: Taboola Video.

**Projects**
- Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/64044dca-4cc2-4f1b-9774-48d2e8eb6223

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/64044dca-4cc2-4f1b-9774-48d2e8eb6223

1627. Library: minimatch-3.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cfa815f1-b1d3-435e-9b5d-22d1394ba452

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/minimatch/blob/v3.0.4/LICENSE

1628. Library: minimist-0.0.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/52592693-b48f-4eca-8906-452b759b0921

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established

1629. Library: minimist-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a2c52069-ee4f-4001-98fb-ceb7ef7ed72b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
Library

1630. Library: minimist-1.2.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4d6d3c04-1ed5-4734-a92e-eb786892c54

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright James Halliday
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/substack/minimist

1631. Library: minipass-2.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3a8970fa-646e-4b8c-b630-9039c0f94d39

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc. and Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/minipass/blob/v2.9.0/LICENSE

1632. Library: minipass-3.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/22c22074-6b76-4365-942e-fdf77bc2f415

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc. and Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/minipass/blob/v3.1.3/LICENSE

1633. Library: minipass-collect-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9234596c-2a23-4e2e-92c7-96c7f5cfa1d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9234596c-2a23-4e2e-92c7-96c7f5cfa1d

1634. Library: minipass-flush-1.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d5c2fa8e-636a-41d9-88c7-6874b9eb623e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/minipass-flush/blob/v1.0.5/LICENSE

1635. Library: minipass-pipeline-1.2.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/1267c6e9-17e0-4892-8feb-8d42092bd63c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/1267c6e9-17e0-4892-8feb-8d42092bd63c

1636. Library: minizlib-1.3.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/cd076bf4-378c-4bc5-adba-46dfc59f8fd5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z. Schlueter
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/minizlib

1637. Library: minizlib-2.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/ae0446f2-7037-434d-8db2-359c08255278

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

1638. Library: mississippi-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/e7e55cb8-f68f-41a6-ac3a-ba9e521edda7
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2020.0 Max Ogden
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/maxogden/mississippi

1639. Library: mixins-deep-1.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f9fec30-5208-427d-93de-ac207e9a1ba8

License Text Under Appendix

1640. Library: mkdirp-0.5.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/900c90c8-f293-4a50-894c-ad0082f5a56

License Text Under Appendix

1641. Library: mkdirp-0.5.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 James Halliday (mail@substack.net)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/substack/node-mkdirp/blob/0.5.1/LICENSE
License under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/aec7f3c6-3e16-4425-add3-0b1695e80428

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 James Halliday (mail@substack.net)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d2302a1e-0da1-4ef0-880d-0e975fd56b36

1642. Library: mkdirp-0.5.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b19c7731-7d2c-4a26-8bda-96b6d784d33

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 James Halliday (mail@substack.net)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9958029d-659b-49d8-8062-d02cb5607b7c

1643. Library: mkdirp-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f53d9cd0-4534-41e2-9943-9d37601417fd

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright James Halliday (mail@substack.net) and Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f53d9cd0-4534-41e2-9943-9d37601417fd

1644. Library: mkdirp-classic-0.5.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/6379c3ba-a7bd-4576-8d41-5b09836bd699

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Jonathan Rajavuori
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/6379c3ba-a7bd-4576-8d41-5b09836bd699

1645. Library: mkpath-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/6379c3ba-a7bd-4576-8d41-5b09836bd699

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2020 James Halliday (mail@substack.net) and Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mafintosh/mkdirp-classic/blob/v0.5.3/LICENSE

1646. Library: mocha-6.2.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/6379c3ba-a7bd-4576-8d41-5b09836bd699

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2018 JS Foundation and contributors, https://js.foundation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mochajs/mocha/blob/v6.2.3/LICENSE

1647. Library: module-deps-4.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/6379c3ba-a7bd-4576-8d41-5b09836bd699

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2018 JS Foundation and contributors, https://js.foundation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mochajs/mocha/blob/v6.2.3/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
(* The copyright for this library is unknown

1648. Library: module-deps-6.2.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4c155efe-f039-4d44-8fcd-3cdef816a39

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(* The copyright for this library is unknown

1649. Library: morgan-1.10.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3d8d9d9c-9f13-4e4d-aecd-222c93222440

License Text Under Appendix

1650. Library: move-concurrently-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/move-concurrently/blob/v1.0.1/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
1651. Library: move-file-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f18b194e-70f1-4067-bcf5-a4ceca46579e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

-------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus "sindresorhus@gmail.com" (mailto:sindresorhus@gmail.com) (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f18b194e-70f1-4067-bcf5-a4ceca46579e

-------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f18b194e-70f1-4067-bcf5-a4ceca46579e

1652. Library: ms-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8b0bd6fc-c032-402b-998e-3fecd9f21acdd

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Zeit, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/zeit/ms/blob/2.0.0/license.md

1653. Library: ms-2.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/099f44ff-315e-434a-8d43-f2493928cb15

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Zeit, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/099f44ff-315e-434a-8d43-f2493928cb15

1654. Library: ms-2.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3d0ea1e4-5121-4047-be9a-967a64a4d1df

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Zeit, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/zeit/ms/blob/2.1.2/license.md

1655. Library: ms-2.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6152a828-7eaa-41c5-ac5f-34c79036f795

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2020 Vercel, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6152a828-7eaa-41c5-ac5f-34c79036f795

1656. Library: multicast-dns-6.2.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/c086ba28-8066-4ba7-b3fb-22848f91e549

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mafintosh/multicast-dns/blob/v6.2.3/LICENSE

1657. Library: multicast-dns-service-types-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/e134be5a-a75b-4268-bd67-23ecd973a199

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/e134be5a-a75b-4268-bd67-23ecd973a199

1658. Library: mute-stream-0.0.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/af487f27-e5f2-4c35-ab50-f39885d3de8c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaaacs/mute-stream/blob/v0.0.7/LICENSE

1659. Library: mute-stream-0.0.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/5708a755-6ddf-4920-ad90-cfce144c232a

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/mute-stream/blob/v0.0.8/LICENSE


Projects
Player
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/a7d06b21-f1fa-4088-9b8e-0fe6d5aa98fa

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 NAN WG Members / Collaborators (listed above)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodejs/nan/blob/v2.14.0/README.md

------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 NAN contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodejs/nan/blob/v2.14.0/LICENSE.md


Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/6e9f451b-92a7-4650-a111-a51f00c60ebb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

------------
Copyright 1 out of 4
------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 NAN contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/6e9f451b-92a7-4650-a111-a51f00c60ebb

------------
Copyright 2 out of 4
------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 NAN WG Members / Collaborators (listed above)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/5ab144eb-4e8a-4945-86be-8288f6ecce64c

------------
Copyright 3 out of 4
------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 NAN contributors

------------
Copyright 4 out of 4
------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 NAN contributors
Projects

1664. Library: napi-build-utils-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/4b5e6a74-033e-444d-ae30-d1516cb102be

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 inspiredware
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/4b5e6a74-033e-444d-ae30-d1516cb102be

1665. Library: native-request-1.0.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/da52a003-6fac-4bdd-aa4b-b7c7c3a86629

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

1666. Library: native-url-0.2.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/6e46b01b-20bf-4973-a804-20fd1d480b4b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

1667. Library: natural-compare-1.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/7a295240-451e-4b54-96a5-c3866df4a241

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 Lauri Rooden <lauri@rooden.ee>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/85925717-3626-4424-93f2-ebf202af9d7

1668. Library: ncp-0.4.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4261b30c-0cee1-486f-92ba-1ebf2ca1f16e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 by Charlie McConnell
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/AvianFlu/ncp/blob/79f0a4e21a3a6ec00ceb3b99a81508324198128/LICENSE.md

1669. Library: needle-2.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7d8e5658-914d-4929-aaf5-b4b3e0068d7c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Fork, Ltd
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/tomas/needle/blob/v2.4.0/license.txt

1670. Library: needle-2.6.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c1afe6d2-7d45-4ac4-8d64-ac8b7892f60e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Fork, Ltd
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c1afe6d2-7d45-4ac4-8d64-ac8b7892f60e
Projects

Lite unit

Units

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f732b33a-d0f7-4254-9f64-a4e2034dd817

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2014 Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/negotiator/blob/0.6.2/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2014 Federico Romero
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/negotiator/blob/0.6.2/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/negotiator/blob/0.6.2/LICENSE

1672. Library: neo-async-2.6.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Lite unit

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dd7dd7af-02d6-4119-a892-f49144ac9309

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2018 Suguru Motegi
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/suguru03/neo-async/blob/v2.6.1/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Caolan McMahon
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/suguru03/neo-async/blob/v2.6.1/LICENSE

1673. Library: neo-async-2.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses
1676. Library: nice-try-1.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/medikoo/next-tick/blob/v1.0.0/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2016 Mariusz Nowak
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/medikoo/next-tick/blob/v1.0.0/LICENSE

1677. Library: nightwatch-1.5.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/electerious/nice-try/blob/v1.0.5/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Tobias Reich
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/electerious/nice-try/blob/v1.0.5/LICENSE

1678. Library: no-case-2.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/medikoo/next-tick/blob/v1.0.0/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/blakeembrey/no-case/blob/v2.3.2/LICENSE

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ea4ebcfe-d8a7-43de-8f4d-03d074c03481

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
-----------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
-----------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ea4ebcfe-d8a7-43de-8f4d-03d074c03481

-----------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-----------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/blakeembrey/change-case/blob/snake-case@3.0.4/LICENSE


Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4eed835f-89e0-426f-85bf-a67321f75cc5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4eed835f-89e0-426f-85bf-a67321f75cc5


Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2502803d-e45c-49e7-a00a-e4e032664e73

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights

(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

1685. Library: node-environment-flags-1.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/boneskull/node-environment-flags/blob/v1.0.5/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Christopher Hiller
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ab45fba9-0c43ba-b382-f3aa9f34b391

1686. Library: node-fetch-npm-2.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dbd4c3e9-1b5a-48e4-ab6a-f4526c099001

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 David Frank
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dbd4c3e9-1b5a-48e4-ab6a-f4526c099001

1687. Library: node-forge-0.10.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses

License 1 out of 2
Licensed under GPL 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3f5c6caf-5100-45c6-920e-9e8e5ae744e9

License Text Under Appendix

License 2 out of 2
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3f5c6caf-5100-45c6-920e-9e8e5ae744e9

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 Digital Bazaar, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/3f5c6caf-5100-45c6-920e-9e8c5ac744e9

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 Digital Bazaar, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/digitalbazaar/forge/blob/0.10.0/LICENSE

1688. Library: node-gyp-3.8.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/84eb5bf-04a8-425d-a6d8-5f40eb71c055

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodejs/node-gyp/blob/v3.8.0/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodejs/node-gyp/blob/v3.8.0/README.md

Copyright 3 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Build Tools
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/d161f8a1-4a77-42c2-b57f d5e56b7412b

1689. Library: node-gyp-5.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/1a922fba-bc7e-484a-916d-b8a2277bb00c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodejs/node-gyp/blob/v5.0.5/LICENSE
1690. Library: node-http2-4.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/98903b30-a140-4e21-83b8-af29f4e46e69

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Gábor Molnár <gabor@molnar.es>, Google Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/98903b30-a140-4e21-83b8-af29f4e46e69

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Gábor Molnár "gabor@molnar.es" (mailto:gabor@molnar.es)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/35b749bf-fad9-4616-a93b-66319aa7032b

1691. Library: node-int64-0.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e3a7a5d8-5bdc-43d4-97e2-cdef6c3177f09

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Robert Kieffer
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/broofa/node-int64/blob/v0.4.0/LICENSE

1692. Library: node-libs-browser-0.7.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/918757f0-79ae-4021-b353-186b99dc8ea7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Tobias Koppers
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/node-libs-browser

1693. Library: node-libs-browser-2.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/79901b6d-6f18-4b34-8cc4-2f6ccd3562f3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Tobias Koppers
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/79901b6d-6f18-4b34-8cc4-2f6ccd3562f3

1694. Library: node-modules-regexp-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a5a9cb62-9b80-4cd5-912a-3b2356a677f3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Tobias Koppers
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a5a9cb62-9b80-4cd5-912a-3b2356a677f3

1695. Library: node-notifier-5.4.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fbe2f2f3-dcee-40a1-9990-23b4711029f2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Mikael Brevik
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mikaelbr/node-notifier/blob/v5.4.3/LICENSE

1696. Library: node-notifier-8.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e641de2b-e683-4541-9315-b202397ef61b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Mikael Brevik
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e641de2b-e683-4541-9315-b202397ef61b

1697. Library: node-pre-gyp-0.14.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/718db012-441c-486c-9849-a79f7f7429eb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright (c), Mapbox
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/718db012-441c-486c-9849-a79f7f7429eb

1698. Library: node-releases-1.1.64.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/883a1817-e492-4ab3-ba5c-a3616d608162

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Sergey Rubanov (https://github.com/chicoxyzzy)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/883a1817-e492-4ab3-ba5c-a3616d608162

1699. Library: node-releases-1.1.69.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4ebf9997-6ebd-4063-a746-d32b93a2134f
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Sergey Rubanov (https://github.com/chicoxyzzy)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4ebf9997-6cb4-4063-a74e-d32693a2134f


Projects
Creative Uploader
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/78f3599b-9a76-46ca-bd9f-bb5f3132f7f3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 4
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Andrew Nesbitt
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4bf3b5a-1d62-4de-91de-ee9503515c6e

Copyright 2 out of 4
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2016 Andrew Nesbitt
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/78f3599b-9a76-46ca-bd9f-bb5f3132f7f3

Copyright 3 out of 4
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Andrew Nesbitt
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sass/node-sass/blob/v4.14.1/README.md

Copyright 4 out of 4
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2016 Andrew Nesbitt
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sass/node-sass/blob/v4.14.1/LICENSE

1701. Library: node-status-codes-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0b9d3be7-3704-4112-acc9-0364b7317afc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
1702. Library: **nodent-runtime-3.2.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/node-status-codes/blob/v1.0.0/license

[w3clicense]

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/node-status-codes/blob/v1.0.0/license

1703. Library: **nodent-transform-3.2.9.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/node-status-codes/blob/v1.0.0/license

[w3clicense]

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Matt
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/node-status-codes/blob/v1.0.0/license

1704. Library: **noop-logger-0.1.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/node-status-codes/blob/v1.0.0/license

[w3clicense]

**Copyrights**
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

1705. Library: **nopt-1.0.10.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Units

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/863a2a88-4ec1-46d2-8bee-abdb04a2b7c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2010 2011 Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/863a2a88-4ec1-46d2-8bee-abdb04a2b7c

1706. Library: nopt-3.0.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/84893b08-6929-4ac8-a4f4-b1fa5f07fa10

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/nopt/blob/v3.0.6/LICENSE

1707. Library: nopt-4.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a9834ba5-a603-4b1a-b330-fac83ac3e2a2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/nopt/blob/v4.0.1/LICENSE

1708. Library: nopt-4.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a9834ba5-a603-4b1a-b330-fac83ac3e2a2
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/nopt/blob/v4.0.3/LICENSE

1709. Library: normalize-package-data-2.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/40a89fd8-4d86-4206-9171-e1aece21ac6

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Meryn Stol
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/af35b5cb-4182-46ed-9db8-ed3e8bce71c

1710. Library: normalize-package-data-2.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d7b47b22-14ed-447c-bdac-685fe8c7f17a

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d7b47b22-14ed-447c-bdac-685fe8c7f17a

1711. Library: normalize-package-data-2.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3395e983-73ed-4e43-9d96-7b9edff0aab0
Copyrighs
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Meryn Stol
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a45c1118-a076-4810-a1c0-3f8ebf815917

1712. Library: normalize-path-2.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
 Lite unit
 Units
 Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/786dbd2a-5f9a-4bb0-b07c-0a3b3c035684

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrighs

----------------------
Copyright 1 out of 3
----------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/normalize-path/blob/2.1.1/README.md

----------------------
Copyright 2 out of 3
----------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/normalize-path/blob/2.1.1/LICENSE

----------------------
Copyright 3 out of 3
----------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fd7db0a6-80f1-471f-9ef3-ee91d31ed0ef

1713. Library: normalize-path-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
 Player
 Lite unit
 Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3ede6056-a84f-42fc-bd9e-c1755d67fb3f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrighs

----------------------
Copyright 1 out of 3
----------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2018 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/normalize-path/blob/3.0.0/LICENSE
1714. Library: normalize-range-0.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eb0c8ee2-9c07-469a-974a-f4ee5e8a3425

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright James Talmage <james@talmage.io> (github.com/jamestalmage)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eb0c8ee2-9c07-469a-974a-f4ee5e8a3425

1715. Library: normalize-url-1.9.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/77e31e5d-3dab-4e4b-8a77-3d0a513eeed7a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/normalize-url/blob/v1.9.1/license

1716. Library: normalize-url-3.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/661add05-6ef9-4233-ba96-ed47fde1f557

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/661add05-6ef9-4233-ba96-ed47fde1f557

1717. Library: normalize.css-10.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a347ada8-fce6-42db-ac26-53cfe23d19e8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a347ada8-fce6-42db-ac26-53cfe23d19e8

1718. Library: normalize.css-8.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Creative Uploader
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f995cc6e-0996-4d33-98a4-44ee56f2caad

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright © Nicolas Gallagher and Jonathan Neal
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/necolas/normalize.css/blob/8.0.1/LICENSE.md

1719. Library: notistack-0.6.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Creative Uploader

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c7cc7393-7d1a-4ef2-b224-7498265cc18c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Hossein Dehnokhalaji
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c7cc7393-7d1a-4ef2-b224-7498265cc18c
1720. Library: **notistack-0.8.9.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/de79e430-3f85-427c-bdd4-4f5ad6aad27d

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Hossein Dehnokhalaji
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/de79e430-3f85-427c-bdd4-4f5ad6aad27d

1721. Library: **npm-6.13.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Licenses**
Licensed under Artistic 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5402c47d-49c5-45e0-9bba-a55ced6256c7

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

```
Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright their respective copyright owners
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/52cc1456-1cae-4ba9-8738-3ad14547642d
```

```
Copyright 2 out of 3
```

```
Copyright 2000-2006 The Perl Foundation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/52cc1456-1cae-4ba9-8738-3ad14547642d
```

```
Copyright 3 out of 3
```

```
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc. and Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/52cc1456-1cae-4ba9-8738-3ad14547642d
```

1722. Library: **npm-6.14.8.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Licenses**
Licensed under Artistic 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/387ce8c7-c3ac-4346-8c3e-e826aca60f2a
1723. Library: npm-audit-report-1.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d96b412f-fb5b-4568-a24b-62bdf8556454

1724. Library: npm-bundled-1.0.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f06c56a4-d050-4e29-99a7-d7bf3fd25500

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc. and Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f06c56a4-d050-4e29-99a7-d7bf3fd25500

1725. Library: npm-bundled-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8f2f2803-1c86-4cf6-8a8a-ecc160498e0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc. and Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/npm-bundled/blob/v1.1.1/LICENSE

1726. Library: npm-cache-filename-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d7da95f4-de69-4999-b4a0-8d89ce195059

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc. and Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/npm-cache-filename/blob/v1.0.2/LICENSE

1727. Library: npm-install-checks-3.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4d5b3b86-51fe-40b4-9e79-f4a8794f178d

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Robert Kowalski and Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/npm-install-checks/blob/v3.0.2/LICENSE

1728. Library: npm-lifecycle-3.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under Artistic 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eef3f68a-63b7-4b08-85f9-92334a38928b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

--------------------
Copyright 1 out of 3
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc. and Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eef3f68a-63b7-4b08-85f9-92334a38928b

--------------------
Copyright 2 out of 3
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2000-2006 The Perl Foundation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eef3f68a-63b7-4b08-85f9-92334a38928b

--------------------
Copyright 3 out of 3
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright their respective copyright owners
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eef3f68a-63b7-4b08-85f9-92334a38928b

1729. Library: npm-logical-tree-1.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a86c0dfc-06e7-4d29-9808-30ce642e4b42

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/logical-tree/blob/v1.2.1/LICENSE.md

1730. Library: npm-normalize-package-bin-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a3cc8bbf-75ed-4769-a5c2-72939c0b216

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a3cc8bbf-75ed-4769-a5c2-72939c0b216

1731. Library: npm-package-arg-6.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7a9eb4f7-0f54-486b-9aaa-bdbd2660ce73

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/npm-package-arg/blob/v6.1.1/LICENSE

1732. Library: npm-packlist-1.4.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/82ad7587-3271-4124-9339-b6ab78ab64ee

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/npm-packlist/blob/v1.4.6/LICENSE

1733. Library: npm-packlist-1.4.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7b08b1d2-544f-444f-8822-bfb6f7c70b0c

License Text Under Appendix
1734. **Library: npm-pick-manifest-3.0.2.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

**Projects**
Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/npm-pick-manifest#readme

[License Text Under Appendix]

1735. **Library: npm-profile-4.0.2.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

**Projects**
Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/64490d6a-6242-425d-95e7-7cd58eba5d9e

[License Text Under Appendix]

1736. **Library: npm-registry-fetch-4.0.2.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

**Projects**
Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e4355f27-4bde-4ef0-8d15-a872a50d5c8b

[License Text Under Appendix]
1737. Library: npm-run-path-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/daed1b40-aa8c-4841-a05d-942da1c8e074

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/npm-run-path/blob/v1.0.0/license

1738. Library: npm-run-path-2.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2f4b25ba-e3be-43ae-a6e6-76252ab7b0b2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/npm-run-path/blob/v2.0.2/license

1739. Library: npm-run-path-4.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9cb7950c-0b73-458a-9db3-524a7f6fd2ca

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/npm-run-path/blob/v4.0.1/license

1740. Library: npm-user-validate-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses

License Text Under Appendix
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cfb34250-7dd5-476f-9e19-f39c10bd90d3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Robert Kowalski
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/npm-user-validate/blob/v1.0.0/LICENSE

1741. Library: npmlog-4.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e0c3d9e5-d95a-482f-88bd-3c8ed77f6914

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/npmlog/blob/v4.1.2/LICENSE

1742. Library: nth-check-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/adcaae2b-b1f6-437f-8748-48bd0f553420

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Felix Böhm
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/adcaae2b-b1f6-437f-8748-48bd0f553420

1743. Library: num2fraction-1.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/89243781-29e5-4ac2-96dc-1453791e4066
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 PostCSS
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/89243781-29e5-4ac2-96dc-1453791e4066

1744. Library: number-is-nan-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e2af180d-0ec7-44c8-97ea-5e3a58801633

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/number-is-nan/blob/v1.0.1/license

1745. Library: nwsapi-2.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/835176d4-6026-4af0-b944-f02dce9c5ebf

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2007-2019 Diego Perini (http://www.iport.it/)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/835176d4-6026-4af0-b944-f02dce9c5ebf

1746. Library: oauth-sign-0.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5602844a-5654-49b1-9245-90f37be04444

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
Library Copyrights could not be established

1747. Library: object-assign-4.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/51d81ac1-a715-48f4-a2b4-2ca8f4a52727

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/object-assign/blob/v4.1.1/license

1748. Library: object-copy-0.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1a17271a-bbd8-4e14-989c-8ed827651d6c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1a17271a-bbd8-4e14-989c-8ed827651d6c

1749. Library: object-inspect-1.8.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/18cdc876-6120-4cf5-87c5-3a75b1ec0c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 James Halliday
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/18cdc876-6120-4cf5-87c5-3a75b1ec0c

1750. Library: object-inspect-1.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2824a0c7-17ec-4cd2-b229-c33553060e7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 James Halliday
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2824a0c7-17ec-4cd2-b229-c33553060e7

1751. Library: object-is-1.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f259c515-e376-45bd-a616-0be9bffa28dc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f259c515-e376-45bd-a616-0be9bffa28dc

1752. Library: object-is-1.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a17f06ad-4bdf-40d5-bb62-09d1401ab0f6

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a17f06ad-4bdf-40d5-bb62-09d1401ab60b

1753. Library: object-keys-1.0.12.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cc56ec4-1653-4121-b0b5-8f8f875c2db67

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ljharb/object-keys/blob/v1.0.12/LICENSE

1754. Library: object-keys-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fdc4d0c3-0ae7-4278-ae7b-5382e04f8825

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fdc4d0c3-0ae7-4278-ae7b-5382e04f8825

1755. Library: object-visit-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5743e6b0-0955-46b6-b21a-2894e338b637

License Text Under Appendix
1761. **Library:** object.fromentries-2.0.3.tgz  **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://github.com/es-shims/Object.entries/blob/v1.1.3/LICENSE

**Copyrights**
- Copyright 2 out of 2
  - Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jordan Harband
  - Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/es-shims/Object.entries/blob/v1.1.3/LICENSE

1762. **Library:** object.getownpropertydescriptors-2.0.3.tgz  **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Player

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a6b687f3-1b73-408f-b6b7-2f5aeddd601cc

**Copyrights**
- Copyright 1 out of 2
  - Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Jordan Harband
  - Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a6b687f3-1b73-408f-b6b7-2f5aeddd601cc

1763. **Library:** object.getownpropertydescriptors-2.1.1.tgz  **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/27b047c6-57f5-460d-a7e0-eea3b3f88eae

**Copyrights**
- Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jordan Harband
- Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/27b047c6-57f5-460d-a7e0-eea3b3f88eae

**License Text Under Appendix**
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a3b9c7a4-e8f6-4053-9dee-52d717f845cf

1764. Library: object.map-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/afe97ed7-3379-4719-b309-164460f8121b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Jon Schlinkert, contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/afe97ed7-3379-4719-b309-164460f8121b

Copyright 2 out of 2
------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5d85781e-b12a-40df-aca4-a8d05239d95

1765. Library: object.pick-1.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/603e6036-0414-41d4-9476-e42afaaca7b3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3
------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/object.pick/blob/1.3.0/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 3
------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/object.pick/blob/1.3.0/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3
------------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
1766. Library: object.values-1.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/7af2b8ed-4255-48c6-a286-4b91be26b4be

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/7af2b8ed-4255-48c6-a286-4b91be26b4be

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/es-shims/Object.values/blob/v1.1.2/LICENSE

1767. Library: obuf-1.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/91dfec02-89a9-4194-bcfc-5f6c670f971e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Fedor Indutny, 2015
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/91dfec02-89a9-4194-bcfc-5f6c670f971e

1768. Library: on-finished-2.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/12d83b6f-b7fb-4897-979f-bee1e78f71

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrighs

Copyright 1 out of 2
-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/on-finished/blob/v2.3.0/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 2
-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/on-finished/blob/v2.3.0/LICENSE

1769. Library: on-headers-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/05c31d63-d3ec-4ff7-a1b1-c2fc47814374

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Douglas Christopher Wilson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/05c31d63-d3ec-4ff7-a1b1-c2fc47814374

1770. Library: once-1.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6eebcc28-68aa-4693-8857-99eca84984cd

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/once/blob/v1.4.0/LICENSE

1771. Library: onetime-5.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
1772. Library: **open-6.4.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/ce73ccfc-2e5b-4c10-a318-b3dae5ba02c

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/ce73ccfc-2e5b-4c10-a318-b3dae5ba02c

1773. Library: **open-7.3.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/252d5cd4-f602-4b9d-9e1d-489e2fe5a811

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/open/blob/v7.3.1/license
Projects

License

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2896b475-6040-4e8c-a759-96b429097f7b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2004 Sam Hocevar <sam@hocevar.net>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2896b475-6040-4e8c-a759-96b429097f7b

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2018 Domenic Denicola <d@domenic.me>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2896b475-6040-4e8c-a759-96b429097f7b

Projects

Lite unit
Video for performance

License

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/688b62ce-e02d-4445-8c15-0a785b604966

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/opn/blob/v5.5.0/license

Projects

Units

License

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0c2d208d-2a0a-4b78-90f7-d0b263b125dc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
1777. Library: optimist-0.6.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT X11
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/82081376-e980-4ed2-8227-c987a1c05e67

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 James Halliday (mail@substack.net)
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/82081376-e980-4ed2-8227-c987a1c05e67

1778. Library: optimize-css-assets-webpack-plugin-5.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/420d1bad-60bc-4630-ab59-b8427ee2be8d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Nuno Rodrigues
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/420d1bad-60bc-4630-ab59-b8427ee2be8d

1779. Library: optionator-0.8.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b88f0433-d1f2-4620-bb8f-38c2d302b37f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright George Zahariev
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/gkz/optionator/blob/0.8.3/LICENSE
1780. **Library:** optionator-0.9.1.tgz  **Product:** Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7a4fb179-f6dc-4c5c-be43-066af61f23fd

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright George Zahariev
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gkz/optionator/blob/0.9.1/LICENSE

1781. **Library:** ora-4.1.1.tgz  **Product:** Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a97de8c3-b6b8-48e0-a7b6-c7be17d8d774

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a97de8c3-b6b8-48e0-a7b6-c7be17d8d774

1782. **Library:** original-1.0.2.tgz  **Product:** Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e80eb897-3559-4010-b612-cae76645bdfd

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Unshift.io, Arnout Kazemier, the Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/unshiftio/original/blob/1.0.2/LICENSE

1783. **Library:** os-browserify-0.1.2.tgz  **Product:** Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/e5e3f26f-1521-49db-bc1e-d7fbff634681

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Drew Young
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/e5e3f26f-1521-49db-bc1e-d7fbff634681

1784. Library: os-browserify-0.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/25175a37-6b47-46dc-89b4-738921427b16

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 CoderPuppy
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/CoderPuppy/os-browserify/blob/v0.2.1/LICENSE

1785. Library: os-browserify-0.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/603248c7-553c-4766-b4f1-15eac99ae4f5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 CoderPuppy
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/CoderPuppy/os-browserify/blob/v0.3.0/LICENSE

1786. Library: os-homedir-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance
1787. Library: **os-locale-1.4.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/baba7604-8dc7-4804-bb64-2a39fc8ddf

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/os-homedir/blob/v1.4.0/license

1788. Library: **os-locale-2.1.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/41650e29-7e82-4663-8f41-9b80297af176

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/os-locale/blob/v2.1.0/license

1789. Library: **os-locale-3.1.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8525c005-d35e-4887-99af-b3bdf925b90

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8525c005-d35e-4887-99af-b3bd925bc90

1790. Library: os-tmpdir-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6ded7927-c661-49c3-b070-12bd9b999c4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/os-tmpdir/blob/v1.0.2/license

1791. Library: osenv-0.1.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/53fd1a4c-19d9-4cb5-a27d-2388b5813205

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/osenv/blob/v0.1.5/LICENSE

1792. Library: outpipe-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7727c3d0-4152-4347-b9dc-877ab0d31ecf

License Text Under Appendix
1793. **Library: p-cancelable-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9d2268ab-d0fe-4a2e-9ac2-966d92a4f7e7

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-cancelable/blob/v1.1.0/license

1794. **Library: p-defer-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Lite unit

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/26b19a45-1742-40a8-b47e-a2229d53f54d

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-defer/blob/v1.0.0/license

1795. **Library: p-each-series-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/968a71aa-9e8f-4b3c-8ac6-9b504fe19152

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-each-series/blob/v1.0.0/license
1796. **Library: p-each-series-2.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e581fd7-386a-4c3b-bba1-cddbdd1ecc33

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e581fd7-386a-4c3b-bba1-cddbdd1ecc33

1797. **Library: p-finally-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3799aa28-0145-487a-8bbe-165102b43385

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-finally/blob/v1.0.0/license

1798. **Library: p-is-promise-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f1f407ef-e431-43fe-a4de-5752104b4f26

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-is-promise/blob/v2.1.0/license

1799. **Library: p-limit-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

Projects
Player
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a42065b6-c78d-46a3-b990-dec5d24c2394

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-limit/blob/v1.2.0/license

1800. Library: p-limit-1.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/90329bb2-4fb3-45a9-a3c5-d3f983fcf585

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-limit/blob/v1.3.0/license

1801. Library: p-limit-2.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4b177e5f-c058-4742-a0ef-b0c2781ebd17

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4b177e5f-c058-4742-a0ef-b0c2781ebd17

1802. Library: p-limit-2.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/438fbc6a-0592-4c3f-8abc-fbd11c3e1323

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-limit/blob/v2.2.2/license

1803. Library: p-limit-2.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ea0cf8e5-5c2a-45eb-ae74-43bd5e74236a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-limit/blob/v2.3.0/license

1804. Library: p-limit-3.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5727441e-115d-4533-8e7-e19b83e6c7c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5727441e-115d-4533-8e7-e19b83e6c7c

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-limit/blob/v3.1.0/license

1805. Library: p-locate-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a0174e12-10ee-4b22-b63a-49c727f2184e
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-locate/blob/v2.0.0/license

1806. Library: **p-locate-3.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bbe91d7d-9682-48be-a538-d218fd9e7a3e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-locate/blob/v4.1.0/license

1807. Library: **p-locate-4.1.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ee4a80e3-72d5-4ah5-b561-890675eb8450

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-locate/blob/v4.1.0/license

1808. Library: **p-map-1.2.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/be9e2df7-7c2c-4e20-a08c-16a94791d658

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-map/blob/v1.2.0/license

1809. Library: **p-map-2.1.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
- Lite unit
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/efa2e170-c440-410d-9a1e-4423843f478f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-map/blob/v4.0.0/license

1810. Library: **p-map-4.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
- Player
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cecefed3-c242-4f86-b119-674b956e583

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-map/blob/v4.0.0/license

1811. Library: **p-reduce-1.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/53eb9b8b-f312-4f2b-8a53-7cfae45f09eb

License Text Under Appendix
1812. Library: p-retry-3.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/31d67f21-7e81-4dbd-a785-24794e57573b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/31d67f21-7e81-4dbd-a785-24794e57573b

1813. Library: p-try-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7adee2d-f51d-4e02-95f7-da487e1a727

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-try/blob/v1.0.0/license

1814. Library: p-try-2.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/71ae18c1-a726-4e87-a1d7-58c7daefebd

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-try/blob/v2.2.0/license
1815. Library: **pac-proxy-agent-3.0.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/97fb4881-a538-40e8-b82e-0b482a1496bd

[License Text Under Appendix](https://github.com/TooTallNate/node-pac-proxy-agent/blob/3.0.1/README.md)

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/TooTallNate/node-pac-proxy-agent/blob/3.0.1/README.md

1816. Library: **pac-resolver-3.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0df02a03-ffee-4f18-820f-8ef40cac5583

[License Text Under Appendix](https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f3b18b2b-aceb-4a33-b2db-5793df10da70)

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fec21668-8149-4975-a927-cfl30b8b299b

1817. Library: **package-json-4.0.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3e59d55e-2066-4669-9aeb-b5574eff5082

[License Text Under Appendix](https://github.com/sindresorhus/package-json/blob/v4.0.1/license)

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus &lt;sindresorhus@gmail.com&gt; (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/package-json/blob/v4.0.1/license
1818. **Library: package-json-6.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4ac4bd3d-a74e-4d8c-9615-d39650b8c245

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/package-json/blob/v6.5.0/license

1819. **Library: pacote-9.5.9.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ddf0be06-92b6-44b4-aee7-caa455623623

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Kat Marchán, npm, Inc., and Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/pacote/blob/v9.5.9/LICENSE

1820. **Library: pad-stream-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/be208188-2cee-4c37-af8f-0b151daabbe

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/pad-stream/blob/v1.2.0/license

1821. **Library: pako-0.2.9.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player
- Units

[License Text Under Appendix](#)
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/233383bf-a810-4501-8e92-8f72f1a5d25e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 by Vitaly Puzrin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodeca/pako/blob/0.2.9/LICENSE

1822. Library: pako-1.0.11.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
----------
License 1 out of 2
----------
Licensed under Zlib
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodeca/pako/blob/1.0.11/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

----------
License 2 out of 2
----------
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a0138678-daad-43f0-9e1a-93b472cd1ac9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 by Vitaly Puzrin and Andrei Tupuctyn
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodeca/pako/blob/1.0.11/LICENSE

1823. Library: parallel-transform-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a63e7aa7-1f61-443f-be3f-4517e7320d1c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mafintosh/parallel-transform/blob/v1.1.0/LICENSE

1824. Library: parallel-transform-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/mafintosh/parallel-transform

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mafintosh/parallel-transform/blob/v1.2.0/LICENSE

1825. Library: parallel-webpack-1.6.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cc2735fc-9776-4f9c-a0e7-e77dd8bd5ebd

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 trivago GmbH
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/trivago/parallel-webpack/blob/v1.6.1/LICENSE

1826. Library: param-case-2.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f3c415d4-8dc3-492a-acaa-d249865dafa4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/blakeembrey/param-case/blob/v2.1.1/LICENSE

1827. Library: param-case-3.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0c990e8c-9312-4d61-9704-863ef084fc29
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/0e990e8c-9312-4d61-9704-863e084fe29

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/blakeembrey/change-case/blob/snake-case@3.0.4/LICENSE

1828. Library: parent-module-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/c025e74d-4680-4e08-a6a9-f35b0fe5a1a4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/parent-module/blob/v1.0.1/license

1829. Library: parents-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/037ed859-7a4c-42a0-b7dc-5a6dd325b4f5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established

1830. Library: parse-asn1-5.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
1831. **Library:** `parse-asn1-5.1.5.tgz` **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**

Unit

**Licenses**

Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/parse-asn1/blob/v5.1.5/package.json

**Copyrights**

(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

1832. **Library:** `parse-asn1-5.1.6.tgz` **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**

Units

Video for performance

**Licenses**

Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fb3e0600-e94d-4745-8577-0b562d82300e

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 crypto-browserify contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/parse-asn1/blob/v5.1.6/LICENSE

1833. **Library:** `parse-cache-control-1.0.1.tgz` **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**

Units

**Licenses**

Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/57913ee3-5774-4fec-8407-0b562d82300e

**Copyrights**

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 crypto-browserify contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/57913ee3-5774-4fec-8407-9703407ba

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 crypto-browserify contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/parse-asn1/blob/v5.1.6/LICENSE
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/49e0058a-84d5-43f8-83f5-08a426888a7b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/parse-json/blob/v4.0.0/license

1837. Library: parse-json-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/DefinitelyTyped/DefinitelyTyped

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fcd291c1-e4bf-42b5-b858-a3ab8423b195

1838. Library: parse-json-5.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a265175a-cd16-40a4-859a-efff269b70ac

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
-------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a265175a-cd16-40a4-859a-efff269b70ac

-------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/parse-json/blob/v5.1.0/license

1839. Library: parse-listing-1.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/parse-listing/blob/v1.1.3/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Sergi Mansilla <sergi.mansilla AT gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/parse-listing/blob/v1.1.3/README.md

1840. Library: parse-node-version-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/parse-listing/blob/v1.1.3/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Sergi Mansilla <sergi.mansilla AT gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/parse-listing/blob/v1.1.3/README.md

1841. Library: parse-passwd-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/parse-listing/blob/v1.1.3/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Sergi Mansilla <sergi.mansilla AT gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/parse-listing/blob/v1.1.3/README.md

1842. Library: parse5-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/parse-listing/blob/v1.1.3/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrightated under Copyright 2013 Sergi Mansilla <sergi.mansilla AT gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/parse-listing/blob/v1.1.3/README.md

1843. Library: parse5-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/parse-listing/blob/v1.1.3/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Sergi Mansilla <sergi.mansilla AT gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/parse-listing/blob/v1.1.3/README.md

1844. Library: parse5-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/parse-listing/blob/v1.1.3/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Sergi Mansilla <sergi.mansilla AT gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/parse-listing/blob/v1.1.3/README.md

1845. Library: parse5-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/parse-listing/blob/v1.1.3/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Sergi Mansilla <sergi.mansilla AT gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/parse-listing/blob/v1.1.3/README.md

1846. Library: parse5-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/parse-listing/blob/v1.1.3/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Sergi Mansilla <sergi.mansilla AT gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/parse-listing/blob/v1.1.3/README.md

1847. Library: parse5-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/parse-listing/blob/v1.1.3/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Sergi Mansilla <sergi.mansilla AT gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/parse-listing/blob/v1.1.3/README.md

1848. Library: parse5-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/parse-listing/blob/v1.1.3/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Sergi Mansilla <sergi.mansilla AT gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/parse-listing/blob/v1.1.3/README.md

1849. Library: parse5-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/parse-listing/blob/v1.1.3/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Sergi Mansilla <sergi.mansilla AT gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/parse-listing/blob/v1.1.3/README.md

1850. Library: parse5-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sergi/parse-listing/blob/v1.1.3/README.md

License Text Under Appendix
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ece73d14-968c-43a6-924f-206819f5ab6a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2016 Ivan Nikulin (ifaan@gmail.com, https://github.com/inikulin)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/inikulin/parse5/blob/v4.0.0/LICENSE

1843. Library: parse5-5.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e4088829-7c51-4bdf-a411-f426b56f2049

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2018 Ivan Nikulin (ifaan@gmail.com, https://github.com/inikulin)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/inikulin/parse5/blob/v5.1.0/LICENSE

1844. Library: parse5-5.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7e60828d-1d05-4db7-a7ef-a10075166421

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2019 Ivan Nikulin (ifaan@gmail.com, https://github.com/inikulin)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/inikulin/parse5/blob/v5.1.1/LICENSE

1845. Library: parser-4.13.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/518f78f7-6a61-4089-b98f-3a361969cac4
1846. **Library:** parser-7.12.11.tgz **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Player
- Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/dd974ff0-d61b-4cff-8612-1436418072d0

---

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/518f78f-6a61-4089-b9f3-3a361969caac

---

1847. **Library:** parser-7.12.3.tgz **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Lite unit

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/f1c12220-686c-4fl3-8a75-8d3a8035ec0a

---

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2014 by various contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/dd974ff0-d61b-4cff-8612-1436418072d0

---

1848. **Library:** parser-7.12.7.tgz **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/f1c12220-686c-4f13-8a75-8d3a8035ec0a

---

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2014 by various contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/f1c12220-686c-4f13-8a75-8d3a8035ec0a
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8459b610-d418-4cea-9938-e803557f31d6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2014 by various contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8459b610-d418-4cea-9938-e803557f31d6

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.7/LICENSE

1849. Library: parseurl-1.3.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e1d36049-f4a1-4c4f-9ece-26b24eed2d52

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Jonathan Ong & Douglas Christopher Wilson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/pillarjs/parseurl

1850. Library: pascal-case-3.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a77485bc-9766-45cd-a79d-d7600137b803

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a77485bc-9766-45cd-a79d-d7600137b803

Copyright 2 out of 2
1851. Library: pascalcase-0.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e0613256-0f06-d408d-7d471d045569a40

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7844b2d2-334f451fa70f-2ec5e1103843

1852. Library: path-browserify-0.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/06f77757b-4da7-84f6-7f5ca5eb6391

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c17a07cf-e266-d451-b08c-2ec2835e10a

1853. Library: path-browserify-0.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f50e06ea-5772-4e6b-b326-44aecd1b91e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 James Halliday
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/substack/path-browserify

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 James Halliday
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/browserify/path-browserify
1854. Library: **path-browserify-1.0.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/449b5301-a1ee-4975-9bbd-e8885cd4ac6e

[License Text Under Appendix]

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 James Halliday
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/browserify/path-browserify/blob/v1.0.1/LICENSE

1855. Library: **path-dirmname-1.0.2.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Lite unit
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1a5d0468-7494-4151-8678-dbb079ac8f59

[License Text Under Appendix]

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Elan Shanker and Node.js contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1a5d0468-7494-4151-8678-dbb079ac8f59

1856. Library: **path-exists-2.1.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ee23e2b1-10fb-422a-a918-4f0ba9e6d881

[License Text Under Appendix]

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/path-exists/blob/v2.1.0/license

1857. Library: **path-exists-3.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/64f4abb1-3950-4654-bd26-389185ec8fd6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/path-exists/blob/v3.0.0/license

1858. Library: path-exists-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/2f7101fc-7a6c-4b3a-b98b-458fae74eccc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/path-exists/blob/v4.0.0/license

1859. Library: path-is-absolute-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/2a8895c3-f299-498d-9b81-70536879775e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/path-is-absolute/blob/v1.0.1/license
Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/domenic/path-is-inside/blob/1.0.2/LICENSE.txt

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2004 Sam Hocevar <sam@hocevar.net>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/domenic/path-is-inside/blob/1.0.2/LICENSE.txt

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2016 Domenic Denicola <d@domenic.me>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/domenic/path-is-inside/blob/1.0.2/LICENSE.txt

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/348a6d4c-fbc3-4db9-8281-30c97aa0111a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/path-key/blob/v1.0.0/license

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d945c6f9-b945-496c-b73d-4797d266353c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
1863. Library: path-key-3.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/74e570a8-f76d-48f4-a4bf-8d693678fc50

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/path-key/blob/v3.1.1/license

1864. Library: path-parse-1.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2ca54e68-c531-450d-8d53-65fa78828b10

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Javier Blanco
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jbgutierrez/path-parse#readme

1865. Library: path-parse-1.0.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/708524c9-a0a5-4ad6-be5b-d673495101ef

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Javier Blanco
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/708524c9-a0a5-4ad6-be5b-d673495101ef
1866. **Library: path-platform-0.11.15.tgz**  Product: Taboola Video

**Projects**
Player
Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: [https://indexwhitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/07bbf330-e180-4f80-988c-bf4322005b45](https://indexwhitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/07bbf330-e180-4f80-988c-bf4322005b45)

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established

1867. **Library: path-root-0.1.1.tgz**  Product: Taboola Video

**Projects**
Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: [https://indexwhitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/743959bf-4f44-44de-8ac6-3b701a7cb94b](https://indexwhitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/743959bf-4f44-44de-8ac6-3b701a7cb94b)

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: [https://indexwhitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/743959bf-4f44-44de-8ac6-3b701a7cb94b](https://indexwhitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/743959bf-4f44-44de-8ac6-3b701a7cb94b)

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: [https://indexwhitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/11054af8-2495-474d-b838-84def0af569](https://indexwhitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/11054af8-2495-474d-b838-84def0af569)

1868. **Library: path-root-regex-0.1.2.tgz**  Product: Taboola Video

**Projects**
Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: [https://indexwhitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/2c103f3a-e11b-449b-8407-e028e56ab64a](https://indexwhitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/2c103f3a-e11b-449b-8407-e028e56ab64a)

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
1869. Library: path-to-regexp-0.1.7.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/77d92aff-3832-466d-b27d-bd0fb65920e4e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/pillarjs/path-to-regexp/blob/v1.8.0/LICENSE

1870. Library: path-to-regexp-1.8.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/207de740-ac59-4b57-9dcb-bd9260c57dac

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/pillarjs/path-to-regexp/blob/v1.8.0/LICENSE

1871. Library: path-type-1.1.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bec3e59e-2430-45df-a6e9-1509b0e33dad
1872. Library: **path-type-2.0.0.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT  
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/703787d1-016f-4d39-9ae9-4124b077fe83

License Text Under Appendix

1873. Library: **path-type-3.0.0.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT  
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4cd464e4-11b2-4007-be0d-fc7b45b2165d

License Text Under Appendix

1874. Library: **path-type-4.0.0.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Player  
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT  
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/path-type/blob/master/license

License Text Under Appendix
1875. Library: pathval-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/df2b7f82-dbdb-4ec4-b95f-9616b50af7ace

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2013 Jake Luer jake@alogicalparadox.com
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chaijs/pathval/blob/v1.1.0/LICENSE

1876. Library: pause-stream-0.0.11.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/71bdbf77-7d81-4fe1-98c7-49e038556169

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Dominic Tarr
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/71bdbf77-7d81-4fe1-98c7-49e038556169


Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fe604744-f4e8-44d5-8c51-9a3daf7e2185

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Daniel Cousens
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/pbkdf2/blob/v3.0.14/LICENSE

1878. Library: pbkdf2-3.0.17.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/deb04b12-3627-4f90-b5cf-6334444eced2

License Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Daniel Cousens
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/pbkdf2/blob/v3.0.17/LICENSE

1879. Library: pbkdf2-3.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/89411eae-ced3-423b-b330-0d29ebd282c3

License Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Daniel Cousens
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/pbkdf2/blob/v3.1.1/LICENSE

1880. Library: pbkdf2-compat-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5603358e-7c4d-4586-82a9-00301cab1b15

License Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Daniel Cousens
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/dcousens/pbkdf2-compat/blob/2.0.1/LICENSE

1881. Library: pend-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/26d87fbd-c399-4679-8ee0-cbb3933d856c

License Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Andrew Kelley
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/andrewrk/node-pend/blob/1.2.0/LICENSE

1882. Library: performance-now-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/da3e18b2-e5e1-4ff1-bff3-7c69f86c3a5c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Braveg1rl
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/08aba941-a6c4-451e-a28a-005799785044

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Braveg1rl
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/da3e18b2-e5e1-4ff1-bff3-7c69f86c3a5c

1883. Library: picomatch-2.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0f486501-d335-4fd6-ad9e-fa69c689c262

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/micromatch/picomatch/blob/2.2.2/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/micromatch/picomatch/blob/2.2.2/LICENSE
1884. Library: pify-2.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Player
- Units
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/334b38b9-c529-4db4-95f6-12783db5ef64

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/pify/blob/v2.3.0/license

1885. Library: pify-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Player
- Units
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/90fb755d-3e6c-445b-b2ba-eb13b843f8ca

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/pify/blob/v3.0.0/license

1886. Library: pify-4.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f23060b0-b5e4-47b4-af70-6912f44fa98d

License Text Under Appendix
1887. Library: **pinkie-2.0.4.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

- **Projects**
  - Lite unit
  - Units
  - Video for performance

- **Licenses**
  - Licensed under MIT
  - License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f23060b0-b5e4-47b4-af70-6912f44fa98d

  License Text Under Appendix

1888. Library: **pinkie-promise-2.0.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

- **Projects**
  - Lite unit
  - Units
  - Video for performance

- **Licenses**
  - Licensed under MIT
  - License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f35358f0-7e94-4307-926e-48813e97fd2b

  License Text Under Appendix

1889. Library: **pirates-4.0.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

- **Projects**
  - Video for performance

- **Licenses**
  - Licensed under MIT
  - License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1e4aa287-3c17-480a-b620-e1b44fa49c8b

  License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Vsevolod Strukchinsky <floatdrop@gmail.com> (github.com/floatdrop)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/floatdrop/pinkie-promise/blob/v2.0.1/license
1890. Library: pkg-dir-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d239f77b-470f44e0-9344-d2a8b78ec46d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/pkg-dir/blob/v2.0.0/license

1891. Library: pkg-dir-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/16422a19-8462-4209-9927-a244af9f3eeb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/pkg-dir/blob/v3.0.0/license

1892. Library: pkg-dir-4.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bfa3bd89-3297-49f1-a26b-c92d06b6063f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/pkg-dir/blob/v4.2.0/license
1893. Library: **pkg-up-3.1.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

- **Projects**
  - Video for performance

- **Licenses**
  - Licensed under MIT
  - License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eb53fab5-559a-418a-9be3-09835fa23091

  [License Text Under Appendix]

- **Copyrights**
  - Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
  - Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus(pkg-up/blob/v3.1.0/license

1894. Library: **pkginfo-0.3.1.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

- **Projects**
  - Units

- **Licenses**
  - Licensed under MIT
  - License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/44461234-6c3b-4c43-9f36-946aebb147c7

  [License Text Under Appendix]

- **Copyrights**
  - Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 Charlie Robbins
  - Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/indexzero/node-pkginfo/blob/0.3.1/LICENSE

1895. Library: **pkginfo-0.4.1.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

- **Projects**
  - Units

- **Licenses**
  - Licensed under MIT
  - License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/64b26a73-9fc2-4cbb-8062-1fc46e889a5b

  [License Text Under Appendix]

- **Copyrights**
  - Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 Charlie Robbins
  - Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/indexzero/node-pkginfo/blob/0.4.1/LICENSE

1896. Library: **plugin-jsx-5.5.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

- **Projects**
  - Video for performance

- **Licenses**
  - Licensed under MIT
  - License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/72197d4d-d3c6-430e-989d-945cf5f67062

file://Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribute-report.html
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Smooth Code
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/72197d4d-d36c-430c-989d-945c5f5e7062

1897. Library: plugin-node-resolve-7.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a87dfa1c-c7bb-41ae-96d6-015f52cc249

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 RollupJS Plugin Contributors (https://github.com/rollup/plugins/graphs/contribut
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a87dfa1c-c7bb-41ae-96d6-015f52cc249


Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9a102476-a2f1-4618-9800-0f9f392a0ed9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9a102476-a2f1-4618-9800-0f9f392a0ed9

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE


Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5b967cbe-af6d-499a-bb74-e96a5e52f4cf

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

License Text Under Appendix

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5b967cbe-af6d-499a-bb74-e96a5e52f4cf

License Text Under Appendix

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5b967cbe-af6d-499a-bb74-e96a5e52f4cf

License Text Under Appendix

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cb4d20d8-cb8e-4d0e-80ef-2c0f2e899c35

License Text Under Appendix

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5b967cbe-af6d-499a-bb74-e96a5e52f4cf

License Text Under Appendix
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8f060075-b48d-42fe-84ea-802f5647a33

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE


Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1157bde8-221b-48ca-aea3-b154096efdd6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1157bde8-221b-48ca-aea3-b154096efdd6

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE


Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/aa2d5a22-7279-4515-aa04-9fd9de3d2e99

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/aa2d5a22-7279-4515-aa04-9fd9de3d2e99

Copyright 2 out of 2
Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d2f41498-6f7a-42c5-a2b5-0f85d2c66899

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d2f41498-6f7a-42c5-a2b5-0f85d2c66899

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

Projects

Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/96861fcf-7865-4b22-b5ba-ed2613c1cc40

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/96861fcf-7865-4b22-b5ba-ed2613c1cc40

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/be39d933-421c-46ea-9064-022d0085a766

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/be39d933-421c-46ea-9064-022d0085a766

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.7/LICENSE


Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/db2f2bfc-a0a8-4415-9850-125fa46339d8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/db2f2bfc-a0a8-4415-9850-125fa46339d8

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE


Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1ebd0b31-6999-4bbe-9be2-
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights


Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights


Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights


Projects

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights


Projects

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights


Projects
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Copyright 1 out of 2

1920. License Text Under Appendix
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Copyright 1 out of 2

1921. License Text Under Appendix
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Video for performance
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Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Video for performance
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Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Video for performance
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Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Video for performance
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Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Video for performance
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Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Video for performance
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Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Video for performance
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Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Video for performance
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Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Video for performance
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Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
1918. Library: plugin-syntax-bigint-7.8.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/d20899a8-0a74-45a5-b97e-35bbdb2f9d2a

License Text Under Appendix

1919. Library: plugin-syntax-class-properties-7.12.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video
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Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/573efb42-1330-4495-b5d2-30705d124d11

License Text Under Appendix


Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
1921. Library: plugin-syntax-dynamic-import-7.8.3.tgz  Product: Taboola Video
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Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

1922. Library: plugin-syntax-export-name-space-from-7.8.3.tgz  Product: Taboola Video
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Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.8.3/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.8.3/LICENSE
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Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6b476d86-1a35-4b36-bf22-35733dbd9460

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6b476d86-1a35-4b36-bf22-35733dbd9460

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

1924. Library: plugin-syntax-import-meta-7.10.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video
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Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.10.4/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/18b524bd-094f-49ac-b523-6874e9c0e23

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.10.4/LICENSE

1925. Library: plugin-syntax-json-strings-7.8.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video
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Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b1a356f3-5fb4-4f85-b2d4-203b3d9866bb
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Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ac75f8fb-1e36-4a28-8f00-05c5da48814

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.8.3/LICENSE
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Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.10.4/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ddfdada-56a9-481b-a80b-44f66ea58

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.10.4/LICENSE
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Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/54bb6b21-5ef3-438-949a-49888888c212
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.8.3/LICENSE
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Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b8e521cf-8839-4f94-8a17-7d443ebe8d9d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.8.3/LICENSE

1932. Library: plugin-syntax-optional-chaining-7.8.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video
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Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d0429776-3970-445f-b359-46704a0b13d6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.8.3/LICENSE
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Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1281af93-e6b8-4c36-82e9-98702b9e67bf

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

----------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1281af93-e6b8-4c36-82e9-98702b9e67bf

----------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/edd91e14-e4ea-41cb-baa3-c91285caa261

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

----------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/edd91e14-e4ea-41cb-baa3-c91285caa261

----------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9e0a891d-72df-4631-8991-1778abb5c087

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

1938. Library: **plugin-transform-block-scoping-7.12.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**
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Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/88446815-2ba2-4e01-b55b-7caa1086966a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/88446815-2ba2-4e01-b55b-7caa1086966a

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eba88680-6778-49b3-a4ed-f1191d78967e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eba88680-6778-49b3-a4ed-f1191d78967e

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.12/LICENSE

1940. Library: **plugin-transform-classes-7.12.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**
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Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/48840f2f-dbe9-43e6-8eda-d75a006ecb85

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/48840f2f-dbe9-43e6-8eda-d75a006ecb85

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c07e3be2-e6c0-4db1-b04f-e76813cb5b9e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c07e3be2-e6c0-4db1-b04f-e76813cb5b9e

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8b6116eb-046a-4062-aef6-d759317c4c5b

License Text Under Appendix
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Video for performance
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Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c2ebacb4-4d24-446c-8109-7d1ab8161e97

License Text Under Appendix
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Video for performance
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Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/acad5458-3c92-491b-86f6-16cf0851073e

License Text Under Appendix
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Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d1102508-4f3e-442c-b486-8bee6752ceed

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copied under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d1102508-4f3e-442c-b486-8bee6752ceed

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copied under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/15099383-5a8b-4d96-99a6-eb29adb4739e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copied under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/15099383-5a8b-4d96-99a6-eb29adb4739e

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copied under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a5a320ef-dd45-463f-a776-89186cb435d0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

-----------------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
-----------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a5a320ef-dd45-463f-a776-89186cb435d0
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Copyright 2 out of 2
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Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a48efaa4-e4f7-4ceb-a118-96a1bd1f6dc8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

-----------------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
-----------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a48efaa4-e4f7-4ceb-a118-96a1bd1f6dc8
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Copyright 2 out of 2
-----------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/934df5f5-634a-40ef-99dd-073a0373132b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/934df5f5-634a-40ef-99dd-073a0373132b

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/350732d5-2e3c-4ed6-a966-5038aca9f9ff

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/350732d5-2e3c-4ed6-a966-5038aca9f9ff

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0f8764bf-985c-4e83-b450-04c0e4b33e68

License Text Under Appendix
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Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

Copyrights
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Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2a89089f-9212-4c19-b808-e2718236b498

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2a89089f-9212-4c19-b808-e2718236b498
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Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c29dd026-4d41-4e7a-aee9-14f8f28ec0d4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c29dd026-4d41-4e7a-aee9-14f8f28ec0d4
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

----------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9beb6a4a-1162-4828-9b2e-549cbd815d4b
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Copyright 2 out of 2
----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/380e3872-171b-45fa-b9c3-8cf1195e8497

License Text Under Appendix
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----------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/380e3872-171b-45fa-b9c3-8cf1195e8497
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Copyright 2 out of 2
----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Lite unit
Units
Video for performance
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Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9beb6a4a-1162-4828-9b2e-549cbd815d4b

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9beb6a4a-1162-4828-9b2e-549c8d815d4b

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c08488b4-9adb-4800-ac01-f19141c649db

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e9a9420d-565f-4bf2-9a88-940eb2f0dc02

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
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Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e9a9420d-565f-4bf2-9a88-940eb2f0dc02

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e9a9420d-565f-4bf2-9a88-940eb2f0dc02
1972. **Library:** plugin-transform-spread-7.12.1.tgz **Product:** Taboola Video
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- Lite unit
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Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/557040d6-74ab-4634-ad60-706ed94a6f9

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/557040d6-74ab-4634-ad60-706ed94a6f9

1973. **Library:** plugin-transform-sticky-regex-7.12.1.tgz **Product:** Taboola Video
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- Lite unit

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8e0ee2a8-ad5b-45ce-b2a9-47da15043194

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8e0ee2a8-ad5b-45ce-b2a9-47da15043194

1974. **Library:** plugin-transform-sticky-regex-7.12.7.tgz **Product:** Taboola Video
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License Text Under Appendix
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Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

Copyrights


Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

Copyrights

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c2315530-43bd-478d-bf06-ebd7ea0c9f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c2315530-43bd-478d-bf06-ebd7ea0c9f

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE


Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0fa10876-c918-45ef-a690-1a84f74ebdd

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0fa10876-c918-45ef-a690-1a84f74ebdd

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0fa10876-c918-45ef-a690-1a84f74ebdd
1981. Library: pluginutils-3.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/322e402d-828c-4d78-a83c-e04f5c89a825

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

1982. Library: pluralize-1.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f2be54a5-2ee7-475a-990a-86506fc8d83c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 RollupJS Plugin Contributors (https://github.com/rollup/plugins/graphs/contribute
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/322e402d-828c-4d78-a83c-e04f5c89a825

1983. Library: pn-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/40094461-17e1-4f0f-8294-956999a08caa

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2018 C
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/da888c56-f98e-4632-8ba3-6ee458625e55

1984. Library: pnp-webpack-plugin-1.6.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8a2b7998-5717-48db-a395-d1972b196897

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/591d11a2-0003-4c7f-a64b-58f3f2a04611

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c987eb60-ec0d-4f79-8234-fc1df3e40c1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/591d11a2-0003-4c7f-a64b-58f3f2a04611

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/591d11a2-0003-4c7f-a64b-58f3f2a04611

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7dd04a19-ba5d-4d07-b443-a826c8001f2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a7b38146-6f62-462f-9c9e-4caf56271090

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Charlie Robbins
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a7b38146-6f62-462f-9c9e-4caf56271090

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Charlie Robbins
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/http-party/node-portfinder/blob/v1.0.28/LICENSE

1987. Library: portscanner-2.2.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/70393da0-324b-4dd5-ba59-efc976c57bcb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Brandon Ace Alexander
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/70393da0-324b-4dd5-ba59-efc976c57bcb

1988. Library: posix-character-classes-0.1.1.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Lite unit

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ced77d35-054c-46cc-b866-a0f104319144

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ced77d35-054c-46cc-b866-a0f104319144

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
1989. Library: postcss-5.2.18.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e59c31a8-91d6-4665-a885-9613ab745827

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Andrey Sitnik <andrey@sitnik.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e59c31a8-91d6-4665-a885-9613ab745827

1990. Library: postcss-6.0.23.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/postcss/postcss/blob/6.0.23/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Andrey Sitnik <andrey@sitnik.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/postcss/postcss/blob/6.0.23/LICENSE


Projects
Player
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/postcss/postcss/blob/7.0.21/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Andrey Sitnik <andrey@sitnik.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/postcss/postcss/blob/7.0.21/LICENSE

1992. Library: postcss-7.0.35.tgz Product: Taboola Video

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/postcss/postcss/blob/7.0.35/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Andrey Sitnik <andrey@sitnik.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/postcss/postcss/blob/7.0.35/LICENSE

1993. Library: postcss-7.0.46.tgz Product: Taboola Video

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/postcss/postcss/blob/7.0.46/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Andrey Sitnik <andrey@sitnik.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/postcss/postcss/blob/7.0.46/LICENSE
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b4fe7c15-2192-46d0-9cc7-5d445c140449

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Andrey Sitnik <andrey@sitnik.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b4fe7c15-2192-46d0-9cc7-5d445c140449

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 WebStorm
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c8b03114-59c7-4ab3-9e8a-7c5501259dda

1993. Library: postcss-8.2.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c27d8c0e-7d4c-444b-bb77-e55174a11102

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Andrey Sitnik <andrey@sitnik.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c27d8c0e-7d4c-444b-bb77-e55174a11102

Copyright 2 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 WebStorm
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3bc53025-1558-4d9b-b9ff-696325f4e179

Copyright 3 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Andrey Sitnik <andrey@sitnik.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/postcss/postcss/blob/8.2.4/LICENSE

Copyright 4 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 WebStorm
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/postcss/postcss/blob/8.2.4/README.md

1994. Library: postcss-attribute-case-insensitive-4.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/f610f99e-1c70-4124-ac03-6b1b5f48a1ff

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Dmitry Semigradsky <semigradskyd@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/f610f99e-1c70-4124-ac03-6b1b5f48a1ff


Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/d37af9f5-fe25-4823-8beb-2e1173e318a1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/d37af9f5-fe25-4823-8beb-2e1173e318a1

1996. Library: postcss-calc-5.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/d08ae6e1-f533-406b-9f62-a21a0b704749

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Maxime Thirouin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/postcss/postcss-calc/blob/5.3.1/LICENSE

1997. Library: postcss-calc-7.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/f6cba1b1-1e29-4ef4-9768-0319a36709cb

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Maxime Thirouin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/f6cb1b1-1e29-4e4-9768-0319a36709eb


Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/2bda534f-a101-41c7-96ed-6a60d865018a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/2bda534f-a101-41c7-96ed-6a60d865018a

1999. Library: postcss-color-gray-5.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/6255f28a-1092-48ce-8afa-5a665e1c2753

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Shinnosuke Watanabe
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/6255f28a-1092-48ce-8afa-5a665e1c2753


Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/af11637b-7c5c-49d9-9df0-9dc733660b00

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright © PostCSS
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/af11637b-7c5c-49d9-9df0-9dc733660b00
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/dd6f32fc-d15d-4c78-8ceb-ed892d169775

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/dd6f32fc-d15d-4c78-8ceb-ed892d169775


Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/cbec343e-35e4-442d-ba27-8227317f2189

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Maxime Thirouin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/cbec343e-35e4-442d-ba27-8227317f2189

2003. Library: postcss-colormin-2.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/7e807bda-88e3-42c7-8837-e91b69d0b8df

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/7e807bda-88e3-42c7-8837-e91b69d0b8df

2004. Library: postcss-colormin-4.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/80ba1d09-54dc-475a-8b18-5413f2ef2d0c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/80ba1d09-54dc-475a-8b18-5413f2ef2d0c


Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4da67581-62e4-4762-8785-0cf6f6f4a4df

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ben-eb/postcss-convert-values/blob/v2.6.1/LICENSE-MIT

2006. Library: postcss-convert-values-4.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/61531c65-973b-4594-a145-08ec4c29bbfe

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/61531c65-973b-4594-a145-08ec4c29bbfe


Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/10e9a616-10a3-406b-574-9c1a5af7701

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright © PostCSS
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/10e9a616-10a3-406b-b574-9e1a5af77701


Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/ef128f1a-166a-4995-93b7-8173eb0f989

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright © PostCSS
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/ef128f1a-166a-4995-93b7-8173eb0f989

2009. Library: postcss-custom-selectors-5.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/33a00f62-1387-4412-8bc0-ab720f693005

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright © PostCSS
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/33a00f62-1387-4412-8bc0-ab720f693005

2010. Library: postcss-dir-pseudo-class-5.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/650f454b-0165-43ec-963c-f2ec37abf179

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/650f454b-0165-43ec-963c-f2ec37abf179
2011. Library: postcss-discard-comments-2.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/e7a358a1-5181-4fe1-9beb-6d8f974e798

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/e7a358a1-5181-4fe1-9beb-6d8f974e798

2012. Library: postcss-discard-comments-4.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/d53cfbd5-675f-4c26-b07d-8c9b3886ed3d

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/d53cfbd5-675f-4c26-b07d-8c9b3886ed3d

2013. Library: postcss-discard-duplicates-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/a5a687af-3f65-468f-8d98-c0096f7066c2

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/a5a687af-3f65-468f-8d98-c0096f7066c2

2014. Library: postcss-discard-duplicates-4.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d434f5bf-b9bc-437b-9a86-ca8b7fa0832e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d434f5bf-b9bc-437b-9a86-ca8b7fa0832e

2015. Library: postcss-discard-empty-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c3d1d2d8-87ac-4fb3-a2e2-729a0afaea7a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c3d1d2d8-87ac-4fb3-a2e2-729a0afaea7a

2016. Library: postcss-discard-empty-4.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/32596408-8a9b-4e03-8494-8e81cc757e12

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/32596408-8a9b-4e03-8494-8e81cc757e12

2017. Library: postcss-discard-overridden-0.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b795b643-f03d-468b-b44c-f719a1b17ce5
Copyrighted under Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/15f2b205-b53a-4c83-90de-0091c73684da

2021. Library: postcss-env-function-2.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ca55a7a3-36a7-4f42-b581-b5cd7a93c73f
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ca55a7a3-36a7-4f42-b581-b5cd7a93c73f

2022. Library: postcss-filter-plugins-2.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fe0a1d31-25f2-4a95-8200-e456629d2a5d
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fe0a1d31-25f2-4a95-8200-e456629d2a5d

2023. Library: postcss-flexbugs-fixes-4.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/439ebd47-4a4e-4af4-96be-5d5bf433028d
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Luis Rudge <luis@luisrudge.net>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/439ebd47-4a4e-4af4-96be-5d5bf433028d

2024. Library: postcss-focus-visible-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/22ee5595-cb7f-498b-a90e-dc208e8dd4d8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/22ee5595-cb7f-498b-a90e-dc208e8dd4d8

2025. Library: postcss-focus-within-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/901c7592-7540-42b3-99bd-0dae08f3f1bd

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/901c7592-7540-42b3-99bd-0dae08f3f1bd

2026. Library: postcss-font-variant-4.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1b181822-eeba-4ad0-b6bc-083fba914b14

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Maxime Thirouin & Ian Storm Taylor
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1b181822-eeba-4ad0-b6bc-083fba914b14

2027. Library: postcss-gap-properties-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8a388471-9d02-4215-ba77-25f65525f96

2031. Library: postcss-config-2.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/09b878da-dd79-4e06-aee-e237bc9bfc5f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Michael Ciniawsky <michael.ciniawsky@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/09b878da-dd79-4e06-aee-e237bc9bfc5f

2032. Library: postcss-loader-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6b1d34f7-bc29-4656-b26e-2e1411174bd6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Andrey Sitnik <andrey@sitnik.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/postcss/postcss-loader/blob/v3.0.0/LICENSE

2033. Library: postcss-logical-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/64cb3c5f-d984-4c35-9e21-5a81193f983c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/64cb3c5f-d984-4c35-9e21-5a81193f983c
2034. Library: postcss-media-minmax-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/a6b0e09d-ab1f-43db-b630-8f3d14c05881

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 PostCSS
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/a6b0e09d-ab1f-43db-b630-8f3d14c05881

2035. Library: postcss-merge-idents-2.1.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/3881786-9a13-4a10-877d-be85ce17a931

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ben-eb/postcss-merge-idents/blob/v2.1.7/LICENSE-MIT

2036. Library: postcss-merge-longhand-2.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/c3a80014-f2e9-41b8-8d70-29a58950bb9e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ben-eb/postcss-merge-longhand/blob/v2.0.2/LICENSE-MIT

2037. Library: postcss-merge-longhand-4.0.11.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance
2041. Library: postcss-minify-font-values-1.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c911d395-738b-48a1-b83c-c088202d9f06

License Text Under Appendix

2042. Library: postcss-minify-font-values-4.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bf37eadb-cdb8-42d0-8363-f78b4c7a850f

License Text Under Appendix

2043. Library: postcss-minify-gradients-1.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1bb6debd-fb7a-473f-b1f0-d98ee34707b8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Maxime Thirouin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fee7c58e-b9ca6c832225

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Bogdan Chadkin <trysound@yandex.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c911d395-738b-48a1-b83c-c088202d9f06

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Bogdan Chadkin <trysound@yandex.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bf37eadb-cdb8-42d0-8363-f78b4c7a850f

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1bb6debd-fb7a-473f-b1f0-d98ee34707b8
2044. Library: postcss-minify-gradients-4.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/e905ada-8a9f-4a9f-8a3e-de97e9e09aea

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/e905ada-8a9f-4a9f-8a3e-de97e9e09aea

2045. Library: postcss-minify-params-1.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/d36f6870-1e05-4304-b326-378e2610cc95

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Bogdan Chadkin <trysound@yandex.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/d36f6870-1e05-4304-b326-378e2610cc95

2046. Library: postcss-minify-params-4.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/1db2f780-5d20-4277-bc0e-49f7ccdfc47b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Bogdan Chadkin <trysound@yandex.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/1db2f780-5d20-4277-bc0e-49f7ccdfc47b

2047. Library: postcss-minify-selectors-2.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Bogdan Chadkin <trysound@yandex.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/1db2f780-5d20-4277-bc0e-49f7ccdfc47b

License Text Under Appendix

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3b0f245f-497f-4b0-a314-d6c401448581

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3b0f245f-497f-4b0-a314-d6c401448581

2048. Library: postcss-minify-selectors-4.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/81841394-be29-45aa-936c-426de0a53903

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/81841394-be29-45aa-936c-426de0a53903

2049. Library: postcss-modules-extract-imports-1.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/css-modules/postcss-modules-extract-imports/blob/1.2.1/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Glen Maddern
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/70f24582-2404-450b-ad14-6fde6bb6acc2

2050. Library: postcss-modules-extract-imports-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/css-modules/postcss-modules-extract-imports/blob/2.0.0/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Glen Maddern
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ebc70f32-eda5-4f5c-94b1-b893d048fa0

2051. Library: postcss-modules-local-by-default-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b906ae30-957d-4bbb-9d7e-28530b5e324f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Mark Dalgleish <mark.john.dalgleish@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b906ae30-957d-4bbb-9d7e-28530b5e324f

2052. Library: postcss-modules-local-by-default-3.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/902ad78c-ce9e-49c9-a57f-5e0ebacb554f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Mark Dalgleish <mark.john.dalgleish@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/css-modules/postcss-modules-local-by-default/blob/v3.0.2/LICENSE

2053. Library: postcss-modules-local-by-default-3.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/97a83f53-be08-44d5-b819-d8366df7fa51

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Mark Dalgleish <mark.john.dalgleish@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/97a83f53-be08-44d5-b819-d8366df7fa51

2054. Library: postcss-modules-scope-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/css-modules/postcss-modules-scope/blob/v1.1.0/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

2055. Library: postcss-modules-scope-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0e840752-09b6-4af6-809b-2d72ac931eff

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Glen Maddern
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/css-modules/postcss-modules-scope/blob/v2.2.0/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

2056. Library: postcss-modules-scope-2.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bdbbb9fc-0e71-435a-9cb0-0729ac22a294

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Glen Maddern
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/css-modules/postcss-modules-scope/blob/v2.2.0/LICENSE

2057. Library: postcss-modules-values-1.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3627ed2f-0ba7-4911-bfe4-1ae3ac5ec366

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

2058. Library: postcss-modules-values-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8a1f34d7-c41a-4e0e-a9d-547136f7d78b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

2059. Library: postcss-nesting-7.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f3e4a86-ea39-47ca-aa06-fe1fd6bbe5bd

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Glen Maddern
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/css-modules/postcss-modules-values/blob/v3.0.0/LICENSE

2060. Library: postcss-normalize-8.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b84f6f36-27f8-4faa-a7a1-962476101ace4

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b84f6f36-27f8-4faa-a7a1-962476101ac4

2061. Library: postcss-normalize-charset-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6d328d22-492f-4d19-9f88-20eafa492d8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Bogdan Chadkin <trysound@yandex.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6d328d22-492f-4d19-9f88-20eafa492d8

2062. Library: postcss-normalize-charset-4.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e341e4c0-94e8-4845-9916-3e07f99bc749

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Bogdan Chadkin <trysound@yandex.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e341e4c0-94e8-4845-9916-3e07f99bc749

2063. Library: postcss-normalize-display-values-4.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f95ae642-3adc-411f-8872-466d447ab51c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f95ae642-3adc-411f-8872-466d447ab51c
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/93ad47a4-3ada-47a3-bc8a-843957a7e26c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/93ad47a4-3ada-47a3-bc8a-843957a7e26c

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/537a2573-49a1-4456-9acf-ce043a1716fe

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/537a2573-49a1-4456-9acf-ce043a1716fe

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/6f9e8362-1a41-471b-8c01-be51576438d6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/6f9e8362-1a41-471b-8c01-be51576438d6

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/06951033-a2a5-40e7-a2de-68268f695a4c
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/06951033-a2a5-40c7-a2dc-68268f8f95a4c

2071. Library: postcss-normalize-whitespace-4.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/8698f26e-d2ae-4b94-a1ba-77f9848316d8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/8698f26e-d2ae-4b94-a1ba-77f9848316d8

2072. Library: postcss-ordered-values-2.2.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/ea3d64c-6433-447b-a4b6-89c12e6f6ace

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ben-eb/postcss-ordered-values/blob/v2.2.3/LICENSE-MIT

2073. Library: postcss-ordered-values-4.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/d198b22e-bfcb-4b04-8a57-09a2ce279165

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/d198b22e-bfcb-4b04-8a57-
2074. Library: postcss-overflow-shorthand-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/4b9a70ab-ab52-4233-8991-b8777a5a2fb1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/4b9a70ab-ab52-4233-8991-b8777a5a2fb1

2075. Library: postcss-page-break-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/a5a8f62b-fad3-4c14-a2e5-58b74c3bb2ef

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 AUTHOR_NAME <AUTHOR_EMAIL>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/a5a8f62b-fad3-4c14-a2e5-58b74c3bb2ef

2076. Library: postcss-place-4.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/edc54a68-d5b2-4e6f-a0d9-7922c836fdf2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/edc54a68-d5b2-4e6f-a0d9-7922c836fdf2

2077. Library: postcss-preset-env-6.7.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/edc54a68-d5b2-4e6f-a0d9-7922c836fdf2
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/6db69fe4-c61e-41e4-8def-3ea45f1f80

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/6db69fe4-c61e-41e4-8def-3ea45f1f80

2078. Library: postcss-pseudo-class-link-6.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/6e2b238f-014e-4b58-a820-57faaf5e5b82

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/6e2b238f-014e-4b58-a820-57faaf5e5b82

2079. Library: postcss-reduce-idents-2.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/8a4e4e57-0034-4fa4-9697-18839f4971e8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/8a4e4e57-0034-4fa4-9697-18839f4971e8

2080. Library: postcss-reduce-initial-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/abdd6e80-7cb0-46e8-a452-2827e60111cb
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ben-eb/postcss-reduce-initial/blob/v1.0.1/LICENSE-MIT

2081. Library: postcss-reduce-initial-4.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0d38ee24-1f51-45fd-8eac-2b3f7084eed9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0d38ee24-1f51-45fd-8eac-2b3f7084eed9

2082. Library: postcss-reduce-transforms-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1477a2ad-22cb-4581-a373-9ecaf0256ca2c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1477a2ad-22cb-4581-a373-9ecaf0256ca2c

2083. Library: postcss-reduce-transforms-4.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8db943a3-c0a1-49bc-84d9-af0b9faefc89

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8db943a3-c0a1-49bc-84d9-
2084. Library: postcss-replace-overflow-wrap-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/4bdfae5d-de6b-4237-8998-c3e680805478

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Matthias Müller <MattDiMu@users.noreply.github.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/4bdfae5d-de6b-4237-8998-c3e680805478

2085. Library: postcss-safe-parser-5.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/83640fbe-abd7-4fc8-af51-92104ae7a5ff

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Andrey Sitnik <andrey@sitnik.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/83640fbe-abd7-4fc8-af51-92104ae7a5ff

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Andrey Sitnik <andrey@sitnik.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/postcss/postcss-safe-parser/blob/5.0.2/LICENSE

2086. Library: postcss-selector-matches-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/41402f11-61c1-456d-939e-29802ae46b6c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Maxime Thirouin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/41402f11-61c1-456d-939e-
2087. **Library**: postcss-selector-not-4.0.1.tgz **Product**: Taboola Video

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3e4c1ef9-f779-4ed8-97a1-316493b8cbf2

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Maxime Thirouin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3e4c1ef9-f779-4ed8-97a1-316493b8cbf2

2088. **Library**: postcss-selector-parser-2.2.3.tgz **Product**: Taboola Video

**Projects**
Uns

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b415b136-c693-4502-a4c1-5692beaef010

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/postcss/postcss-selector-parser/blob/v2.2.3/LICENSE-MIT

2089. **Library**: postcss-selector-parser-3.1.2.tgz **Product**: Taboola Video

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7722abaa-12de-4f43-b3f8-6a06a96bbcc

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/postcss/postcss-selector-parser/blob/v3.1.2/LICENSE-MIT

2090. **Library**: postcss-selector-parser-5.0.0.tgz **Product**: Taboola Video

**Projects**
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fe0f2d75-1c79-48a4-a99d-6abdl1e6df3c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fe0f2d75-1c79-48a4-a99d-6abdl1e6df3c

2091. Library: postcss-selector-parser-6.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2da5225d-d2c3-472f-8ef8-2f48475777d6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2da5225d-d2c3-472f-8ef8-2f48475777d6

2092. Library: postcss-selector-parser-6.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1149834b-90b7-4993-ac0b-6b8fb2b2e4ce

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1149834b-90b7-4993-ac0b-6b8fb2b2e4ce

2093. Library: postcss-svgo-2.1.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/021db17f-a4ff-42ec-bbcf-d0d525087bc2

License Text Under Appendix

file:///Users/avi.I/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ben-eb/postcss-svgo/blob/v2.1.6/LICENSE-MIT

2094. Library: postcss-svgo-4.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ba42818f-6e97-4703-9d15-a04f5b205be9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ben-eb/postcss-svgo/blob/v2.1.6/LICENSE-MIT

2095. Library: postcss-unique-selectors-2.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a85e73f5-168f-45b8-b1d2-6ba920274a4a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ben-eb/postcss-unique-selectors/blob/v2.0.2/LICENSE-MIT

2096. Library: postcss-unique-selectors-4.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6deb18b4-f338-457e-a949-5da3e07f68a5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6deb18b4-f338-457e-a949-5da3e07f68a5
2097. Library: postcss-value-parser-3.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bd47c7569-8dc8-4c73-83a3-fa647290521d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Bogdan Chadkin <trysound@yandex.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/TrySound/postcss-value-parser/blob/v3.3.1/LICENSE

2098. Library: postcss-value-parser-4.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/93669271-8e7d-422b-95de-eca192da60a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Bogdan Chadkin <trysound@yandex.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/TrySound/postcss-value-parser/blob/v4.0.2/LICENSE

2099. Library: postcss-value-parser-4.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ae0cb391-3aa8-4cf4-93e4-8414e79e1b02

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Bogdan Chadkin <trysound@yandex.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/TrySound/postcss-value-parser/blob/v4.1.0/LICENSE

2100. Library: postcss-values-parser-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/36b24901-db62-4177-afe1-a0d63951259a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Andrew Powell <andrew@shellscape.org>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lesshint/postcss-values-parser/blob/v2.0.1/LICENSE

2101. Library: postcss-zindex-2.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c369e441-e77d-4507-b1b6-30095858f00c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ben-beneb/postcss-zindex/blob/v2.2.0/LICENSE-MIT

2102. Library: prebuild-install-5.3.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fd334efa-f89f-4c90-ac44-be758a896af6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fd334efa-f89f-4c90-ac44-be758a896af6

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/prebuild/prebuild-install/blob/v5.3.6/LICENSE

2103. Library: prelude-ls-1.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/629cbacb-0774-44c6-94e6-0f03a9d0e195

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright George Zahariev
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/629cbacb-0774-44c6-94e6-0f03a9d0e195

2104. Library: prelude-ls-1.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1f0497eb-fbd3-4f89-b472-6796b6f4634

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright George Zahariev
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gkz/prelude-ls/blob/1.2.1/LICENSE

2105. Library: prepend-http-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/59d8a169-f3c9-452b-9141-10e4d4e27cf

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/prepend-http/blob/v1.0.4/license

2106. Library: prepend-http-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8145b069-0d5d-4348-b2f8-83c426d0efbf
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/prepend-http/blob/v2.0.0/license


Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1e28e49e-e5c6-40ec-a7bc-1f07a5e55639

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1e28e49e-e5c6-40ec-a7bc-1f07a5e55639

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

2108. Library: preset-env-7.12.11.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eb111321-58d0-47d2-8766-cb7efa52d5dd

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eb111321-58d0-47d2-8766-cb7efa52d5dd

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.11/LICENSE
2109. Library: `preset-modules-0.1.4.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/74a37b07-ebda-46fc-a536-0945a4d1d364

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2020 Babel
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/74a37b07-ebda-46fc-a536-0945a4d1d364


Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/061afda4-a914-4338-bf63-3d9583e26fc3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/061afda4-a914-4338-bf63-3d9583e26fc3

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

2111. Library: `preset-react-7.12.10.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/47c2a5ab-2c47-4fd3-b880-65464d990df9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
2115. Library: `pretty-bytes-3.0.1.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6cb2b6a0-062f-4806-a453-05e28449209b

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/pretty-bytes/blob/v1.0.4/license

2116. Library: `pretty-bytes-5.5.0.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b1339036-e54d-423e-aa06-a8a275dcd19d

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/pretty-bytes/blob/v3.0.1/license

2117. Library: `pretty-error-2.1.2.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/acc32b28-2d80-49a6-9285-abf3c7a23025

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b1339036-e54d-423e-aa06-a8a275dcd19d


2118. Library: pretty-format-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/AriaMinaei/pretty-error/blob/2.1.2/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

2119. Library: pretty-format-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

2120. Library: private-0.1.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ec1bc340-693a-49f5-8d68-c545c3498758

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Ben Newman <bn@cs.stanford.edu>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ec1bc340-693a-49f5-8d68-c545c3498758

2121. Library: process-0.11.10.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9f3d4c6e-e9c1-4aa5-b387-64318c2c6643

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Roman Shtylman <shtylman@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9f3d4c6e-e9c1-4aa5-b387-64318c2c6643

2122. Library: process-nextick-args-1.0.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9701e57f-8af0-4eee-9341-741886a9af22

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Calvin Metcalf
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9701e57f-8af0-4eee-9341-741886a9af22

2123. Library: process-nextick-args-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
License under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7a2f6db1-15af-42eb-8031-641a16d581c6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Calvin Metcalf
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7a2f6db1-15af-42eb-8031-641a16d581c6

2124. Library: process-nextick-args-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2e704f54-8cf7-4a5b-9332-64821154be85

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Calvin Metcalf
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2e704f54-8cf7-4a5b-9332-64821154be85

2125. Library: progress-2.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6576a1a0-cdad-4433-4dbf-056db3d468b1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6576a1a0-cdad-4433-4dbf-056db3d468b1

2126. Library: promise-8.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
2127. Library: promise-inflight-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/iarma/promise-inflight/blob/v1.0.1/package.json

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Rebecca Turner <me@becca.org>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a794eefc-51c8-4cd3-8ab5-d780033c71b

2128. Library: promise-retry-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/IndigoUnited/node-promise-retry/blob/1.1.1/LICENSE

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 IndigoUnited
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/IndigoUnited/node-promise-retry/blob/1.1.1/LICENSE

2129. Library: prompt-0.2.14.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1e312c32-6be8-40a3-9a40-6b8c30dcd936

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 IndigoUnited
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/IndigoUnited/node-promise-retry/blob/1.1.1/LICENSE

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cf2b47d6-4520-4b9a-9648-390deb0bca5e

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Forbes Lindesay
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/then/promise/blob/8.1.0/LICENSE

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Rebecca Turner <me@becca.org>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a794eefc-51c8-4cd3-8ab5-d780033c71b

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 IndigoUnited
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/IndigoUnited/node-promise-retry/blob/1.1.1/LICENSE

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 IndigoUnited
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/IndigoUnited/node-promise-retry/blob/1.1.1/LICENSE

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Forbes Lindesay
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/then/promise/blob/8.1.0/LICENSE
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 Nodejitsu Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/flatiron/prompt/blob/0.2.14/LICENSE

2130. Library: prompts-2.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a43832f2-4bbf-46c0-9f43-61a236a2333b

License Text Under Appendix

2131. Library: promzard-0.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d61b5561-06ba-4925-acd8-2856b56fb3de

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Terkel Gjervig Nielsen
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a43832f2-4bbf-46c0-9f43-61a236a2333b

License Text Under Appendix

2132. Library: prop-types-15.7.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/110393c4-184a-40fb-89bd-5354c2a5da1a

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Facebook, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/prop-types/blob/v15.7.2/LICENSE

2133. Library: prop-types-15.7.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/79626c8-e797-4714-b96d-4e9e63609627

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/79626c8-e797-4714-b96d-4e9e63609627

2134. Library: proto-list-1.2.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/62f04580-7ff9-4907-8e6b3e304edd

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/proto-list/blob/v1.2.4/LICENSE

2135. Library: protoduck-5.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4f3a1a61-e922-4b8b-9b069af29e18b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Kat Marchán
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4f3a1a61-e922-4b8b-9b069af29e18b
2136. Library: proxy-addr-2.0.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Lite unit
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/79c6e73c-b69f-4d4a-8a24-84b6b9aad752

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 Douglas Christopher Wilson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/proxy-addr/blob/v2.0.6/LICENSE

2137. Library: proxy-agent-3.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8d90bf2f-16dd-4d30-857c-73629b57588e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/TooTallNate/node-proxy-agent/blob/3.1.1/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 2
---------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Nathan Rajlich &lt;nathan@tootallnate.net&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/40ae344f-89d7-4728-b71d-faa87851703

2138. Library: proxy-from-env-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Units
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fbde6a68-b05c-489d-9134-67d9375af229

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2018 Rob Wu <rob@robwu.nl>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/Rob-W/proxy-from-env/blob/v1.1.0/LICENSE

2139. Library: prr-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a1ed1061-8189-49eb-863c-d17a5e470a75

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

--------------------
Copyright 1 out of 3
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Rod Vagg
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/rvagg/prr/blob/v1.0.1/LICENSE

--------------------
Copyright 2 out of 3
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Rod Vagg [rvagg](https://twitter.com/rvagg) and licensed under the MIT licence
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/rvagg/prr/blob/v1.0.1/README

--------------------
Copyright 3 out of 3
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Rod Vagg "@rvagg" (https://twitter.com/rvagg) and licensed under the MIT licence
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a405c6b9-9156-42c1-b3bf-5fd6c34604a0

2140. Library: ps-list-7.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8713c3dd-a89d-49a1-9db2-e67b29bb56df

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

--------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8713c3dd-a89d-49a1-9db2-e67b29bb56df

--------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------------
2141. Library: `ps-tree-1.2.0.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/574eb046-806e-44d8-a0a7-dfb53bb97d12

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Domenic Tarr, Charlie Robbins & the Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/indexzero/ps-tree/blob/1.2.0/LICENSE

2142. Library: `pseudomap-1.0.2.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/015789b3-1b5d-4a0d-924d-90a80881e452

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/015789b3-1b5d-4a0d-924d-90a80881e452

2143. Library: `psl-1.1.29.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/8864166b-f1f3-44c6-84ca-1fb49f79b06cf

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Lupo Montero <lupomontero@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/wrangr/psl/blob/v1.1.29/README.md

-------------------------
2144. **Library: psl-1.8.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Lite unit
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://github.com/lupomontero/psl/blob/v1.8.0/LICENSE

2145. **Library: public-encrypt-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://github.com/lupomontero/public-encrypt/blob/4.0.0/LICENSE

2146. **Library: public-encrypt-4.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Lite unit
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://github.com/lupomontero/public-encrypt/blob/4.0.3/LICENSE

(*) The copyright for this library is unknown
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4fc846a2-a32d-4e6a-af86-83a202239def

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Calvin Metcalf
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/publicEncrypt/blob/v4.0.3/LICENSE

2147. Library: pump-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fe2232e7-855b-4fb4-bdb2-0fa4a009da73

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mafintosh/pump/blob/v2.0.1/LICENSE

2148. Library: pump-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1b9a6189-7301-4d42-9bd3-2247d891e48

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mafintosh/pump/blob/v3.0.0/LICENSE

2149. Library: pumpify-1.5.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance
2150. Library: `punycode-1.3.2.tgz` Product: `Taboola Video`

**Projects**
- Player
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a56efcf9-5601-4ed1-ba56-3076b8fc1455

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mafintosh/pumpify/blob/v1.5.1/LICENSE

2151. Library: `punycode-1.4.1.tgz` Product: `Taboola Video`

**Projects**
- Player
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/958bb568-f0a5-4955-bbe5-9d37281e9813

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/bestiejs/punycode.js/blob/v1.3.2/LICENSE-MIT.txt

2152. Library: `punycode-2.1.1.tgz` Product: `Taboola Video`

**Projects**
- Player
- Lite unit

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/86792583-f65b-4d30-9bab-75dcef23992b

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/bestiejs/punycode.js/blob/v1.4.1/LICENSE-MIT.txt
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fb159d00-f2e1-4037-b2f3-459b77b8d35e

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/bestiejs/punycode.js/blob/v2.1.1/LICENSE-MIT.txt

2153. Library: pupa-2.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/df230bfd-f295-4ed8-b8f9-fb05a0368e53

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/bestiejs/punycode.js/blob/v2.1.1/LICENSE-MIT.txt

2154. Library: puppeteer-1.20.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c594e6b2-6eca-4d9f-8648-fe1b7f7bf7ab

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Google Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/GoogleChrome/puppeteer/blob/v1.20.0/LICENSE

2155. Library: q-1.5.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/efc0edaa-556a-47cd-b1c1-9079eee93fb8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/query-string/blob/v4.3.4/license

2162. Library: query-string-6.8.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/abf706e7-4e38-444c-b12d-3dad0e53c79

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/query-string/blob/v6.8.2/license

2163. Library: querystring-0.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7cfe9274-1faa-4da1-981f-5f08d48d142

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Irakli Gozalishvili
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/Gozala/querystring/blob/v0.2.0/License.md

2164. Library: querystring-es3-0.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/02044fd5-524b-45bc-b44e-7a191273f2b8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Irakli Gozalishvili
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/02044fd5-524b-45bc-b44e-7a191273f2b8

2165. Library: querystringify-2.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/4bb2ff46-504d-4362-a928-406973488f10

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Unshift.io, Arnout Kazemier, the Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/4bb2ff46-504d-4362-a928-406973488f10

2166. Library: qw-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/iarna/node-qw/blob/v1.0.1/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Rebecca Turner <me@rebecca.org>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/iarna/node-qw/blob/v1.0.1/LICENSE

2167. Library: raf-3.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
2171. Library: randomfill-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/randomfill/blob/v1.0.4/LICENSE

2172. Library: range-parser-1.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/range-parser/blob/v1.2.1/LICENSE

2173. Library: raven-2.6.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2014 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/range-parser/blob/v1.2.1/LICENSE

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2016 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/range-parser/blob/v1.2.1/LICENSE
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/raven

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Sentry (https://sentry.io) and individual contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/50fd6e6d-f4e2-4281-a049-29d6fe38afe2

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Sentry
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/getsentry/raven-js/blob/raven@2.6.4/LICENSE

2174. Library: raw-body-1.1.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/02adb41b-fdb1-4ed6-a091-764508293a20

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Jonathan Ong me@jongleberry.com
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9b71b59f-8b7c-4552-bd7d-49d154559532

2175. Library: raw-body-2.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/62718636-3a23-4ae7-a138-47283c7fbea3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/62718636-3a23-4ae7-a138-47283c7fbea3

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>
2176. Library: raw-body-2.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/613e68c9-acd9-459c-8e4a-252150b3f9b9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/613e68c9-acd9-459c-8e4a-252150b3f9b9

------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/613e68c9-acd9-459c-8e4a-252150b3f9b9

2177. Library: rc-1.2.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses

------------
License 1 out of 3

License 2 out of 3

License 3 out of 3

License terms can be found at: https://github.com/dominictarr/rc#readme

License Text Under Appendix

------------
Licensed under BSD 2

License terms can be found at: https://github.com/dominictarr/rc#readme

License Text Under Appendix

------------
Licensed under Apache 2.0

License terms can be found at: https://github.com/dominictarr/rc#readme

License Text Under Appendix

------------
Licensed under MIT

License terms can be found at: https://github.com/dominictarr/rc#readme

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

--------------
Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Dominic Tarr
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/15871084-b44a-4ef4-b4ab-363ad8a56e39

License Text Under Appendix

--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/613e68c9-acd9-459c-8e4a-252150b3f9b9
Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/dominictarr/rc#readme

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Dominic Tarr
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/83c99e87-25c6-4913-98f4-13c5150a8acd

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/3a085dee-5b26-4af4-8683-9665dd85beb3

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Digital Bazaar, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/3a085dee-5b26-4af4-8683-9665dd85beb3

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/9838c3d5-5dd3-4c06-8209-bcd00414ccdb
2184. Library: react-copy-to-clipboard-5.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Creative Uploader

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource/content/asString/759ae8cb-ae9b-4204-b7a1-7b99c35fd2f5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Facebook, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource/content/asString/759ae8cb-ae9b-4204-b7a1-7b99c35fd2f5

2185. Library: react-dev-utils-11.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource/content/asString/60ac87b8-22bb-4aed-9e08-898aa691ead0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Nik Butenko
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nkbt/react-copy-to-clipboard/blob/v5.0.1/LICENSE


Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource/content/asString/267a1da7-5dd6-43ba-be66-20c02cac6d0f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Facebook, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/create-react-app/blob/react-dev-utils@11.0.1/LICENSE
2187. Library: react-dom-16.6.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Creative Uploader

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/267a1da7-5dd6-43ba-be66-20c02cac6d0f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/267a1da7-5dd6-43ba-be66-20c02cac6d0f

2188. Library: react-error-overlay-6.0.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/868f0a72-764e-4435-a446-9855794e343e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Facebook, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/868f0a72-764e-4435-a446-9855794e343e

2189. Library: react-fontawesome-0.1.14.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/5b571e4f-02d8-4f95-9a8e-480e1209face

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Fonticons, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/5b571e4f-02d8-4f95-9a8e-480e1209face

2190. Library: react-fontawesome-0.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Creative Uploader

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/a175875e-9c0f-4b13-b62d-43f4f8a106e8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Fonticons, Inc
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/a175875e-9c0f-4b13-b62d-43f4f8a106e8

2191. Library: react-is-16.13.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/b83862a1-881b-4ad2-a88b-b06cf951c7f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/react/blob/v16.13.1/LICENSE

2192. Library: react-is-17.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/713b2f98-05e7-4bb4-83a8-5563f362af0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/713b2f98-05e7-4bb4-83a8-5563f362af0

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/react/blob/v17.0.1/LICENSE

2193. Library: react-redux-5.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
Projects
Creative Uploader

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0ad5127a-b0ca-4edc-ac02-2090efcf18fc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Dan Abramov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/reduxjs/react-redux/blob/v5.1.1/LICENSE.md

2194. Library: react-redux-7.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3300291d-755f-45da-8f26-f0a78adb844e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Dan Abramov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3300291d-755f-45da-8f26-f0a78adb844e

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Dan Abramov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/reduxjs/react-redux/blob/v7.2.2/LICENSE.md

2195. Library: react-refresh-0.8.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/57832cac-ae93-4e42-b867-ecf15284b364

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/57832cac-ae93-4e42-b867-ecf15284b364

2196. Library: react-refresh-webpack-plugin-0.4.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/b60ea65f-1a6c-4192-8bec-fd0ca026235

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Michael Mok
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/b60ea65f-1a6c-4192-8bec-fd0ca026235

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Michael Mok
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/pmmmwh/refresh-webpack-plugin/blob/v0.4.2/LICENSE

2197. Library: react-router-4.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Creative Uploader

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/4ce5beb1-f330-40ba-8308-3137b7b13b73

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright React Training 2016-2018
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/ReactTraining/react-router/blob/v4.3.1/LICENSE

2198. Library: react-router-5.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/75cd1906-4355-4108-b5e7-b78de4d1d239

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright React Training 2016-2018
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/bbed9c97-ea64-4f83-a346-5c2f75d50ce6

2199. Library: react-router-dom-4.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

2203. Library: react-transition-group-4.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/58788fed-38d2-486c-b755-7c62d97cef87

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

2204. Library: react-transition-group-4.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9964b591-b060-4099-a503-063aae617ec7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

2205. Library: read-1.0.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

License Text Under Appendix
2209. Library: **read-only-stream-2.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player
- Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/01b213a6-8212-4387-acd6-371c6c953da5

2210. Library: **read-package-json-2.1.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f17d6c43-0c23-4d89-9e35-072e6aae79a5

2211. Library: **read-package-tree-5.3.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a734-6d15058a8f9d
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f17d6e43-0c23-4d89-9e35-072e6a8c79a5

2212. Library: read-pkg-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0597a8f5-dd1a-4f2e-bdfe-0123f074d25d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/read-pkg/blob/v1.1.0/license

2213. Library: read-pkg-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8fc8e7a3-737c-4b4c-8a90-3a9b23af0516

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/read-pkg/blob/v2.0.0/license

2214. Library: read-pkg-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/caa78723-b17c-4640-8106-ac965209e657

License Text Under Appendix
2215. Library: **read-pkg-5.2.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b2004e23-5969-4a41-8199-d6cc52a88b5a

[License Text Under Appendix](https://github.com/sindresorhus/read-pkg/blob/v3.0.0/license)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/read-pkg/blob/v3.0.0/license

2216. Library: **read-pkg-up-1.0.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Player
Units
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b0b9f82d-b4fb-46fb-a4d9-fd52134fbb35

[License Text Under Appendix](https://github.com/sindresorhus/read-pkg-up/blob/v1.0.1/license)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/read-pkg-up/blob/v1.0.1/license

2217. Library: **read-pkg-up-2.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0fd9205d-8e8c-4674-a300-f0a7c95c2279

[License Text Under Appendix](https://github.com/sindresorhus/read-pkg-up/blob/v2.0.0/license)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/read-pkg-up/blob/v2.0.0/license
2218. Library: read-pkg-up-4.0.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3b1dad03-a3d7-4d73-97be-a5952ba41b71

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/read-pkg-up/blob/v4.0.0/license

2219. Library: read-pkg-up-7.0.1.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bbdcc9f9-50c3-487d-ae8a-a1a3a241104e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/read-pkg-up/blob/v7.0.1/license


Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fedf6701-1c53-40fa-808c-7c005f12fbce

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fedf6701-1c53-40fa-808c-7c005f12fbce

2221. Library: readable-stream-2.0.6.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c4765a4c-d085-4ee7-9250-60c46feb6ace

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodejs/readable-stream/blob/v2.0.6/LICENSE

2222. Library: readable-stream-2.1.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c7896e8e-0748-49f1-9005-b8808ee06bac

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodejs/readable-stream/blob/v2.1.5/LICENSE

2223. Library: readable-stream-2.3.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1293e330-9eb8-49f1-9005-b8808ee06bac

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Node.js contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodejs/readable-stream/blob/v2.3.3/LICENSE

2224. Library: readable-stream-2.3.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0d0ba43f-fb1b-42c7-8a8d-bfb90412a5e0

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Node.js contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodejs/readable-stream/blob/v2.3.6/LICENSE

2225. Library: readable-stream-2.3.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/daf18bfc-f238-4c07-84d9-1fa1d55e1097

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Node.js contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodejs/readable-stream/blob/v2.3.7/LICENSE

2226. Library: readable-stream-3.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/23163269-9a5d-41eb-a729-c60bf4d3dd8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Node.js contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodejs/readable-stream/blob/v3.4.0/LICENSE

2227. Library: readable-stream-3.6.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f4526a67-8bab-4840-b1e3-5fefa892989b

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Node.js contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodejs/readable-stream/blob/v3.6.0/LICENSE

2228. Library: readdir-scoped-modules-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource/content/asString/de20445f-4a41-4e38-86b0-0df7b0e6a420

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource/content/asString/dc20445f-4a41-4e38-86b0-0df7b0e6a420

2229. Library: readdirp-2.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource/content/asString/dd6ab1be-9043-46cf-8b3b-0b02c227f15c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2015 Thorsten Lorenz
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource/content/asString/dd6ab1be-9043-46cf-8b3b-0b02c227f15c

2230. Library: readdirp-3.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader-resource/content/asString/28b2a8ba-509d-43a7-8312-2732a88d34fe

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 4

-----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2019 Thorsten Lorenz
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c2c8a56b-323f-4d47-aa6f-9ca729e65489

--------------------
Copyright 2 out of 4
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2019 Thorsten Lorenz
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/28b2a88a-509d-43a7-8312-2732a88d34fe

--------------------
Copyright 3 out of 4
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2019 Thorsten Lorenz
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/paulmills/readdirp/blob/3.5.0/LICENSE

--------------------
Copyright 4 out of 4
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2019 Thorsten Lorenz
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/paulmills/readdirp/blob/3.5.0/README.md

2231. Library: realpath-native-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4cdaa3ef-3292-4022-aea8-20dfc3f641c7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Simen Bekkhus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4cdaa3ef-3292-4022-aea8-20dfc3f641c7

2232. Library: recast-0.11.23.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4103eb56-3687-4f67-a552-5bd8e91eb7e5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Ben Newman <bn@cs.stanford.edu>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/benjamn/recast/blob/v0.11.23/LICENSE

2233. Library: recursive-readdir-2.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/880a55ac-5067-4bde-a4fb-4d4ced28b64d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright <year> <copyright holders>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/880a55ac-5067-4bde-a4fb-4d4ced28b64d

2234. Library: redent-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/dfcbe445-ac5d-49cb-b86c-4316052deab4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/redent/blob/v1.0.0/license

2235. Library: reduce-css-calc-1.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/d4fd6f6d-bbee7-4aea-bbdb-cab8905eb0bf

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Maxime Thirouin & Joakim Bengtson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/MoOx/reduce-css-calc/blob/1.3.0/LICENSE

2236. Library: reduce-function-call-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/0a28ac4d-0b41-48a7-8d2e-92f20ead49be
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Maxime Thirouin
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/MoOx/reduce-function-call/blob/1.0.3/LICENSE

2237. Library: redux-4.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Creative Uploader

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/79845a99-340d-4d55-bba0-54198c0e23d0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Dan Abramov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/reduxjs/redux/blob/v4.0.1/LICENSE.md

2238. Library: redux-4.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d4283a61-85e2-4a0f-ab36-eb0074d6e845

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Dan Abramov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/reduxjs/redux/blob/v4.0.5/LICENSE.md

2239. Library: redux-debounced-0.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Creative Uploader
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2e206293-78f8-4cf7-9a34-070b37e5a38f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown
2240. Library: **redux-thunk-2.3.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

- **Projects**
  - Video for performance

- **Licenses**
  - Licensed under MIT
  - License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/7b83e193-7f5b-4c70-a331-193ec58e08b

2241. Library: **regenerate-1.3.3.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

- **Projects**
  - Player

- **Licenses**
  - Licensed under MIT
  - License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/ef2fe850-c5a8-44ec-a192-a41d2d9ab289

2242. Library: **regenerate-1.4.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

- **Projects**
  - Lite unit

- **Licenses**
  - Licensed under MIT
  - License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/9aef9158-c56e-45df-89d3-180b705ed16

2243. Library: **regenerate-1.4.2.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

- **Projects**
  - Player
  - Units
  - Video for performance

- **Licenses**
  - Licensed under MIT
  - License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/7b83e193-7f5b-4c70-a331-193ec58e08b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Dan Abramov
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/reduxjs/redux-thunk/blob/v2.3.0/LICENSE.md

Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens &lt;https://mathiasbynens.be/&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mathiasbynens/regenerate/blob/v1.3.3/LICENSE-MIT.txt

Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens &lt;https://mathiasbynens.be/&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mathiasbynens/regenerate/blob/v1.4.1/LICENSE-MIT.txt

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens &lt;https://mathiasbynens.be/&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/reduxjs/redux-thunk/blob/v2.3.0/LICENSE.md

Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens &lt;https://mathiasbynens.be/&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mathiasbynens/regenerate/blob/v1.3.3/LICENSE-MIT.txt

Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens &lt;https://mathiasbynens.be/&gt;
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mathiasbynens/regenerate/blob/v1.4.1/LICENSE-MIT.txt

License Text Under Appendix
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5c35d1d5-4ed7-4f91-bc03-f12c91bbe3d2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

------------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5c35d1d5-4ed7-4f91-bc03-f12c91bbe3d2

------------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mathiasbynens/regenerate/blob/v1.4.2/LICENSE-MIT.txt

2244. Library: regenerate-unicode-properties-8.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7dc69bb6-1b3d-425e-96aa-ac39b02c6eb8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mathiasbynens/regenerate-unicode-properties/blob/v8.2.0/LICENSE-MIT.txt

2245. Library: regenerator-runtime-0.11.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2578b742-13a4-4e15-9a9e-80d15988cd45

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Facebook, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/regenerator/blob/regenerator@0.11.1/LICENSE

2246. Library: regenerator-runtime-0.13.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5409c514-9b14-484a-85fb-4a90012214c6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

2247. Library: regenerator-transform-0.10.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/regenerator/blob/regenerator@0.10.1/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

2248. Library: regenerator-transform-0.14.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/regenerator/blob/regenerator-transform@0.14.5/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix
Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/968-1225-353b5b48-52b7-4b58-9f1e-7f8985b4e5f8

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/es-shims/RegExp.prototype.flags/blob/v1.3.0/LICENSE

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/836073db-2019-44ea-a9e0-457203e5513a

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Toru Nagashima
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mysticatea/regexpp/blob/v3.1.0/LICENSE

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/b95a2ba6-dd97-4216-9454-695aa2d48220

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mathiasbynens/regexpu-core/blob/v2.0.0/LICENSE-MIT.txt

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Examples

2255. Library: registry-auth-token-3.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

2256. Library: registry-auth-token-4.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1bc4a0a7-b903-4626-a0ca-4798e2044452

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Espen Hovlandsdal
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c78fc970-5ffa-39e48d2c5afa

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Espen Hovlandsdal
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/rexxars/registry-auth-token/blob/v4.2.1/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

License Text Under Appendix
Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/registry-url/blob/v3.1.0/license

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/d10/regjsgen/blob/0.2.0/LICENSE.txt

2258. Library: registry-url-5.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/d10/regjsgen/blob/0.2.0/LICENSE.txt

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/d10/regjsgen/blob/0.2.0/LICENSE.txt

2259. Library: regjsgen-0.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/d10/regjsgen/blob/0.2.0/LICENSE.txt

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Benjamin Tan <demoneaux@gmail.com> (https://d10.github.io/)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/d10/regjsgen/blob/0.2.0/LICENSE.txt

2260. Library: regjsgen-0.5.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/05620cc3-6728-4ea3-8a62-14092a2b478e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

-----------------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
-----------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2020 Benjamin Tan <https://ofcr.se/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/05620cc3-6728-4ea3-8a62-14092a2b478e

License Text Under Appendix

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/558a7f28-63b7-4dae-a69c-36636189e9ea

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Julian Viereck and Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jviereck/regjsparser

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/405c5326-c8eb-4563-bed0-eaa75c0d2a1a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Julian Viereck and Contributors, All Rights Reserved
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jviereck/regjsparser/blob/v0.6.4/LICENSE.BSD

Projects
Player

Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9394f1f7-c8c1-4fc9-8941-e83b07955597

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Julian Viereck and Contributors, All Rights Reserved
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9394f1f7-c8c1-4fc9-8941-e83b07955597

2264. Library: relateurl-0.2.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ae56feb4-d329-44a1-ade5-255f930ada82

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Steven Vachon <contact@svachon.com> (svachon.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/stevenvachon/relateurl/blob/0.2.7/license

2265. Library: remove-trailing-separator-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/darsain/remove-trailing-separator/blob/1.1.0/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Tomas Sardyha
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/darsain/remove-trailing-separator

2266. Library: renderkid-2.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 [Jon Schlinkert](http://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/repeat-string/blob/1.6.1/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0f75a66c-95df-40e4-b8eb-a0359c52b83c

Copyright 3 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2015 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/repeat-string/blob/1.6.1/LICENSE

Copyright 4 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 "Jon Schlinkert" (http://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/563cefdc-62a5-47b3-93a8-29c2f3a8ace0

2269. Library: repeating-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/43702bda-9dd5-476f-9ec5-7cf8ae9a695d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/repeating/blob/v2.0.1/license

2270. Library: reporters-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f094b494-5cbe-4c5a-8c5b-789e6decde07

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE
2271. Library: reporters-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/03f09696-14e1-4142-b259-f220c8aa9978

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/03f09696-14e1-4142-b259-f220c8aa9978

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.6.2/LICENSE

2272. Library: request-2.88.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7146212f-313a-4b0f-b757-c33890aa1b96

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Mikeal Rogers
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/request/request/tree/v2.88.0

2273. Library: request-2.88.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/581f9bdb-ed5b-4a5f-8afl-8d33f13b26b1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
2274. Library: request-promise-4.2.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e580dfed-62c3-4ea0-b44a-ecb9e1a026d3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2020 Nicolai Kamenzky, Ty Abonil, and contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e580dfed-62c3-4ea0-b44a-ecb9e1a026d3

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2020 Nicolai Kamenzky, Ty Abonil, and contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/13df11f4-999b-4e69-bb89-c74ad9912f2

2275. Library: request-promise-core-1.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5e37fcff-cdef-477d-bd8f-038976289ce8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2020 Nicolai Kamenzky and contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5e37fcff-cdef-477d-bd8f-038976289ce8

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2020 Nicolai Kamenzky and contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ee8ba774-8b16-413f-bf10-29a1bbf08d29

2276. Library: request-promise-native-1.0.9.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/42784fb5-3686-45e2-a37a-5e8fc03c5e00

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2020 Nicolai Kamenzky and contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/42784fb5-3686-45e2-a37a-5e8fc03c5e00

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2020 Nicolai Kamenzky and contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/request/request-promise-native/blob/v1.0.9/LICENSE

2277. Library: require-directory-2.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/70e4b72b-780d-4484-b405-a99d5acaabf2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Troy Goode <troygoode@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/70e4b72b-780d-4484-b405-a99d5acaabf2

2278. Library: require-from-string-2.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f5107961-1f47-4ace-84e3-1e23a3c43605

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Vsevolod Strukchinsky <floatdrop@gmail.com> (github.com/floatdrop)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/floatdrop/require-from-string/blob/v2.0.2/license

2279. Library: require-main-filename-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/require-package/blob/v1.0.1/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/require-package/blob/v1.0.1/LICENSE.txt

2280. Library: require-main-filename-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/require-package/blob/v2.0.0/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/78c4ee45-728b-414e-b840-eac685d461d8

2281. Library: require-package-name-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/56305013-336a-4970-8f25-0275af8b1a2be

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Matt DesLauriers
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/56305013-336a-4970-8f25-0275af8b1a2be

2282. Library: requires-port-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/9d67549e-0077-4f9a-8fb2-ceeecefa5907

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Unshift.io, Arnout Kazemier, the Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/unshiftio/requires-port/blob/1.0.0/LICENSE

2283. Library: requizzle-0.2.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/8df70f68-a400-4813-ba30-1c38f9e68f37

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Google Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/8df70f68-a400-4813-ba30-1c38f9e68f37

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2013 Johannes Ewald
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/8df70f68-a400-4813-ba30-1c38f9e68f37

2284. Library: resolve-0.0.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/7e9d658e-74d0-4657-9fc6-dd343d650c48

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/7e9d658e-74d0-4657-9fc6-dd343d650c48

2285. Library: resolve-1.1.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/read/resource/content/asString/3ee8dec7-d1f2-44c1-b6b2-3c3d0807d413

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright James Halliday
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/substack/node-resolve

2286. Library: resolve-1.10.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/read/resource/content/asString/88b9bae7-edf1-4c51-9eae-8bffe4d2ab1b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 James Halliday
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/browserify/resolve

2287. Library: resolve-1.18.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/read/resource/content/asString/dd949d59-1f95-4eb0-98ce-f8a53675aca9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 James Halliday
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/read/resource/content/asString/dd949d59-1f95-4eb0-98ce-f8a53675aca9

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 James Halliday
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/browsrify/resolve/blob/v1.18.1/LICENSE

2288. Library: resolve-1.19.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/16337a5c-e072-4a20-823f-614ca655b4e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/resolve-cwd/blob/v3.0.0/license

2292. Library: resolve-dir-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/573a90a8-24eb-4ac9-b187-1aa8e1cefd7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/resolve-dir/blob/1.0.1/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2016 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/resolve-dir/blob/1.0.1/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/5a184dd4-5a2d-4ce4-82ae-632b32ed96c8

2293. Library: resolve-from-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/0aebc6e0-ab8d-4777-9498-e06d59aa72d5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
2294. Library: resolve-from-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/2eb12d01-3b4d-4ab9-8eac-b5e05e4170d2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/resolve-from/blob/v3.0.0/license

2295. Library: resolve-from-5.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/7d433a28-feae-4e46-bc5e01ec07e9b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/resolve-from/blob/v5.0.0/license

2296. Library: resolve-pathname-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/199088c0-b986-48d4-88cc-8e6b040e2761

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Michael Jackson 2016-2018
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mjackson/resolve-pathname/blob/v3.0.0/LICENSE
2297. **Library:** `resolve-url-0.2.1.tgz` **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Lite unit
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/5f7b9797-c778-46a4-b81c-a09fda94a92d

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
- Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Simon Lydell
- Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lydell/resolve-url/blob/v0.2.1/LICENSE

2298. **Library:** `resolve-url-loader-3.1.2.tgz` **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/fcdd58b1-6903-4f21-976d-c98104b939cf

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
- Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Ben Holloway
- Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/fcdd58b1-6903-4f21-976d-c98104b939cf

2299. **Library:** `responselike-1.0.2.tgz` **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Units

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/1fc540dd-c6ea-46b4-8c9d-857673068e76

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
- Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Luke Childs
- Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/1fc540dd-c6ea-46b4-8c9d-857673068e76

2300. **Library:** `restore-cursor-3.1.0.tgz` **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Units

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
- Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Luke Childs
- Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/1fc540dd-c6ea-46b4-8c9d-857673068e76
License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/d1d3f330-4ff1-42a1-8195-8a608057687e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/restore-cursor/blob/v3.1.0/license

2301. Library: ret-0.1.15.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/14d464a5-c7a8-41c5-b533-836a9f2a7418

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 by Roly Fentanes
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/14d464a5-c7a8-41c5-b533-836a9f2a7418

2302. Library: retry-0.10.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/7607ee33-f370-4510-a926-7417d4dbdc81

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 by fent
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/tim-kos/node-retry/blob/v0.1.15/LICENSE

2303. Library: retry-0.12.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/33f1606a-d07c-4535-9657-29fcd0eca56b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011:
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/tim-kos/node-retry/blob/v0.12.0/License

License Text Under Appendix

2304. Library: reusify-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/5d7f4b8-0f0a-410a-b050-5f4e6df994bb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Matteo Collina
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mcollina/reusify/blob/v1.0.4/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

2305. Library: revalidator-0.1.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

License
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/7d89ee69-f01a-4151-a0f8-54931090b35c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2010 Alexis Sellier, Charlie Robbins, Nodejitsu Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/flatiron/revalidator/blob/v0.1.8/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

2306. Library: rework-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

License
2310. Library: *right-align-0.1.3.tgz* Product: *Taboola Video*

**Projects**

Player

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT

License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d0d96f14-2c47-4ca2-a528-e3eda278d398

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 John Otander

Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/52555e76-a2ec-4125-a6a2-3b8b342ced744

**License Text Under Appendix**

2311. Library: *rimraf-2.2.8.tgz* Product: *Taboola Video*

**Projects**

Units

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT

License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/43b2a96b-e3c2-4420-b293-fa8676487a5d

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jon Schlinkert

Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e39fbd84-0959-43fe-ae9d-e0712070e71b

**License Text Under Appendix**

2312. Library: *rimraf-2.5.4.tgz* Product: *Taboola Video*

**Projects**

Units

**Licenses**

Licensed under ISC

License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ea9fe6d9-e74a-41d4-9792-80b0385be26d

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2010 2011 Isaac Z

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/rimraf/blob/v2.2.8/LICENSE

**License Text Under Appendix**
2313. Library: rimraf-2.6.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/17ba77e1-1cbb-4d36-8e48-f569d5faaeb

License Text Under Appendix

2314. Library: rimraf-2.7.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/537c60e2-6683-4eff-89b4-216db44653af

License Text Under Appendix

2315. Library: rimraf-3.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/04857362-7a8f-4e85-888c-0ad758e9fc1d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/rimraf/blob/v2.5.4/LICENSE

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/rimraf/blob/v2.6.3/LICENSE

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/rimraf/blob/v2.7.1/LICENSE

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/rimraf/blob/v3.0.2/LICENSE
2316. Library: ripemd160-0.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/ripemd160/tree/0.2.0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 crypto-browserify
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/ripemd160/blob/master/LICENSE

2317. Library: ripemd160-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/60c4af4b-1f32-412c-9c24-67d259a07cf1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 crypto-browserify
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/60c4af4b-1f32-412c-9c24-67d259a07cf1

2318. Library: ripemd160-2.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f24a3c23-2475-4c79-aeed-274a388a2d2a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 crypto-browserify
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f24a3c23-2475-4c79-aeed-274a388a2d2a

2319. Library: robots-parser-2.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
Projects

Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/b7a227ae-621f-46df-a5be-b2417532f458

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sam Clarke
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/12143992-5961-4114-b73c-5149ca03088

License Text Under Appendix

2320. Library: rollup-1.32.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/e55a01d3-44f6-407a-a38e-85dcd829068b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 24
----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2018 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/rollup/rollup/blob/v1.32.1/LICENSE.md

Copyright 2 out of 24
----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 [Jorge Bucaran](https://github.com/jorgebucaran)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/rollup/rollup/blob/v1.32.1/LICENSE.md

Copyright 3 out of 24
----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2018 by various contributors (see AUTHORS)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/rollup/rollup/blob/v1.32.1/LICENSE.md

Copyright 4 out of 24
----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Calvin Metcalf
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/rollup/rollup/blob/v1.32.1/LICENSE.md

Copyright 5 out of 24
----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/rollup/rollup/blob/v1.32.1/LICENSE.md

Copyright 6 out of 24
----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/rollup/rollup/blob/v1.32.1/LICENSE.md
2322. Library: rollup-plugin-main-thread-1.4.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2e03780a-16e4-4b81-9146-57e91143e9e2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Google Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2e03780a-16e4-4b81-9146-57e91143e9e2

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Google Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/rollup/rollup-plugin-main-thread/blob/v1.4.2/LICENSE

2323. Library: rollup-plugin-terser-5.3.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3895e7a2-325b-462f-9198-e1aa7551614

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Bogdan Chadkin <trysound@yandex.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3895e7a2-325b-462f-9198-e1aa7551614

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Bogdan Chadkin <trysound@yandex.ru>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/TrySound/rollup-plugin-terser/blob/v5.3.1/LICENSE

2324. Library: rollup-plugin-utils-2.8.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established

2325. Library: rsvp-4.8.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/646f168c-c653-4d0e-b460-02b163a0ac3c

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Yehuda Katz, Tom Dale, Stefan Penner and contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/tildeio/rsvp.js/blob/v4.8.5/LICENSE

2326. Library: run-async-2.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2c04a070-d809-4c1c-8697-caa0d37df327

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Simon Boudrias (twitter: @vaxilart)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/SBoudrias/run-async/blob/v2.4.1/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Simon Boudrias
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/SBoudrias/run-async/blob/v2.4.1/LICENSE

2327. Library: run-parallel-1.1.10.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ea798c5c-841c-4975-aa5e-48a8ac540d43

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Feross Aboukhadijeh
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ea798c5c-841c-4975-aa5e-48a8ac540d43

2328. Library: run-queue-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/iarna/run-queue/blob/v1.0.3/package.json

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Rebecca Turner
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/iarna/run-queue

2329. Library: runtime-7.12.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/97fd3707-fa67-4bb2-ace9-9a2be7003df

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE

2330. Library: runtime-7.12.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/d7ce9234-0e04-4364-bafa-d25248cfdb8a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/d7ce9234-0e04-4364-bafa-d25248cfdb8a

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.5/LICENSE

2331. Library: runtime-corejs3-7.12.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/825bf6aa-1db3-413f-ac57-c8a0dd393bcb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/825bf6aa-1db3-413f-ac57-c8a0dd393bcb

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.5/LICENSE

2332. Library: rxjs-6.6.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/bf6c8528-5607-49ec-b6ec-8ea3d9b0944a

License Text Under Appendix
2333. Library: safe-buffer-5.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bf6c8528-5607-49e1-b6e1-8ea3d9b0944a

License Text Under Appendix

2334. Library: safe-buffer-5.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a2b285f3-047b-42d7-ad3c-f50cfe19a385

License Text Under Appendix

2335. Library: safe-buffer-5.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b283b8bd-8ba7-4279-a411-f41e82155699

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Feross Aboukhadijeh
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/feross/safe-buffer/blob/da591f174a7f13f83900ace37d1aab7232c5dc0/LICENSE

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Feross Aboukhadijeh
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/feross/safe-buffer/blob/v5.1.2/LICENSE

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Feross Aboukhadijeh
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/feross/safe-buffer/blob/5.2.0/LICENSE
2336. Library: **safe-buffer-5.2.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player
- Units

**Video for performance**

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/7d35aaad-e42d-4d41-807f-c00b49bdc49d

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

---

Copyright 1 out of 2
---

Copyrighted under Copyright Feross Aboukhadijeh
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/7d35aaad-e42d-4d41-807f-c00b49bdc49d

---

Copyright 2 out of 2
---

Copyrighted under Copyright Feross Aboukhadijeh
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/72cc19f8-92d4-4b82-be4e-c37d9ed2e4de

2337. Library: **safe-json-parse-1.0.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Units

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/04012979-d4c6-48ef-998b-e48b54eed55

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Raynos
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/04012979-d4c6-48ef-998b-e48b54eed55

2338. Library: **safe-regex-1.1.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Lite unit

**Video for performance**

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/0075abcc-0b93-4df2-9a11-c911711a601e

**License Text Under Appendix**
Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
Library Copyrights could not be established

2339. Library: safer-buffer-2.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7f56a165-4fb9-4bc9-acfe-f2ddf7b14d5b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Nikita Skovoroda <chalkerx@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7f56a165-4fb9-4bc9-acfe-f2ddf7b14d5b

2340. Library: sane-4.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3177eb57-732a-4209-b74e-6a1387eb29b8

License Text Under Appendix

(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

2341. Library: sanitize.css-10.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/44369df5-7aed-4259-9ae0-615977aacc17

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
2342. **Library:** `sass-graph-2.2.5.tgz` **Product:** *Taboola Video*

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/57247db0-0abd-4da0-9fe9-71e7e2902700

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Michael Mifsud
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/xzyfer/sass-graph

2343. **Library:** `sass-loader-7.3.1.tgz` **Product:** *Taboola Video*

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a1e6587e-b687-468e-9afa-723cb329c67c

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack-contrib/sass-loader/blob/v7.3.1/LICENSE

2344. **Library:** `sass-loader-8.0.2.tgz` **Product:** *Taboola Video*

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/685409dd-e130-40f1-87d7-14c1f5b5198e

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack-contrib/sass-loader/blob/v8.0.2/LICENSE

2345. **Library:** `sax-1.2.1.tgz` **Product:** *Taboola Video*

**Projects**
Lite unit
Video for performance

License
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/244de87a-4e91-40b6-963f-006a57645ed8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/sax-blob/v1.2.1/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright Notice
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/sax-blob/v1.2.1/LICENSE-W3C.html

Copyright 3 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 W3C ®
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/sax-blob/v1.2.1/LICENSE-W3C.html

2346. Library: sax-1.2.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

License
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/93f8b4b-56c9-4826-886f-f9fa072cb1cd

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/sax-blob/v1.2.4/LICENSE

2347. Library: saxes-3.1.11.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

License
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c9093815-3474-4a4e-b1c7-c3988ea6d8a9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ldduebeau/saxes/blob/v3.1.11/LICENSE
2348. Library: saxes-5.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/saxes

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

2349. Library: scheduler-0.19.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ae807f5d-766d-400b-9f0-64ad6062fb75

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ae807f5d-766d-400b-9f0-64ad6062fb75

2350. Library: schema-0.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5b8a5ecd-bfb5-4b13-a7a0-144aed5fa383

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 CFWare, LLC
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/istanbuljs/schema/blob/v0.1.2/LICENSE

2351. Library: schema-utils-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/3f7b1700-606e-4c56-96c7-4e2c840e822d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/3f7b1700-606e-4c56-96c7-4e2c840e822d

2352. Library: schema-utils-2.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/0a15f27c-15e6-4524-b4de-348774b269a3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/schema-utils/blob/v2.5.0/LICENSE

2353. Library: schema-utils-2.6.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/4af113b5-b139-4d44-8fa2-adbd47ee787

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/4af113b5-b139-4d44-8fa2-adbd47ee787

2354. Library: schema-utils-2.7.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/a6e61f74-1028-4f65-aaab-17687efcc791
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b774904f-c680-4599-a793-604be5c09434

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 sasstools
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sasstools/scss-tokenizer/blob/v0.2.3/LICENSE

2358. Library: select-hose-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/72d6414f-6375-4e4c-b0e0-decb068c63f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

2359. Library: selfsigned-1.10.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d1eb7bcf-7a38-40b9-a231-3b4087bf6519

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 José F
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d1eb7bcf-7a38-40b9-a231-3b4087bf6519

2360. Library: semver-5.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d1eb7bcf-7a38-40b9-a231-3b4087bf6519
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/node-semver/blob/v5.7.1/LICENSE

2364. Library: semver-6.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/215ff3c3-c20f-4592-bc83-4a873b5d04d0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/node-semver/blob/v6.3.0/LICENSE

2365. Library: semver-7.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/31bc9bf7-4fb7-48c7-bfae-effe6827cdf2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/31bc9bf7-4fb7-48c7-bfae-effe6827cdf2

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/node-semver/blob/v7.0.0/README.md

2366. Library: semver-7.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8270ba44-a11a-4900-b823-9ec613a8712d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a8f3f323903c0

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eb5a105c-d8b5-44b6-ae6f-a8f3323903c0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a312f5de-ac26-4ead-9e04-8d1bb0b84f0

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/15b3f752-15da-4892-94d5-710232a45c4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/semver-diff/blob/v2.1.0/license

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f76d28c3-e374-4ae9-a431-db82e8052a5e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/semver-diff/blob/v3.1.1/license

2370. Library: send-0.17.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5bf307c6-b5c1-458c-b016-48292854e265

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 TJ Holowaychuk
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/pillarjs/send/blob/0.17.1/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 Douglas Christopher Wilson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/pillarjs/send/blob/0.17.1/LICENSE

2371. Library: serialize-javascript-1.9.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ad955080-1c38-47b1-8f13-41b2235ef824

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Yahoo!
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yahoo/serialize-javascript/blob/v1.9.1/LICENSE

2372. Library: serialize-javascript-2.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fe2e7733-4201-4961-833d-6ff8eaef6a16

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Yahoo!
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yahoo/serialize-javascript/blob/v2.1.2/LICENSE

2373. Library: serialize-javascript-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3b51af40-2e87-45f0-b429-8a2161a9bdcf

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Yahoo!
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3b51af40-2e87-45f0-b429-8a2161a9bdcf

-----------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Yahoo!
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yahoo/serialize-javascript/blob/v4.0.0/LICENSE

2374. Library: serialize-javascript-5.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/21ad78ec-5c12-4f67-94ce-b295a87c977

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Yahoo!
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/21ad78ec-5c12-4f67-94ce-b295a87c977
2375. Library: **serve-index-1.9.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/yahoo/serialize-javascript/blob/v5.0.1/LICENSE

**Copyrights**

Copyright 1 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Yahoo!
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yahoo/serialize-javascript/blob/v5.0.1/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/expressjs/serve-index/blob/v1.9.1/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 LearnBoost
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/expressjs/serve-index/blob/v1.9.1/LICENSE

Copyright 4 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 TJ Holowaychuk
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/expressjs/serve-index/blob/v1.9.1/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

2376. Library: **serve-static-1.14.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/expressjs/serve-index/blob/v1.9.1/LICENSE

**Copyrights**

Copyright 1 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Yahoo!
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yahoo/serialize-javascript/blob/v5.0.1/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/expressjs/serve-index/blob/v1.9.1/LICENSE

Copyright 3 out of 4
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 LearnBoost
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/expressjs/serve-index/blob/v1.9.1/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/109c0a02-8723-4839-b6f1-422b287b9634

-------------------------
Copyright 2 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 TJ Holowaychuk
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/109c0a02-8723-4839-b6f1-422b287b9634

-------------------------
Copyright 3 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 Sencha Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/109c0a02-8723-4839-b6f1-422b287b9634

-------------------------
Copyright 4 out of 4

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 Douglas Christopher Wilson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/109c0a02-8723-4839-b6f1-422b287b9634

2377. Library: set-blocking-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/set-blocking/blob/v2.0.0/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/set-blocking/blob/v2.0.0/LICENSE

2378. Library: set-value-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8ceac8a9-ff0b-430b-bf14-83001147b691

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/set-value/blob/2.0.1/LICENSE
2379. Library: setimmediate-1.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0f7170e0-d1a9-42a1-9ce0-726148f60122

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Barnesandnoble.com, llc, Donavon West, and Domenic Denicola
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0f7170e0-d1a9-42a1-9ce0-726148f60122

2380. Library: setprototypeof-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/wesleytodd/setprototypeof/blob/v1.1.0/package.json

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Wes Todd
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/wesleytodd/setprototypeof/blob/v1.1.0/LICENSE

2381. Library: setprototypeof-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/wesleytodd/setprototypeof/blob/v1.1.1/package.json
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Wes Todd
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/wesleytodd/setprototypeof/blob/v1.1.1/LICENSE

2382. Library: sha-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
License 1 out of 2
License under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ad9c9215-50dc-40d1-8868-f824b725362a

License Text Under Appendix

License 2 out of 2
License under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ad9c9215-50dc-40d1-8868-f824b725362a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Forbes Lindesay
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ad9c9215-50dc-40d1-8868-f824b725362a

2383. Library: sha.js-2.2.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e89f314e-2a2b-4eda-a4f3-92ed25209ad2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2014 sha.js contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e89f314e-2a2b-4eda-a4f3-92ed25209ad2

2384. Library: sha.js-2.4.11.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/sha.js

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2018 sha.js contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/sha.js/blob/v2.4.11/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 1998-2009 Paul Johnston & Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/sha.js/blob/v2.4.11/LICENSE

2385. Library: sha.js-2.4.9.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/52e3d732-75bc-4aa3-a16d-052a247bfa9d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2014 sha.js contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/crypto-browserify/sha.js/blob/v2.4.9/LICENSE

2386. Library: shallow-clone-3.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/64eb09d4-0897-46bf-9fcc-e6e64e0831d6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/64eb09d4-0897-46bf-9fcc-e6e64e0831d6

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
2387. **Library: shasum-1.0.2.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player
- Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9cde2f3e-a377-4c68-b122-78378fcad1c2

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 'Dominic Tarr'
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9cde2f3e-a377-4c68-b122-78378fcad1c2

2388. **Library: shasum-object-1.0.0.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2ba435fb-11da-4179-a2eb-45e18231b421

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Renée Kooi <renee@kooi.me>
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/goto-bus-stop/shasum-object/blob/v1.0.0/LICENSE.md

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Renée Kooi "renee@kooi.me" (mailto:renee@kooi.me)
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2ba435fb-11da-4179-a2eb-45e18231b421

2389. **Library: shebang-command-1.2.0.tgz**  **Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player
- Lite unit
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/61fecb2e-7231-4292-b864-6d1ea83b49c2

**License Text Under Appendix**
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Kevin Martensson <kevinmartensson@gmail.com> (github.com/kevva)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/kevva/shebang-command/blob/v1.2.0/license

2390. Library: shebang-command-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2bb9182d-3e99-4d42-9cfe-5617a80cc5b8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Kevin Mårtensson <kevinmartensson@gmail.com> (github.com/kevva)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/kevva/shebang-command/blob/v2.0.0/license

2391. Library: shebang-regex-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f675f002-5271-43ea-acae-3a0bf32f09

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/shebang-regex/blob/v1.0.0/license

2392. Library: shebang-regex-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f490f9cc-b9b1-42f7-9a9d-0604038980c6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
2393. Library: **shell-quote-1.6.1.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

**Projects**

Player

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT

License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/533241b7-42ae-4389-945b-b69109676324

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 James Halliday (mail@substack.net)

Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/533241b7-42ae-4389-945b-b69109676324

2394. Library: **shell-quote-1.7.2.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

**Projects**

Units

Video for performance

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT

License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/264291bc-c518-44df-8134-bb8e4d6f42af

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 James Halliday (mail@substack.net)

Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/substack/node-shell-quote/blob/v1.7.2/LICENSE

2395. Library: **shellwords-0.1.1.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

**Projects**

Video for performance

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT

License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/22914ba3-1439-412d-96ac-60905e320b04

[License Text Under Appendix](#)

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 by Jimmy Cuadra

Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/22914ba3-1439-412d-96ac-60905e320b04
2396. Library: **side-channel-1.0.4.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
  
  License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cbce2e7f-92c8-4d47-a4e5-d8fad01e4f94

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
- Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Jordan Harband
  
  Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cbce2e7f-92c8-4d47-a4e5-d8fad01e4f94

2397. Library: **sigmund-1.0.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Units

**Licenses**
- Licensed under ISC
  
  License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/059820d8-6109-4c3a-b39d-809220a53e34

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
- Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
  
  Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/sigmund/blob/v1.0.1/LICENSE

2398. Library: **signal-exit-3.0.2.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Player
- Lite unit

**Licenses**
- Licensed under ISC
  
  License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/09d8e7da-e246-42eb-8389-07cedce21de74

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
- Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Contributors
  
  Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/tapjs/signal-exit/blob/v3.0.2/LICENSE.txt

2399. Library: **signal-exit-3.0.3.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/525bbb79-61d4-4922-a94e-0e87ac229feb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/tapjs/signal-exit/blob/v3.0.3/LICENSE.txt

2400. Library: simple-concat-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/51b99a55-c3a6-491c-b4f0-4d64e80bdc91

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Feross Aboukhadijeh
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/51b99a55-c3a6-491c-b4f0-4d64e80bdc91

2401. Library: simple-get-3.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9ae72dd9-066f-4645-970c-328e81ebf550

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Feross Aboukhadijeh
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/feross/simple-get/blob/v3.1.0/LICENSE

2402. Library: simple-swizzle-0.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/11eb8881-b8e3-4c30-beb9-58ce1692480e

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Josh Junon
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/11eb8881-b8e3-4c30-beb9-58cc1692480e

2403. Library: sisteransi-1.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6ca4e08f-a13c-4bd0-b48b-132a41ce7193

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Terkel Gjervig Nielsen
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/terkelg/sisteransi/blob/v1.0.5/license

2404. Library: slash-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/35ab4bc0-dd46-45d2-8b70-6bcfd8b4411

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/slash/blob/v1.0.0/license

2405. Library: slash-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7fc27fa1-379a-4523-90c8-979b27703f8a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/slash/blob/v2.0.0/license
2406. Library: `slash-3.0.0.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d0fa6c2-d01d-4fa6-b465-83d7180554ae

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/slash/blob/v3.0.0/license

2407. Library: `slice-ansi-4.0.0.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/df1a0f0a-abcc-4387-8eae-9f41bd84d6b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chalk/slice-ansi/blob/v4.0.0/license

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright DC <threeecee@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chalk/slice-ansi/blob/v4.0.0/license

2408. Library: `slide-1.1.6.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6e74c8b5-659d-4420-a95a-adff6a743640

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6e74c8b5-659d-4420-a95a-a743640-
2409. Library: **smart-buffer-4.0.2.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**

**Player**

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bc8c478b-5f57-41de-99c7-b6ba441fb36f

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2017 Josh Glazebrook
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bc8c478b-5f57-41de-99c7-b6ba441fb36f

2410. Library: **smart-buffer-4.1.0.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**

**Units**

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ad150d1e-f211-48d2-8967-9473d6a1d93f

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2017 Josh Glazebrook
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ad150d1e-f211-48d2-8967-9473d6a1d93f

2411. Library: **snapdragon-0.8.2.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**

**Lite unit**

**Video for performance**

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c3e0856e-5d46-49fd-8edf-8c3e3d41565e

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2016 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c3e0856e-5d46-49fd-8edf-8c3e3d41565e
Projects
- Lite unit
- Video for performance

Licenses
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/309f04b2-73d0-4c3e-ab5e-92f48f149455

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
- Copyright 1 out of 2
- Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Jon Schlinkert
- Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/309f04b2-73d0-4c3e-ab5e-92f48f149455

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
- Copyright 2 out of 2
- Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
- Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/35efb865-8e78-4b45-944b-f8176ce0862

Projects
- Lite unit
- Video for performance

Licenses
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/76ade1a9-0ff7-4024-9f5f-66158308220b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
- Copyright 1 out of 2
- Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Jon Schlinkert
- Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/76ade1a9-0ff7-4024-9f5f-66158308220b

License Text Under Appendix

Projects
- Lite unit
- Video for performance

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
- Copyright 2 out of 2
- Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
- Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/51393897-6b96-4dff-a9ef-27037d6fdaea

License Text Under Appendix

Projects
2415. Library: **sockjs-client-1.4.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/af876ab2-add6-4170-8ef2-6e53f246f263

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2018 The sockjs-client Authors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sockjs/sockjs-client/blob/v1.4.0/LICENSE

2416. Library: **socks-2.3.2.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player

licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/7aeb9f73-77cb-4cb9-bfb9-743094310668

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Josh Glazebrook
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/7aeb9f73-77cb-4cb9-bfb9-743094310668

2417. Library: **socks-2.3.3.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Units

licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/eafa3858-c30d-4455-9559-bb9c59e1c1a2

License Text Under Appendix
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Josh Glazebrook
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/JoshGlazebrook/socks/blob/2.3.3/LICENSE

2418. Library: socks-proxy-agent-4.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/64bace797-3684-45a3-9e47-2087442d8b3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1f794d6-f7ae-4378-a7b8-ce70f163b3d

2419. Library: sort-keys-1.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1a4c0cfb-b779-45d4-9a14-1d125f8d81ac

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/sort-keys/blob/v1.1.2/license

2420. Library: sorted-object-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
License 1 out of 2
License under WTFPL
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a553ce74-ece4-41c3-9d9d-41f162bc3fa2

License Text Under Appendix
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/810648d1-3d92-4364-8264-49f3a500e5da

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Tobias Koppers
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/810648d1-3d92-4364-8264-49f3a500e5da

2424. Library: source-list-map-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/04f53ce6-6174-4a51-9495-8f7aab3d8891

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 JS Foundation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/source-list-map/blob/v2.0.1/LICENSE

2425. Library: source-map-0.1.43.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
License 1 out of 2
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/source-map

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2011 Mozilla Foundation and contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mozilla/source-map/blob/0.1.43/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix
2426. Library: `source-map-0.4.4.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Player
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
- Licensed under BSD 3
- License terms can be found at: https://github.com/mozilla/source-map/blob/0.4.4/package.json

**Copyrights**
- Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2011 Mozilla Foundation and contributors
- Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mozilla/source-map/blob/0.4.4/LICENSE

2427. Library: `source-map-0.5.7.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Player
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
- Licensed under BSD 3
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/11b6c655-c07b-466a-bfb7-f769dad5bd38

**Copyrights**
- Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2011 Mozilla Foundation and contributors
- Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mozilla/source-map/blob/0.5.7/LICENSE

2428. Library: `source-map-0.6.1.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Player
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
- Licensed under BSD 3
- License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/source-map

**Copyrights**
- Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2011 Mozilla Foundation and contributors
- Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mozilla/source-map/blob/0.6.1/LICENSE
2429. Library: source-map-0.7.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/source-map/v/0.7.3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2011 Mozilla Foundation and contributors
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/mozilla/source-map/blob/0.7.3/LICENSE

2430. Library: source-map-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/26e1fcac-07d5-45a5-af4e-a698989ceade

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

2431. Library: source-map-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1c8c4c6d-597a-a437e-810a-5727e0202ed2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1c8c4c6d-597a-a437e-810a-5727e0202ed2

2432. Library: source-map-resolve-0.5.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.6.2/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.6.2/LICENSE
Lite unit
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/7132d0b0-4117-bff7-8a0a0e740709

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lydell/source-map-resolve/blob/v0.5.3/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 ZHAO Jinxiang
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lydell/source-map-resolve/blob/v0.5.3/LICENSE

2433. Library: source-map-support-0.4.18.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/7a49b9-44cb-4cdd-8a0a0e740709

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Evan Wallace
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/evanw/node-source-map-support/blob/v0.4.18/LICENSE.md

2434. Library: source-map-support-0.5.16.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/e7404bf9-22cb-4cdd-8a0a0e740709

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Evan Wallace
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/evanw/node-source-map-support/blob/v0.5.16/LICENSE.md

2435. Library: source-map-support-0.5.19.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Project: Taboola Video

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/44be7ba2-dedeb-4676-ba58-61ec4fd51e71

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Evan Wallace
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/44be7ba2-dedeb-4676-ba58-61ec4fd51e71

2436. Library: source-map-url-0.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2a41e5d5-6515-4338-af18-d70f426b63d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Simon Lydell
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/072a1efb-534d-4691-abdc-957969cd66b9

2437. Library: sourcemap-codec-1.4.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2ca41d1b-0b34-4fab-a753-68af873013ec

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Rich Harris
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/Rich-Harris/sourcemap-codec/blob/v1.4.8/LICENSE

2438. Library: spdx-correct-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6270bdac-3059-4bca-8ca4-9aab97c427f2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
Library Copyrights could not be established

2439. Library: spdx-correct-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e1627b2c-bab7-46ad-a2ba-4d2f66ce96f2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Kyle E. Mitchell
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jslicense/spdx-correct/tree/v3.0.0

2440. Library: spdx-correct-3.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/908228d7-772f-4473-8e51-f71fabb8979

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright spdx-correct.js contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jslicense/spdx-correct.js

2441. Library: spdx-exceptions-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under CC BY 3.0
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/kemitchell/spdx-exceptions.json#readme

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2015 Linux Foundation and its Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/689876db-e942-432b-9062-d3b0fa2601bd

2442. Library: spdx-exceptions-2.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under CC BY 3.0
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/spdx-exceptions/v/2.3.0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2015 Linux Foundation and its Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/255af124-f824-4543-b655-6c6f05a3550a

2443. Library: spdx-expression-parse-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/kemitchell/spdx-expression-parse.js#readme

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Kyle E
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/kemitchell/spdx-expression-parse.js/blob/v1.0.4/LICENSE

2444. Library: spdx-expression-parse-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/d95ee1a8-e41b-4246-a24d-01f1925b3ed2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Kyle E
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/d95ee1a8-e41b-4246-a24d-01f1925b3ed2
2445. Library: spdx-expression-parse-3.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c2d3049a-1f09-4d73-b00f-c5bce7335dd4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Kyle E
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jslicense/spdx-expression-parse.js/blob/v3.0.1/LICENSE

2446. Library: spdx-license-ids-3.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/shinnn/spdx-license-ids/blob/v3.0.3/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established

2447. Library: spdx-license-ids-3.0.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6970810c-d029-42b3-ab45-0111673f14e0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established

2448. Library: spdy-4.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2eeea9a1-a158-4247-80aa-b05265cb3403

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015.0 Fedor Indutny
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/indutny/node-spdy

2449. Library: spdy-transport-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a2405eaa-17ca-4ae3-9c67-d6d124cac272

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

2450. Library: speedline-core-1.4.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a33d1b93-c050-4f68-aca3-b3e610df7109

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

2451. Library: split-0.3.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d272146d-d270-456f-85aa-768334ed5125

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Dominic Tarr
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d272146d-d270-456f-85aa-768334ed5125

2452. Library: split-on-first-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a77e7683-fb3f-4a6b-b963-7cde89c7b8cc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/split-on-first/blob/v1.1.0/license

2453. Library: split-string-3.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d40b74b7-60be-4796-9249-89364935602c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d40b74b7-60be-4796-9249-89364935602c

Copyright 2 out of 2
------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/90a6a45e-4480-4176-8f8c-d8b0661454a3

2454. Library: split2-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Units
Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3b5744c5-c27c-47e5-9272-f542682d58da

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights

-------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 Matteo Collina <hello@matteocollina.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8f3bce0-0ae8-4aed-b364-89e86e96e48

-------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 Matteo Collina "hello@matteocollina.com" (mailto:hello@matteocollina.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b8805b66-1602-41a8-9046-e3201f317b77

2455. Library: sprintf.js-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/beccef1e-0203-4cc8-8ea9-2e513e47ce9f

License Text Under Appendix

2456. Library: sprintf.js-1.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/415c1528-b2f5-465d-af5f-201fae01dc66

License Text Under Appendix

2457. Library: sshpk-1.14.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/63d0db76-6daf-43c7-a334-4a9bbbc1e405
2458. Library: sshpk-1.16.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/joyent/node-sshpk/blob/v1.16.1/LICENSE

2459. Library: ssri-6.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Player
- Lite unit
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/ssri/blob/v6.0.1/LICENSE

2460. Library: ssri-8.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
- Player
- Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/ssri/blob/v8.0.0/LICENSE
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/ssri/blob/v8.0.0/LICENSE.md

2461. Library: stable-0.1.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bcc00ff3-1908-4fa9-9709-ad87eabb99c6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Angry Bytes and contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/Two-Screen/stable/blob/v0.1.8/README

2462. Library: stack-trace-0.0.10.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a036a12a-7a2d-4f7a-b4bf-1a2160b0a700

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Felix Geisendörfer (felix@debuggable.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/felixge/node-stack-trace/blob/v0.0.10/License

2463. Library: stack-utils-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/370e5da7-af5d-4c24-ba32-428f26d94508

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/370e5da7-af5d-4c24-ba32-428f26d94508
2464. Library: stack-utils-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/83854eb0-bcbb-4fc8-a3a7-4f572b112899

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/83854eb0-bcbb-4fc8-a3a7-4f572b112899

2465. Library: stack-utils-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/02dd4fe4-2e5c-4684-8812-ef4ed4b8fa16

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/02dd4fe4-2e5c-4684-8812-ef4ed4b8fa16

2466. Library: stack-utils-2.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/878dcecf-a9f8-4303-bca7-943b8ca12f9b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/878dcecf-a9f8-4303-bca7-943b8ca12f9b

2467. Library: stackframe-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/878dcecf-a9f8-4303-bca7-943b8ca12f9b
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d027ab44-184e-4d05-8708-a7f604157d47

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Eric Wendelin and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/stacktracejs/stackframe/blob/v1.2.0/LICENSE

2468. Library: static-extend-0.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d5e139a8-53b7-4959-a038-8f56f0733d4e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/static-extend/blob/0.1.2/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/static-extend/blob/0.1.2/README.md

2469. Library: statuses-1.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2c22d443-91b2-408b-8b0c-6a7791e3f414

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/statuses/blob/v1.5.0/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 2
Lite unit
Units

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/33c22927-ed90-4d5a-9c4e-4e5091b746ad

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright James Halliday
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/browserify/stream-browserify/blob/v2.0.2/LICENSE

2474. Library: stream-browserify-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a438ec87-0ed5-4fcc-bf08-ef22499958b5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright James Halliday
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a438ec87-0ed5-4fcc-bf08-ef22499958b5

2475. Library: stream-combiner-0.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d165b28e-387d-4e25-b9f2-4ce774d553e5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 'Dominic Tarr'
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d165b28e-387d-4e25-b9f2-4ce774d553e5

2476. Library: stream-combiner-0.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

...
2477. Library: stream-combiner2-1.1.1.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9def4402-5354-472a-a143-332247f03042

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 'Dominic Tarr'
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9def4402-5354-472a-a143-332247f03042

2478. Library: stream-each-1.2.2.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f503e1d4-4d6a-4cbb-b0ba-6ab157632be5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 'Dominic Tarr'
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f503e1d4-4d6a-4cbb-b0ba-6ab157632be5

2479. Library: stream-each-1.2.3.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/13556765-2d5c-4aa5-8de7-4a90fc0d3af

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mafintosh/stream-each/blob/v1.2.2/LICENSE

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/13556765-2d5c-4aa5-8de7-4a90fcb3af


Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/99a49ee2-eb00-4ad0-882c-639fd40993fc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 John Hiesey
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jhiesey/stream-http/blob/v2.7.2/LICENSE


Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6fcb3535-b3e6-4349-8a37-6c374c36cf57

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 John Hiesey
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jhiesey/stream-http/blob/v2.8.3/LICENSE


Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6817ec49-36c8-4b9c-9832-3f9ad1551278

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
-----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 John Hiesey
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6817ce49-36c8-4be9-9832-3f9ad1551278

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 John Hiesey
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jhiesey/stream-http/blob/v3.1.1/LICENSE

2483. Library: stream-iterate-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bad47b39-141e-4f39-869f-03758356c1b2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mafintosh/stream-iterate/blob/v1.2.0/LICENSE

2484. Library: stream-shift-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/30a7ce73-23bc-45d8-8abf-f11fc4e65a81

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mafintosh/stream-shift/blob/v1.0.0/LICENSE

2485. Library: stream-shift-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bd02d9ab-5869-4af8-8727-c28cb22abf0c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mafintosh/stream-shift/blob/v1.0.1/LICENSE
2486. Library: stream-splicer-2.0.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index_whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c8a94d0a-797f-43e6-b19e-5e6ea56dcdb9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

2487. Library: stream-splicer-2.0.1.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index_whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3ba80a2b-ddcf-4183-935f-f49dc3a29b68

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright James Halliday and browserify contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/browserify/stream-splicer/blob/v2.0.1/LICENSE

2488. Library: strict-uri-encode-1.1.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index_whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/79822057-8912-4762-b21e-2be0adfe9e5e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Kevin Mårtensson <kevinmartensson@gmail.com> (github.com/kevva)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/kevva/strict-uri-encode/blob/v1.1.0/license

2489. Library: strict-uri-encode-2.0.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f052eb5a-b9d0-4b96-bab4-86279399cf81

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Kevin Martensson <kevinmartensson@gmail.com> (github.com/kevva)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/kevva/strict-uri-encode/blob/v2.0.0/license

2490. Library: string-length-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d4ba690f-7d9b-4293-bb1d-e3305de87ef0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/string-length/blob/v2.0.0/license

2491. Library: string-length-4.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/aa0f7d95-f8ac-42ed-9db4-84144dc48a18

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5a0cf4d3-2844-41b5-a0ef-da2380df42a

2492. Library: string-natural-compare-3.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/feb9bdf-2e81-4fd3-8a75-3f73b901ee2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
2493. Library: **string-replace-loader-2.3.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

- Projects
- Lite unit

- Licenses
  Licensed under MIT
  License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f8988cb2-d7f9-4f16-954a-144c71d5a8e9

  License Text Under Appendix

- Copyrights
  Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Nathan Wolman
  Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nwoltman/string-natural-compare/blob/v3.0.1/LICENSE.txt

2494. Library: **string-replace-webpack-plugin-0.1.3.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

- Projects
- Player

- Licenses
  Licensed under MIT
  License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5eb73756-a8f9-4478-8d81-5a3be5f7d531

  License Text Under Appendix

- Copyrights
  Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Valentyn Barmashyn
  Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f8988cb2-d7f9-4f16-954a-144c71d5a8e9

2495. Library: **string-template-0.2.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

- Projects
- Units

- Licenses
  Licensed under MIT
  License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/90ec656e-1364-450e-b249-ff6ee868c335

  License Text Under Appendix

- Copyrights
  Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Matt Esch
  Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/90ec656e-1364-450e-b249-ff6ee868c335

2496. Library: **string-width-1.0.2.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

- Projects
- Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/33b5c3d1-6dca-4d8f-a616-28d591f5411e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/string-width/blob/v1.0.2/license

2497. Library: string-width-2.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/493a72dd-ed1e-45d8-96cf-4b506fb7f3a5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/string-width/blob/v2.1.1/license

2498. Library: string-width-3.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5cde9e1e-f1c2-4f27-9638-31ce2f71ecd

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5cde9e1e-f1c2-4f27-9638-31ce2f71ecd

2499. Library: string-width-4.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/7d721a92-7670-4236-8012-a4749ca5b36e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/7d721a92-7670-4236-8012-a4749ca5b36e

Project: string.prototype.matchall-4.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/62f93421-d30e-41a4-92de-2bf6ca52dfdl

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/62f93421-d30e-41a4-92de-2bf6ca52dfdl

Project: string.prototype.trimend-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/78881c42-d16b-4cc2-81aa-566eccc32f769

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Khaled Al-Ansari
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/78881c42-d16b-4cc2-81aa-566eccc32f769

Project: string.prototype.trimend-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6850cb9f-56bc-420a-b07c-c4352b017557

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Khaled Al-Ansari
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6850cb9f-56bc-420a-b07c-c4352b017557

2503. Library: string.prototype.trimstart-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/68d87932-ff65-49f9-88ba-853d2066a6d1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Khaled Al-Ansari
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/68d87932-ff65-49f9-88ba-853d2066a6d1

2504. Library: string.prototype.trimstart-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/698b6e0d-2bd5-40fc-b580-1ef73ea5b0b9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Khaled Al-Ansari
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/698b6e0d-2bd5-40fc-b580-1ef73ea5b0b9

2505. Library: string_decoder-0.10.31.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/95c46ce6-c8e3-4d4a-9cc9-6bece0df8006

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0356fecd-31e6-4a04-bf71-5b36a8491014

2506. Library: string_decoder-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0455731d-8225-40d9-9735-93e81c9ab100

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Node.js contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0455731d-8225-40d9-9735-93e81c9ab100

2507. Library: string_decoder-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/56bf6852-bd62-4b6e-8912-013b1a6de698

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Node.js contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodejs/string_decoder/blob/v1.1.1/LICENSE

2508. Library: string_decoder-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/deca8815-5516-4423-a72c-dcfb3b236429

License Text Under Appendix
2509. Library: string_decoder-1.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/585c6728-fa2a-4b70-867d-5aa499325857

License Text Under Appendix

2510. Library: stringify-object-3.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dc8d80dd-1cc4-4816-ad66-054ae9548ea4

License Text Under Appendix

2511. Library: stringify-package-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/stringify-package/blob/v1.0.1/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Yeoman team
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dc8d80dd-1cc4-4816-ad66-054ae9548ea4

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Node.js contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/nodejs/string_decoder/blob/v1.3.0/LICENSE

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/stringify-package/blob/v1.0.1/LICENSE
2512. Library: strip-ansi-3.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1170f00b-8416-4512-b063-f02f42255d66

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1170f00b-8416-4512-b063-f02f42255d66

2513. Library: strip-ansi-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c534e1f1-f9f3-4893-a450-b118a80f23a1

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c534e1f1-f9f3-4893-a450-b118a80f23a1

2514. Library: strip-ansi-5.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9df9c871-1eac-4b67-8aaa-e6b5898ecc62e

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9df9c871-1eac-4b67-8aaa-e6b5898ecc62e
2515. Library: **strip-ansi-6.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9340f929-5481-4f6d-a676-8e49da907dd6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chalk/strip-ansi/blob/v6.0.0/license

2516. Library: **strip-bom-2.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8ff5059d-e2e9-4a2f-824e-c3bf231321d0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/strip-bom/blob/2.0.0/license

2517. Library: **strip-bom-3.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/84604490-8df0-499e-8bc3-d39c1b65fa37

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/strip-bom/blob/v3.0.0/license

2518. Library: **strip-bom-4.0.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/63c44f3c-d4b6-4053-a0d6-694880cb4e9c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/strip-bom/blob/v4.0.0/license

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/840c9a9e-7458-4332-9fbb-d5cca94cd3cf

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jon schlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/strip-comments/blob/1.0.2/LICENSE

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e48ab076-d736-4666-ba98-98fd815ccf9c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ed4cae13-8dc6-4224-9772-d549a5b13245

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e48ab076-d736-4666-ba98-98fd815ccf9c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e48ab076-d736-4666-ba98-98fd815ccf9c

License Text Under Appendix
2521. Library: strip-final-newline-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2838793f-1f68-4492-8847-b84b6281f6aa

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2838793f-1f68-4492-8847-b84b6281f6aa

2522. Library: strip-indent-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3836ec58-200b-40ed-9656-b39903b75cb9

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/strip-indent/blob/v1.0.1/license

2523. Library: strip-json-comments-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dfc97051-9c84-43c1-bd5c-6b05672da8bc

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/strip-json-comments/blob/v2.0.1/license

2524. Library: strip-json-comments-3.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a6e523fb-e7c4-4c1d-9075-e7de9b399eff

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a6e523fb-e7c4-4c1d-9075-e7de9b399eff

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/strip-json-comments/blob/v3.1.1/license

2525. Library: style-loader-1.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/05a44faa-0a74-4b60-9e7e-c0f6006496e2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/05a44faa-0a74-4b60-9e7e-c0f6006496e2

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack-contrib/style-loader/blob/v1.3.0/LICENSE

2526. Library: styled-components-4.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Creative Uploader

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cad7f5e0-8953-45e6-8f06-cd567dfec1e

License Text Under Appendix
2527. Library: styled-components-4.4.1.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/db27c245-8afa-4208-a631-fcb5653e9418

License Text Under Appendix

2528. Library: stylehacks-4.0.3.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/38dfc83-bf18-4361-b46f-b581273ac274

License Text Under Appendix

2529. Library: styles-4.11.2.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/597b3a43-f9fd-4815-ad93-f9b03ab0e9f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Glen Maddern and Maximilian Stoiber
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2ffec4-b2ed-4268-bda4-9578a8cc3957

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Glen Maddern and Maximilian Stoiber
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7a2d6c8b-f11b-4d98-9878-896424ddcb6

Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Briggs <beneb.info@gmail.com> (http://beneb.info)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/38dfc83-bf18-4361-b46f-b581273ac274

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Call-Em-All
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/597b3a43-f9fd-4815-ad93-f9b03ab0ef9
Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Call-Em-All
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mui-org/material-ui/blob/v4.11.2/LICENSE

2530. Library: stylis-3.5.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/630c67d5-f232-47ac-bc57-4fa87a9192ab

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Sultan Tarimo
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/thysultan/stylis.js/blob/v3.5.4/LICENSE.md

2531. Library: stylis-rule-sheet-0.0.10.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d2e65eb4-520f-4b3c-8b66-0e42130df681

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2020 Sultan Tarimo
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/thysultan/stylis.js

2532. Library: subarg-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8287adeb-1663-47dd-a358-149d6e47722c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established
2533. Library: supports-color-2.0.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4048ab02-5ecc-4a0a-b9c1-bf2e60b7fca5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chalk/supports-color/blob/2.0.0/license

2534. Library: supports-color-3.2.3.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a78d61c1-d65f-4a9b-b1d2-1f53091e57a4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chalk/supports-color/blob/3.2.3/license

2535. Library: supports-color-5.4.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/64800fcc-9105-4b4c-826c-5976fb1a5b0c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chalk/supports-color/blob/v5.4.0/license

2536. Library: supports-color-5.5.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/11ac6b12-6d29-468b-b65e-de54e1cf5419

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chalk/supports-color/blob/v5.5.0/license

2537. Library: supports-color-6.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6ba3308b-5475-444c-bc10-5bf90d6dfe7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6ba3308b-5475-444c-bc10-5bf90d6dfe7

2538. Library: supports-color-6.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8de84758-bb84-484c7-a86d-5d210011a30a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8de84758-bb84-484c7-a86d-5d210011a30a

2539. Library: supports-color-7.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/af568ae6-579d-4a07-bcf6-eb076ae6287

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/af568ae6-579d-4a07-bcf6-eb076ae6287

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright James Talmage <james@talmage.io> (github.com/jamestalmage)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jamestalmage/supports-hyperlinks/blob/v2.1.0/license

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Rich Harris
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/Rich-Harris/svg-parser

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e41bf00-9f18-464c-8c5b-55fa853d93e

License Text Under Appendix

2540. Library: supports-hyperlinks-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e41bf00-9f18-464c-8c5b-55fa853d93e

License Text Under Appendix

2541. Library: svg-parser-2.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/540e9bd5-de1b-4583-8db9-fa89e8d8f3c

License Text Under Appendix

2542. Library: svgo-0.7.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
2545. Library: symbol-tree-3.2.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b84fa9ca-f6fa-4f25-bc31-1f8a664c0f7c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Ben Lesh <ben@benlesh.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b84fa9ca-f6fa-4f25-bc31-1f8a664c0f7c

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b84fa9ca-f6fa-4f25-bc31-1f8a664c0f7c

2546. Library: syntax-error-1.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4a3b16fc-a24b-4aec-ba0a-e52cec8f01aa

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Joris van der Wel
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fa4e6e86-c3d7-420a-b72a-1ae732e9d7ce

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

2547. Library: syntax-error-1.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e9e78eb6-4467-46aa-a1d5-748ab56a858c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
Library
Copyrights could not be established

2548. Library: system-4.11.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/376e5578-711c-478c-987e-e0efb8e466ee

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Call-Em-All
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/376e5578-711c-478c-987e-e0efb8e466ee

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Call-Em-All
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mui-org/material-ui/blob/v4.11.2/LICENSE

2549. Library: table-6.0.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6e0071c7-54ea-49b5-9eb7-8a2262448b41

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Gajus Kuizinas (http://gajus.com/)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6e0071c7-54ea-49b5-9eb7-8a2262448b41

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Gajus Kuizinas (http://gajus.com/)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gajus/table/blob/v6.0.7/LICENSE

2550. Library: taffydb-2.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/taffydb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
Library Copyrights could not be established

2551. Library: tapable-0.1.10.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/f45902bc-ebec-4717-8d4b-821593a0c3ff

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/tapable

2552. Library: tapable-1.0.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/48462066-45b7-4e94-96c0-9106fb4d2aee

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/48462066-45b7-4e94-96c0-9106fb4d2aee

2553. Library: tapable-1.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/resource/content/asString/cde21378-348e-47a2-a7f9-2ba739eb3a6d

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Tobias Koppers @sokra
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/tapable/blob/v1.1.3/LICENSE

2554. Library: tar-2.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b85c632e-76c3-4a01-8da4-2ce4e1b5e586

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/node-tar/blob/v2.2.2/LICENSE

2555. Library: tar-4.4.13.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/42371c82-7d8d-4077-839e-f356e0c57e68

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/node-tar/blob/v4.4.13/LICENSE

2556. Library: tar-6.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b81dfae9-fb50-4310-8e7d-b972ef93f2bf

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b81dfae9-fb50-4310-8e7d-b972ef93f2bf

-----------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/node-tar/blob/v6.0.2/LICENSE

2557. Library: **tar-6.1.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/12044a97-c7d4-4596-b2b7-705b24d9d525

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/12044a97-c7d4-4596-b2b7-705b24d9d525

2558. Library: **tar-fs-2.1.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/862468ca-4ce7-4b41-ba3c-be3385f55a8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/862468ca-4ce7-4b41-ba3c-be3385f55a8

2559. Library: **tar-stream-2.2.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3951c7f9-66db-423d-b6ee-eb713d3e8ec3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
---
Copyright 1 out of 2
---
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3951c79f-66db-423d-b6ee-eb713d3e8e3

---
Copyright 2 out of 2
---
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mafintosh/tar-stream/blob/v2.2.0/LICENSE

2560. Library: tcp-port-used-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3951c79f-66db-423d-b6ee-eb713d3e8e3

License Text Under Appendix

---
Copyright 1 out of 2
---
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 jut-io
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3951c79f-66db-423d-b6ee-eb713d3e8e3

---
Copyright 2 out of 2
---
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 jut-io
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3951c79f-66db-423d-b6ee-eb713d3e8e3

2561. Library: temp-dir-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3951c79f-66db-423d-b6ee-eb713d3e8e3

License Text Under Appendix

---
Copyright 1 out of 2
---
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/temp-dir/blob/v1.0.0/license

---
Copyright 2 out of 2
---
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/temp-dir/blob/v1.0.0/license

2562. Library: temp-fs-0.9.9.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
2565. Library: tempy-0.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.7/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.7/LICENSE

2566. Library: term-size-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b4e11d22-16b8-4e8b-afe5-97f4d6efc734

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b4e11d22-16b8-4e8b-afe5-97f4d6efc734

2567. Library: term-size-2.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4ff1a47d-2f21-411f-a7fc-576c80e71213

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/term-size/blob/v1.2.0/license

2568. Library: terminal-link-2.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance
1/17/2021  Taboola Video_attribution-report.html

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b7f385ee-c6fb-451b-a98f-af6908bee787

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindresorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/terminal-link/blob/v2.1.1/license

2569. Library: terser-4.6.11.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cc4cb3eb-c700-4f46-8522-213eb3fd804e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2018 (c) Mihai Bazon <mihai.bazon@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cc4cb3eb-c700-4f46-8522-213eb3fd804e

2570. Library: terser-4.8.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d41368f4-b5da-468b-9411-3de2726a94d7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2018 (c) Mihai Bazon <mihai.bazon@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d41368f4-b5da-468b-9411-3de2726a94d7

2571. Library: terser-5.5.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
License 1 out of 2
Licensed under AST
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/terser
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2016,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9847f6d4-fba4-4fd5-ad98-9c5c9dc31395

License Text Under Appendix

License 2 out of 2
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9847f6d4-fba4-4fd5-ad98-9c5c9dc31395

License Text Under Appendix

2572. Library: terser-webpack-plugin-1.4.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video.

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9847f6d4-fba4-4fd5-ad98-9c5c9dc31395

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack-contrib/terser-webpack-plugin/blob/v1.4.3/LICENSE

2573. Library: terser-webpack-plugin-1.4.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video.

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9847f6d4-fba4-4fd5-ad98-9c5c9dc31395

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9847f6d4-fba4-4fd5-ad98-9c5c9dc31395

2574. Library: terser-webpack-plugin-4.2.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video.

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9847f6d4-fba4-4fd5-ad98-9c5c9dc31395

License Text Under Appendix
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ed4d05cf-1b32-43ad-a72c-a50b54b642e2

2575. Library: test-exclude-5.2.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/istanbuljs/istanbuljs/blob/test-exclude@5.2.3/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d6db8a3d-760a-4fd5-996b-666a920b97d4

2576. Library: test-exclude-6.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/istanbuljs/test-exclude/blob/v6.0.0-alpha.0/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/istanbuljs/test-exclude/blob/v6.0.0-alpha.0/LICENSE.txt

2577. Library: test-result-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7f262c7c-5a8b-4019-9821-db41a4f32a9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE
2578. Library: test-result-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0c5c7a43-d131-4085-af31-abe4d31a2b29

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0c5c7a43-d131-4085-af31-abe4d31a2b29

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v26.6.2/LICENSE

2579. Library: test-sequencer-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a8422aa2-84b7-479b-98b2-8ebc36e8d165

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

2580. Library: test-sequencer-26.6.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/08c59fa2-7bb4-4952-87ab-947e4b724fd4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/08c59fa2-7bb4-4952-87ab-947e4b724fd4
2581. Library: **text-encoding-0.7.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Creative Uploader

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/inexorabletash/text-encoding

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

2582. Library: **text-table-0.2.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7234e028-980b-4eac-97dc-74d855ae3517

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright James Halliday
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/substack/text-table

2583. Library: **third-party-web-0.12.3.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fe11eb41-915e-44b2-b691-c3fe864b3f08

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Patrick Hulce
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fe11eb41-915e-44b2-b691-c3fe864b3f08

2584. Library: **throat-4.1.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/e680ba16-2903-4b66-9fdc-816a61372b1b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Forbes Lindesay
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ForbesLindesay/throat/blob/4.1.0/LICENSE

2585. Library: throat-5.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/e192bb5a-d5ad-42d0-8484-1a6c728206fd

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Forbes Lindesay
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ForbesLindesay/throat/blob/5.0.0/LICENSE

2586. Library: through-2.3.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/83fd39ca-7cb8-4be9-af06-0695d0d9f0e7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Dominic Tarr
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/c1d0995a-6b56-448d-b082-acdabe8a12d

2587. Library: through2-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/8cc0e9f1-22bf-4809-a50b-65a97c611cee

License Text Under Appendix
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ee048ddc-8d4d-48e9-9645-fe2fa11c4e5e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Rod Vagg (the "Original Author") and additional contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ee048ddc-8d4d-48e9-9645-fe2fa11c4e5e

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f3016aec-8250-478c-a00b-2873258c56eb

License Text Under Appendix

2590. Library: thunkify-2.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f3016aec-8250-478c-a00b-2873258c56eb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright TJ Holowaychuk
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/tj/node-thunkify/tree/2.1.2

Projects

2591. Library: thunky-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3d8c863d-a238-41cc-86c4-bf0ca7ae2154

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Mathias Buus
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mafintosh/thunky/blob/v1.1.0/LICENSE

Projects

2592. Library: timed-out-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a02cb68d-a34a-4e64-be73-de1ef6746efd

License Text Under Appendix
2593. Library: timed-out-4.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/090e6102-cb9d-42da-b7ff-cf5af88e850

License Text Under Appendix

2594. Library: timers-browserify-1.4.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fc837a7d-a8e2-4c3e-a0a-ab8f49b8133d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 J
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jryans/timers-browserify/blob/v1.4.2/LICENSE.md

2595. Library: timers-browserify-2.0.11.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7939f7a6-37aa-423c-a80d-66bd8230204db

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
2596. Library: **timers-browserify-2.0.12.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6ecfbc90-c670-4642-ac18-0d8345106a97

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 J
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jryans/timers-browserify/blob/v2.0.11/LICENSE.md

2597. Library: **timers-browserify-2.0.2.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Units

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/abfb374e-1ba4-4e73-99de-57240133cb12

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 J
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jryans/timers-browserify/blob/v2.0.2/LICENSE.md

2598. Library: **timsort-0.3.0.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Video for performance

License
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6040a128-f4f3-4b72-a4a5-231e43ebee79

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Marco Ziccardi
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6040a128-f4f3-4b72-a4a5-231e43ebee79

2599. Library: **tiny-invariant-1.1.0.tgz**  Product: **Taboola Video**
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/361d2561-aac2-4e7e-9f65-8ea4788c4248

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Alexander Reardon
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/alexreardon/tiny-invariant/blob/v1.1.0-beta.1/LICENSE

2600. Library: tiny-lr-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/309d699d-59ab-4b71-a866-cf6c8a59d53

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2016 Mickael Daniel
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mklabs/tiny-lr/blob/v1.1.1/LICENSE-MIT

2601. Library: tiny-relative-date-1.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bdb66f82-7059-405f-aed9-bcd88ecd69d1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Joseph Wynn
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bdb66f82-7059-405f-aed9-bcd88ecd69d1

2602. Library: tiny-warning-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fc17c2fd-00e4-4118-9930-37aae4948919
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Alexander Reardon
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/alexreardon/tiny-warning/blob/v1.0.3/LICENSE

2603. Library: tmpl-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/94c55a71-2de0-44c1-a29a-3a38e7f81513

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Naitik Shah
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/94c55a71-2de0-44c1-a29a-3a38e7f81513

2604. Library: to-arraybuffer-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/2fd107e2-5000-496a-b890-2283f9fa160e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 John Hiesey
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/2fd107e2-5000-496a-b890-2283f9fa160e

2605. Library: to-fast-properties-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/9072e324-acad-4a1d-a8de-bbf987d0b6de

License Text Under Appendix
2606. Library: to-fast-properties-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/to-fast-properties/blob/v1.0.3/license

License Text Under Appendix

2607. Library: to-object-path-0.3.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7104bb3d-c999-400e-8cdf-0b27712ccd48

License Text Under Appendix
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e848d5b-8ae6-4e21-8391-d4fbf71cfc4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/to-readable-stream/blob/v1.0.0/license

2609. Library: to-regex-3.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5c818cc-6b40-455a-a155-cb7dfe52e21

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3
--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/to-regex/blob/3.0.2/README.md

--------------
Copyright 2 out of 3
--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2018 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jonschlinkert/to-regex/blob/3.0.2/LICENSE

--------------
Copyright 3 out of 3
--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5ee6dca-9d50-4ea7-bb2b-b2a7c75914d5

2610. Library: to-regex-range-2.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/caa6d38-7bab-453d-a4a1-6d0877aea469

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 3
--------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/micromatch/to-regex-range/blob/2.1.1/LICENSE
Copyright 2 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 [Jon Schlinkert](https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/micromatch/to-regex-range/blob/2.1.1/README.md

Copyright 3 out of 3
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/31c94a0c-d59b-439e-bbb1-e5ba01ec53c

2611. Library: to-regex-range-5.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0c3fb99c-3519-4b5e-a701-a727cae577d1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0c3fb99c-3519-4b5e-a701-a727cae577d1

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ec82c56e-b172-46a5-b403-a449e48492

2612. Library: toggle-selection-1.0.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d453cb4c-4ec7-4d64-9d55-591403d4cd4e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017.0 sudodoki
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sudodoki/toggle-selection

2613. Library: toidentifier-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(readerresourcecontent/asString/586a14ee-fdd3-483d-8bb4-10db06d0f620

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(readerresourcecontent/asString/586a14ee-fdd3-483d-8bb4-10db06d0f620

2614. Library: topo-3.1.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(readerresourcecontent/asString/9f20f0cd-d8c9-487a-ad54-da4ad9f4389

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
---------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
---------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2019 Sideway Inc, and project contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/hapijs/topo/blob/v3.1.6/LICENSE.md

---------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
---------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2014 Walmart
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/hapijs/topo/blob/v3.1.6/LICENSE.md

2615. Library: toposort-1.0.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(readerresourcecontent/asString/931ca4ac-a081-4112-9db5-2d473f76e654

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 by Marcel Klehr <mklehr@gmx.net>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/marcelklehr/toposort/blob/v1.0.7/License

2616. Library: tough-cookie-2.4.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/83f207fc-9409-4cdb-889c-77124b6d3b24

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Salesforce.com, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/salesforce/tough-cookie/blob/v2.4.3/README.md

2617. Library: tough-cookie-2.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/5317f57f-b015-46e1-afed-0b637b2b7f2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Salesforce.com, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/salesforce/tough-cookie/blob/v2.5.0/README.md

2618. Library: tough-cookie-3.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 3
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/417f6ed4-63f9-4f1b-ba71-01c1b08d7ae1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Salesforce.com, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/417f6ed4-63f9-4f1b-ba71-01c1b08d7ae1

2619. Library: tr46-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/asString/b52c80e1-a652-4299-a0be-f6f448d0ce8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Sebastian Mayr
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/asString/b52c80e1-a652-4299-a0be-f6f448d0ce8

2620. Library: tr46-2.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/asString/8b9449fb-0f0e-4f38-a7a9-91be96588cf4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Sebastian Mayr
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/asString/8b9449fb-0f0e-4f38-a7a9-91be96588cf4

2621. Library: transform-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/asString/d69caeb0-ba29-40a4-81ae-d58d48767ce8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

2622. Library: transform-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/asString/349bff2-f32e-4d8a-83fc-83bbcb4e8f5b

License Text Under Appendix
2625. Library: trim-newlines-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.12/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.12/LICENSE

2626. Library: trim-right-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a2475938-db81-48ea-a0e9-c9af6d7fa4c52

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a2475938-db81-48ea-a0e9-c9af6d7fa4c52

2627. Library: true-case-path-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b760f9ff-8dd8-47f4-a247-e94cb3f9901e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established

2628. Library: try-catch-webpack-plugin-0.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video
1/17/2021

Taboola Video Attribution Report

Projects

License

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f3f8ab1-d9c6-4a48-8688-131250d05675

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

2629. Library: tryer-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e35d9597-b0c2-42b0-93db-7903cf22c3a9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2017 Phil Booth
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e35d9597-b0c2-42b0-93db-7903cf22c3a9

2630. Library: ts-pnp-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7dfad3ab-714d-4b79-9001-3f75dd431ad

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Maël Nison
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/arcanis/ts-pnp/blob/v1.2.0/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Maël Nison
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e0c9217e-8277-4773-a2d0-57405e8584ae

2631. Library: tsconfig-paths-3.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5ab1db91-b0eb-4b78-b910-f9c8450f2895

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Jonas Kello
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/dividab/tsconfig-paths/blob/v3.9.0/LICENSE

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cfe870fd-fd42-4cc8-8b4c-a784353a8230

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://www.typescriptlang.org/

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD Zero
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/tslib/v/1.14.1

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Projects
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under BSD Zero
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8e5aa4af-2765-4d6b-9da5-3eac79f0222d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/35955667-3a0d-40e3-8659-a21e32a191e9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/086ae6fb-de98-44ce-8a13-a9ca5535f92b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established

2637. Library: tty-browserify-0.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a970d40e-977d-4a29-9110-b57ee6c9b912

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established
Projects

Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6d55b2c1-b845-4ccf-9f1f-bec51f932851

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established

2638. Library: tunnel-agent-0.6.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c4566232-219f-4ed2-862f-f8285e83f5d4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established

2639. Library: type-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/412d0aea-0091-49bd-9db7-ec013023e70c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Mariusz Nowak, @medikoo, medikoo.com
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/medikoo/type/blob/v1.2.0/LICENSE

2640. Library: type-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/3532e700-9bab-4a63-bcae-ce5f23ac53b2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019-2020 Mariusz Nowak, @medikoo, medikoo.com
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/3532e700-9bab-4a63-bcae-ce5f23ac53b2

2641. Library: type-check-0.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/cc6dd3ea-2775-455c-8a17-c23d1a0a0466

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright George Zahariev
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gkz/type-check/blob/0.3.2/LICENSE

2642. Library: type-check-0.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/b4c9f5b4-c31c-4a6f-8670-8e443e5ca41d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright George Zahariev
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/gkz/type-check/blob/0.4.0/LICENSE

2643. Library: type-detect-0.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/b4c9f5b4-c31c-4a6f-8670-8e443e5ca41d

License Text Under Appendix
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Jake Luer <jake@alogicalparadox.com> (http://alogicalparadox.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chaijs/type-detect/blob/0.1.1/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Jake Luer "jake@alogicalparadox.com" (mailto:jake@alogicalparadox.com) (http://a
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cae3ca48-4de1-4fc3-a2a8-8d80d52d4937e

2644. Library: type-detect-4.0.8.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3a439c46-462a-4842-a7ef-10514509c2f2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Jake Luer <jake@alogicalparadox.com> (http://alogicalparadox.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chaijs/type-detect/blob/v4.0.8/LICENSE

2645. Library: type-fest-0.11.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units

Video for performance

Licenses

License 1 out of 2

Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/type-fest/blob/v0.11.0/license-cc0

License Text Under Appendix

License 2 out of 2

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5201996f10e9-4008-8bf3-5b63b06f0302

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/type-fest/blob/v0.11.0/license
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
- ----------------
  License 1 out of 2
- ----------------
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7925f624-7cde-47f3-89df-e86d4718328e

License Text Under Appendix

License 2 out of 2
- ----------------
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/type-fest/blob/v0.3.1/license-cc0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7925f624-7cde-47f3-89df-e86d4718328e

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
- ----------------
  License 1 out of 2
- ----------------
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c4fadbf0-892b-4dcb-b933-e87a6479a0f

License Text Under Appendix

License 2 out of 2
- ----------------
Licensed under CC0
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/type-fest/blob/v0.6.0/license-cc0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/type-fest/blob/v0.6.0/license

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
License Text Under Appendix

License 1 out of 2
License 2 out of 2
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6e342e25-698e-48ab-9321-27d660e37819

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/type-is/blob/1.6.18/LICENSE

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/type-is/blob/1.6.18/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f9bb73db-d669-4c28-9b29-7ca4a4b6bad

License Text Under Appendix

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a07ecf6c-3c19-4329-998c-38a657f5b9a8

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights

-------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 Joshua Bell
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/a07ecf6c-3c19-4329-998c-38a657f5b9a8

-------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 Linden Research, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/a07ecf6c-3c19-4329-998c-38a657f5b9a8

**2651. Library: typedarray-to-buffer-3.1.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Units

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/e4ac3d7f-9b8e-4888-b69a-4c430282f315

  License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright Feross Aboukhadijeh
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/feross/typedarray-to-buffer/blob/v3.1.5/LICENSE

**2652. Library: types-24.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/aaf221c7-8004-47f2-bb3f-8e03f8ecf14

  License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/facebook/jest/blob/v24.9.0/LICENSE

**2653. Library: types-26.6.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/94782c64-d49f-4394-bd98-870a792455a5

  License Text Under Appendix
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/512b2e97-73ce-489e-b0f1-85d6084ff1ac

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Call-Em-All
Copyright terms can be found at: Can be found TEXT file at line nullWas assigned by user null(*) Cannot be established

2657. Library: types-7.12.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4050a1bb-2470-41e1-b82a-a9707302926f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4050a1bb-2470-41e1-b82a-a9707302926f

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE


Projects
Player
Units

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0262e7d6-9727-4a8f-8917-4bd89f6577d9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0262e7d6-9727-4a8f-8917-4bd89f6577d9

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.1/LICENSE
2659. Library: **typescript-2.9.2.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/69bdc3ca-baf1-434d-8e98-42b426173cc7

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/v7.12.12/LICENSE

2660. Library: **typescript-estree-3.10.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/53aab655-8a48-4016-9014-8d187a5a089d

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 1991-2017 Unicode, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/Microsoft/TypeScript/blob/v2.9.2/ThirdPartyNoticeText.txt

2661. Library: **typescript-estree-4.13.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0841a089-65ee-4d18-8349-9b2a5ceadc11

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
2662. Library: `uc.micro-1.0.6.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/22f5060a-5f2e-4b12-85d0-6037214aadca

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/markdown-it/uc.micro/blob/1.0.6/LICENSE.txt

2663. Library: `uglify-js-2.7.5.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Player

Licenses

Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/27a85242-6c6e-43d7-a94c-3866b8ba113b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2013 (c) Mihai Bazon <mihai.bazon@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mishoo/UglifyJS2/blob/v2.7.5/LICENSE

2664. Library: `uglify-js-3.11.1.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f6f648e3-66a1-4c89-ad13-d6dffa564bee

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f6f648e3-66a1-4c89-ad13-d6dffa564bee

2665. Library: `uglify-js-3.12.4.tgz` Product: Taboola Video
Projects

Units

Video for performance

Licenses

-------------
License 1 out of 3
-------------
Licensed under AST
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/uglify-js

License Text Under Appendix

-------------
License 2 out of 3
-------------
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7cda1f0-261e-4852-ba31-5a96d6f6e9

License Text Under Appendix

-------------
License 3 out of 3
-------------
Licensed under Node.js
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/uglify-js

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Mihai Bazon
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mishoo/UglifyJS

2666. Library: uglify-js-3.4.10.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f990e024-5f70-4868-bc6d-a9bae52ab1f9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2018 (c) Mihai Bazon <mihai.bazon@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mishoo/UglifyJS2/blob/v3.4.10/LICENSE

2667. Library: uglify-js-3.7.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Lite unit

Licenses

Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2569ae60-4a3a-420b-9ab8-b2222bce89c

License Text Under Appendix
2668. Library: uglify-to-browserify-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/91a5b4db-f537-4da8-b0af-c76b00464031

License Text Under Appendix

2669. Library: uglifyjs-webpack-plugin-2.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/85204659-ac82-4129-a9ed-d5e1249b39f7

License Text Under Appendix

2670. Library: uid-number-0.0.6.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d60f7e02-820a-47bb-8ca8-7d9e66cd30b7

License Text Under Appendix
2671. Library: **ultron-1.1.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6e15bac4-0c7f-4e30-989a-e35a8d16b8c1

[License Text Under Appendix]

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Unshift.io, Arnout Kazemier, the Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/unshiftio/ultron/blob/1.1.1/LICENSE

2672. Library: **umask-1.1.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5cce3778-7a30-45e2-b19e-d2628f370a96

[License Text Under Appendix]

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Sam Mikes
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/smikes/umask/blob/v1.1.0/LICENSE

2673. Library: **umd-3.0.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Player

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6820171b-2799-4017-986c-ebcbfacd4b1b

[License Text Under Appendix]

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Forbes Lindesay
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ForbesLindesay/umd/blob/3.0.1/LICENSE

2674. Library: **umd-3.0.3.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Units

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d95c1e5d-90c0-4e10-a780-e508d3176e4b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Forbes Lindesay
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ForbesLindesay/umd/blob/3.0.3/LICENSE

2675. Library: unc-path-regex-0.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b478bd7b-a4f7-48c3-90cc-166886b3490e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b478bd7b-a4f7-48c3-90cc-166886b3490e

2676. Library: undeclared-identifiers-1.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/912d2e08-a005-461e-b009-79e69b6c0eb2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Renée Kooi "renee@kooi.me" (mailto:renee@kooi.me)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/912d2e08-a005-461e-b009-79e69b6c0eb2

2677. Library: underscore-1.10.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/eb92e6c4-90d2-4759-b3e5-525ac39e02dd

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2020 Jeremy Ashkenas, DocumentCloud and Investigative
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jashkenas/underscore/blob/1.10.2/LICENSE

2678. Library: underscore-1.7.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/aecad9e8-42c4-495e-b631-b99d588ad76f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2014 Jeremy Ashkenas, DocumentCloud and Investigative
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jashkenas/underscore/blob/1.7.0/LICENSE

2679. Library: underscore-1.8.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d578428f-5cfb-4a36-b0e9-670e559542a5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2015 Jeremy Ashkenas, DocumentCloud and Investigative
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jashkenas/underscore/blob/1.8.3/LICENSE

2680. Library: underscore-1.9.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Creative Uploader

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/944df40c-a175-47b9-8676-f0805c9e3a6d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2009-2018 Jeremy Ashkenas, DocumentCloud and Investigative
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jashkenas/underscore/blob/1.9.1/LICENSE
2681. Library: underscore.string-2.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/epeli/underscore.string/blob/v2.2.1/README.markdown

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Esa-Matti Suuronen esa-matti@suuronen.org
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/epeli/underscore.string/blob/v2.2.1/README.markdown

2682. Library: underscore.string-2.3.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/epeli/underscore.string/blob/2.3.3/README.markdown

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Esa-Matti Suuronen esa-matti@suuronen.org
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/epeli/underscore.string/blob/2.3.3/README.markdown

2683. Library: underscore.string-2.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/epeli/underscore.string/blob/2.4.0/README.markdown

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Esa-Matti Suuronen esa-matti@suuronen.org
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/epeli/underscore.string/blob/2.4.0/README.markdown

2684. Library: underscore.string-3.3.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8e2b1769-ae9b-43ff-9ee3-a44b38f118d7
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Esa-Matti Suuronen esa-matti@suuronen.org
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/epeli/underscore.string/blob/3.3.5/README.markdown

2685. Library: unicode-canonical-property-names-eecmscript-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/379b4619-9320-4eb3-9da3-1e7760f8b52f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/379b4619-9320-4eb3-9da3-1e7760f8b52f

2686. Library: unicode-match-property-eecmscript-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/77f4e6b7-30a6-42eb-b5f0-fc6b6a734071

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/77f4e6b7-30a6-42eb-b5f0-fc6b6a734071

2687. Library: unicode-match-property-value-eecmscript-1.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

License Text Under Appendix
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4e5b0951-f666-4d50-9149-7852e6c22dec

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mathiasbynens/unicode-match-property-value-ecmascript/blob/v1.2.0/LICENSE-MIT.txt

2688. Library: unicode-property-aliases-ecmascript-1.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f31b7ad3-122d-4477-881d-0548f6ba8b42

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f0d6df6c-63ba-4c8f-9404-c44bee7e1284

2689. Library: union-value-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2e264d3f-0c38-428a-8d1c-cb2d023ae6f6

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2e264d3f-0c38-428a-8d1c-cb2d023ae6f6

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0707d2e0-7c01-42fa-aaed-7224560521e1
2690. Library: uniq-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Player
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/034995d4-52f1-4f55-8e8e-86ff4d45d1a7

License Text Under Appendix

**Copiesrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Mikola Lysenko
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/034995d4-52f1-4f55-8e8e-86ff4d45d1a7

2691. Library: uniqs-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9cecb29f-82b9-429f-8422-7f59e4b0b82f

License Text Under Appendix

**Copiesrights**
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

2692. Library: unique-filename-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Player
- Lite unit
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/unique-filename

License Text Under Appendix

**Copiesrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/561ad203-d182-458b-b5e8-fd36265690a3

2693. Library: unique-slug-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

**Projects**
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/unique-slug/v/2.0.0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: Can be found TEXT file at line nullWas assigned by user null(*) Cannot be established

2694. Library: unique-slug-2.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5e2c0d5a-c264-4835-9589-eae860e2c98f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5e2c0d5a-c264-4835-9589-eae860e2c98f

2695. Library: unique-string-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d5b7d96c-765b-4395-8927-867de3476e9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/unique-string/blob/v1.0.0/license

2696. Library: unique-string-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7aa15bec-796b-41ae-b681-efada439562d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7aa15bec-796b-41ae-b681-efada439562d

2697. Library: `unitless-0.7.5.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/87aaa995-35b4-4c93-99e1-ba26e4d07c23

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Emotion team and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/emotion-js/emotion/blob/@emotion/unitless@0.7.5/LICENSE

2698. Library: `universalify-0.1.2.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a2744d48-c434-4e6e-8065-4ffac95f9b42

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Ryan Zimmerman <opensrc@ryanzim.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a2744d48-c434-4e6e-8065-4ffac95f9b42

2699. Library: `universalify-1.0.0.tgz` Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e7624a3b-e62d-4572-b71f-e8baa6895c51

License Text Under Appendix
2700. Library: universalify-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/56307ceb-8d99-4ec4-ae5f-5743a7b48752

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Ryan Zimmerman <opensrc@ryanzim.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/RyanZim/universalify/blob/v1.0.0/LICENSE

2701. Library: unorm-1.6.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
License 1 out of 2
------------
Licensed under GPL 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0e0ed87b-452a-47b9-8b96-5272fc5e1f00

License Text Under Appendix

License 2 out of 2
------------
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0e0ed87b-452a-47b9-8b96-5272fc5e1f00

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2008-2013 Matsuz <matsuza@gmail.com>, Bjarke Walling <bwp@bwp.dk>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/walling/unorm/blob/v1.6.0/LICENSE.md

2702. Library: unpipe-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a2e092e4-a3a3-45b2-9687-22e6b94d5df
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/stream-utils/unpipe/blob/v1.0.0/LICENSE

2703. Library: unquote-1.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/stream-utils/unpipe/blob/v1.0.0/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Cameron Lakenen
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lakenen/node-unquote/blob/v1.1.1/README.md

2704. Library: unset-value-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/lakenen/node-unquote/blob/v1.1.1/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f7a08f4a-de5e-486f-ad25-881a9786e662

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bbb6cbdd-0689-46af-866e-e1d361c7ca0e

2705. Library: unzip-response-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c904bd3e-6573-4c3b-a06e-10acba73a7ac

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Google
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yeoman/update-notifier/blob/v2.5.0/license

2709. Library: update-notifier-4.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/812dd7e1-c4e0-4ba1-b567-9d3aa5ee037b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Google
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/812dd7e1-c4e0-4ba1-b567-9d3aa5ee037b

2710. Library: upper-case-1.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bf878f44-857e-49be-8fc8-be8fadb67e683

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bf878f44-857e-49be-8fc8-be8fadb67e683

2711. Library: uri-js-4.2.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/37b4e7a3-5dbe-49f9-a28d-88ea7ec037c

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Gary Court
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/garycourt/uri-js/blob/4.2.2/README.md

2712. Library: uri-js-4.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4810afa9-a93b-4911-8ea8-a4d03784a8fa

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Gary Court
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4810afa9-a93b-4911-8ea8-a4d03784a8fa

2713. Library: uri-path-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
License 1 out of 2
Licensed under WTFPL
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/UltCombo/uri-path

License Text Under Appendix

License 2 out of 2
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/UltCombo/uri-path

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Fabrício Matté
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5523ab71-65b1-4680-a6aa-07bab47ac43d

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2004 Sam Hocevar <sam@hocevar.net>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e090f34c-a118-44c0-9d46-cd89537cb90f

License Text Under Appendix

2714. Library: urix-0.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/49c0bdf6-8686-4f77-ab9d-082f07c5d05e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Simon Lydell
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/49c0bdf6-8686-4f77-ab9d-082f07c5d05e

2715. Library: url-0.10.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/32414970-35eb-4ca2-a383-f02b523f397d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/defunctzombie/node-url/blob/v0.10.3/LICENSE

2716. Library: url-0.11.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a73bd603-f9d6-4070-ace7-09130b624e32

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/defunctzombie/node-url/blob/v0.11.0/LICENSE

2717. Library: url-loader-4.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0b467642-985f-42a3-aa88-14f375378638

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0b467642-985f-42a3-aa88-14f375378638

2718. Library: url-parse-1.4.7.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/935e0435-e307-4b1f-a1e9-68d22f5c7bf4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Unshift.io, Arnout Kazemiier, the Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/935e0435-e307-4b1f-a1e9-68d22f5c7bf4

2719. Library: url-parse-lax-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/430b4e57-7c69-42c9-9b76-840d9a9d5388

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/url-parse-lax/blob/1.0.0/license

2720. Library: url-parse-lax-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/40f2-4e99-a830-6a36584d8f2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/url-parse-lax/blob/v3.0.0/license

2721. Library: use-3.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7b1ff5d5-40f2-4e99-a830-6a36584d8f2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7b1ff5d5-40f2-4e99-a830-6a36584d8f2

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0f08cb3c-fb13-4611-a47b-53305431a597

2722. Library: utf8-1.9.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b4e25036-4060-4591-a9ca-353ed08a6af3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Sven Sauleau <sven@sauleau.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b4e25036-4060-4591-a9ca-353ed08a6af3

2723. Library: util-0.10.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7d251445-770c-4444-88ab-97a111e301dd

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7d251445-770c-4444-88ab-97a111e301dd

2724. Library: util-0.10.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4e578b5b-80e5-43a9-8196-a634133596b2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4e578b5b-80e5-43a9-8196-a634133596b2

2725. Library: util-0.11.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/efeb6096-9f70-4251-b223-3333dd7f7b83

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/efeb6096-9f70-4251-b223-3333dd7f7b83

2726. Library: util-0.12.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects

Units

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6b0c4d74-7ea7-4a17-9166-d0cd68362a48

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6b0c4d74-7ea7-4a17-9166-d0cd68362a48

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6c34d96e-31eb-452b-99ea-18df9f6f0b5

2727. Library: util-deprecate-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Player

Lite unit

Units

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b381b875-0ebe-4518-be2e-bd8ba00532d8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b381b875-0ebe-4518-be2e-bd8ba00532d8

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Nathan Rajlich "nathan@tootallnate.net" (mailto:nathan@tootallnate.net)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/911d9cf2-d359-4f1f-948b-6e41478119

2728. Library: util-extend-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/37c0dd1e-733d-419c-9ae7-b14c7de054f7

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/util-extend/blob/v1.0.3/LICENSE

2729. Library: util-promisify-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ed8109dd-2ff8-4cfd-a607-fd5af9d4a8bb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 22

Copyrighted under Copyright 2000-2002, 2003 Nara Institute of Science
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ed8109dd-2ff8-4cfd-a607-fd5af9d4a8bb

Copyright 2 out of 22

Copyrighted under Copyright 2000-2006 The Perl Foundation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ed8109dd-2ff8-4cfd-a607-fd5af9d4a8bb

Copyright 3 out of 22

Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 International Business Machines Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ed8109dd-2ff8-4cfd-a607-fd5af9d4a8bb

Copyright 4 out of 22

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 International Business Machines Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ed8109dd-2ff8-4cfd-a607-fd5af9d4a8bb

Copyright 5 out of 22

Copyrighted under Copyright 1999 TaBE Project
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ed8109dd-2ff8-4cfd-a607-fd5af9d4a8bb

Copyright 6 out of 22

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 the V8 project authors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ed8109dd-2ff8-4cfd-a607-fd5af9d4a8bb
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011-2014 Christopher Jeffrey (https://github.com/chjj/)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ed8109dd-2f8fb-4cfd-a607-fd5af9d4a8bb

Copyright 18 out of 22
-----------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 1999 Computer Systems and Communication Lab,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ed8109dd-2f8fb-4cfd-a607-fd5af9d4a8bb

Copyright 19 out of 22
-----------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright Node.js contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ed8109dd-2f8fb-4cfd-a607-fd5af9d4a8bb

Copyright 20 out of 22
-----------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 1998-2016 The OpenSSL Project
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ed8109dd-2f8fb-4cfd-a607-fd5af9d4a8bb

Copyright 21 out of 22
-----------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 1995-2013 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ed8109dd-2f8fb-4cfd-a607-fd5af9d4a8bb

Copyright 22 out of 22
-----------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 1996 Chih-Hao Tsai @ Beckman Institute,
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ed8109dd-2f8fb-4cfd-a607-fd5af9d4a8bb

2730. Library: util.promisify-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c61cf8e8-d40a-4510-9b90-95ee846a79ee

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/ljharb/util.promisify/blob/v1.0.0/LICENSE

2731. Library: util.promisify-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/aa5a6a35-35c2-4eba-83a3-6d6b11a59524

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jharb/util.promisify/blob/v1.0.1/LICENSE

2732. Library: utila-0.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/47f24f17-a65f-4336-b698-c0850bca29e5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Aria Minaei
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/47f24f17-a65f-4336-b698-c0850bca29e5

License Text Under Appendix

2733. Library: utila-0.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8d01a1f1-956a-40d0-9e3b-ce9c5de4535e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 Nodejitsu Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/flatiron/util/blob/v0.2.1/LICENSE

License Text Under Appendix

2734. Library: utils-4.11.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/096c56eb-dd75-4580-8356-a002a9e199bc

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Call-Em-All
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/096c56eb-dd75-4580-8356-a002a9e199bc

--------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Call-Em-All
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mui-org/material-ui/blob/v4.11.2/LICENSE

2735. Library: **utils-merge-1.0.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
- Lite unit
- Units

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/13b4503f-a09e-4cfb-b919-4ec391671f602

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
--------------------
Copyright 1 out of 3
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2017 Jared Hanson <http://jaredhanson.net/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jaredhanson/utils-merge/blob/v1.0.1/README.md

--------------------
Copyright 2 out of 3
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2017 Jared Hanson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jaredhanson/utils-merge/blob/v1.0.1/LICENSE

--------------------
Copyright 3 out of 3
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2017 Jared Hanson <http://jaredhanson.net/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/13b4503f-a09e-4cfb-b919-4ec391671f602

2736. Library: **uuid-3.3.2.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
- Player
- Lite unit
- Units

Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0eddcbd2-57d1-4054-9360-98f48a7d4af3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
--------------------
Copyright 1 out of 3
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013-2017 Robert Kieffer and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/kelektiv/node-uuid/blob/v3.3.2/LICENSE.md

2737. Library: **uuid-3.3.3.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**
Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/32eb5ad9-cf6b-43f1-aa60-4f71d982a039

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2016 Robert Kieffer and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/klektive/node-uuid/blob/v3.3.3/LICENSE.md

2738. Library: **uuid-3.4.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/593be70d-fe1d-4c77-90fa-a8e9cf66ae4

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2016 Robert Kieffer and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/593be70d-fe1d-4c77-90fa-a8e9cf66ae4

2739. Library: **uuid-8.3.2.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1f23fe37-51f1-42b8-9d83-226e12746c21

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2020 Robert Kieffer and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1f23fe37-51f1-42b8-9d83-226e12746c21

2740. Library: **v8-compile-cache-2.0.3.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Lite unit
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/29340b1c-f145-4fe9-8058-49e01be79a26

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Andres Suarez
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/29340b1c-f145-4fe9-8058-49e01be79a26

2741. Library: v8-compile-cache-2.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/10ba16f9-fe20-4c0f-b065-268eb201f25a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Andres Suarez
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/10ba16f9-fe20-4c0f-b065-268eb201f25a

2742. Library: v8-coverage-0.2.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e3b4cd35-32c7-4d43-806a-443e81cd8ca2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
-------------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
-------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ac8639b1-95db-4190-9439-69dab6f6ac38b

-------------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
-------------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2017 Charles Samborski
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e3b4cd35-32c7-4d43-806a-443e81cd8ca2

2743. Library: v8-to-istanbul-7.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

file:///Users/avi.l/Downloads/Taboola Video_attribution-report.html
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/59d02e36-3a75-442e-b333-ef5d3ec8abf9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

----------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/6c1a5073-22e5-4c4a-aeb6-785e67d12e2c

----------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/istanbuljs/v8-to-istanbul/blob/v7.1.0/LICENSE.txt

2744. Library: v8flags-3.1.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/e2604597-bd09-4fcf-8afa-63041f0a958

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2018 Tyler Kellen <tyler@sleekcode.net>, Blaine Bublitz <blaine.bublitz@gmail.com>, a
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/e2604597-bd09-4fcf-8afa-63041f0a958

2745. Library: validate-npm-package-license-3.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesource.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/f922d7b9-3095-4783-b7c1-ed88ebe47f8e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established

2746. Library: validate-npm-package-license-3.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e941915-7f14-451c-acb9-dc86ad5a7501

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Kyle E. Mitchell
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/kemitchell/validate-npm-package-license.js

2747. Library: validate-npm-package-name-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/validate-npm-package-name/blob/v3.0.0/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 npm, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d3ac6212-1692-4015-870c-1b272b8d0c31

2748. Library: value-equal-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/80c23889-420e-4d56-8a53-4d937e8c26c0

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Michael Jackson 2016-2018
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/80c23889-420e-4d56-8a53-4d937e8c26c0

2749. Library: vary-1.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4397a779-d10b-4273-b9dc-4483f06e3f7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Douglas Christopher Wilson
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jshttp/vary/blob/v1.1.2/LICENSE

2750. Library: vendors-1.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/258acc33-aa26-43a0-aab9-f9cb9f193207

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Titus Wormer <tituswormer@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/wooorm/vendors/blob/1.0.4/license

2751. Library: verror-1.10.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dd2c7239-6010-4add-bf81-8c71e480694d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Joyent, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dd2c7239-6010-4add-bf81-8c71e480694d

2752. Library: visitor-keys-3.10.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/4b027231-c743-4a5e-865b-aebd43f7846d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 TypeScript ESLint and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/4b027231-c743-4a5e-865b-aebd43f7846d

Copyright 2 out of 2
-----------------
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/typescript-eslint/typescript-eslint/blob/v3.10.1/LICENSE

2753. Library: visitor-keys-4.13.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/27944b64-555e-42b0-a0f-cda3bc551ff

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 TypeScript ESLint and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/27944b64-555e-42b0-a0f-cda3bc551ff

2754. Library: vm-browserify-0.0.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/4757d424-e5ec-48d1-b14e-9d19950fb77

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established

2755. Library: vm-browserify-1.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/63d85e25-4a19-4525-814e-f6f9e7723250

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

2756. Library: w3c-hr-time-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/1b119c02-54eb-4ec2-abc5-5975019f0c11

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Tiancheng "Timothy" Gu and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jsdom/w3c-hr-time/blob/v1.0.2/LICENSE.md

2757. Library: w3c-xmlserializer-1.1.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/fe67d25f-4a18d-4b42-ad2d-2a785b0ea438

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

2758. Library: w3c-xmlserializer-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/cadb451-c9a-4a14-b28f-1b9c58056eaf

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
2759. Library: **walker-1.0.7.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/1a98426e-3e81-4b78-9e39-83fc90e33a74

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Naitik Shah
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/1a98426e-3e81-4b78-9e39-83fc90e33a74

2760. Library: **wasm-edit-1.9.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Lite unit
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/d7c452c1-2d6c-46ea-85d9-3ed063dc5760

**License Text Under Appendix**

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Sven Sauleau <sven@sauleau.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/d7c452c1-2d6c-46ea-85d9-3ed063dc5760

2761. Library: **wasm-gen-1.9.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
Lite unit
Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/aba41164-9058-4d57-9d0f-6ee53a9d790d

**License Text Under Appendix**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Sven Sauleau <sven@sauleau.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app(reader/resource/content/asString/aba41164-9058-4d57-9d0f-6ee53a9d790d
2762. Library: **wasm-opt-1.9.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Lite unit
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3f4b3b8c-5f14-46e1-9007-3edf233f774f

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Sven Sauleau <sven@sauleau.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3f4b3b8c-5f14-46e1-9007-3edf233f774f

2763. Library: **wasm-parser-1.9.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Lite unit
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e31bc254-dcbf-4d4d-910c-9dfdf522fde

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Sven Sauleau <sven@sauleau.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e31bc254-dcbf-4d4d-910c-9dfdf522fde

2764. Library: **wast-parser-1.9.0.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Lite unit
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/59c2b6b5-289d-459d-975b-a91c8dfb7478

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Sven Sauleau <sven@sauleau.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/59c2b6b5-289d-459d-975b-a91c8dfb7478
2765. Library: wast-printer-1.9.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c757d37f-32ae-45df-9190-8458d62dcad3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Sven Sauleau <sven@sauleau.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c757d37f-32ae-45df-9190-8458d62dcad3

2766. Library: watch-1.0.4.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/295ec676-d906-4bb0-bba0-8683cde06c5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Mikeal Rogers
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/mikeal/watch

2767. Library: watchify-3.11.1.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b5a86464-5122-4ae8-a83b-7e5c31a46157

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established

2768. Library: watchpack-0.2.9.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/0e353732-2365-493e-8a14-3b7dafc13ce7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/watchpack

2769. Library: watchpack-1.6.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/c152288e-e24e-4d91-8f96-a0a88946d4f9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/watchpack/blob/v1.6.1/LICENSE

2770. Library: watchpack-1.7.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/af9ec2dc-f9ca-4743-9042-19a617b38cc3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/af9ec2dc-f9ca-4743-9042-19a617b38cc3

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/watchpack/blob/v1.7.5/LICENSE

2771. Library: watchpack-chokidar2-2.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7be4b472-d2d9-461e-a65f-496d1774538e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/watchpack/blob/v2.0.1/LICENSE

2772. Library: wbuf-1.7.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bc43cf87-346a-42c5-b11a-80ed9c47965d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

2773. Library: wcwidth-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/e905e460-9e7d-46dd-b56f-05216b614b00

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012 by Jun Woong
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/timoxley/wcwidth/blob/1.0.1/LICENSE

2774. Library: webidl-conversions-4.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fa18b5e7-8ec6-4b47-aa3b-8a172fac3d3d

License Text Under Appendix
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b97e6752-473f-48da-8b26-c1673a7673c7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b97e6752-473f-48da-8b26-c1673a7673c7

2779. Library: webpack-4.42.1.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1e6eb144-7b1a-442a-8ef7-8d9dcefa0e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/webpack/blob/v4.42.1/LICENSE

2780. Library: webpack-4.44.2.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9e44d3db-c0b5-4a0d-846b-1e456096ce7f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9e44d3db-c0b5-4a0d-846b-1e456096ce7f

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/webpack/blob/v4.44.2/LICENSE

2781. Library: webpack-5.4.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/5f592f3f-47c2-4725-a0a7-eb738b8343d2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Smooth Code
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/5f592f3f-47c2-4725-a0a7-eb738b8343d2

2782. Library: webpack-cli-3.3.11.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/a1a389d3-2a86-42d3-bc38-891b7a064beb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/webpack-cli/blob/v3.3.11/LICENSE

2783. Library: webpack-cli-3.3.12.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/13cb48cd-b826-4b73-9be4-10cf4e240369

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/13cb48cd-b826-4b73-9be4-10cf4e240369

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/webpack-cli/blob/v3.3.12/LICENSE

2784. Library: webpack-core-0.6.9.tgz Product: Taboola Video
2785. Library: webpack-dev-middleware-3.7.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/11dd15af-e7a5-4e8c-a84f-24f36e62527c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2013 Tobias Koppers
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/core/blob/v0.6.9/README.md

2786. Library: webpack-dev-middleware-3.7.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/34537d54-6273-4e49-8cdd-a0170e1bc84e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/webpack-dev-middleware/blob/v3.7.2/LICENSE

2787. Library: webpack-dev-server-3.11.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/881e0586-56f4-4a00-a753-9961efc6b82e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/881e0586-56f4-4a00-a753-9961efc6b82e
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/70876164-3be6-4126-8935-1ebc008995a7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/70876164-3be6-4126-8935-1ebc008995a7

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack/webpack-dev-server/blob/v3.11.0/LICENSE

2788. Library: webpack-log-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/7ddec4c5-dc3c-43f4-a168-19e3592b6724

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 webpack-contrib
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/webpack-contrib/webpack-log/blob/v2.0.0/LICENSE

2789. Library: webpack-manifest-plugin-2.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f0eacc8c-9586-4604-abc2-b6f5eef23e86

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Dane Thurber <dane.thurber@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/danethurber/webpack-manifest-plugin/blob/v2.2.0/license

2790. Library: webpack-s3-plugin-1.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a3cc518b-38ce-4116-bb19-d20777918c18

2794. Library: websocket-driver-0.6.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/48282ef6-f416-40f0-876b-c2a7c320d821

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2016 James Coglan
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/faye/websocket-driver-node/blob/0.6.5/README.md

2795. Library: websocket-extensions-0.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/077391c1-9c94-4178-8082-73cc85345115

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

--------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2020 James Coglan
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/077391c1-9c94-4178-8082-73cc85345115

--------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2020 James Coglan
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/faye/websocket-extensions-node/blob/0.1.4/LICENSE.md

2796. Library: websocket-stream-5.5.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Licenses
Licensed under BSD 2
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6262df13-23f8-4009-8b9d-2239ddce47f3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Max Ogden
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6262df13-23f8-4009-8b9d-2239ddce47f3

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0b3b28e9-077e-4ce0-a0a7-aa07ed71c5e3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2018 Domenic Denicola <d@domenic.me>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0b3b28e9-077e-4ce0-a0a7-aa07ed71c5e3

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/75a11542-1b93-4489-9d46-6a46d6cd84b2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 GitHub, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/75a11542-1b93-4489-9d46-6a46d6cd84b2

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 GitHub, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/github/fetch/blob/v3.5.0/LICENSE

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/75a11542-1b93-4489-9d46-6a46d6cd84b2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 GitHub, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/75a11542-1b93-4489-9d46-6a46d6cd84b2

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2016 GitHub, Inc
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/github/fetch/blob/v3.5.0/LICENSE
Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource.content/asString/1155b39e-f7ec-4c2e-8a6a-18662ab51262

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017-2018 Domenic Denicola <d@domenic.me>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jsdom/whatwg-mimetype/blob/v2.3.0/LICENSE.txt

2800. Library: whatwg-url-6.5.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource.content/asString/e1e9de73-3cf0-4fe7-9e70-461be09791fb

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2016 Sebastian Mayr
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jsdom/whatwg-url/blob/v6.5.0/LICENSE.txt

2801. Library: whatwg-url-7.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource.content/asString/f9f022f6-f020-4c85-b980-446586aabd79

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015-2016 Sebastian Mayr
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/jsdom/whatwg-url/blob/v7.1.0/LICENSE.txt

2802. Library: whatwg-url-8.4.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/50b9581a-e057-470d-a478-0b6c3cbeff14d

2806. Library: which-2.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5746197-44cc-4e55-8710-a3cb45ea9021

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5746197-44cc-4e55-8710-a3cb45ea9021

2807. Library: which-boxed-primitive-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5a3e727f-45be-46b5-b08b-e52b1da9292

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2019 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/5a3e727f-45be-46b5-b08b-e52b1da9292

2808. Library: which-collection-1.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/78ba34f2-0385-4f2-adbb-545529fd008fe

License Text Under Appendix
2809. Library: which-module-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/nexdrew/which-module/blob/v1.0.0/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1280ab85-78a0-496e-8167-e0ce18c81e07

2810. Library: which-module-2.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/nexdrew/which-module/blob/v2.0.0/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1280ab85-78a0-496e-8167-e0ce18c81e07

2811. Library: which-pm-runs-1.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0e855d52-58e8-4eeb-b67b-4d4f4cf1125

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
2812. Library: **which-typed-array-1.1.4.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**

Units

**Licenses**

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/7f24072d-bc7c-4fc3-b70b-4e381b1d8865

[License Text Under Appendix](https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/7f24072d-bc7c-4fc3-b70b-4e381b1d8865)

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Jordan Harband
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/7f24072d-bc7c-4fc3-b70b-4e381b1d8865

2813. Library: **wide-align-1.1.2.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**

Player

**Licenses**

Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/iarna/wide-align/blob/v1.1.2/package.json

[License Text Under Appendix](https://github.com/iarna/wide-align/blob/v1.1.2/package.json)

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Rebecca Turner <me@becca.org>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/iarna/wide-align/blob/v1.1.2/LICENSE

2814. Library: **wide-align-1.1.3.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**

Player

Lite unit

Units

Video for performance

**Licenses**

Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/iarna/wide-align/blob/v1.1.3/package.json

[License Text Under Appendix](https://github.com/iarna/wide-align/blob/v1.1.3/package.json)

**Copyrights**

Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Rebecca Turner <me@becca.org>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/e7cfa02c-d5ea-44ff-a6c1-40aaa2c91a4a
2815. **Library: widest-line-2.0.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/190d5b0e-e8b3-4eb2-b266-a2f16e44a739

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/widest-line/blob/v2.0.0/license

2816. **Library: widest-line-3.1.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2d936920-bb3a-4a83-b9f4-007a6d80a26d

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/widest-line/blob/v3.1.0/license

2817. **Library: window-4.2.6.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c68e1d56-7b42-4021-96da-362092d0bf59

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Luke Childs
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c68e1d56-7b42-4021-96da-362092d0bf59

2818. **Library: window-size-0.1.0.tgz** Product: Taboola Video

Projects
2819. Library: **winston-0.8.3.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects

Units

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/0be753a7-6cbe-4fed-b180-8e24ec7247a2

License Text Under Appendix

2820. Library: **word-wrap-1.2.3.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects

Units

Video for performance

Licenses

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/fc2b8c06-e912-49a8-a28b-744512536815

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/0be753a7-6cbe-4fed-b180-8e24ec7247a2

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 Charlie Robbins
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/fe2b8c06-e912-49a8-a28b-744512536815

Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014-2017 Jon Schlinkert
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/fc2b8c06-e912-49a8-a28b-744512536815

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 "Jon Schlinkert" (https://github.com/jonschlinkert)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app-reader/resource/content/asString/8edd6509-b4ab-484a-8440-92c4d882d73e
2821. Library: wordwrap-0.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT X11
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/wordwrap/v/0.0.2

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Unspecified Copyright
Reviewed by the WhiteSource Research Team
LibraryCopyrights could not be established

2822. Library: workbox-background-sync-5.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2851ae43-f532-46a1-b0ff-957d807af932

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Google LLC
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/2851ae43-f532-46a1-b0ff-957d807af932

2823. Library: workbox-broadcast-update-5.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/58e78124-3b29-4b50-803d-49d03302af56

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Google LLC
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/58e78124-3b29-4b50-803d-49d03302af56

2824. Library: workbox-build-5.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/6a33c7ed-382b-4103-bcf4-99ef3c79e18

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Google LLC
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/6a33c7ed-382b-4103-bcf4-99ef3c79e18

2825. Library: workbox-cacheable-response-5.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/d3fe6565-8ddd-456c-8124-0c184f2f2fc3

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Google LLC
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/d3fe6565-8ddd-456c-8124-0c184f2f2fc3

2826. Library: workbox-core-5.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/2de0e6d0-39c4-430c-b497-b279c271a97a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Google LLC
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/2de0e6d0-39c4-430c-b497-b279c271a97a

2827. Library: workbox-expiration-5.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/appreader/resource/content/asString/416f4606-46d3-4a58-bd58-6cd75aa26c18
2831. Library: workbox-range-requests-5.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/17a0606d-25e5-461a-848c-44426d34ab8c

License Text Under Appendix

2832. Library: workbox-routing-5.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8c524b66-0c7a-4022-b616-d276d9812a87

License Text Under Appendix

2833. Library: workbox-strategies-5.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ec20d8e0-f154-4528-9110-e9ebf40739e8

License Text Under Appendix
2834. Library: workbox-streams-5.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/483ff1ab-a8a4-4f1d-b47a-2591ef337023

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Google LLC
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/483ff1ab-a8a4-4f1d-b47a-2591ef337023

2835. Library: workbox-sw-5.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/3f6edb5d-9b98-493e-ba65-ac675ae1d40c

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Google LLC
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/3f6edb5d-9b98-493e-ba65-ac675ae1d40c

2836. Library: workbox-webpack-plugin-5.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/3284001d-e640-407a-977f-0a3af996d6c7

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Google LLC
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/3284001d-e640-407a-977f-0a3af996d6c7

2837. Library: workbox-window-5.1.4.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app.reader/resource/content/asString/3284001d-e640-407a-977f-0a3af996d6c7
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/rvagg/node-worker-farm/blob/v1.7.0/README.md

Copyright 2 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 LevelUP contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/rvagg/node-worker-farm/blob/v1.7.0/LICENSE.md

Copyright 3 out of 3

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Rod Vagg "@rvagg" (https://twitter.com/rvagg) and licensed under the MIT license
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/58ba7e1d-c1a5-4668-92c2-b94cae1f906b

2840. Library: worker-rpc-0.1.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/faa5db2f-d162-4178-9b26-4bd07ce71819

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Christian Speckner <cnspeckn@googlemail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/faa5db2f-d162-4178-9b26-4bd07ce71819

2841. Library: wrap-ansi-2.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8cf6a864-c172-46be-89ec-3be0be80188e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chalk/wrap-ansi/blob/v2.1.0/license

2842. Library: wrap-ansi-5.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d1d92b8a-6143-48df-b3bd-74d3731ff3ec

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/chalk/wrap-ansi/blob/v6.2.0/license

2843. Library: wrap-ansi-6.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/chalk/wrap-ansi/blob/v6.2.0/license

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/9ef53b13-048d-4372-902c-f84b0061fa1d

2844. Library: wrap-ansi-7.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dbb81d3e-5d81-42ae-a8e8-c29a416b35c3

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/dbb81d3e-5d81-42ae-a8e8-c29a416b35c3

2845. Library: wrappy-1.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/b081f389-6660-4bc5-ab57-84d843f055

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d1d92b8a-6143-48df-b3bd-74d3731ff3ec
2846. Library: write-file-atomic-2.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/write-file-atomic

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Rebecca Turner
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1e558a6b-ded4-490f-ad9b-3ed0c583a0f2

2847. Library: write-file-atomic-2.4.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://www.npmjs.com/package/write-file-atomic

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Rebecca Turner
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4ae0dc97-b740-44b4-912d-9b4a10a74a3b

2848. Library: write-file-atomic-3.0.3.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/write-file-atomic/blob/v3.0.3/package.json

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Rebecca Turner
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/npm/write-file-atomic/blob/v3.0.3/LICENSE

2849. Library: ws-3.3.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video
2850. Library: `ws-3.3.3.tgz` Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Units

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1e92f92d-6473-434f-897b-0126e6822be8

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Einar Otto Stangvik <inaros@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/websockets/ws/blob/3.3.3/LICENSE

2851. Library: `ws-5.2.2.tgz` Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4b45ea85-986d-44f5-b2ce-198f00ce4c28

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Einar Otto Stangvik <inaros@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/websockets/ws/blob/5.2.2/LICENSE

2852. Library: `ws-6.2.1.tgz` Product: **Taboola Video**

**Projects**
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4b45ea85-986d-44f5-b2ce-198f00ce4c28

License Text Under Appendix

**Copyrights**
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Einar Otto Stangvik <inaros@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/websockets/ws/blob/6.2.1/LICENSE
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/cff26d7b-b17e-4f61-9d57-cb4f7a17e734

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Einar Otto Stangvik <inaros@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/websockets/ws/blob/6.2.1/LICENSE

2853. Library: ws-7.4.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/27435148-3c15-4af8-bb23-3c3dc6fd4bf

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Einar Otto Stangvik <inaros@gmail.com>
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/27435148-3c15-4af8-bb23-3c3dc6fd4bf

Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyright 1 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2011 Einar Otto Stangvik <inaros@gmail.com>
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/websockets/ws/blob/7.4.2/LICENSE

2854. Library: xdg-basedir-3.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/950e0869-e34f-4091-ac74-3ab75b2d1c42

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/sindresorhus/xdg-basedir/blob/v3.0.0/license

2855. Library: xdg-basedir-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/90fd676-75a3-42c1-930f-cf57919ddd5b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/90fd676-75a3-42c1-930f-cf57919ddd5b

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a5e7f991-1a40-4f7f-8d10-667d8439f6c9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
(*) The copyright for this library is unknown

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/0c0d5b3f-51d6-44bd-bc14-87c249a2456b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2011 2012, 2013
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/Leonidas-from-XIV/node-xml2js/blob/0.4.19/LICENSE

Projects
Lite unit
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/3ae6c5d1-5852-4471-9767-dbe77e67ee82

License Text Under Appendix
Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2013 Ozgur Ozcitak
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/oozcitak/xmlbuilder-js/blob/v9.0.7/LICENSE

2859. Library: xmlchars-2.2.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4dce133e-5480-473f-970e-1b30471ce5e8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Louis-Dominique Dublou and contributors to xmlchars
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/lddubeau/xmlchars/blob/v2.2.0/LICENSE

2860. Library: xmlcreate-2.0.3.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under Apache 2.0
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4d68f671-7117-4eb6-bacd-c5b9169b6e46

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016-2020 Michael Kourlas
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/michaekourlas/node-xmlcreate/blob/v2.0.3/NOTICE.md

2861. Library: xregexp-2.0.0.tgz  Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/a5de0bb2-cd95-4c0e-97b3-ea06b63785b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyright 1 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2007-2012 Steven Levithan <http://xregexp.com/>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/report/resource/content/asString/a5de0bb2-cd95-4c0e-97b3-cca06b63785b

Copyright 2 out of 2
Copyrighted under Copyright 2007-2012 by "Steven LeVithan" (http://stevenlevithan.com/)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/report/resource/content/asString/6fa2cc27-6646-4351-ba0d-189957ba76df

2862. Library: xtend-4.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/report/resource/content/asString/6b2503a9-c3d2-4275-99cd-3065d370bb3e

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2014 Raynos
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/Raynos/xtend/blob/a1c126f81c47f92bab2e29c7f0f148b54299fd3/LICENSE

2863. Library: xtend-4.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/report/resource/content/asString/8d8cae6a-7f42-4f26-aecb-23d0ec6d0dc9

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2012-2014 Raynos
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/y18n/blob/v3.2.1/README.md

2864. Library: y18n-3.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/y18n/blob/v3.2.1/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/y18n/blob/v3.2.1/LICENSE

2865. Library: y18n-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f2675a82-a3a2-4fe0-b601-bb28d41812ca

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/y18n/blob/v4.0.0/LICENSE

2866. Library: y18n-4.0.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/41f42195-6ded-4de6-a36b-581c0b328f

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4ee42b6b-7183-416b-b9b2-4830574f6

2867. Library: y18n-5.0.5.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/y18n/blob/v5.0.5-deno/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2015 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/ffef68d9-aca6-41ff-80d5-cdafa4228b1a
2868. Library: **yallist-2.1.2.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/8a242719-8527-464a-a0f9-3ccaf0d0f170b

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/yallist/blob/v2.1.2/LICENSE

2869. Library: **yallist-3.0.3.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/268056d7-bd5d-46d0-bdd0-bfe5257639ec

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/yallist/blob/v3.0.3/LICENSE

2870. Library: **yallist-3.1.1.tgz** Product: **Taboola Video**

Projects
Lite unit
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4e19eaa0-6676-4322-8d7c-4993177471d5

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/yallist/blob/v3.1.1/LICENSE
2871. Library: yallist-4.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Units
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/d9d25e7f-2d32-4329-9766-b60583481844

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Isaac Z
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/isaacs/yallist/blob/v4.0.0/LICENSE

2872. Library: yaml-1.10.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/eemeli/yaml/blob/v1.10.0/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyright 1 out of 2
-----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Eemeli Aro <eemeli@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/4de43a40-0ace-1-46d7-9d23-a232b27e868a

Copyright 2 out of 2
-----------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2018 Eemeli Aro <eemeli@gmail.com>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/eemeli/yaml/blob/v1.10.0/LICENSE

2873. Library: yargs-11.0.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/93e482df-3e60-420f-9ce1-cad56bf4559

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/aede03cf-b811-4d55-9764-4d69bede69cd

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6ccb9276-4294-4153-8a62-35699d7ed8df

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/aede03cf-b811-4d55-9764-4d69bede69cd

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Contributors (ben@npmjs.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/yargs/blob/v13.2.4/LICENSE

Projects
Lite unit

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/aede03cf-b811-4d55-9764-4d69bede69cd

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Contributors (ben@npmjs.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/yargs/blob/v13.2.4/LICENSE
Taboola Video Attribution-report.html

Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/fb785aef-bbf9-4134-8407-733c1ae58153

License Text Under Appendix

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/37db1852-b6a7-460a-b663-720b1ee86633

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010 James Halliday (mail@substack.net)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f5aabc57-5018-4cbf-86bd-49395e682615

Copyright 2 out of 2

Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Contributors (ben@npmjs.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/f5aabc57-5018-4cbf-86bd-49395e682615


Projects

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bd00b1d4-6a3f-4385-b3dd-ebeaab66ba295

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/37db1852-b6a7-460a-b663-720b1ee86633

2878. Library: yargs-15.4.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/37db1852-b6a7-460a-b663-720b1ee86633

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2010-2014 Contributors (ben@npmjs.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/bd00b1d4-6a3f-4385-b3dd-ebeaab66ba295

2879. Library: yargs-16.2.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects

Units
2882. **Library:** yargs-parser-13.1.2.tgz  **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Lite unit
- Units
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
- Licensed under ISC
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/7984b8f3-c9b6-4137-bea8-41dad00c9c31

**Copyrights**
- Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Contributors
- Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/bb3d3d9d-208d-b828-f6122e9f8e17

License Text Under Appendix

2883. **Library:** yargs-parser-18.1.3.tgz  **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
- Licensed under ISC
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/60ef7be-01a0-bb8e8c5ec6816ee74de

**Copyrights**
- Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Contributors
- Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/0a71b38b-6d6a-49d8-ad67-feae4f169b2

License Text Under Appendix

2884. **Library:** yargs-parser-20.2.0.tgz  **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
- Video for performance

**Licenses**
- Licensed under MIT
- License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/a7b2ca76-5184-4f8b-85a0-2d16b4f5394f

**Copyrights**
- Copyrighted under Copyright Microsoft Corporation
- Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app reader/resource/content/asString/a7b2ca76-5184-4f8b-85a0-2d16b4f5394f

License Text Under Appendix

2885. **Library:** yargs-parser-20.2.4.tgz  **Product:** Taboola Video

**Projects**
Units

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/6537cc5a-14a5-40f3-8cb3-f5467b2656e8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

--------------------
Copyright 1 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/1f299a64-38c7-4111-b2ea-7c548a1a253a

--------------------
Copyright 2 out of 2
--------------------
Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/yargs-parser/blob/v20.2.4-deno/LICENSE.txt

2886. Library: yargs-parser-4.2.1.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/yargs-parser/blob/v4.2.1/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/yargs-parser/blob/v4.2.1/LICENSE.txt

2887. Library: yargs-parser-9.0.2.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player

Licenses
Licensed under ISC
License terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/yargs-parser/blob/v9.0.2/README.md

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights

Copyrighted under Copyright 2016 Contributors
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/yargs-parser/blob/v9.0.2/LICENSE.txt

2888. Library: yargs-unparser-1.6.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Units
Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/96a83f71-17d6-4ab3-8152-ccfbb4fe2fc8

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2017 Made With MOXY Lda <hello@moxy.studio>
Copyright terms can be found at: https://github.com/yargs/yargs-unparser/blob/v1.6.0/LICENSE

2889. Library: yauzl-2.10.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c0417046-ee04-4d7d-9e52-15cf55c9017a

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright 2014 Josh Wolfe
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/c0417046-ee04-4d7d-9e52-15cf55c9017a

2890. Library: yocto-queue-0.1.0.tgz Product: Taboola Video

Projects
Player
Video for performance

Licenses
Licensed under MIT
License terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/545dd8de-2453-4f55-ae12-811a26f8da82

License Text Under Appendix

Copyrights
Copyrighted under Copyright Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (https://sindresorhus.com)
Copyright terms can be found at: https://index.whitesourcesoftware.com/gri/app/reader/resource/content/asString/545dd8de-2453-4f55-ae12-811a26f8da82

APPENDIX

License Details

1. AST
License Text:
SOURCE CODE AGREEMENT
Version 1.2D
PLEASE READ THIS AGREEMENT CAREFULLY. By accessing and using the Source Code, you accept this Agreement in its entirety and agree to only use the Source Code in accordance with the following terms and conditions. If you do not wish to be bound by these terms and conditions, do not access or use the Source Code.

YOUR REPRESENTATIONS
You represent and warrant that:
- If you are an entity, or an individual other than the person accepting this Agreement, the person accepting this Agreement on your behalf is your legally authorized representative, duly authorized to accept agreements of this type on your behalf and obligate you to comply with its provisions;
- You have read and fully understand this Agreement in its entirety;
- Your Build Materials are either original or do not include any Software obtained under a license that conflicts with the obligations contained in this Agreement;
- To the best of your knowledge, your Build Materials do not infringe or misappropriate the rights of any person or entity; and,
- You will regularly monitor the Website for any notices.

DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION
For purposes of this Agreement, certain terms have been defined below and elsewhere in this Agreement to encompass meanings that may differ from, or be in addition to, the normal connotation of the defined word.

"Additional Code" means Software in source code form which does not contain any of the Source Code, or derivative work (such term having the same meaning in this Agreement as under U.S. Copyright Law) of the Source Code.

"AT&T Patent Claims" means those claims of patents (i) owned by AT&T and (ii) licensable without restriction or obligation, which, absent a license, are necessarily and unavoidably infringed by the use of the functionality of the Source Code.

"Build Materials" means, with reference to a Derived Product, the Patch and Additional Code, if any, used in the preparation of such Derived Product, together with written instructions that describe, in reasonable detail, such preparation.

"Capsule" means a computer file containing the exact same contents as a computer file downloaded from the Website.

"Derived Product" means a Software Product which is a derivative work of the Source Code.

"IPR" means all rights protectable under intellectual property law anywhere throughout the world, including rights protectable under patent, copyright and trade secret laws, but not trademark rights.

"Patch" means Software for changing all or any portion of the Source Code.

"Proprietary Notice" means the following statement:
"This product contains certain software code or other information ("AT&T Software") proprietary to AT&T Corp. ("AT&T"). The AT&T Software is provided to you "AS IS". YOU ASSUME TOTAL RESPONSIBILITY AND RISK FOR USE OF THE AT&T SOFTWARE. AT&T DOES NOT MAKE, AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS, ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, WARRANTIES OF TITLE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT OF ANY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS, ANY WARRANTIES ARISING BY USAGE OF TRADE, COURSE OF DEALING OR COURSE OF PERFORMANCE, OR ANY WARRANTY THAT THE AT&T SOFTWARE IS "ERROR FREE" OR WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

Unless you accept a license to use the AT&T Software, you shall not reverse compile, disassemble or otherwise reverse engineer this product to ascertain the source code for any AT&T Software.

© AT&T Corp. All rights reserved. AT&T is a registered trademark of AT&T Corp."

"Software" means, as the context may require, source or object code instructions for controlling the operation of a central processing unit or computer, and computer files containing data or text.

"Software Product" means a collection of computer files containing Software in object code form only, which, taken together, reasonably comprise a product, regardless of whether such product is intended for internal use or commercial exploitation. A single computer file can comprise a Software Product.

"Source Code" means the Software contained in compressed form in the Capsule.

"Website" means the Internet website having the URL http://www.research.att.com/sw/download/. AT&T may change the content or URL of the Website, or remove it from the Internet altogether.

By way of clarification only, the terms Capsule, Proprietary Notice and Source Code when used in this Agreement shall mean the materials and information defined by such terms without any change, enhancement, amendment, alteration or modification (collectively, "change").

GRANT OF RIGHTS
Subject to third party intellectual property claims, if any, and the terms and conditions of this Agreement, AT&T grants to you under:
- the AT&T Patent Claims and AT&T's copyright rights in the Source Code, a non-exclusive, fully-paid up license to:
  - Reproduce and distribute the Capsule;
  - Display, perform, use, and compile the Source Code and execute the resultant binary Software on a computer;
  - Prepare a Derived Product solely by compiling Additional Code, if any, together with the code resulting from operating a Patch on the Source Code; and,
  - Execute on a computer and distribute to others Derived Products, except that, with respect to the AT&T Patent Claims, the license rights granted in clauses (iii) and (iv) above shall only extend, and be limited, to that portion of a Derived Product which is Software compiled from some portion of the Source Code; and,
- AT&T's copyright rights in the Source Code, a non-exclusive, fully-paid up license to prepare and distribute Patches for the Source Code.

Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, you may create a hyperlink between an Internet website owned and controlled by you and the Website, which hyperlink describes in a fair and good faith manner how the Capsule and Source Code may be obtained, provided that, you do not frame the Website or otherwise give the false impression that AT&T is somehow associated with, or otherwise endorses or sponsors your website. Any goodwill associated with such hyperlink shall inure to the sole benefit of AT&T. Other than the creation of such hyperlink, nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as conferring upon you any right to use any reference to AT&T, its trade names, trademarks, service marks or any other indicia of origin owned by AT&T, or to indicate that your products or services are in any way sponsored, approved or endorsed by, or affiliated with, AT&T.

Except as expressly set forth in Section 3.1 above, no other rights or Licenses under any of AT&T's IPR are granted or, by implication, estopped or otherwise, conferred. By way of example only, no rights or Licenses under any of AT&T's patents are granted or, by implication, estopped or otherwise, conferred with respect to any portion of a Derived Product which is Software compiled from some portion, without change, of the Source Code.

YOUR OBLIGATIONS
If you distribute Build Materials (including if you are required to do so pursuant to this Agreement), you shall ensure that the recipient enters into and duly accepts an agreement with you which includes the minimum terms set forth in Appendix A (completed to indicate you as the LICENSOR) and no other provisions which, in AT&T's opinion, conflict with your obligations under, or the intent of, this Agreement. The agreement required under this Section 4.1 may be in electronic form and may be distributed with the Build Materials in a form such that the recipient accepts the agreement by using or installing the Build Materials. If any Additional Code contained in your Build Materials includes Software obtained under license, the agreement shall also include complete details concerning the license and any restrictions or obligations associated with such Software.

If you prepare a Patch which you distribute to anyone else you shall:
- Contact AT&T, as may be provided on the Website or in a text file included with the Source Code, and describe for AT&T such Patch and provide AT&T with a copy of such Patch as directed by AT&T; or,
- Include with your Build Materials a copy of such Patch as directed by AT&T; or,
Where you make your Patch generally available on your Internet website, you shall provide AT&T with the URL of your website and hereby grant to AT&T a non-exclusive, fully-paid up right to create a hyperlink between your website and a page associated with the Website.

If you prepare a Derived Product, such product shall conspicuously display to users, and any corresponding documentation and license agreement shall include as a provision, the Proprietary Notice.

YOUR GRANT OF RIGHTS TO AT&T

You grant to AT&T under any IPR owned or licensable by you which in any way relates to your Patches, a non-exclusive, perpetual, worldwide, fully paid-up, unrestricted, irrevocable license, along with the right to sublicense others, to (a) make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell and import any products, services or any combination of products or services, and (b) reproduce, distribute, prepare derivative works based on, perform, display and transmit your Patches in any media whether now known or in the future developed.

AS IS CLAUSE / LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

The Source Code and Capsule are provided to you "AS IS". YOU ASSUME TOTAL RESPONSIBILITY AND RISK FOR YOUR USE OF THEM INCLUDING THE RISK OF ANY DEFECTS OR INACCURACIES THEREIN. AT&T DOES NOT MAKE, AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS, ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, WARRANTIES OF TITLE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT OF ANY IPR OR TRADEMARK RIGHTS, ANY WARRANTIES ARISING BY USAGE OF TRADE, COURSE OF DEALING OR COURSE OF PERFORMANCE, OR ANY WARRANTY THAT THE SOURCE CODE OR CAPSULE ARE "ERROR FREE" OR WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL AT&T BE LIABLE FOR (a) ANY INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, OR INDIRECT DAMAGES (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF PROGRAMS OR INFORMATION, AND THE LIKE) ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THE SOURCE CODE OR CAPSULE, EVEN IF AT&T OR ANY OF ITS AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES, (b) ANY CLAIM ATTRIBUTABLE TO ERRORS, OMISSIONS, OR OTHER INACCURACIES IN THE SOURCE CODE OR CAPSULE, OR (c) ANY CLAIM BY ANY THIRD PARTY, BECAUSE SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. IN THE EVENT THAT APPLICABLE LAW DOES NOT ALLOW THE COMPLETE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY OF CLAIMS AND DAMAGES AS SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AT&T’S LIABILITY IS LIMITED TO THE GREATEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW.

INDEMNIFICATION

You shall indemnify and hold harmless AT&T, its affiliates and authorized representatives against any claims, suits or proceedings asserted or commenced by any third party and arising out of, or relating to, your use of the Source Code. This obligation shall include indemnifying against all damages, losses, costs and expenses (including attorneys’ fees) incurred by AT&T, its affiliates and authorized representatives as a result of any such claims, suits or proceedings, including any costs or expenses incurred in defending against any such claims, suits, or proceedings.

GENERAL

You shall not assert against AT&T, its affiliates or authorized representatives any claim for infringement or misappropriation of any IPR or trademark rights in any way relating to the Source Code, including any such claims relating to any Patches.

In the event that any provision of this Agreement is deemed illegal or unenforceable, AT&T may, but is not obligated to, post on the Website a new version of this Agreement which, in AT&T’s opinion, reasonably preserves the intent of this Agreement.

Your rights and license (but not any of your obligations) under this Agreement shall terminate automatically in the event that (a) notice of a non-frivolous claim by a third party relating to the Source Code or Capsule is posted on the Website, (b) you have knowledge of any such claim, (c) any of your representations or warranties in Article 1.0 or Section 8.4 are false or inaccurate, (d) you exceed the rights and license granted to you or (e) you fail to fully comply with any provision of this Agreement. Nothing in this provision shall be construed to restrict you, at your option and subject to applicable law, from replacing the portion of the Source Code that is the subject of a claim by a third party with non-infringing code or from independently negotiating for necessary rights from the third party.

You acknowledge that the Source Code and Capsule may be subject to U.S. export laws and regulations, and, accordingly, you hereby assure AT&T that you will not, directly or indirectly, violate any applicable U.S. laws and regulations.

Without limiting any of AT&T’s rights under this Agreement or at law or in equity, or otherwise expanding the scope of the license and rights granted hereunder, if you fail to perform any of your obligations under this Agreement with respect to any of your Patches or Derived Products, or if you do any act which exceeds the scope of the license and rights granted herein, then such Patches, Derived Products and acts are not licensed or otherwise authorized under this Agreement and such failure shall also be deemed a breach of this Agreement. In addition to all other relief available to it for any breach of your obligations under this Agreement, AT&T shall be entitled to an injunction requiring you to perform such obligations.

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York, USA, without regard to its conflicts of law rules. This Agreement shall be fairly interpreted in accordance with its terms and without any strict construction in favor of or against either AT&T or you. Any suit or proceeding you bring relating to this Agreement shall be brought and prosecuted only in New York, New York, USA.

2. GPL 2.0

License Text:

You may use the Forge project under the terms of either the BSD License or the GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2.

The BSD License is recommended for mostProjects. It is simple and easy to understand and it places almost no restrictions on what you can do with the Forge project.

If the GPL suits your project better you are also free to use Forge under that license.

You don't have to do anything special to choose one license or the other and you don't have to notify anyone which license you are using. You are free to use this project in commercialProjects as long as the copyright header is left intact.

If you are a commercial entity and use this set of libraries in your commercial software then reasonable payment to Digital Bazaar, if you can afford it, is not required but is expected and would be appreciated. If this library saves you time, then it's saving you money. The cost of developing the Forge software was on the order of several hundred hours and tens of thousands of dollars. We are attempting to strike a balance between helping the development community while not being taken advantage of by lucrative commercial entities for our efforts.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of Digital Bazaar, Inc. nor the
  names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products
derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL DIGITAL BAZAAR BE LIABLE FOR ANY
DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INVOKEING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights
that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their Licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
Copyright (c) Rob Landley

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

3. BSD Zero

License Text:
Copyright (C) 2006 by Rob Landley <rob@landley.net>
Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

4. BSD

License Text:
Copyright (c) {{YEAR}}, {{OWNER}}
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of [{the ORGANIZATION nor the names of its contributors}] nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY [{THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS}] "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL [{THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS}] BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES, LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

5. JSON
License Text:
JSON License
Copyright (c) 2002 JSON.org

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

6. Apple 2.0
License Text:
APPLE PUBLIC SOURCE LICENSE
Version 2.0 - August 6, 2003

Please read this License carefully before downloading this software. By downloading or using this software, you are agreeing to be bound by the terms of this License. If you do not or cannot agree to the terms of this License, please do not download or use the software.

Apple Note: In January 2007, Apple changed its corporate name from "Apple Computer, Inc." to "Apple Inc." This change has been reflected below and copyright years updated, but no other changes have been made to the APSL 2.0.

1. General; Definitions. This License applies to any program or other work which Apple Inc. ("Apple") makes publicly available and which contains a notice placed by Apple identifying such program or work as "Original Code" and stating that it is subject to the terms of this Apple Public Source License version 2.0 ("License"). As used in this License:

1.1 "Applicable Patent Rights" mean: (a) in the case where Apple is the grantor of rights, (i) claims of patents that are now or hereafter acquired, owned by or assigned to Apple and (ii) that cover subject matter contained in the Original Code, but only to the extent necessary to use, reproduce and/or distribute the Original Code without infringement; and (b) in the case where You are the grantor of rights, (i) claims of patents that are now or hereafter acquired, owned by or assigned to You and (ii) that cover subject matter in Your Modifications, taken alone or in combination with Original Code.

1.2 "Contributor" means any person or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.3 "Covered Code" means the Original Code, Modifications, the combination of Original Code and any Modifications, and/or any respective portions thereof.

1.4 "Externally Deploy" means: (a) to sublicense, distribute or otherwise make Covered Code available, directly or indirectly, to anyone other than You; and/or (b) to use Covered Code, alone or as part of a Larger Work, in any way to provide a service, including but not limited to delivery of content, through electronic communication with a client other than You.

1.5 "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.6 "Modifications" mean any addition to, deletion from, and/or change to, the substance and/or structure of the Original Code, any previous Modifications, the combination of Original Code and any previous Modifications, and/or any respective portions thereof. When code is released as a series of files, a Modification is: (a) any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file containing Covered Code; and/or (b) any new file or other representation of computer program statements that contains any part of Covered Code.
1.7 "Original Code" means (a) the Source Code of a program or other work as originally made available by Apple under this License, including the Source Code of any updates or upgrades to such programs or works made available by Apple under this License, and that has been expressly identified by Apple as such in the header file(s) of such work; and (b) the object code compiled from such Source Code and originally made available by Apple under this License.

1.8 "Source Code" means the human readable form of a program or other work that is suitable for making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control compilation and installation of an executable (object code).

1.9 "You" or "Your" means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this License. For legal entities, "You" or "Your" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, You, where "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. Permitted Uses; Conditions & Restrictions. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Apple hereby grants You, effective on the date You accept this License and download the Original Code, a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license, to the extent of Apple's Applicable Patent Rights and Copyrights covering the Original Code, to do the following:

2.1 Unmodified Code. You may use, reproduce, display, perform, internally distribute within Your organization, and Externally Deploy verbatim, unmodified copies of the Original Code, for commercial or non-commercial purposes, provided that in each instance:

(a) You must retain and reproduce in all copies of Original Code the copyright and other proprietary notices and disclaimers of Apple as they appear in the Original Code, and keep intact all notices in the Original Code that refer to this License; and

(b) You must include a copy of this License with every copy of Source Code of Covered Code and documentation You distribute or Externally Deploy, and You may not offer or impose any terms on such Source Code that alter or restrict this License or the recipients' rights hereunder, except as permitted under Section 6.

2.2 Modified Code. You may modify Covered Code and use, reproduce, display, perform, internally distribute within Your organization, and Externally Deploy Your Modifications and Covered Code, for commercial or non-commercial purposes, provided that in each instance You also meet all of these conditions:

(a) You must satisfy all the conditions of Section 2.1 with respect to the Source Code of the Covered Code;

(b) You must duplicate, to the extent it does not already exist, the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source Code of all Your Modifications, and cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files and the date of any change; and

(c) If You Externally Deploy Your Modifications, You must make Source Code of all Your Externally Deployed Modifications either available to those to whom You have Externally Deployed Your Modifications, or publicly available. Source Code of Your Externally Deployed Modifications must be released under the terms set forth in this License, including the license grants set forth in Section 3 below, for as long as you Externally Deploy the Covered Code or twelve (12) months from the date of initial Externally Deployment, whichever is longer. You should preferably distribute the Source Code of Your Externally Deployed Modifications electronically (e.g. download from a web site).

2.3 Distribution of Executable Versions. In addition, if You Externally Deploy Covered Code (Original Code and/or Modifications) in object code, executable form only, You must include a prominent notice, in the code itself as well as in related documentation, stating that Source Code of the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License with information on how and where to obtain such Source Code.

2.4 Third Party Rights. You expressly acknowledge and agree that although Apple and each Contributor grants the licenses to their respective portions of the Covered Code set forth herein, no assurances are provided by Apple or any Contributor that the Covered Code does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity. Apple and each Contributor disclaim any liability to You for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, You hereby assume sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow You to distribute the Covered Code, it is Your responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Covered Code.

3. Your Grants. In consideration of, and as a condition to, the licenses granted to You under this License, You hereby grant to any person or entity receiving or distributing Covered Code under this License a non-exclusive, royalty-free, perpetual, irrevocable, license under Your Applicable Patent Rights and other intellectual property rights (other than patent) owned or controlled by You, to use, reproduce, display, perform, modify, sublicense, distribute and Externally Deploy Your Modifications of the same scope and extent as Apple's licenses under Sections 2.1 and 2.2 above.

4. Larger Works. You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In each such instance, You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code or any portion thereof.

5. Limitations on Patent License. Except as expressly stated in Section 2, no other patent rights, express or implied, are granted by Apple herein. Modifications and/or Larger Works may require additional patent licenses from Apple which Apple may grant in its sole discretion.

6. Additional Terms. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations and/or other rights consistent with the scope of the license granted herein ("Additional Terms") to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf and as Your sole responsibility, and not on behalf of Apple or any Contributor. You must obtain the recipient's agreement that any such Additional Terms are offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify, defend and hold Apple and every Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by or claims asserted against Apple or such Contributor by reason of any such Additional Terms.

7. Versions of the License. Apple may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Once Original Code has been published under a particular version of this License, You may continue to use it under the terms of that version. You may also choose to use such Original Code under the terms of any subsequent version of this License published by Apple. No one other than Apple has the right to modify the terms applicable to Covered Code created under this License.

8. NO WARRANTY OR SUPPORT. The Covered Code may contain in whole or in part pre-release, untested, or not fully tested works. The Covered Code may contain errors that could cause failures or loss of data, and may be incomplete or contain inaccuracies. You expressly acknowledge and agree that use of the Covered Code, or any portion thereof, is at Your sole and entire risk. THE COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTY, UPGRADES OR SUPPORT OF ANY KIND AND APPLE AND APPLE'S LICENSOR(S) (COLLECTIVELY REFERRED TO AS "APPLE" FOR THE PURPOSES OF SECTIONS 8 AND 9) AND ALL CONTRIBUTORS EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES AND/OR...
CONSIDERATIONS, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES AND/OR CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY, OF SATISFACTORY QUALITY, OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OF ACCURACY, OF QUIET ENJOYMENT, AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. APPLE AND EACH CONTRIBUTOR DOES NOT WARRANT AGAINST INTERFERENCE WITH YOUR ENJOYMENT OF THE COVERED CODE, THAT THE FUNCTIONS CONTAINED IN THE COVERED CODE WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS, THAT THE OPERATION OF THE COVERED CODE WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR-FREE, OR THAT DEFECTS IN THE COVERED CODE WILL BE CORRECTED. NO ORAL OR WRITTEN INFORMATION OR ADVICE GIVEN BY APPLE, AN APPLE AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OR ANY CONTRIBUTOR SHALL CREATE A WARRANTY. You acknowledge that the Covered Code is not intended for use in the operation of nuclear facilities, aircraft navigation, communication systems, or air traffic control machines in which case the failure of the Covered Code could lead to death, personal injury, or severe physical or environmental damage.

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. TO THE EXTENT NOT PROHIBITED BY LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL APPLE OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS LICENSE OR YOUR USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE COVERED CODE, OR ANY PORTION THEREOF, WHETHER UNDER A THEORY OF CONTRACT, WARRANTY, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), PRODUCTS LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE, EVEN IF APPLE OR SUCH CONTRIBUTOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES AND NOTWITHSTANDING THE FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY REMEDY. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE LIMITATION OF LIABILITY OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. In no event shall Apple's total liability to You for all damages (other than as may be required by applicable law) under this License exceed the amount of fifty dollars ($50.00).

10. Trademarks. This License does not grant any rights to use the trademarks or trade names "Apple", "Mac", "Mac OS", "QuickTime", "QuickTime Streaming Server" or any other trademarks, service marks, logos or other trademarks belonging to Apple (collectively "Apple Marks") or to any trademark, service mark, logo or trade name belonging to any Contributor. You agree not to use any Apple Marks in or as part of the name of products derived from the Original Code or to endorse or promote products derived from the Original Code other than as expressly permitted by and in strict compliance at all times with Apple's third party trademark usage guidelines which are posted at http://www.apple.com/legal/guidelinesfor3rdparties.html.

11. Ownership. Subject to the licenses granted under this License, each Contributor retains all rights, title and interest in and to any Modifications made by such Contributor. Apple retains all rights, title and interest in and to the Original Code and any Modifications made by or on behalf of Apple ("Apple Modifications"), and such Apple Modifications will not be automatically subject to this License. Apple may, at its sole discretion, choose to license such Apple Modifications under this License, or on different terms from those contained in this License or may choose not to license them at all.

12. Termination.

12.1 Termination. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate:

(a) automatically without notice from Apple if You fail to comply with any term(s) of this License and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of such breach;
(b) immediately in the event of the circumstances described in Section 13.5(b); or
(c) automatically without notice from Apple if You, at any time during the term of this License, commence an action for patent infringement against Apple; provided that Apple did not first commence an action for patent infringement against You in that instance.

12.2 Effect of Termination. Upon termination, You agree to immediately stop any further use, reproduction, modification, sublicensing and distribution of the Covered Code. All sublicenses to the Covered Code which have been properly granted prior to termination shall survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their nature, should remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive, including but not limited to Sections 3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.2 and 13. No party will be liable to any other for compensation, indemnity or damages of any sort solely as a result of terminating this License in accordance with its terms, and termination of this License will be without prejudice to any other right or remedy of any party.


13.1 Government End Users. The Covered Code is a "commercial item" as defined in FAR 2.101. Government software and technical data rights in the Covered Code include only those rights customarily provided to the public as defined in this License. This customary commercial license in technical data and software is provided in accordance with FAR 12.211 (Technical Data) and 12.212 (Computer Software) and, for Department of Defense purchases, DFAR 252.227-7015 (Technical Data -- Commercial Items) and 227.7202-3 (Rights in Commercial Computer Software or Computer Software Documentation). Accordingly, all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those rights set forth herein.

13.2 Relationship of Parties. This License will not be construed as creating an agency, partnership, joint venture or any other form of legal association between or among You, Apple or any Contributor, and You will not represent to the contrary, whether expressly, by implication, appearance or otherwise.

13.3 Independent Development. Nothing in this License will impair Apple's right to acquire, license, develop, have others develop for it, market and/or distribute technology or products that perform the same or similar functions as, or otherwise compete with, Modifications, Larger Works, technology or products that You may develop, produce, market or distribute.

13.4 Waiver; Construction. Failure by Apple or any Contributor to enforce any provision of this License will not be deemed a waiver of future enforcement of that or any other provision. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter will not apply to this License.

13.5 Severability. (a) If for any reason a court of competent jurisdiction finds any provision of this License, or portion thereof, to be unenforceable, that provision of the License will be enforced to the maximum extent permissible so as to effect the economic benefits and intent of the parties, and the remainder of this License will continue in full force and effect. (b) Notwithstanding the foregoing, if applicable law prohibits or restricts You from fully and/or specifically complying with Sections 2 and/or 3 or prevents the enforceability of either of those Sections, this License will immediately terminate and You must immediately discontinue any use of the Covered Code and destroy all copies of it that are in your possession or control.

13.6 Dispute Resolution. Any litigation or other dispute resolution between You and Apple relating to this License shall take place in the Northern District of California, and You and Apple hereby consent to the personal jurisdiction of, and venue in, the state and federal courts within that District with respect to this License. The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.

13.7 Entire Agreement; Governing Law. This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof. This License shall be governed by the laws of the United States and the State of California, except that body of California law concerning conflicts of law.

Where You are located in the province of Quebec, Canada, the following clause applies: The parties hereby confirm that they have requested that this License and all related documents be drafted in English. Les parties ont exigé que le présent contrat et tous les documents connexes soient rédigés en anglais.
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EXHIBIT A.

"Portions Copyright (c) 1999-2007 Apple Inc. All Rights Reserved.

This file contains Original Code and/or Modifications of Original Code as defined in and that are subject to the Apple Public Source License Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance with the License. Please obtain a copy of the License at http://www.opensource.apple.com/apsl/ and read it before using this file.

The Original Code and all software distributed under the License are distributed on an 'AS IS' basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AND APPLE HEREBY DISCLAIMS ALL SUCH WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, QUIET ENJOYMENT OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. Please see the License for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the License.

7. CC BY 3.0
License Text:
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported

CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS LICENSE DOES NOT CREATE AN ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES REGARDING THE INFORMATION PROVIDED, AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM ITS USE.

License

THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE COMMONS PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED.

BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. TO THE EXTENT THIS LICENSE MAY BE CONSIDERED TO BE A CONTRACT, THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

1. Definitions

a. "Adaptation" means a work based upon the Work, or upon the Work and other pre-existing works, such as a translation, adaptation, derivative work, arrangement of music or other alterations of a literary or artistic work, or phonogram or performance and includes cinematographic adaptations or any other form in which the Work may be recast, transformed, or adapted including in any form recognizable derived from the original, except that a work that constitutes a Collection will not be considered an Adaptation for the purpose of this License. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical work, performance or phonogram, the synchronization of the Work in timed-relation with a moving image ("synchronizing") will be considered an Adaptation for the purpose of this License.

b. "Collection" means a collection of literary or artistic works, such as encyclopedias and anthologies, or performances, phonograms or broadcasts, or other works or subject matter other than works listed in Section 1(f) below, which, by reason of the selection and arrangement of their contents, constitute intellectual creations, in which the Work is included in its entirety in unmodified form along with one or more other contributions, each constituting separate and independent works in themselves, which together are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collection will not be considered an Adaptation (as defined above) for the purposes of this License.

c. "Distribute" means to make available to the public the original and copies of the Work or Adaptation, as appropriate, through sale or other transfer of ownership.

d. "Licensor" means the individual, individuals, entity or entities that offer(s) the Work under the terms of this License.

e. "Original Author" means, in the case of a literary or artistic work, the individual, individuals, entity or entities who created the Work or if no individual or entity can be identified, the publisher; and in addition (i) in the case of a performance the actors, singers, musicians, dancers, and other persons who act, sing, deliver, declaim, play in, interpret or otherwise perform literary or artistic works or expressions of folklore; (ii) in the case of a phonogram the producer being the person or legal entity who first fixes the sounds of a
performance or other sounds; and, (iii) in the case of broadcasts, the organization that transmits the broadcast.

f. "Work" means the literary and/or artistic work offered under the terms of this License including without limitation any production in the literary, scientific and artistic domain, whatever may be the mode or form of its expression including digital form, such as a book, pamphlet and other writing; a lecture, address, sermon or other work of the same nature; a dramatic or dramatico-musical work; a choreographic work or entertainment in dumb show; a musical composition with or without words; a cinematographic work to which are assimilated works expressed by a process analogous to cinematography; a work of drawing, painting, architecture, sculpture, engraving or lithography; a photographic work to which are assimilated works expressed by a process analogous to photography; a work of applied art; an illustration, map, plan, sketch or three-dimensional work relative to geography, topography, architecture or science; a performance; a broadcast; a phonogram; a compilation of data to the extent it is protected as a copyrightable work; or a work performed by a variety or circus performer to the extent it is not otherwise considered a literary or artistic work.

g. "You" means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has not previously violated the terms of this License with respect to the Work, or who has received express permission from the Licensor to exercise rights under this License despite a previous violation.

h. "Publicly Perform" means to perform public recitations of the Work and to communicate to the public those public recitations, by any means or process, including by wire or wireless means or public digital performances; to make available to the public Works in such a way that members of the public may access these Works from a place and at a place individually chosen by them; to perform the Work to the public by any means or process and the communication to the public of the performances of the Work, including by public digital performance; to broadcast and rebroadcast the Work by any means including signs, sounds or images.

i. "Reproduce" means to make copies of the Work by any means including without limitation by sound or visual recordings and the right of fixation and reproducing fixations of the Work, including storage of a protected performance or phonogram in digital form or other electronic medium.

2. Fair Dealing Rights. Nothing in this License is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any uses free from copyright or rights arising from limitations or exceptions that are provided for in connection with the copyright protection under copyright law or other applicable laws.

3. License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to exercise the rights in the Work as stated below:

a. to Reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collections, and to Reproduce the Work as incorporated in the Collections;

b. to create and Reproduce Adaptations provided that any such Adaptation, including any translation in any medium, takes reasonable steps to clearly label, demarcate or otherwise identify that changes were made to the original Work. For example, a translation could be marked "The original work was translated from English to Spanish," or a modification could indicate "The original work has been modified.");

c. to Distribute and Publicly Perform the Work including as incorporated in Collections; and,

d. to Distribute and Publicly Perform Adaptations.

e. For the avoidance of doubt:

i. Non-waivable Compulsory License Schemes. In those jurisdictions in which the right to collect royalties through any statutory or compulsory licensing scheme cannot be waived, the Licensor reserves the exclusive right to collect such royalties for any exercise by You of the rights granted under this License;

ii. Waivable Compulsory License Schemes. In those jurisdictions in which the right to collect royalties through any statutory or compulsory licensing scheme can be waived, the Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect such royalties for any exercise by You of the rights granted under this License; and,
iii. Voluntary License Schemes. The Licensor waives the right to collect royalties, whether individually or, in the event that the Licensor is a member of a collecting society that administers voluntary licensing schemes, via that society, from any exercise by You of the rights granted under this License.

The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The above rights include the right to make such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in other media and formats. Subject to Section 8(f), all rights not expressly granted by Licensor are hereby reserved.

4. Restrictions. The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and limited by the following restrictions:

a. You may Distribute or Publicly Perform the Work only under the terms of this License. You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) for, this License with every copy of the Work You Distribute or Publicly Perform. You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that restrict the terms of this License or the ability of the recipient of the Work to exercise the rights granted to that recipient under the terms of the License. You may not sublicense the Work.

b. If You Distribute, or Publicly Perform the Work or any Adaptations or Collections, You must, unless a request has been made pursuant to Section 4(a), keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide, reasonable to the medium or means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if applicable) if supplied, and/or if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another party or parties (e.g., a sponsor institute, publishing entity, journal) for attribution (“Attribution Parties”) in Licensor's copyright notice, terms of service or by other reasonable means, the name of such party or parties; (ii) the title of the Work if supplied; (iii) to the extent reasonably practicable, the URI, if any, that Licensor specifies to be associated with the Work, unless such URI does not refer to the copyright notice or licensing information for the Work; and (iv) , consistent with Section 3(b), in the case of an Adaptation, a credit identifying the use of the Work in the Adaptation (e.g., "French translation of the Work by Original Author," or "Screenplay based on original Work by Original Author"). The credit required by this Section 4(b) may be implemented in any reasonable manner; provided, however, that in the case of a Adaptation or Collection, at a minimum such credit will appear, if a credit for all contributing authors of the Adaptation or Collection appears, then as part of these credits and in a manner at least as prominent as the credits for the other contributing authors. For the avoidance of doubt, You may only use the credit required by this Section for the purpose of attribution in the manner set out above and, by exercising Your rights under this License, You may not implicitly or explicitly assert or imply any connection with, sponsorship or endorsement by the Original Author, Licensor and/or Attribution Parties, as appropriate, of You or Your use of the Work, without the separate, express prior written permission of the Original Author, Licensor and/or Attribution Parties.

c. Except as otherwise agreed in writing by the Licensor or as may be otherwise permitted by applicable law, if You Reproduce, Distribute or Publicly Perform the Work either by itself or as part of any Adaptations or Collections, You must not distort, mutilate, modify or take other derogatory action in relation to the Work which would be prejudicial to the Original Author's honor or reputation. Licensor agrees that in those jurisdictions (e.g. Japan), in which any exercise of the right granted in Section 3(b) of this License (the right to make Adaptations) would be deemed to be a distortion, mutilation, modification or other derogatory action prejudicial to the Original Author's honor and reputation, the Licensor will waive or not assert, as appropriate, this Section, to the fullest extent permitted by the applicable national law, to enable You
to reasonably exercise Your right under Section 3(b) of this License (right to make Adaptations) but not otherwise.

5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer

UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR OFFERS THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

6. Limitation on Liability. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. Termination

a. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the terms of this License. Individuals or entities who have received Adaptations or Collections from You under this License, however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.

b. Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work under different license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is required to be, granted under the terms of this License), and this License will continue in full force and effect unless terminated as stated above.

8. Miscellaneous

a. Each time You Distribute or Publicly Perform the Work or a Collection, the Licensor offers to the recipient a license to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

b. Each time You Distribute or Publicly Perform an Adaptation, Licensor offers to the recipient a license to the original Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

c. If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of this License, and without further action by the parties to this agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

d. No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver or consent shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent. This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here. There are no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not be bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You.

e. This License may not be modified without the mutual written agreement of the Licensor and You.

f. The rights granted under, and the subject matter referenced, in this License were drafted utilizing the terminology of the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (as amended on September 28, 1979), the Rome Convention of 1961, the WIPO Copyright Treaty of 1996, the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty of 1996 and the Universal Copyright Convention (as revised on July 24, 1971). These rights and subject matter take effect in the relevant jurisdiction in which the License terms are sought to be enforced according to the corresponding provisions of the implementation of those treaty provisions in the applicable national law. If the standard suite of rights granted under applicable copyright law includes additional rights not granted under this License, such additional rights are deemed to be
included in the License; this License is not intended to restrict the license of any rights under applicable law.

Creative Commons Notice

Creative Commons is not a party to this License, and makes no warranty whatsoever in connection with the Work. Creative Commons will not be liable to You or any party on any legal theory for any damages whatsoever, including without limitation any general, special, incidental or consequential damages arising in connection to this license. Notwithstanding the foregoing two (2) sentences, if Creative Commons has expressly identified itself as the Licensor hereunder, it shall have all rights and obligations of Licensor.

Except for the limited purpose of indicating to the public that the Work is licensed under the CCPL, Creative Commons does not authorize the use by either party of the trademark "Creative Commons" or any related trademark or logo of Creative Commons without the prior written consent of Creative Commons. Any permitted use will be in compliance with Creative Commons' then-current trademark usage guidelines, as may be published on its website or otherwise made available upon request from time to time. For the avoidance of doubt, this trademark restriction does not form part of this License.

Creative Commons may be contacted at http://creativecommons.org/.

8. CC0

License Text:
Creative Commons CC0 1.0 Universal

CREATIVE COMMONS CORPORATION IS NOT A LAW FIRM AND DOES NOT PROVIDE LEGAL SERVICES. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT CREATE AN ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP. CREATIVE COMMONS PROVIDES THIS INFORMATION ON AN "AS-IS" BASIS. CREATIVE COMMONS MAKES NO WARRANTIES REGARDING THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS PROVIDED HEREUNDER, AND DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR THE INFORMATION OR WORKS PROVIDED HEREUNDER.

Statement of Purpose

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer exclusive Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for the purpose of contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and scientific works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear of later claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes. These owners may contribute to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in part through the use and efforts of others.

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any expectation of additional consideration or compensation, the person associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she is an owner of Copyright and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and intended legal effect of CC0 on those rights.

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be protected by copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not limited to, the following:

i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform,display, communicate, and translate a Work;

ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

iii. publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or likeness depicted in a Work;
iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work, subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a), below;

v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data in a Work;

vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases, and under any national implementation thereof, including any amended or successor version of such directive); and

vii. other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the world based on applicable law or treaty, and any national implementations thereof.

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly, fully, permanently, irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of Affirmer’s Copyright and Related Rights and associated claims and causes of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing as well as future claims and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the “Waiver”). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the benefit of each member of the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer’s heirs and successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public as contemplated by Affirmer’s express Statement of Purpose.

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, then the Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into account Affirmer’s express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive, irrevocable and unconditional license to exercise Affirmer’s Copyright and Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "License"). The License shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0 was applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned, surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected by this document.

b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning the Work, express, implied, statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or the present or absence of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons that may apply to the Work or any use thereof, including without limitation any person’s Copyright and Related Rights in the Work. Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the Work.

d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a party to this document and has no duty or obligation with respect to this CC0 or use of the Work.

9. Zlib
License Text:
 zlib License

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

10. MIT X11
License Text:
Copyright 2010 James Halliday (mail@substack.net)

This project is free software released under the MIT/X11 license:

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

11. Academic 2.1
License Text:
Licensing details could not be obtained.

12. BSD 3
License Text:
Copyright (c) 2015, Salesforce.com, Inc.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. Neither the name of Salesforce.com nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
BSD 3

License Text:
Copyright (c) {{YEAR}},
{{OWNER}} All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of {{the ORGANIZATION nor the names of its contributors}} may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY {{THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS}} "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL {{THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS}} BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
13. BSD 2
License Text:
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter ("Author")
All rights reserved.

The BSD License

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

---

BSD 2
License Text:
UglifyJS is released under the BSD license:

Copyright 2012-2013 (c) Mihai Bazon <mihai.bazon@gmail.com>

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

14. MIT
License Text:
MIT License
Copyright (c) Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

---

MIT License

Copyright (c) <year> <copyright holders>

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

15. Public Domain

License Text:

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the "Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever copyright the dedications holds in the work of authorship identified below (the "Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is described as a "dedicator" below.

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain. Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) thoseCopyrights in the Work. Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial, and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or conceived.
16. Artistic 2.0

License Text:
The npm application
Copyright (c) npm, Inc. and Contributors
Licensed on the terms of The Artistic License 2.0

Node package dependencies of the npm application
Copyright (c) their respective copyright owners
Licensed on their respective license terms

The npm public registry at https://registry.npmjs.org
and the npm website at https://www.npmjs.com
Operated by npm, Inc.
Use governed by terms published on https://www.npmjs.com

"Node.js"
Neither npm nor npm, Inc. are affiliated with Joyent, Inc.

The Node.js application
Project of Node Foundation, https://nodejs.org

The npm Logo
Copyright (c) Mathias Pettersson and Brian Hammond

"Gubblebum Blocky" typeface
Copyright (c) Tjarda Koster, https://jelloween.deviantart.com
Used with permission

-------

The Artistic License 2.0

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, The Perl Foundation.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

This license establishes the terms under which a given free software Package may be copied, modified, distributed, and/or redistributed. The intent is that the Copyright Holder maintains some artistic control over the development of that Package while still keeping the Package available as open source and free software.

You are always permitted to make arrangements wholly outside of this license directly with the Copyright Holder of a given Package. If the terms of this license do not permit the full use that you propose to make of the Package, you should contact the Copyright Holder and seek a different licensing arrangement.

Definitions

"Copyright Holder" means the individual(s) or organization(s) named in the copyright notice for the entire Package.

"Contributor" means any party that has contributed code or other material to the Package, in accordance with the Copyright Holder's procedures.

"You" and "your" means any person who would like to copy, distribute, or modify the Package.

"Package" means the collection of files distributed by the Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection and/or of those files. A given Package may consist of either the Standard Version, or a Modified Version.

"Distribute" means providing a copy of the Package or making it accessible to anyone else, or in the case of a company or organization, to others outside of your company or organization.

"Distributor Fee" means any fee that you charge for Distributing this Package or providing support for this Package to another party. It does not mean licensing fees.

"Standard Version" refers to the Package if it has not been
modified, or has been modified only in ways explicitly requested by the Copyright Holder.

"Modified Version" means the Package, if it has been changed, and such changes were not explicitly requested by the Copyright Holder.

"Original License" means this Artistic License as Distributed with the Standard Version of the Package, in its current version or as it may be modified by The Perl Foundation in the future.

"Source" form means the source code, documentation source, and configuration files for the Package.

"Compiled" form means the compiled bytecode, object code, binary, or any other form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of the Source form.

Permission for Use and Modification Without Distribution

(1) You are permitted to use the Standard Version and create and use Modified Versions for any purpose without restriction, provided that you do not Distribute the Modified Version.

Permissions for Redistribution of the Standard Version

(2) You may Distribute verbatim copies of the Source form of the Standard Version of this Package in any medium without restriction, either gratis or for a Distributor Fee, provided that you duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers. At your discretion, such verbatim copies may or may not include a Compiled form of the Package.

(3) You may apply any bug fixes, portability changes, and other modifications made available from the Copyright Holder. The resulting Package will still be considered the Standard Version, and as such will be subject to the Original License.

Distribution of Modified Versions of the Package as Source

(4) You may Distribute your Modified Version as Source (either gratis or for a Distributor Fee, and with or without a Compiled form of the Modified Version) provided that you clearly document how it differs from the Standard Version, including, but not limited to, documenting any non-standard features, executables, or modules, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

(a) make the Modified Version available to the Copyright Holder of the Standard Version, under the Original License, so that the Copyright Holder may include your modifications in the Standard Version.

(b) ensure that installation of your Modified Version does not prevent the user installing or running the Standard Version. In addition, the Modified Version must bear a name that is different from the name of the Standard Version.

(c) allow anyone who receives a copy of the Modified Version to make the Source form of the Modified Version available to others under

   (i) the Original License or

   (ii) a license that permits the licensee to freely copy, modify and redistribute the Modified Version using the same licensing terms that apply to the copy that the licensee received, and requires that the Source form of the Modified Version, and of any works derived from it, be made freely available in that license fees are prohibited but Distributor Fees are allowed.

Distribution of Compiled Forms of the Standard Version or Modified Versions without the Source

(5) You may Distribute Compiled forms of the Standard Version without the Source, provided that you include complete instructions on how to get the Source of the Standard Version. Such instructions must be valid at the time of your distribution. If these instructions, at any
time while you are carrying out such distribution, become invalid, you
must provide new instructions on demand or cease further distribution.
If you provide valid instructions or cease distribution within thirty
days after you become aware that the instructions are invalid, then
you do not forfeit any of your rights under this license.

(6) You may Distribute a Modified Version in Compiled form without
the Source, provided that you comply with Section 4 with respect to
the Source of the Modified Version.

Aggregating or Linking the Package

(7) You may aggregate the Package (either the Standard Version or
Modified Version) with other packages and Distribute the resulting
aggregation provided that you do not charge a licensing fee for the
Package. Distributor Fees are permitted, and licensing fees for other
components in the aggregation are permitted. The terms of this license
apply to the use and Distribution of the Standard or Modified Versions
as included in the aggregation.

(8) You are permitted to link Modified and Standard Versions with
other works, to embed the Package in a larger work of your own, or to
build stand-alone binary or bytecode versions of applications that
include the Package, and Distribute the result without restriction,
provided the result does not expose a direct interface to the Package.

Items That are Not Considered Part of a Modified Version

(9) Works (including, but not limited to, modules and scripts) that
merely extend or make use of the Package, do not, by themselves, cause
the Package to be a Modified Version. In addition, such works are not
considered parts of the Package itself, and are not subject to the
terms of this license.

General Provisions

(10) Any use, modification, and distribution of the Standard or
Modified Versions is governed by this Artistic License. By using,
modifying or distributing the Package, you accept this license. Do not
use, modify, or distribute the Package, if you do not accept this
license.

(11) If your Modified Version has been derived from a Modified
Version made by someone other than you, you are nevertheless required
to ensure that your Modified Version complies with the requirements of
this license.

(12) This license does not grant you the right to use any trademark,
service mark, tradename, or logo of the Copyright Holder.

(13) This license includes the non-exclusive, worldwide,
free-of-charge patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell,
sell, import and otherwise transfer the Package with respect to any
patent claims licensable by the Copyright Holder that are necessarily
infringed by the Package. If you institute patent litigation
(including a cross-claim or counterclaim) against any party alleging
that the Package constitutes direct or contributory patent
infringement, then this Artistic License to you shall terminate on the
date that such litigation is filed.

(14) Disclaimer of Warranty:
THE PACKAGE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS
IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES. THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR
NON-INFRINGEMENT ARE DISCLAIMED TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY YOUR LOCAL
LAW. UNLESS REQUIRED BY LAW, NO COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTOR WILL
BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THE PACKAGE, EVEN IF
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

17. CC BY 4.0
License Text:
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International
Creative Commons Corporation ("Creative Commons") is not a law firm and does not provide legal services or legal advice. Distribution of Creative Commons public Licenses does not create a lawyer-client or other relationship. Creative Commons makes its Licenses and related information available on an "as-is" basis. Creative Commons gives no warranties regarding its Licenses, any material licensed under their terms and conditions, or any related information. Creative Commons disclaims all liability for damages resulting from their use to the fullest extent possible.

Using Creative Commons Public Licenses

Creative Commons public Licenses provide a standard set of terms and conditions that creators and other rights holders may use to share original works of authorship and other material subject to copyright and certain other rights specified in the public license below. The following considerations are for informational purposes only, are not exhaustive, and do not form part of our Licenses.

Considerations for licensors: Our Public Licenses are intended for use by those authorized to give the public permission to use material in ways otherwise restricted by copyright and certain other rights. Our Licenses are irrevocable. Licensors should read and understand the terms and conditions of the license they choose before applying it. Licensors should also secure all rights necessary before applying our Licenses so that the public can reuse the material as expected. Licensors should clearly mark any material not subject to the license. This includes other CC-licensed material, or material used under an exception or limitation to copyright. More considerations for licensors: wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensors

Considerations for the public: By using one of our public Licenses, a licensor grants the public permission to use the licensed material under specified terms and conditions. If the licensor's permission is not necessary for any reason—for example, because of any applicable exception or limitation to copyright—then that use is not regulated by the license. Our Licenses grant only permissions under copyright and certain other rights that a licensor has authority to grant. Use of the licensed material may still be restricted for other reasons, including because others have copyright or other rights in the material. A licensor may make special requests, such as asking that all changes be marked or described. Although not required by our Licenses, you are encouraged to respect those requests where reasonable. More considerations for the public: wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensees

Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Public License

By exercising the Licensed Rights (defined below), You accept and agree to be bound by the terms and conditions of this Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Public License ("Public License"). To the extent this Public License may be interpreted as a contract, You are granted the Licensed Rights in consideration of Your acceptance of these terms and conditions, and the Licensor grants You such rights in consideration of benefits the Licensor receives from making the Licensed Material available under these terms and conditions.

Section 1 – Definitions.

a. Adapted Material means material subject to Copyright and Similar Rights that is derived from or based upon the Licensed Material and in which the Licensed Material is translated, altered, arranged, transformed, or otherwise modified in a manner requiring permission under the Copyright and Similar Rights held by the Licensor. For purposes of this Public License, where the Licensed Material is a musical work, performance, or sound recording, Adapted Material is always produced where the Licensed Material is synched in time relation with a moving image.

b. Adapter's License means the license You apply to Your Copyright and Similar Rights in Your contributions to Adapted Material in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Public License.

c. Copyright and Similar Rights means copyright and/or similar rights closely related to copyright including, without limitation, performance, broadcast, sound recording, and Sui Generis Database Rights, without regard to how the rights are labeled or categorized. For purposes of this Public License, the rights specified in Section 2(b)(1)-(2) are not Copyright and Similar Rights.

d. Effective Technological Measures means those measures that, in the absence of proper authority, may not be circumvented under laws fulfilling obligations under Article 11 of the WIPO Copyright Treaty adopted on December 20, 1996, and/or similar international agreements.

e. Exceptions and Limitations means fair use, fair dealing, and/or any other exception or limitation to Copyright and Similar Rights that applies to Your use of the Licensed Material.

f. Licensed Material means the artistic or literary work, database, or other material to which the Licensor applied this Public License.

g. Licensed Rights means the rights granted to You subject to the terms and conditions of this Public License, which are limited to all Copyright and Similar Rights that apply to Your use of the Licensed Material and that the Licensor has authority to license.

h. Licensor means the individual(s) or entity(ies) granting rights under this Public License.

i. Share means to provide material to the public by any means or process that requires permission under the Licensed Rights, such as reproduction, public display, public performance, distribution, dissemination, communication, or importation, and to make material available to the public including in ways that members of the public may access the material from a place and at a time individually chosen by them.

j. Sui Generis Database Rights means rights other than copyright resulting from Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases, as amended and/or succeeded, as well as other essentially equivalent rights anywhere in the world.

k. You means the individual or entity exercising the Licensed Rights under this Public License. Your has a corresponding meaning.

Section 2 – Scope.

a. License grant.

1. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Public License, the Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide, royalty-free, non-sublicensable, non-exclusive, irrevocable license to exercise the Licensed Rights in the Licensed Material to:

A. reproduce and Share the Licensed Material, in whole or in part; and

B. produce, reproduce, and Share Adapted Material.

2. Exceptions and Limitations. For the avoidance of doubt, where Exceptions and Limitations apply to Your use, this Public License does not apply, and You do not need to comply with its terms and conditions.

3. Term. The term of this Public License is specified in Section 6(a).

4. Media and formats; technical modifications allowed. The Licensor authorizes You to exercise the Licensed Rights in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter created, and to make technical modifications necessary to do so. The Licensor waives and/or agrees not to assert any right or authority to forbid You from making technical modifications necessary to exercise the Licensed Rights, including technical modifications necessary to circumvent Effective Technological Measures. For purposes of this Public License, simply making modifications authorized by this Section 2(a)(4) never produces Adapted Material.

5. Downstream recipients.

A. Offer from the Licensor – Licensed Material. Every recipient of the Licensed Material automatically receives an offer from the Licensor to exercise the Licensed Rights under the terms and conditions of this Public License.

B. No downstream restrictions. You may not offer or impose any additional or different terms or conditions on, or apply any Effective Technological Measures to, the Licensed Material if doing so restricts exercise of the Licensed Rights by any recipient of the Licensed Material.

C. No endorsement. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or may be construed as permission to assert or imply that You are, or that Your use of the Licensed Material is, connected with, or sponsored, endorsed, or granted official status by, the Licensor or others designated to receive attribution as provided in Section 3(a)(1)(A)(i).

b. Other rights.

1. Moral rights, such as the right of integrity, are not licensed under this Public License, nor are publicity, privacy, and/or other similar personality rights;
however, to the extent possible, the Licensor waives and/or agrees not to assert any such rights held by the Licensor to the limited extent necessary to allow You to exercise the Licensed Rights, but not otherwise.

2. Patent and trademark rights are not licensed under this Public License.

3. To the extent possible, the Licensor waives any right to collect royalties from You for the exercise of the Licensed Rights, whether directly or through a collecting society under any voluntary or waivable statutory or compulsory licensing scheme. In all other cases the Licensor expressly reserves any right to collect such royalties.

Section 3 – License Conditions.

Your exercise of the Licensed Rights is expressly made subject to the following conditions.

a. Attribution.
   i. If You Share the Licensed Material (including in modified form), You must:
      a. retain the following if it is supplied by the Licensor with the Licensed Material:
         i. identification of the creator(s) of the Licensed Material and any others designated to receive attribution, in any reasonable manner requested by the Licensor (including by pseudonym if designated);
         ii. a copyright notice;
         iii. a notice that refers to this Public License;
         iv. a notice that refers to the disclaimer of warranties;
      b. a URI or hyperlink to the Licensed Material to the extent reasonably practicable;
   ii. indicate if You modified the Licensed Material and retain an indication of any previous modifications; and
   iii. indicate the License and the term on which the Licensed Material is offered, including the text of, or the URI or hyperlink to, this Public License.

2. You may satisfy the conditions in Section 3(a)(1) in any reasonable manner based on the medium, means, and context in which You Share the Licensed Material. For example, it may be reasonable to satisfy the conditions by providing a URI or hyperlink to a resource that includes the required information.

3. If requested by the Licensor, You must remove any of the information required by Section 3(a)(1)(A) to the extent reasonably practicable.

4. If You Share Adapted Material You produce, the Adapter's License You apply must not prevent recipients of the Adapted Material from complying with this Public License.

Section 4 – Sui Generis Database Rights.

Where the Licensed Rights include Sui Generis Database Rights that apply to Your use of the Licensed Material:

a. for the avoidance of doubt, Section 2(a)(1) grants You the right to extract, reuse, reproduce, and Share all or a substantial portion of the contents of the database;
   b. if You include all or a substantial portion of the database contents in a database in which You have Sui Generis Database Rights, then the database in which You have Sui Generis Database Rights (but not its individual contents) is Adapted Material; and
   c. You must comply with the conditions in Section 3(a) if You Share all or a substantial portion of the contents of the database.

For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 4 supplements and does not replace Your obligations under this Public License where the Licensed Rights include other Copyright and Similar Rights.

Section 5 – Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability.

a. Unless otherwise separately undertaken by the Licensor, to the extent possible, the Licensor offers the Licensed Material as-is and as-available, and makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning the Licensed Material, whether express, implied, statutory, or other. This includes, without limitation, warranties of title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non-infringement, absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or the presence or absence of errors, whether or not known or discoverable. Where disclaimers of warranties are not allowed in full or in part, this disclaimer may not apply to You.

b. To the extent possible, no event will the Licensor be liable to You on any legal theory (including, without limitation, negligence) or otherwise for any direct, special, indirect, incidental, consequential, punitive, exemplary, or other losses, costs, expenses, or damages arising out of this Public License or use of the Licensed Material, even if the Licensor has been advised of the possibility of such losses, costs, expenses, or damages. Where a limitation of liability is not allowed in full or in part, this limitation may not apply to You.

c. The disclaimer of warranties and limitation of liability provided above shall be interpreted in a manner that, to the extent possible, most closely approximates an absolute disclaimer and waiver of all liability.

Section 6 – Term and Termination.

a. This Public License applies for the term of the Copyright and Similar Rights licensed here. However, if You fail to comply with this Public License, then Your rights under this Public License terminate automatically.

b. Where Your right to use the Licensed Material has terminated under Section 6(a), it reinstates:
   i. automatically as of the date the violation is cured, provided it is cured within 30 days of Your discovery of the violation; or
   ii. upon express reinstatement by the Licensor.

c. For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 6(b) does not affect any right the Licensor may have to seek remedies for Your violations of this Public License.

d. For the avoidance of doubt, the Licensor may also offer the Licensed Material under separate terms or conditions or stop distributing the Licensed Material at any time; however, doing so will not terminate this Public License.

e. Sections 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8 survive termination of this Public License.

Section 7 – Other Terms and Conditions.

a. The Licensor shall not be bound by any additional or different terms or conditions communicated by You unless expressly agreed.

b. Any arrangements, understandings, or agreements regarding the Licensed Material not stated herein are separate from and independent of the terms and conditions of this Public License.

Section 8 – Interpretation.

a. For the avoidance of doubt, this Public License does not, and shall not be interpreted to, reduce, limit, restrict, or impose conditions on any use of the Licensed Material that could lawfully be made without permission under this Public License.

b. To the extent possible, if any provision of this Public License is deemed unenforceable, it shall be automatically reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make it enforceable. If the provision cannot be reformed, it shall be severed from this Public License without affecting the enforceability of the remaining terms and conditions.

c. No term or condition of this Public License will be waived and no failure to comply consented to unless expressly agreed to by the Licensor.

d. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or may be interpreted as a limitation upon, or waiver of, any privileges and immunities that apply to the Licensor or You, including from the legal processes of any jurisdiction or authority.

Creative Commons is not a party to its public Licenses. Notwithstanding, Creative Commons may elect to apply one of its public Licenses to material it publishes and in those instances will be considered the "Licensor." The text of the Creative Commons public Licenses is dedicated to the public domain under the CC0 Public Domain Dedication. Except for the limited purpose of indicating that material is shared under a Creative Commons public license
Creative Commons may be contacted atcreativecommons.org.

18. ISC
License Text:
ISC License

Copyright (c) 2019, Mariusz Nowak, @medikoo, medikoo.com

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

---

ISC

License Text:
ISC License:

Copyright (c) 2004-2010 by Internet Systems Consortium, Inc.
("ISC") Copyright (c) 1995-2003 by Internet Software Consortium

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ISC DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL ISC BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

---

19. WTFPL
License Text:
Dual licensed under WTFPL and MIT:

---

Copyright © 2014–2016 Domenic Denicola <d@demonic.me>

This work is free. You can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the Do What The Fuck You Want To Public License, Version 2, as published by Sam Hocevar. See below for more details.

 DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO PUBLIC LICENSE
 Version 2, December 2004

Copyright (C) 2004 Sam Hocevar <sam@hocevar.net>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim or modified copies of this license document, and changing it is allowed as long as the name is changed.

 DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO PUBLIC LICENSE
 TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. You just DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO.

---
The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright © 2014–2016 Domenic Denicola <d@domenic.me>

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
Apache License  
Version 2.0, January 2004  
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent. Licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
you contribute any Contributions expressly submit for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

---

**Apache 2.0**

License Text:

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,
irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent Licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

a. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

b. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

c. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

d. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies
with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state
otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the
Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding
the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any
separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor
regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the
trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the
Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in
describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the
NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable
law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining
the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal
theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable
to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,
or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this
License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but
not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer
failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or
losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of
such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While
redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose
to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty,
indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with
this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of
any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and
hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims
asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such
warranty or additional liability.

21. Node.js

License Text:
Node.js is licensed for use as follows:

"...
Copyright Node.js contributors. All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to
deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the
rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or
sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This license applies to parts of Node.js originating from the https://github.com/joyent/node repository:

Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors. All rights reserved. Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The Node.js license applies to all parts of Node.js that are not externally maintained libraries.

The externally maintained libraries used by Node.js are:

- Acorn, located at deps/acorn, is licensed as follows:

  Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

  The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

- c-ares, located at deps/cares, is licensed as follows:

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

  M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

- HTTP Parser, located at deps/http_parser, is licensed as follows:

  Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

  The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

- ICU, located at deps/icu-small, is licensed as follows:

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE (ICU 58 and later)

Copyright © 1991-2018 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either (a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies of the Data Files or Software, or (b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated Documentation.

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

22. DBAD

License Text:
# DON'T BE A DICK PUBLIC LICENSE

- Version 1.1, December 2016

- Copyright (C) [year] [fullname]

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim or modified copies of this license document.

- DON'T BE A DICK PUBLIC LICENSE
- TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

1. Do whatever you like with the original work, just don't be a dick.

   Being a dick includes - but is not limited to - the following instances:

   1a. Outright copyright infringement - Don't just copy this and change the name.
   1b. Selling the unmodified original with no work done what-so-ever, that's REALLY being a dick.
   1c. Modifying the original work to contain hidden harmful content. That would make you a PROPER dick.

2. If you become rich through modifications, related works/services, or supporting the original work, share the love. Only a dick would make loads off this work and not buy the original work's creator(s) a pint.
3. Code is provided with no warranty. Using somebody else's code and bitching when it goes wrong makes you a DONKEY dick. Fix the problem yourself. A non-dick would submit the fix back.

------------------

Third-Party Software Licenses

This section contains third-party software notices and/or additional terms for licensed third-party software components included within ICU libraries.

1. ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 to ICU 57.1

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

Copyright (c) 1995-2016 International Business Machines Corporation and others
All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the property of their respective owners.

# The Google Chrome software developed by Google is licensed under
# the BSD license. Other software included in this distribution is
# provided under other licenses, as set forth below.
# The BSD License
# http://opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php
# Copyright (C) 2006-2008, Google Inc.
# All rights reserved.
# Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
# Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
# this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
# Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
# copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
# disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with
# the distribution.
# Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its
# contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
# this software without specific prior written permission.
#
# THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
# CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
# INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
# MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
# DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
# LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
# CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
# SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
# BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
# LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
# NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
# SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
#
# The word list in cjdict.txt are generated by combining three word lists
# listed below with further processing for compound word breaking. The
# frequency is generated with an iterative training against Google web
# corpora.
#
* Libtabe (Chinese)
  - https://sourceforge.net/project/?group_id=1519
  - Its license terms and conditions are shown below.
*
* IPADIC (Japanese)
  - http://chasen.aist-nara.ac.jp/chasen/distribution.html
  - Its license terms and conditions are shown below.
#
# -------COPYING.libtabe ------- BEGIN---------------------
#
/*
* Copyright (c) 1999 TaBE Project.
* Copyright (c) 1999 Pai-Hsiang Hsiao.
* All rights reserved.
*/
#
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
*
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
* the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
* distribution.
* Neither the name of the TaBE Project nor the names of its
* contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
* from this software without specific prior written permission.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
* FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
* REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
# * SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
# * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
# * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
# * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
# * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
# */
#
# * Copyright (c) 1999 Computer Systems and Communication Lab,
# * Institute of Information Science, Academia
# * Sinica. All rights reserved.
# *
# * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
# * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
# * are met:
# * 
# * 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
# * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
# * 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
# * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
# * the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
# * distribution.
# * 3. Neither the name of the Computer Systems and Communication Lab
# * nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or
# * promote products derived from this software without specific
# * prior written permission.
# *
# * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
# * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
# * LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
# * FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
# * REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
# * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
# * (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
# * SERVICES, LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
# * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
# * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
# * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
# * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
# */
#
# Copyright 1996 Chih-Hao Tsai @ Beckman Institute,
# University of Illinois
# c-tsa4@uiuc.edu http://casper.beckman.uiuc.edu/~c-tsa4
#
# ---------------------COPYING.libtable-----END---------------------
#
# ---------------------COPYING.ipadic-----BEGIN---------------------
#
# Copyright 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003 Nara Institute of Science
# and Technology. All Rights Reserved.
#
# Use, reproduction, and distribution of this software is permitted.
# Any copy of this software, whether in its original form or modified,
# must include both the above copyright notice and the following
# paragraphs.
#
# Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),
# the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this
# software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and
# fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for
# any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages
# whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an
# action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out
# of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.
#
# A large portion of the dictionary entries
# originate from ICOT Free Software. The following conditions for ICOT
# Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.
#
# Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its
# original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED
# that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear
# on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially
# in the same form as set out herein and that such intended
# distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise
# contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having
# jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.
#
# NO WARRANTY
The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the
research and development conducted during the project and is provided
to users as so produced on an experimental basis. Accordingly, the
program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,
implied, statutory or otherwise. The term "warranty" used herein
includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,
performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of
the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of
any right of any third party.

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to
have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for
the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or
otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other
organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the
development of the program and their respective officials, directors,
oficers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all
damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental
and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection
with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material
or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,
regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had
knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the
project or thereafter. Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the
foreshoing by his or her commencement of use of the program. The term
"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,
modification, copying and distribution of the program and the
production of secondary products from the program.

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or
modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from
any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or
grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in
writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted
from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted
above as far as the program is concerned.

---------------COPYING.ipadic-----END-------------------------------

3. Copyright Word Break Dictionary Data (laodict.txt)

# Copyright (c) 2013 International Business Machines Corporation
# and others. All Rights Reserved.
# Project: http://code.google.com/p/laodictionary/
# Dictionary: http://laodictionary.googlecode.com/git/Lao-Dictionary.txt
# License: http://laodictionary.googlecode.com/git/Lao-Dictionary-LICENSE.txt
# (copied below)
#
# This file is derived from the above dictionary, with slight
# modifications.
# Copyright (C) 2013 Brian Eugene Wilson, Robert Martin Campbell.
# All rights reserved.
#
# Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
# modification,
# are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
#
# Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
# list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in
# binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of
# conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or
# other materials provided with the distribution.
#
# THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
# "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
# LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
# FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
# COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
# INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
# (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
# SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
# HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
# STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
# ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
# OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
# ..........................................................
4. Burmese Word Break Dictionary Data (burmesedict.txt)

# Copyright (c) 2014 International Business Machines Corporation
# and others. All Rights Reserved.
#
# This list is part of a project hosted at:
# github.com/kanyawtech/myanmar-karen-word-lists
#
# Copyright (c) 2013, LeRoy Benjamin Sharon
# All rights reserved.
#
# Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
# are met: Redistributions of source code must retain the above
# copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
# disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the
# above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
# disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided
# with the distribution.
#
# Neither the name Myanmar Karen Word Lists, nor the names of its
# contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
# from this software without specific prior written permission.
#
# THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
# CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
# INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
# MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
# DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS
# BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
# EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
# TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
# DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON
# ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR
# TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF
# THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
# SUCH DAMAGE.
#

5. Time Zone Database

ICU uses the public domain data and code derived from Time Zone
Database for its time zone support. The ownership of the TZ database
is explained in BCP 175: Procedure for Maintaining the Time Zone
Database section 7.

# 7. Database Ownership
#
# The TZ database itself is not an IETF Contribution or an IETF
# document. Rather it is a pre-existing and regularly updated work
# that is in the public domain, and is intended to remain in the
# public domain. Therefore, BCPs 78 [RFC3378] and 79 [RFC3979] do
# not apply to the TZ Database or contributions that individuals make
# to it. Should any claims be made and substantiated against the TZ
# Database, the organization that is providing the IANA
# Considerations defined in this RFC, under the memorandum of
# understanding with the IETF, currently ICANN, may act in accordance
# with all competent court orders. No ownership claims will be made
# by ICANN or the IETF Trust on the database or the code. Any person
# making a contribution to the database or code waives all rights to
# future claims in that contribution or in the TZ Database.

6. Google double-conversion

Copyright 2006-2011, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
  copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided
  with the distribution.
* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its
  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
  from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

- libuv, located at deps/uv, is licensed as follows:

```
libuv is licensed for use as follows:

====
Copyright (c) 2015-present libuv project contributors.
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
====
```

This license applies to parts of libuv originating from the https://github.com/joyent/libuv repository:

```
Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors. All rights reserved.
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
====
```

This license applies to all parts of libuv that are not externally maintained libraries.

The externally maintained libraries used by libuv are:
- tree.h (from FreeBSD), copyright Niels Provos. Two clause BSD license.
- inet_pton and inet_ntop implementations, contained in src/inet.c, are copyright the Internet Systems Consortium, Inc., and licensed under the ISC license.
- stdint-msvc2008.h (from msinttypes), copyright Alexander Chemeris. Three clause BSD license.
- pthread-fixes.c, copyright Google Inc. and Sony Mobile Communications AB. Three clause BSD license.
- android-ifaddr.h, android-ifaddr.c, copyright Berkeley Software Design
Punycode.js, located at lib/punycode.js, is licensed as

OpenSSL, located at deps/openssl, is licensed as

Copyright (c) 1998-2017 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
   distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this
   software must display the following acknowledgment:
   "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
   for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to
   endorse or promote products derived from this software without
   prior written permission. For written permission, please contact
   openssl-core@openssl.org.

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"
   nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written
   permission of the OpenSSL Project.

6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following
   acknowledgment:
   "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
   for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT  "AS IS" AND ANY
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR
ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young
ey@cryptsoft.com). This product includes software written by Tim
Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

- Punycode.js, located at lib/punycode.js, is licensed as follows:

Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
- V8, located at deps/v8, is licensed as follows:

This license applies to all parts of V8 that are not externally maintained libraries. The externally maintained libraries used by V8 are:

- PCRE test suite, located in test/mjsunit/third_party/regexp-pcre/regexp-pcre.js. This is based on the test suite from PCRE-7.3, which is copyrighted by the University of Cambridge and Google, Inc. The copyright notice and license are embedded in regexp-pcre.js.

- Layout tests, located in test/mjsunit/third_party/object-keys. These are based on layout tests from webkit.org which are copyrighted by Apple Computer, Inc. and released under a 3-clause BSD license.

- Strongtalk assembler, the basis of the files assembler-arm-inl.h, assembler-arm.cc, assembler-arm.h, assembler-ia32-inl.h, assembler-ia32.cc, assembler-ia32.h, assembler-x64-inl.h, assembler-x64.cc, assembler-x64.h, assembler-mips-inl.h, assembler-mips.cc, assembler-mips.h, assembler.cc and assembler.h. This code is copyrighted by Sun Microsystems Inc. and released under a 3-clause BSD license.

- Valgrind client API header, located at third_party/valgrind/valgrind.h This is release under the BSD license.

These libraries have their own licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from the terms below.

Further license information can be found in LICENSE files located in sub-directories.

Copyright 2014, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

- zlib, located at deps/zlib, is licensed as follows:

zlib.h -- interface of the 'zlib' general purpose compression library
version 1.2.11, January 15th, 2017

Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Jean-loup Gailly         Mark Adler
jloup@gzip.org         madler@alumni.caltech.edu

- npm, located at deps/npm, is licensed as follows:

  The npm application
  Copyright (c) npm, Inc. and Contributors
  Licensed on the terms of The Artistic License 2.0

  Node package dependencies of the npm application
  Copyright (c) their respective copyright owners
  Licensed on their respective license terms

  The npm public registry at https://registry.npmjs.org
  and the npm website at https://www.npmjs.com
  Operated by npm, Inc.
  Use governed by terms published on https://www.npmjs.com

  "Node.js"
  Neither npm nor npm, Inc. are affiliated with Joyent, Inc.

  The Node.js application
  Project of Node Foundation, https://nodejs.org

  The npm Logo
  Copyright (c) Mathias Pettersson and Brian Hammond

  "Gubblebum Blocky" typeface
  Copyright (c) Tjarda Koster, https://jelloween.deviantart.com
  Used with permission

-----

The Artistic License 2.0

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, The Perl Foundation.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

This license establishes the terms under which a given free software
Package may be copied, modified, distributed, and/or redistributed.
The intent is that the Copyright Holder maintains some artistic
control over the development of that Package while still keeping the
Package available as open source and free software.

You are always permitted to make arrangements wholly outside of this
license directly with the Copyright Holder of a given Package. If the
terms of this license do not permit the full use that you propose to
make of the Package, you should contact the Copyright Holder and seek
a different licensing arrangement.

Definitions

"Copyright Holder" means the individual(s) or organization(s)
named in the copyright notice for the entire Package.

"Contributor" means any party that has contributed code or other
material to the Package, in accordance with the Copyright Holder's
procedures.

"You" and "your" means any person who would like to copy,
distribute, or modify the Package.

"Package" means the collection of files distributed by the
Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection and/or of
those files. A given Package may consist of either the Standard
Version, or a Modified Version.

"Distribute" means providing a copy of the Package or making it
accessible to anyone else, or in the case of a company or
organization, to others outside of your company or organization.

"Distributor Fee" means any fee that you charge for Distributing
this Package or providing support for this Package to another
party. It does not mean licensing fees.
"Standard Version" refers to the Package if it has not been modified, or has been modified only in ways explicitly requested by the Copyright Holder.

"Modified Version" means the Package, if it has been changed, and such changes were not explicitly requested by the Copyright Holder.

"Original License" means this Artistic License as Distributed with the Standard Version of the Package, in its current version or as it may be modified by The Perl Foundation in the future.

"Source" form means the source code, documentation source, and configuration files for the Package.

"Compiled" form means the compiled bytecode, object code, binary, or any other form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of the Source form.

Permission for Use and Modification Without Distribution

(1) You are permitted to use the Standard Version and create and use Modified Versions for any purpose without restriction, provided that you do not Distribute the Modified Version.

Permissions for Redistribution of the Standard Version

(2) You may Distribute verbatim copies of the Source form of the Standard Version of this Package in any medium without restriction, either gratis or for a Distributor Fee, provided that you duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers. At your discretion, such verbatim copies may or may not include a Compiled form of the Package.

(3) You may apply any bug fixes, portability changes, and other modifications made available from the Copyright Holder. The resulting Package will still be considered the Standard Version, and as such will be subject to the Original License.

Distribution of Modified Versions of the Package as Source

(4) You may Distribute your Modified Version as Source (either gratis or for a Distributor Fee, and with or without a Compiled form of the Modified Version) provided that you clearly document how it differs from the Standard Version, including, but not limited to, documenting any non-standard features, executables, or modules, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

(a) make the Modified Version available to the Copyright Holder of the Standard Version, under the Original License, so that the Copyright Holder may include your modifications in the Standard Version.

(b) ensure that installation of your Modified Version does not prevent the user installing or running the Standard Version. In addition, the Modified Version must bear a name that is different from the name of the Standard Version.

(c) allow anyone who receives a copy of the Modified Version to make the Source form of the Modified Version available to others under

(i) the Original License or

(ii) a license that permits the licensee to freely copy, modify and redistribute the Modified Version using the same licensing terms that apply to the copy that the licensee received, and requires that the Source form of the Modified Version, and of any works derived from it, be made freely available in that license fees are prohibited but Distributor Fees are allowed.

Distribution of Compiled Forms of the Standard Version or Modified Versions without the Source

(5) You may Distribute Compiled forms of the Standard Version without the Source, provided that you include complete instructions on how to get the Source of the Standard Version. Such instructions must be valid at the time of your distribution. If these instructions, at any time while you are carrying out such distribution, become invalid, you must provide new instructions on demand or cease further distribution.
If you provide valid instructions or cease distribution within thirty
days after you become aware that the instructions are invalid, then
you do not forfeit any of your rights under this license.

(6) You may Distribute a Modified Version in Compiled form without
the Source, provided that you comply with Section 4 with respect to
the Source of the Modified Version.

Aggregating or Linking the Package

(7) You may aggregate the Package (either the Standard Version or
Modified Version) with other packages and Distribute the resulting
aggregation provided that you do not charge a licensing fee for the
Package. Distributor Fees are permitted, and licensing fees for other
components in the aggregation are permitted. The terms of this license
apply to the use and Distribution of the Standard or Modified Versions
as included in the aggregation.

(8) You are permitted to link Modified and Standard Versions with
other works, to embed the Package in a larger work of your own, or to
build stand-alone binary or bytecode versions of applications that
include the Package, and Distribute the result without restriction,
provided the result does not expose a direct interface to the Package.

Items That are Not Considered Part of a Modified Version

(9) Works (including, but not limited to, modules and scripts) that
merely extend or make use of the Package, do not, by themselves, cause
the Package to be a Modified Version. In addition, such works are not
considered parts of the Package itself, and are not subject to the
terms of this license.

General Provisions

(10) Any use, modification, and distribution of the Standard or
Modified Versions is governed by this Artistic License. By using,
modifying or distributing the Package, you accept this license. Do not
use, modify, or distribute the Package, if you do not accept this
license.

(11) If your Modified Version has been derived from a Modified
Version made by someone other than you, you are nevertheless required
to ensure that your Modified Version complies with the requirements of
this license.

(12) This license does not grant you the right to use any trademark,
service mark, tradename, or logo of the Copyright Holder.

(13) This license includes the non-exclusive, worldwide,
free-of-charge patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell,
sell, import and otherwise transfer the Package with respect to any
patent claims licensable by the Copyright Holder that are necessarily
infringed by the Package. If you institute patent litigation
(including a cross-claim or counterclaim) against any party alleging
that the Package constitutes direct or contributory patent
infringement, then this Artistic License to you shall terminate on the
date that such litigation is filed.

(14) Disclaimer of Warranty:
THE PACKAGE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS
IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES. THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR
NON-INFRINGEMENT ARE DISCLAIMED TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY YOUR LOCAL
LAW. UNLESS REQUIRED BY LAW, NO COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTOR WILL
BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THE PACKAGE, EVEN IF
 ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

- GYP, located at tools/gyp, is licensed as follows:

Copyright (c) 2009 Google Inc. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
Copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

- marked, located at tools/doc/node_modules/marked, is licensed as follows:

Copyright (c) 2011-2014, Christopher Jeffrey (https://github.com/chjj/)

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

- cpplint.py, located at tools/cpplint.py, is licensed as follows:

Copyright (c) 2009 Google Inc. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

- ESLint, located at tools/node_modules/eslint, is licensed as follows:

Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
THE SOFTWARE.

- babel-eslint, located at tools/node_modules/babel-eslint, is licensed as follows:

  MIT License
  Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
  a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
  "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
  without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
  distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
  permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
  the following conditions:

  The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
  included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
  IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
  FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
  AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
  OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
  THE SOFTWARE.

- gtest, located at deps/gtest, is licensed as follows:

  Copyright 2008, Google Inc.
  All rights reserved.

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
  met:

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
    copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
    disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
    distribution.
  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its
    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
    this software without specific prior written permission.

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
  "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
  LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
  A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
  OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
  SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
  OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

- nghttp2, located at deps/nghttp2, is licensed as follows:

  The MIT License
  Copyright (c) 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 Tatsuhiro Tsujikawa
  Copyright (c) 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 nghttp2 contributors

  Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
  a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

---

remark-cli, located at tools/remark-cli, is licensed as follows:

(The MIT License)

Copyright (c) 2014-2016 Titus Wormer <tituswormer@gmail.com>
Copyright (c) 2011-2014, Christopher Jeffrey (https://github.com/chjj/)

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

---

node-inspect, located at deps/node-inspect, is licensed as follows:

Copyright Node.js contributors. All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

---

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS